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I, Jeffrey A. Miller, declare:   

1. I am an adult individual and make this Declaration based on personal 

knowledge.  

2. I have been retained by TRW Automotive US LLC (“Petitioner”) to 

provide analysis regarding U.S. Pat. No. 8,599,001 (“the ‘001 Patent”).  I have 

personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this Declaration unless otherwise 

stated.  If called as a witness, I could and would competently testify to the facts set 

forth in this Declaration.   

A. BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS 

3. I am an Associate Professor of Engineering Practices in the 

Department of Computer Science at the University of Southern California.  I was 

awarded a Ph.D. in Computer Science from the University of Southern California 

in 2007.  I have authored numerous publications and a supplement to a book.  I 

have given many presentations.  I have assisted in developing curricula for the 

Computer Science and Computer Systems Engineering programs at UAA.   I am a 

named inventor on one U.S. Patent Application.  A copy of my curriculum vitae 

(“CV”) is attached hereto as Exhibit A.    

4. I was the Editor-in-Chief of the IEEE Intelligent Transportation 

Systems Magazine through 2013.  I was previously an Associate Editor of the same 

magazine.  I am presently an Associate Editor of IEEE Transactions on Intelligent 

Transportation Systems.  
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5. I have conducted research on the software and network architectures 

and algorithms used in mobile and wireless communication.  Since 2008, I have 

secured over $930,000 for projects concerning Intelligent Transportation Systems 

networks and architectures.  

6. I was the General Chair for the IEEE 69th Vehicular Technology 

Conference in fall 2009, the IEEE 15th Intelligent Transportation Systems 

Conference in fall 2012, and the IEEE 77th Vehicular Technology Conference in 

fall 2013.  I was also a Program Co-Chair and Technical Program Chair for the 

IEEE 73rd Vehicular Technology Conference in fall 2011.  I was on the IEEE 

Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Board of Governors for the term from 

January 2009 – December 2011 and was elected as Vice President for 

Administrative Activities in the same society from January 2011 – December 

2012.  I was also on the IEEE Vehicular Technology Society Board of Governors 

for the term from September 2011 – December 2013.  From October 2011 – 

December 2013, I was the Editor-in-Chief of the IEEE ITS Magazine.  Within the 

ITSS, I am an Associate Editor for the IEEE Transactions on Intelligent 

Transportation Systems since 2010.  In 2010, I was the treasurer for the Alaska 

section of the IEEE and was the chair of the section from January 2011 – 

December 2011.  During my time as chair of the IEEE Alaska Section, the section 

won the 2011 Outstanding Section Award for the Region 6 Northwest Area.  In 

addition to being a member of the Intelligent Transportation Society of Alaska, I 

was also the president from January 2010-December 2011.  
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7. I have reviewed the patent at issue as well as the prior art patents and 

printed publications discussed in this Declaration and Petitioner’s Request for Inter 

Partes Review of that same patent.  I am familiar with state of and nature of the art 

at the time of the invention by virtue of my review of contemporaneous materials, 

including, but not limited to the prior art patents and printed publications addressed 

in this Declaration.  I am also familiar with the state of and nature of the art at the 

time of the invention based on my own studies, research, publications, and 

experience as explained in the attached CV (Ex. A).  For example, my studies, 

research, publications, and experience related to intelligent vehicles has included 

significant study of references of the time period of, before, and after the time of 

the claimed invention. 

B. PERSON OF ORDINARY SKILL IN THE ART 

8. A person of ordinary skill in the art relevant to the claims of the ‘001 

patents at the time of the alleged inventions would have had at least the 

qualifications of or equivalent to either an undergraduate degree in electrical 

engineering or mechanical engineering with course work or research in automobile 

accessory systems and with at least two years of work making automobile 

accessory systems (sometimes referred to as the “POSITA”). 

C. STANDARDS GOVERNING OBVIOUSNESS 

9. Petitioner’s counsel has explained to me that a patent claim is invalid 

for obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103 if the differences between the subject matter 
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sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole 

would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having 

ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.  

10. I have also been informed that various rationales may be used to find 

a patent claim obvious.  For example, a combination of familiar elements 

according to known methods is likely to be obvious when it does no more than 

yield predictable results.  And when a work is available in one field, design 

incentives and other market forces can prompt variations of it, either in the same 

field or in another.  Rearranging parts in a manner that does not change operation 

of the device is also not a patentable improvement.  And still further, where a 

skilled artisan merely pursues known options from a finite number of identified, 

predictable solutions, the result was merely obvious to try.  Obviousness also exists 

when a claimed improvement is but a predictable use of prior art elements 

according to their established functions. 

11. I have been further informed that to determine whether there was an 

apparent reason to combine the known elements in the way a patent claims, it is 

often necessary to look to interrelated teachings of multiple patents; to the effects 

of demands known to the design community or present in the marketplace; and to 

the background knowledge possessed by a person having ordinary skill in the art.  

In addition, I understand that a validity analysis need not seek out precise teachings 

directed to the specific subject matter of the challenged claim, as the inferences 

and creative steps that a person of ordinary skill in the art would employ can be 
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recognized, and that the legal determination of obviousness may include recourse 

to logic, judgment, and common sense. 

12. Petitioner’s counsel has also informed me that an obviousness 

analysis under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) proceeds by setting a background against which 

obviousness is measured.  In this analysis, the inquiry is to: (1) determine the scope 

and content of the prior art, (2) ascertain the differences between the prior art and 

the claims at issue, and (3) resolve the level of ordinary skill in the art.  Petitioner’s 

counsel has further informed me that known mathematical algorithms are 

considered abstract ideas, and the step of programming an abstract algorithm into a 

computer, in and of itself, does not render a claim patent eligible under 35 U.S.C. 

101. 

D. THE ‘001 PATENT 

13. I have been asked to consider the meaning of certain claim terms 

appearing in the ‘001 Patent.  The ‘001 Patent is entitled “Vehicular Vision 

System.”  The ‘001 Patent was filed on November 19, 2012, issued on December 

3, 2013, and has not yet expired.   

14. For at least for the reasons discussed below, all of claims 1-24, 28, 32, 

34-40, 42-69, 71, and 73-109 of the ‘001 patent are obvious in light of several prior 

art references, considered with respect to different combinations thereof, under 35 

U.S.C. 103(a).  A copy of the ‘001 Patent is attached as Exhibit B. 
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Claim Construction 

15. Although I am not a lawyer, I understand that the words appearing in 

the claims of a patent are normally given their ordinary meaning from the 

perspective of a person of ordinary skill in the art (“POSITA”).  I further 

understand that the perspective of the person of ordinary skill is discerned with 

reference to the time of filing of an earlier patent application within the ‘001 patent 

family.  In this case, I am considering the ‘001 Patent from the perspective of the 

POSITA as of June 7, 1995.  By using this date I do not intend to express an 

opinion that any of the claims of the ‘001 patent were actually conceived or 

reduced to practice on or before this date.  I am simply adopting a date I 

understand has been identified by the Patent Owner for the purpose of establishing 

the reference point for a POSITA.   

16. Petitioner’s counsel has informed me that construing claims is a 

matter of law, and has asked me to construe the term “plurality”, which appears in 

claims 1, 7, 36, 56, 61, 79, and 96 in the phrases “plurality of photosensor 

elements,” “plurality of exposure periods,” “plurality of light beams,” and 

“plurality of sub-arrays,” to mean, at a minimum, “greater than one.”  My analysis 

and conclusions use this construction. 

17. Petitioner’s counsel has further informed me that the claim phrase 

“pattern of light”, which is present in claims 8, 62, and 83, to mean, at a minimum, 

the choice of light intensity and/or direction, i.e., high beam or low beam, for the 
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equipped vehicle headlights.  My analysis and conclusions use this construction. 

Vehicular Machine-Vision Systems in June 1995 

18. As discussed further below with regard to specific prior art references, 

a conventional machine-vision system from June 1995 all shared a basic hardware 

configuration:  (A) a camera or image sensor positioned in a desired location; (B) 

an image processor to process image data captured by the camera/sensor; and (C) a 

controller to execute a desired function based on the results from the image 

processor of the processed data.  Although, in June 1995, CCD-type photosensor 

cameras had been prevalent in the field for a number of years, as of 1993, CMOS 

photosensor array cameras had come to be a recognized replacement or 

substitution for CCD cameras.   

19. “CCD” refers to Charge Coupled Devices, and CCD-type photosensor 

imager arrays (also known as “CCD image sensors” or “CCD cameras”) were 

solid-state, that is, semiconductor, arrays of light-sensitive photosensors that 

generate an electrical signal in response to light incident on the photosensor.  In a 

CCD image sensor, the individual photosensors, or pixels, in the array utilize a p-

doped or n-doped Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) elements capacitors to 

generate the electrical charge from the incident light. “CMOS” refers to 

Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor, which are a variant of MOS 

technology.  CMOS imager photosensor arrays (also known as “CMOS image 

sensors” and “CMOS cameras”) are similar to CCD image sensors in many ways, 
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but utilize both a p-doped and an n-doped MOS elements together.  CMOS arrays 

generally operated at lower power than CCD arrays, but there were many tradeoffs 

between the two variants.   

20. By 1993, many of the tradeoffs negatively affecting the use of CMOS 

arrays as image sensors, as opposed to the more prevalent CCD image sensors, had 

been overcome, as particularly described in detail by Vellacott (Ex. C), for 

example. 

Overview of the Claimed Subject Matter 

21. The claims of the ‘001 Patent all claim a “system,” but in fact each 

claim actually requires a mixture of not only structural, that is, hardware, 

components of a device, but also functional methods of and operating such a 

device.  This distinction is significant because, as discussed in the preceding 

section, typical machine-vision system devices of June 1995 all shared the same 

basic camera/image processor/controller configuration, and these typical 

processors and controllers were easily capable of being programmed to perform a 

variety of different functional algorithms without altering the electronics or 

structure of the device. 

22. With regard to the actual structural device requirements of the ‘001 

Patent, all of the claims require at least a CMOS photosensor array and a control 

having an image processor that processes image data captured by the CMOS array.  

Several dependent claims define various functional capabilities of the claimed 
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CMOS array/image processor/control configuration, but none of the claims deviate 

from this basic vehicular vision system configuration. 

23. The basic configuration is important, because the written description 

of the ‘001 Patent expressly acknowledges how this claimed hardware 

configuration of its vehicular vision system was not actually new to the listed 

inventors of the ‘001 Patent, but instead an off-the-shelf machine-vision system 

made by VLSI Vision Limited (“VVL”) for several years prior to the claimed June 

1995 priority date of the ‘001 Patent.  Specifically, the ‘001 Patent admits that the 

“photosensor array 32 is the VLSI Vision Limited (VVL) Single Chip Video 

Camera Model #ASIS 1011.”  (Ex. B, col. 13, lines 30-37). 

24. The written disclosure of the ‘001 Patent further describes various 

specific details of a logic and control circuit (Ex. B, col. 18, line 30, for example), 

but none of the claims require such details.  Where a logic and control circuit 

appears in the claims, only its generic presence is required in connection with the 

control and image processor.  The claims are not limited to the particular 

descriptions of the logic and control circuit in the ‘001 Patent. 

25. A similar issue arises with respect to the various operational 

capabilities (e.g., headlight detection, fog detection, collision avoidance, etc.)  

featured in the ‘001 Patent claims.  Whereas the written description of the ‘001 

Patent includes some details of particular algorithms used to allow such operation, 

the claims themselves require no such detail.  The claims merely feature the 
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generic ability to perform such function, but require no specifics as to how such 

functionality is accomplished.  I note in particular that the ‘001 Patent includes no 

method claims. 

E. SUMMARIES OF RELEVANT PRIOR ART 

Vellacott 

26. The primary reference is Vellacott (Ex. C).  Vellacott is of particular 

relevance because it provides significant detail about the very device that the ‘001 

Patent admits to use as its “light sensing device,” namely, the VVL model #ASIS 

1011 (Ex. B at 13:36-37), in a vehicular vision system.  As shown by Vellacott, 

VVL’s single-chip “Peach” camera model #ASIS 1011 was much more than 

simply a light sensing device.  The ASIS 1011 was an integral component of “a 

complete standalone machine-vision system” sold by VVL as “The imputer.”  (Ex. 

C, page 3, Fig. 4).  The imputer was specifically programmed for use in 

automotive vision systems. (Ex. C at page 4, col. 3).  “ASIS” refers to an 

“Application-Specific Interconnect Structure.”   

27. In addition to the Peach/ASIS camera chip structure, Vellacott states 

that the imputer also included “A full library of machine-vision functions … 

including morphological (shape) filters, transforms, correlators, convolvers, image 

segmentation, frequency filtering rotation, reflection and logical operators.” 

28. Paradiso (Ex. D) provides a more detailed analysis of the VVL 

imputer, its capabilities, and several known applications in the field.  Paradiso 
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confirms that the Peach camera and ASIS 1011 were a unified package where the 

reference explicitly states that “As of last year [1993], the Peach chip[14] (ASIS-

1011-B) was separately available for under £30.”  (Ex. D at page 4, last two lines, 

emphasis added).  Paradiso is thus describing the same Peach camera with 

supporting electronics (ASIS 1011) that constitutes the VVL imputer described by 

Vellacott. 

29. Paradiso further illustrates the electronic schematics of the camera, 

processor, and control of the VVL imputer.  (Ex. D, page 6, at Figure 5).  Paradiso 

states that “The complete camera (with housing) measures 3.5 x 3.5 cm. The 

CMOS monolithic inside integrates the sensor (operating down to 5 Lux @ F1.8) 

with all video formatting and signal processing.” (Ex. D, page 4, last paragraph). 

 

30. As shown above, Paradiso clearly demonstrates VVL imputer further 
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included exposure control as an integral function of the camera that forms the 

nucleus of the Vellacott imputer.  (Ex. D, page 6, at Figure 5).  Paradiso further 

confirms that the Peach CMOS photo-diode sensor array was not only available in 

the 256x256 or 512x512 arrays mentioned by Vellacott as examples, but also in an 

asymmetric “1/2" array of 312x287 photodiode pixels,” which would, by 

definition, have a greater width than height to the array.  (Ex. D, page 4, last 

paragraph).  Fletcher (Ex. M) further confirms that the hardware of VVL imputer, 

disclosed by Vellacott, was capable of supporting lenses and lens mountings of 

different sizes.  Given this known capability of the VVL imputer, choice of a 

compatible photosensor array having different dimensions would have been an 

obvious matter of design choice by the POSITA.  

31. The GEM reference (Ex. E), discussed further below, also analyzes 

the Peach camera chip and confirms that the Peach camera chip with ASIS 1011 

electronics was unified package at the time of the invention.  (Ex. E, page 109).  

GEM specifically states that “Along with a 1/2" format image sensor array, ASIS-

1011-B includes the circuits which control and read the array, plus a 

comprehensive control input and output set for digital video applications.”  (Ex. E, 

page 109, emphasis added).  GEM further confirms that the Peach camera, together 

with the ASIS 1011 processor/control was on sale to the public as early as at least 

June 1993, two years prior to the earliest claimed priority date of the ‘001 Patent.  

(Ex. E, page 109). 

32. Paradiso and GEM thus both confirm that the Peach CMOS camera 
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was packaged and sold together with the ASIS 1011 electronics chip circuitry as a 

single unified product.  Vellacott specifically describes the Peach CMOS camera 

(which included the ASIS 1011 electronics) as an integral part of the VVL imputer, 

and that the VVL imputer had been sold to the Applicant of the ‘001 Patent 

(“Donnelly Corporation,” Ex. C at page 4) as a vehicular vision system well before 

the ‘001 Patent’s priority date.   

33. Most importantly, the ‘001 Patent itself specifically admits that the 

model “ASIS 1011” image sensor was the preferred embodiment for its disclosed 

“photosensor array 32” (Ex. B, col. 13, lines 30-37), which is the same element 32 

utilized for both the rearward and forward embodiments.  (Ex. B, col. 33, lines 9-

15).  Therefore, for the purposes of this discussion, I consider the terms “imputer,” 

“Peach camera,” and “ASIS 1011” to interchangeably refer to the same CMOS 

camera with an image processor and a logic and control circuit that were integral to 

the “VVL imputer” as described by Vellacott. 

34. The only capability of the VVL imputer that I find to not be attributed 

to VVL by the ‘001 Patent is the VVL imputer’s additional “full library of 

machine-vision functions” that came pre-packaged with the imputer, as discussed 

by Vellacott, above.  This considerable pre-packaged library of programming 

functions is very significant because Vellacott further explains how the VVL 

imputer was “completely programmable” with this full library.  (Ex. C, page 3, 

cols. 2-3).  Vellacott further discloses that the number of machine-vision 

applications which can be run on the imputer is limited only by the processing 
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power of the mothercard, which, at the time was an 8-bit Intel 8032 

microcontroller in the main disclosed embodiment.  (Ex. C, page 3, col. 1).   

35. Vellacott further states, however, that the processing power of the 

imputer could be increased “3000-fold” using “optional plug-in coprocessors” (the 

Motorola 56002 DSP is provided as one example) if greater processing power was 

desired.  As of 1994, such coprocessor of greater power were known and available, 

and it would have thus been an obvious matter of design choice for the POSITA to 

choose one or more of these more powerful coprocessors to run more complex 

algorithms, or more than one algorithm for the same vehicular vision system, 

dependent only on cost restrictions for the overall system.  With a known, more 

powerful processor, the VVL imputer described by Vellacott would have easily 

been capable of running multiple complex processes and algorithms from its pre-

packaged library of programs and control algorithms.  No undue experimentation 

would have been required for the POSITA to choose from among the library of 

pre-packaged machine-vision functions. 

36. Vellacott explicitly discloses that at least one of its pre-packaged 

library of machine-vision functions was dedicated to an automotive/vehicular 

vision system for headlight detection by a CMOS camera (with imputer) housed in 

the rearview mirror.  Rearview mirror assemblies were well-known to the POSITA 

at the time of the invention, to be located at the upper portion of the windshield of 

the equipped vehicle for most passenger vehicles (large trucks being an exception).  

Such passenger vehicles were further commonly known to attach these mirror 
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assemblies directly to the windshield.  Vellacott specifically states “The imputer 

was programmed to analyse this image to recognise when and where headlamps 

are present in the field of view.”  (Ex. C, page 4, col. 3).  Although this specific 

mention of headlight detection is performed with the imputer facing rearwardly, 

the pre-packaged algorithm of the imputer would predictably function in exactly 

the same way when facing forward.  That is, the algorithm used to detect and 

recognize the headlights would not change with the orientation of the camera.  

37. Vellacott utilizes this pre-packaged headlight detection program to 

then send a control signal from the imputer to dim its rearview mirrors.  Vellacott 

states “The dimming is controlled by an analogue voltage from the imputer, which 

directly sets the chrominance of the mirror.”  This option to control the mirror 

dimming, however, as opposed to any other system of the equipped vehicle (such 

as headlights, for example), would have been an obvious matter of design choice to 

the POSITA at the time of the claimed invention.  Vellacott’s imputer was clearly 

capable of sending an analogue control signal to any vehicle system wired directly 

to the imputer, or wired through vehicle communication bus connected to the 

imputer.  No special skill in the art would have been required to send such a 

control signal to a different vehicle system.  Fletcher (Ex. M) states that, for the 

VVL imputer specifically, “Binary ports are controllable from software,” 

confirming that desired control signals from the imputer could have been purely a 

matter of programming, and not a change in the structure or operation of the 

device.  
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38. In its most general sense, a control signal is any type of signal that is 

used to control something.  In the specific case of computer vision systems, the 

control signal would be a “true” or “false” signal that signifies whether an object of 

interest was detected in the field of view.  The control signal does not necessarily 

mean that something will change, such as whether the state of the high beams, but 

it is anticipated that the signal will result in a change.  In one example, an image is 

taken from the sensors and processed by a processor.  The programming of the 

processor then “decides” whether or not an object is detected in the camera’s field 

of view.  If an object is detected (i.e. a headlight), then a control signal of “true” 

will be sent to a control signal receiving system, for example, one that controls the 

state of the high beams, dimming of a rear-view mirror, or any other vehicular 

system that can be controlled by a control signal, which is to say almost all, if not 

all, of such systems.  The control signal receiver of the particular vehicular system 

then makes a decision on what to do based on the received control signal sent from 

the computer vision system. 

39. It should be understood that such a “true” control signal would be sent 

over some communication network within the vehicle, for example, a bus 

communication system or by direct wiring.  If it was desired to send the signal over 

the bus, no additional programming would be required to reroute the control signal 

of the detection/recognition program.  Once the control signal is established by the 

program, the POSITA would need only to specify the address destination of the 

signal.  In other words, the numerical variable of the control signal address would 
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simply need to be set to match the desired vehicle system, without changing any of 

the processing of the particular program.   

40. Alternatively, a control signal from the imputer could be sent to a 

particular vehicle system (e.g., headlights) by direct wiring, which would have 

been a very simple, but more cumbersome, solution that was well-known to the 

POSITA at the time of the claimed invention. If you have a control signal as an 

output of one system (e.g., Vellacott’s imputer) that corresponds to the input of the 

receiver of another system (e.g., rear-view mirror dimmer or headlights), it is 

obvious that you would connect the output of one system to the input of the other.  

Wiring electrical components together was an obvious capability of the POSITA 

requiring no special skill in the art or inventiveness. 

41. Therefore, according to my complete review and understanding of the 

text of the ‘001 Patent, as well as the Vellacott reference (further explained by the 

GEM and Paradiso references analyzing the Vellacott imputer), it is my opinion 

that the entirety of the hardware structure of the claimed vehicular vision system of 

the ‘001 Patent is simply that of Vellacott’s imputer, including both Vellacott’s 

CMOS photosensor array and its image processor-plus-control, along with its 

considerable pre-packaged library of machine-vision functions.  As discussed 

further below, all of the claims of the ‘001 Patent could easily be performed by the 

VVL imputer, utilizing one or more of the multitude of pre-packaged applications, 

or else by basic additional programming of similar algorithms that would have 

been well within the capability of the POSITA in 1994, who would have only had 
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to understand C-language computer programming for Windows.  (Ex. C, page 3, 

col. 2). 

42. The conclusion that the ‘001 Patent is simply utilizing the VVL 

imputer, as taught by Vellacott, is further confirmed by Vellacott’s explicit 

statement, discussed above, that “One of VVL's customers is US automotive 

components manufacturer Donnelly Corp. Donnelly has used the imputer to 

develop electro-chromic rearview mirrors, which automatically reduce headlamp 

glare from behind.”  I see that “Donnelly Corporation” of Holland Michigan is the 

entity listed on the face of the ‘001 Patent as “Applicant.”  With respect to any 

potential development of electro-chromic mirrors in relation to Vellacott’s imputer, 

it should be noted that none of the ‘001 Patent’s claims require an electro-chromic 

mirror. 

Kenue 

43. Kenue (Ex. F) discloses a forward-facing vehicular vision system for 

viewing a roadway scene in front of a vehicle, utilizing a CCD camera, as well as 

“template matching techniques” and “Hough algorithms” to detect lane markers or 

other objects.  (Ex F. at Abstract).  Kenue’s camera 10 is mounted “at the upper 

center of the windshield” (Ex. F at 2:31), and Kenue’s system is further able to 

analyze captured image data and automatically send a control signal to one or more 

vehicle systems, for example, a warning system, vehicle guidance system (steering 

and braking), or headway control system.  (Ex. F, at Abstract, 1:19-24, and 2:28-
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39).  Kenue’s computer vision system is disposed “at the upper center of the 

windshield” (Ex. F at 2:31), very similar to Vellacott’s express statement to house 

the imputer within a rearview mirror, which would be located at substantially the 

same location.   

Yanagawa 

44. Yanagawa (Ex. G) similarly describes a forward-facing vehicular 

vision system, or “traveling vehicle recognition device,” which has the functional 

capability “of automatically controlling headlight beams to high and low beams 

according to the state of whether there is a vehicle ahead.”  (Ex. G, page 2, at upper 

right column).  Yanagawa does not specify what type of imaging device is utilized 

to capture image data, other than the statement that the imaging device is a “color 

television camera (11).”  Nevertheless, Yanagawa does state that the image data 

captured by its television camera is binarized, or digitized, and thereby converted 

into digital image data for image processing by the video signal processor 14.  (Ex. 

G, page 2, col. 2, last two paragraphs). 

45. Yanagawa further indicates that its video signal processor 14 includes  

“extracting,” “recognizing,” and “calculating” means (Ex. G, page 1, “Claim”) that 

would render the video signal processor capable of the standard functionality of a 

conventional image processor available in 1994-1995.  Similarly, Yanagawa’s 

executing part 15, which “executes headlight control based on the recognition 

result” of the recognizing means of the image processor 14 is clearly a “control,” 
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as described by the ‘001 Patent disclosure.  Again, although the logic and control 

circuitry within the written disclosure of the ‘001 Patent is described (for some 

embodiments) in differing levels of detail, the claims of the ‘001 Patent merely 

require a generic control having no more functionality than that described and 

shown by Yanagawa (and also Vellacott and Kenue, as discussed above). 

46. It is significant to note that Yanagawa shows that it was well-known 

to utilize recognition results from the vehicular vision system’s image processor to 

control the headlights of the equipped vehicle.  (Ex. G, page 1, col. 2, first 

paragraph).  The desired control signal, that is, which vehicle system (e.g., 

headlights, mirror dimmer, etc.) is then just an obvious matter of design choice to 

the POSITA. 

47. For a typical vehicular vision system at the time of the claimed 

invention, an image is taken from the sensors (for Yanagawa, by the camera 11) 

and then processed (i.e., by the image processor 14).  Within the typical image 

processor it is then decided whether or not an object is detected (Yanagawa’s 

“recognizing means”) in the field of view.  If an object is detected (i.e. a headlight, 

as in both Yanagawa and Vellacott), then a control signal of “true” could be sent to 

a particular application run by the processor, such as the one that controls the state 

of the high beams, such as in Yanagawa.  The particular application can thus make 

a “decision” on what to do – through the controller (executing means 14 in 

Yanagawa) based on the control signal that was sent from the processor.  

Yanagawa thus clearly demonstrates that it was well-known by the time of the 
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claimed invention to utilize the detection and recognition of headlights from a 

forward facing camera to control the equipped vehicle’s own headlights.  The 

selection of the particular control signal (headlight system or mirror dimmer) 

would have involved nothing more than an obvious design choice by the POSITA. 

Venturello 

48. Venturello (Ex. H) discloses yet another forward-facing vehicular 

vision system (2), which utilizes a CCD camera (8 and 10-12), image processor 

(13) and control (14) to detect and recognize objects for instrument-assisted vision 

in poor visibility, and control the equipped vehicle’s headlamps (4) based on the 

processing of captured image data.  (Ex. H, page 6, FIGS. 1, 2).  Venturello 

describes how the detector of its CCD camera is capable of detecting illumination 

from a detected object (Ex. H, page 2, lines 16-17), or from the scattering of 

ambient light by the fog itself.  (Ex. H, page 2, lines 10-12).   

49. Venturello then utilizes its processor/control (13/14) to pulse the light 

from the headlamps (4) to address problems faced by the vehicular vision system 

when encountering the fog.  (Ex. H, page 2, lines 54-59).  This headlamp control 

method is significantly more complex than the high beam/low beam switching 

featured in the claims of the ‘001 Patent, but Venturello nevertheless makes clear 

that the more basic concepts of simply detecting fog, and then controlling the 

headlamps based on such recognition, were both well-known before the claimed 

priority date of the ‘001 Patent. 
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50. Of particular note is that Venturello’s claims are all primarily drawn 

to its more complex and specific method of operating the headlights in fog (e.g., 

Ex. H, page 5), and not merely to a system having the capability of fog detection, 

as more generally claimed by the ‘001 Patent. 

Bottesch 

51. Bottesch (Ex. I) discloses still another forward-facing vehicular vision 

system (Ex. I, Abstract, “passive optical system”) utilizing a forward facing CCD 

camera (Ex. I at 3:10-11) and a vehicle computer (Ex. I at page 10, FIG. 16) that 

processes image data captured by the CCD sensor array (Ex. I at 5:59 through 

6:56) to send a control signal to the equipped vehicle’s cruise control system (Ex. I 

at 2:30-33), or collision avoidance system.  (Ex. I at 11:30-31).  Bottesch’s sensor 

array may be a horizontal, single row array including an ambient light sensor, or a 

stack of linear arrays, such as with a typical CCD planar photosensor array.  (Ex. I 

at 6:59-61; FIGS. 11-12).  Bottesch acknowledges that such CCD sensors were, at 

the time of the claimed invention, “readily available on the market,” and “not 

intended to be claimed per se as inventive.”  (Ex. I at 4:10-13). 

52. Bottesch further teaches that the ambient light sensor has the same 

basic construction as the other photosensors in the array (Ex. I at FIGS. 8-9), and 

that the ambient light sensor 15c is merely one sensor at one end of the array of 

sensors 15a-15c.  (Ex. I at FIGS. 4-5).  Bottesch teaches that it was known at the 

time of the claimed invention to compare detected light information at the ambient 
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sensor and compare it with other sensors of the array (Ex. I at 4:66-68), and that 

the vehicle camera could include “low-lux sensor components,” to indicate “a 

condition of reduced visibility, as at night time,” which components “would be 

activated when the headlights of a vehicle are switched on.”  (Ex. I at 7:33-36). 

53. Bottesch does not specify the exact processing steps to control the 

vehicle’s headlights based on a daytime/nighttime condition detected by the 

ambient light sensor.  Bottesch nevertheless describes a system that detects a 

nighttime condition from at least one or more sensors of its array, and compares 

the ambient light level with other sensor information to control another vehicle 

system based on the comparison.  Bottesch does not explicitly state that the 

headlight switch is controlled as a result of such comparisons by the vehicle 

computer, but as discussed above with regard to Yanagawa, the choice of which 

vehicle system receives the particular control signal was an obvious matter of 

design choice to the POSITA, and a straightforward matter of programming well 

within the skill level of the POSITA. 

54. In summary, all of the Kenue, Yanagawa, Venturello, and Bottesch 

references feature similar configurations of a basic vehicular vision system 

namely:  a forward-facing camera; an image processor for detecting, recognizing, 

and processing image data from the camera, and; a control for controlling a 

vehicular system based on the results from the image processor.  All of these 

references except Yanagawa expressly teach that the camera is a CCD photosensor 

array, and all four references otherwise only differ with regard to which particular 
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functional algorithms are programmed into and run by their respective processors, 

thereby which particular vehicular system is then controlled as a result of such 

processing.  The basic ability of all four so-programmed respective vision systems 

though, is essentially the same. 

55. The commonality of the structural configuration of these four 

vehicular vision systems is of particular relevance when compared with the VVL 

imputer taught by Vellacott, which was published after each of the four references 

discussed immediately above.  Vellacott specifically states that one advantage of 

the VVL imputer is that it “replaces a camera, frame grabber, processing board and 

PC/workstation with a single integrated architecture.”  (Ex. C at page 4, col. 3).  

Based on this statement, in addition to the detailed description of the operation of 

the VVL imputer by Vellacott, a POSITA would have understood that the imputer 

would have had least all of the basic machine-vision capabilities of the earlier prior 

art vehicular vision systems, limited only by programming choices by the POSITA 

and processing power of the mothercard. 

Schofield 

56. Schofield (Ex. J) is different from the references above in that it does 

not directly relate to a vehicular vision system and the algorithmic control thereof, 

but instead focuses on well-known mounting methods and structures for attaching 

mirrors having a variety of electronic components at a windshield.  Specifically, 

Schofield describes a mounting adaptor for removably securing an interior 
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rearview mirror assembly to a mounting support on the inner surface of a vehicle 

window such as a windshield. (Ex. J at Abstract).  Schofield further describes that 

its mounting adaptor is intended to be universal for mounting a mirror to any style 

(old or new) of mirror mounting button (Ex. J at 1:29-36), which buttons were 

well-known at the time “for many years” to be adhered to the upper inside surface 

of the front windshield of the vehicle.  (Ex. J at 1:16-20).   

57. Schofield additionally states that its universal mirror mounting 

adaptor was intended for use at the upper windshield area for “an increasing 

amount of instrumentation and accessories” (Ex. J at 1:37-39), and particularly 

those electronic accessories housed in a rearview mirror assembly.   Schofield 

specifically teaches that one such accessory housed within a rearview mirror 

assembly utilizing its universal mount is “a headlight dimming sensor 130.”  (Ex. J 

at 8:53-58).  The headlight dimming sensor 130 is shown to face forward (Ex. J at 

FIG. 15), and except for the fact that the light sensor 140 is not a CMOS array, the 

dimming sensor 130 operates in a substantially similar matter to the other vehicular 

vision systems discussed above.   That is, image information detected by the single 

sensor 140 is processed and used to control the headlights based on this simple 

detection/recognition circuitry.  Adding a more complex CMOS array and 

processor to this configuration, as could be done with Vellacott’s imputer, for 

example, would not change the basic operation, but instead, merely is 

sophistication. 

58. Additionally, Schofield states it was well-known “to route electrical 
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cables between the vehicle interior roof headliner and the mirror assembly to 

provide appropriate electrical power” (Ex. J at 1:55-58), and that an “appropriate 

electrical circuit included on circuit board 144 … is connected to the vehicle 

electrical system via wiring 146.” (1008 at 8:53-64).  Therefore, according to 

Schofield, basic wiring and circuit connections for rearview mirror accessories 

were not novel at the time of the claimed invention, nor was the functional 

operation of such accessories affected by the choice of mounting or attachment 

structures at the vehicle windshield.  

Denyer 

59. Like Schofield, Denyer (Ex. K) also does not relate directly to the 

programming and operation of a vehicular vision system, but instead describes 

how it was well-known at the time of the claimed invention to add RGB color 

filters to existing solid-state photosensor camera arrays such as CCD and MOS 

devices.  (Ex. K at page 10, lines 7-23).  RGB filters would be considered, at a 

minimum, by a POSITA to be a “spectral filter.”  The addition of an RGB filter, 

such as that disclosed by Denyer, to a CMOS array (such as that described by 

Vellacott) would not change the operation of the CMOS device, but would instead 

enhance its ability to distinguish color information in addition to its inherent ability 

to distinguish light intensity and luminance.  Denyer clearly teaches that its filter is 

applicable to all solid-state imaging devices such as CCD and CMOS (a subset of 

MOS devices). 
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60. In summary, both of Schofield and Denyer disclose nothing more than 

well-known structural design choices that were universally available to rearview 

mirror accessory systems and solid-state photosensor arrays, respectively.  The use 

of such well-known structural features would not affect the basic operation of a 

vehicular vision system.  Use of either structural option would have been an 

obvious design choice by the POSITA for the same reasons described by Schofield 

and Denyer, respectively, with the only limitations on such design choices being 

the desired cost of the vehicular vision system as a whole.  Adding these structural 

options would increase the cost of the overall system, and such optional elements 

would not be necessary to perform the basic programming operations from the 

other vision systems discussed above. 
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F. OBVIOUSNESS OF COMBINING THE PRIOR ART REFERENCES 

Vellacott in view of Kenue 

61. Vellacott is the primary reference with respect to all of the claims of 

the ‘001 Patent.  And except for certain minor details regarding the orientation of 

Vellacott’s camera (and also spectral filter and attachment methods, both discussed 

further below), Vellacott clearly discloses all of the hardware – camera, image 

processor, controller, along with all related logic and control circuitry – required to 

meet the structural device requirements of all of the claims.  As discussed above, 

the ‘001 Patent even admits to using the VVL imputer as its photosensor array 32 

plus supporting circuitry (that is, the Peach CMOS camera plus ASIS 1011 

electronics chip, which were known to be packaged and sold together as a unit in 

1994).  In the broadest sense, all of the claims of the ‘001 Patent appear to be 

simply claiming methods of orienting and operating/programming VVL’s imputer 

device, without adding any inventive hardware or structure to the device. 

62. Considering claim 1 of the ‘001 Patent as an exemplary claim, except 

only for the direction in which the CMOS photosensor array is pointed, I find no 

difference between the limitations of this claim and the specific automotive 

rearview mirror embodiment of the VVL imputer described by Vellacott.  (Ex. C at 

page 4, col. 3).  The imputer device itself would continue to function the same, 

irrespective of the direction in which it was aimed. 

63. I note that the written description of the ‘001 Patent does not describe 
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any change in structure, nor change in the basic operation of its light sensing and 

logic circuit 26 (including photosensor array 32 and logic and control circuit 34) 

from the rearward-facing embodiment (Ex. B at FIG. 6A) to the forward-facing 

embodiment. (Ex. B at FIG. 6B).  The ‘001 Patent uses the same numeral (26) to 

refer to the circuit in both orientations, and admits that the forward-facing 

embodiment “may also be integrated with automatic rearview mirror system and 

vehicle interior monitoring system described herein” from the rearward-facing 

embodiment (FIG. 6A).  (Ex. B at 33:9-12).  According to the ‘001 Patent itself, 

therefore, there is no structural difference between the forward- and rearward-

facing embodiments other than the orientation of the field of view of the array 32. 

64. This lack of structural distinction between the forward- and rearward-

facing embodiments in the ‘001 Patent is important because the rearward-facing 

embodiment featured in FIG. 6A is clearly the same as Vellacott’s rearview mirror 

application of the VVL imputer.  The rearward-facing embodiment of FIG. 6A of 

the ‘001 Patent deviates from Vellacott’s vehicular vision system embodiment only 

with respect to its programming; the rearward-facing embodiment is programmed 

to determine an intrusion to the vehicle, whereas Vellacott’s programming 

addresses headlight detection.  The devices in both disclosures, however, are 

identical – including the orientation (rearward) of the two devices.  Claim 1 of the 

‘001 Patent though, requires no particular algorithms or method of operating the 

device. 

65. Therefore, I find that claim 1 merely takes Vellacott’s VVL imputer in 
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the rearview mirror embodiment (Ex. C at page 4, Figure 6), and simply directs the 

camera portion of the imputer forward, but without changing any other feature of 

the imputer.  As an initial matter, the orientation of the camera should be nothing 

more than an obvious matter of design choice.  It does not require any degree of 

skill in the art to understand that a camera should be pointed in the direction that is 

desired to be imaged. 

66. Furthermore, reorienting the camera of the VVL imputer would not 

have involved any inventiveness, or even modification to the imputer itself.  Figure 

6 of Vellacott (Ex. C at page 4) illustrates the imputer and CMOS image sensor 

outside of the rearview mirror housing for comparison, clearly demonstrating that 

the single-chip camera portion of the imputer can be separated from the rest of the 

imputer, but still connected by wiring, as shown below: 
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67. According to this illustration in Figure 6 of Vellacott, it would 

therefore have been obvious to the POSITA to easily and separately move the 

CMOS camera into any desired position within, about, or adjacent the rearview 

mirror assembly housing, without having to change the location of the other 

imputer electronics that are separated from the camera.  The camera/image sensor 

portion of Vellacott’s imputer could be moved up to the windshield itself, with the 

only design considerations for such relocation being only accommodation for the 

wires to the camera portion, and other basic design choices for attachment 

methods. 

68. To the extent that a specific written motivation is required to direct the 

POSITA to position a solid-state vehicular vision camera forward to view through 

the windshield at a location on or near the rearview mirror, Kenue (Ex. F) clearly 

provides such motivation.  Kenue positions the CCD camera of its vehicular vision 

system facing forward, “at the upper center of the windshield” (Ex. F at 2:31), for 

“viewing a roadway scene in front of a vehicle.”  (Ex. F at Abstract).  Facing 

Vellacott’s imputer camera forward, therefore, would have predictably viewed the 

roadway scene in front of the equipped vehicle, exactly as described by Kenue.  

The obviousness of this particular design choice is further confirmed, for example, 

by Koshizawa (Ex. N), which clearly illustrates a vehicular vision system operating 

the same in both forward and rearward applications.  (Ex. N at 1:10-15; 3:58-68). 

69. It is important to note that Kenue describes two main algorithms 

executed by the image processor of the computer 14 – one using a Hough 
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transform, and another using template matching – both of which compare one 

captured frame from the camera with a previous frame.   (Ex. F at 2:40-51).  These 

known algorithms are directly comparable with equivalent algorithmic functions 

that were pre-packaged in the library for the VVL imputer.  Kenue’s Hough 

transform, for example, would have very likely been included in Vellacott’s library 

of “transforms” functions, or at least it would have been obvious to include with 

Vellacott’s transforms an algorithm substantially similar to Kenue’s Hough 

transform algorithm. Similarly, Kenue’s template matching algorithm would have 

been an obvious form of Vellacott’s library of “correlators” functions, since 

template matching is one method of correlation. 

70. To the extent that a particular known algorithm may not have already 

been included within Vellacott’s pre-packaged library of functions available to the 

“completely programmable” VVL imputer, Fletcher (Ex. M) further confirms that, 

in addition to the pre-packaged library, “More specialized functions can also be 

developed to order” from the manufacturer (VVL).  Therefore, it would have been 

obvious for the POSITA to either himself/herself program known algorithms into 

Vellacott’s completely programmable, Windows-based, C language imputer as 

desired, or simply have had the manufacturer specialize the desired functionality of 

the VVL imputer to order.  This point is especially important because it would 

apply to any of the functional programming capabilities featured in many of the 

claims of the ‘001 Patent.  The actual structural configuration of the VVL imputer 

would not have to be modified at all to accommodate such specialized 
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functionality.  Only the programming of the imputer would change, if at all, to 

implement such customized functions.  Fletcher confirms that such customization 

though, was known at the time of the claimed invention. 

71. Looking at Vellacott and Kenue in reverse, it would also have been 

obvious to start with Kenue as the base reference for claim 1, and modify its 

forward facing vehicular vision system to replace its CCD video camera with a 

CMOS image sensor, as taught by Vellacott.  Kenue satisfies all of the limitations 

of claim 1 of the ‘001 Patent, for example, except for the requirements of a CMOS 

photosensor array having exposure control at a plurality of exposure periods.  

Vellacott’s CMOS photosensor array though, clearly includes such exposure 

capability, as discussed further below in more detail. 

72. Kenue, for example, illustrates in Fig. 1 (shown below) the basic 

configuration of a vehicular vision system that was known in the art at the time of 

the claimed invention.  (Ex. F at Fig. 1).  According to Kenue, the vehicular vision 

system includes a camera 10 and a computer 14, where the computer 14 “is 

programmed with algorithms for processing the images sensed by the camera,” and 

then outputs a control signal to one of several different vehicle systems 76, 18, or 

20 (Ex. F at 2:40-51): 
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73. Accordingly, Kenue’s forward-facing vehicular vision system would 

not require more than a replacement of a CMOS camera for Kenue’s CCD camera 

10, and the system would not change its basic operation merely by substituting one 

camera for the other.  The motivation for the POSITA to replace Kenue’s CCD 

camera with  CMOS camera like Vellacott’s is initially provided by Vellacott, 

which teaches that the CMOS is more versatile, lower-power, less-expensive 

alternative to CCD cameras (Ex. C at page 2), and specifically for vehicular vision 

systems.  (Ex. C at page 4, col. 3).  The POSITA would have obviously been 

motivated at the time of the claimed invention, to implement these stated CMOS 

advantages. 

74. Substituting a CMOS camera with CCD camera-based image 

processors was not merely a theory at the time of the claimed invention; Paradiso 

(Ex. D) discloses that, as of 1994, the Peach camera (CMOS) was specifically 

implanted, in at least one example, with the Scion LG-3 frame grabber and image 

processor.  (Ex. D at page 6, last paragraph).  The Scion LG-3 processor was 

expressly known at the time to be “suitable for use with high end CCD cameras 
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and other imaging equipment.”  (Ex. E at page 110, col. 1).  Paradiso therefore 

establishes that it was actually known at the time of the claimed invention to 

replace a CCD camera with a CMOS camera for the same applications and 

purposes, and that the actual substitution of one camera for the other was within 

the skill level of the POSITA. 

75. The obviousness of combining the teachings of Vellacott with those 

from Kenue is therefore applicable to all of claims 1-24, 28, 32, 34-40, 42-69, 71, 

73-109, and specifically to claims 1-5, 15-16, 23, 28, 35-40, 42-50, 52-53, and 55, 

which require no further programming functions or minor structural options than 

those disclosed by Vellacott and Kenue. 

Vellacott and Kenue, in further view of Yanagawa 

76. The proposed combination of the respective teachings of Vellacott 

and Kenue are directly relevant to all of the claims of the ‘001 Patent.  Again, the 

‘001 Patent claims really just require Vellacott’s VVL imputer in the same location 

described by Vellacott (the rearview mirror assembly), with the CMOS camera 

portion pointed forward to view through the windshield, instead of toward the rear 

of the vehicle.  Vellacott’s pre-packaged library of functional programming would 

have likely included algorithms substantially the same as the algorithms used by 

Kenue’s computer, or else the imputer was obvious to program to include such 

functions.   

77. Other programmable functions for the VVL imputer of Vellacott 
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appear with respect to claims 6-10, 32, 34, 61-63, 69, 71, and 77 of the ‘001 Patent.  

All of these claims relate to control of the equipped vehicle’s headlights in 

response to the processing of image data captured by the CMOS camera.  As 

discussed above with regard to Vellacott, the VVL imputer, housed within the 

rearview mirror assembly, was completely programmable to capture and process 

image data for the control of at least the mirror dimming system.  (Ex. C at page 4, 

col. 3).  Vellacott does not discuss control of another vehicle system with the VVL 

imputer. 

78. Nevertheless, it was an obvious matter of design choice as to which 

particular vehicular system was controlled by VVL imputer.  In the particular 

embodiment described by Vellacott (Ex. C at page 4), the VVL imputer already 

was programmed to detect and recognize headlights within the field of view of the 

CMOS sensor array.  Vellacott does not mention that such headlight recognition 

could be used to control the vehicle’s own headlights.  Such headlight control 

though, was known in the art at the time of the claimed invention. 

79. Yanagawa (Ex. G), for example, clearly discloses a forward-facing 

vehicular vision system programmed to detect and recognize headlights (as well as 

taillights) in a camera’s field of vision, substantially similar to the operation of the 

vehicular vision system of Vellacott, except for the choice of controlling the 

equipped vehicle’s own headlights as a result of the recognition.  Yanagawa, 

however, clearly teaches that it was known, at the time of the claimed invention, to 

control switching of the equipped vehicles own high beams and low beams as a 
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result of the recognition by the processor.  (Ex. G at page 2, col. 1, “Operation).  A 

POSITA would not have had to change any of the VVL imputer’s hardware, or 

otherwise even reprogram the imputer to implement headlight control.  Only a 

change of address to the control signal, or else a direct wiring input to the receiver 

of the headlight system, would be necessary. 

80. In all of the claims of the ‘001 Patent relating to headlight control, I 

note that none of these claims actually describe additional device hardware, or 

even a specific method, to control the headlights.  These claims instead merely 

require that the vehicular vision system be capable of controlling the headlights.  

As described above, Vellacott’s VVL imputer was clearly capable of performing 

such control with nothing more than assigning an address to the control signal that 

corresponded to the vehicle headlight system. 

Vellacott and Kenue, in further view of Venturello 

81.  Other programmable functions for the VVL imputer of Vellacott also 

appear with respect to claims 11-14, 64-65, 79-82, 84-86, 88-93, 95, and 98-99 of 

the ‘001 Patent.  All of these claims relate to the capability of the vehicular vision 

system to detect fog, snow, or rain, and some of the claims then also require 

control of the equipped vehicle’s headlights in response to such detection.   

82. These claims therefore present a very similar issue to the one 

discussed immediately above with respect to the motivation to implement the 

programming functionality from Yanagawa or Kenue into the hardware of the 
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VVL imputer of Vellacott.  The “completely programmable” VVL imputer of 

Vellacott would need only to have included programmed algorithms capable of 

detecting fog, snow, or rain.  The option to control the vehicle’s headlights would 

then be an obvious matter of design choice to the POSITA, for the same reasons 

discussed above. 

83. Venturello (Ex. H) also specifically discloses that it was well known 

at the time of the claimed invention for a forward-facing vehicular vision system to 

detect the presence of fog from the scattering of ambient light around an object by 

the fog, or from the backscatter from the fog itself.  (Ex. H, page 2, lines 10-17).  

Similar to the discussion above regarding the motivation to implement or program 

Kenue’s and/or Yanagawa’s algorithms into Vellacott’s image processor, the 

implementation of Venturello’s fog detection algorithms and functionality would 

have involved nothing more than programming, that is, a method of operating, 

Vellacott’s VVL imputer, which already included all of the necessary hardware of 

the vehicular vision system of the ‘001 Patent, as admitted in the patent itself. 

84. In all of the claims of the ‘001 Patent relating to fog detection, I 

similarly note that none of these claims describe additional device hardware, or 

even a specific method, to detect fog.  These claims instead merely require that the 

vehicular vision system be capable of detecting the fog from backscatter or glare.  

As described above, Vellacott’s “completely programmable” VVL imputer was 

clearly capable of being programmed with such fog detection algorithms as taught 

by Venturello.  Such known algorithms would have likely been included in the 
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imputer’s pre-packaged library of functional programming options, or else it would 

have been obvious to the POSITA to have algorithms similar to Venturello’s 

customized by the manufacturer.  (Ex. M).   

Vellacott and Kenue, in further view of Bottesch 

85. Yet another programmable function for a vehicular vision system is 

required by claims 17-22, 68, 86, and 101 of the ‘001 Patent.  All of these claims 

relate to the capability of the vehicular vision system to determine a daytime or 

nighttime condition in response to a detected ambient light level, and some of these 

claims then also require the capability to control of the equipped vehicle’s 

headlights or another vehicle accessory at the same time that the daytime/nighttime 

condition is determined.   

86. These claims therefore also present a similar issue to the one 

discussed above with respect to the motivation to implement the programming 

functionality from Yanagawa, Kenue, or Venturello into the hardware of the VVL 

imputer of Vellacott.  The “completely programmable” VVL imputer of Vellacott 

would need only to have included a sensor capable of detecting ambient light, 

together with a programmed algorithm capable of determining a daytime/nighttime 

condition from the ambient light level.  The option to control the vehicle’s 

headlights or another accessory would then be an obvious matter of design choice 

to the POSITA, for the same reasons discussed above.   

87. These claims do not require a cause-and-effect between the 
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determination of a daytime/nighttime condition, but instead that the headlight 

control capability merely must be available “when” the daytime/nighttime 

determination occurs.  This distinction is important, since the claims themselves 

require that the daytime/nighttime determination is “at least in part responsive to 

processing of captured image data by said image processor,” which involves some 

cause and effect.  The headlight/accessory control capability in these same claims, 

however, requires no such relationship to the processing of captured image data. 

88. Bottesch (Ex. I) also specifically discloses that it was well known at 

the time of the claimed invention for a forward-facing vehicular vision system to 

detect ambient light from at least one photosensor of a solid-state array (Ex. I at 

4:66-68), and determine a nighttime condition from detected low lux ambient light 

at the same time the headlights of the vehicle are switched on.  (Ex. I at 7:33-36).  

Bottesch further discloses control of other vehicle accessories, like a cruise control 

system (Ex. I at 2:30-33), or collision avoidance system (Ex. I at 11:30-31), at the 

same time the ambient light sensor of the array is detecting lux levels. 

89. Therefore, and again similar to the discussion above regarding the 

motivation to implement Kenue’s, Yanagawa’s, and/or Venturello’s algorithms 

into Vellacott’s VVL imputer image processor, the implementation of Bottesch’s 

ambient light detection functionality would have involved nothing more than 

programming, that is, a method of operating, Vellacott’s VVL imputer, which 

already included all of the necessary hardware of the vehicular vision system of the 

‘001 Patent, as admitted in the patent itself.  As shown by Bottesch, only one 
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photosensor (15c) at an end of the photosensor array need be monitored to detect 

ambient light.  The choice of the particular photosensor to measure would then just 

have been an obvious matter of design choice by the POSITA, who would have 

only had to program the VVL imputer, for example, to utilize the measured value 

of the chosen photosensor to serve for the ambient light determination. 

90. In all of the claims of the ‘001 Patent relating to daytime/nighttime 

determination, I similarly note that none of these claims describe additional device 

hardware, or even a specific method, to make the determination.  These claims also 

instead merely require that the vehicular vision system be capable of making the 

determination based in part on the ambient light detection.  As described above, 

Vellacott’s “completely programmable” VVL imputer was clearly capable of being 

programmed to recognize values from a particular photosensor of the array as 

taught by Bottesch.  Such known capabilities would have likely been included in 

the imputer’s pre-packaged library of functional programming options, or else it 

would have been obvious to the POSITA to have had the manufacturer customize 

the imputer’s functionality to realize this existing capability.  (Ex. M).   

Vellacott and Kenue, in further view of Schofield 

91.  Different from the purely programmable functionality of the claims 

discussed above, all of claims 24, 56-69, 71, 73-109 of the ‘001 Patent require an 

additional structural feature of having the CMOS imager being disposed in a 

“module,” and this module must releasably mount to a mounting element 
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adhesively attached at the windshield.  This structural requirement clearly refers to 

the embodiment shown in FIG. 1C of the ‘001 Patent (Ex. B), reproduced below: 

 

92. The only description of FIG. 1C of the’001 Patent states:  “The 

mounting bracket 6 may also be releasably attached to a mounting button (not 

shown) that is attached to the windshield to provide generally improved ease of 

assembly and replacement, as well as safety.”  (Ex. B at 10:34-38).  According to 

this disclosure in the ‘001 Patent, the “module” of these claims is clearly the 

rearview mirror “housing or module 7” (Ex. B at 10:27), and the mounting button 

is the “mounting element adhesively attached at the windshield.”  As disclosed by 

Schofield (Ex. J), such structures to attach rearview mirror assemblies were well-

known at the time, and did not affect the functionality of the accessories included 

in or near such assemblies. 

93. Adhesively attached mounting buttons and releasable mirror 

assemblies mounted thereto had been well-known at the time of the claimed 
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invention “for many years.”  (Ex. J at 1:16-20).  Such mounting structures 

therefore represented nothing more than a known design convenience for the 

POSITA.  The particular mounting structure of the rearview mirror assembly 

would not affect the operation of a vehicular vision system disposed in the mirror 

assembly, as confirmed by Figure 6 of Vellacott, shown above.  (Ex. C at page 4).  

The POSITA need only position the CMOS camera array at a desired location in or 

on the mirror assembly housing such that the array would not be blocked by the 

mirror mount and mounting button in front of the assembly on the windshield.  

This level of camera positioning would not require any special skill in the art by 

the POSITA, and in actuality, the choice of position involves nothing more than an 

application of the old principle “do not block the camera view.” 

94. Therefore, adding the structural mounting capabilities of Schofield’s 

mirror mount, or universal mirror mounting adaptor, to Vellacott’s VVL imputer 

housed in the rearview mirror assembly, would not change the operation of the 

VVL imputer in any way, as long as the field of view of the CMOS camera was 

not blocked.  This principle would have been particularly obvious to the POSITA 

given Vellacott’s illustration (Ex. C at page 4, Figure 6) of the CMOS camera 

portion of the imputer being separate from most of the imputer’s electronics, 

connected only by wiring.  This structural configuration to the VVL imputer would 

have given the POSITA significant flexibility to move the very small camera 

portion of the imputer to almost any desired location without having to relocate the 

body of the imputer itself.   
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95. The functional operation of a the VVL imputer vehicular vision 

system simply would not have been affected by the choice of mounting or 

attachment structures at the vehicle windshield, and thus the particular mounting 

structure would have amounted to no more than an obvious design choice by the 

POSITA. 

Vellacott and Kenue, in further view of Denyer 

96.  Claims 54, 78, 94, and 107of the ‘001 Patent require an additional 

structural feature of a spectral filter included with the CMOS imager.  One well-

known example of a spectral filter, at the time of the claimed invention, was an 

RGB filter for CCD and MOS solid-state photosensor arrays, as taught by Denyer.  

(Ex. K). 

97. Similar to the discussion above regarding the obviousness of adding 

structural features of Schofield to the VVL imputer of Vellacott, the addition of 

Denyer’s RGB filter to Vellacott’s CMOS array would have also constituted no 

more than an obvious matter of design choice to the POSITA.  Denyer discloses 

that it was well-known to add RGB filters to MOS arrays having at least the 

general structure of the Peach camera photosensor array, and these filters did not 

degrade such devices, but instead enhanced the range of visual discernment of such 

devices.  To add a color filter to the Peach camera, or to simply substitute the VVL 

imputer camera with an equivalent CMOS camera having a color filter, would have 

increased the cost of the imputer, but would not have affected the operation. 
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98. The design choice to utilize a color CMOS camera instead of a 

monochrome CMOS camera is somewhat similar to the choice of including a color 

display for a computer instead of a monochrome display.  As taught by Denyer 

(Ex. K at 3:17-32), color filtering for CCD and MOS devices was originally 

expensive and rare, but an obvious design choice of the POSITA at the time of the 

claimed invention for the same reasons discussed above with regard to Schofield.   

99. Using a color CMOS camera with the VVL imputer, or adding an 

RGB filter to the base monochrome camera, would have increased the cost of the 

overall system, but such an optional element would not have affected the basic 

performance or programming operations of the vehicular vision system disclosed 

by Vellacott.  Headlight recognition programming, for example, would not be 

significantly affected by the addition of an RGB filter, since the detection of 

headlights generally involves the detection of white light at the photosensor array.  

White light typically spans the entire spectrum of visible light, and thus would be 

measurable through each of the R, G, and B filters. 

100. The inclusion of a spectral filter in combination with the other 

functional programming available to Vellacott’s imputer would also not interfere 

with simple vision algorithms, and in fact, the ability to distinguish color would 

even enhance the ability of the imputer to perform some more complex vision 

functions where color, in addition to or as opposed to shape, can be a factor in 

distinguishing one object from another.  Yanagawa (Ex. G) presents one such 

example.  In addition to Yanagawa’s functional capability to determine the 
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presence of headlights, Yanagawa is additionally capable of distinguishing red 

taillights from white headlights through similar RGB color filtering techniques.  

(Ex. G at page 2, col. 2). 
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G. ANALYSIS OF INVALIDITY OF THE ‘001 PATENT CLAIMS 

101. The discussion below presents the exact language of each claim in 

italics as headings, which are followed by a discussion to show the presence of 

each element in the prior art together and a discussion of the rationale for 

combining references.     

1.  A vehicular vision system, said vehicular vision system comprising: 

102. Both Vellacott and Kenue relate directly to vehicular vision systems 

capable of capturing an image by a CMOS camera (Vellacott) and a CMOS camera 

(Kenue). 

an imager comprising a lens and a CMOS photosensor array; 

103. Vellacott discloses a CMOS image sensor includes a CMOS 

photosensor array (Ex. C at page 1, Figure 1) “using chip mounted microlenses.”  

(Ex. C, page 4 at col. 3).   

wherein said photosensor array comprises a plurality of photosensor 

elements;  

104. As an initial point of understanding, an “array” would generally mean, 

to the POSITA, a plurality of elements that make up the array.  Therefore, “a 

CMOS photosensor array compris[ing] a plurality of photosensor elements” is a 

substantially redundant requirement.  Nevertheless, this limitation simply describes 

a known construction of CMOS image sensors, as clearly shown by Figure 1 of 
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Vellacott, which illustrates a plurality of individual photosensor elements for the 

CMOS array’s architecture.   

wherein said imager is disposed at an interior portion of a vehicle 

equipped with said vehicular vision system and wherein said imager 

views exterior of the equipped vehicle through a windshield of the 
equipped vehicle and forward of the equipped vehicle; 

105. This limitation is the only requirement of claim 1 that is not explicitly 

shown or described in Vellacott.  Vellacott clearly shows in Figure 6 (Ex. C at 

page 4) that the imager is disposed in an interior portion of the vehicle, that is, 

within the rearview mirror housing, and also that the imager views exterior of the 

vehicle (i.e., headlights of other vehicles).  Vellacott does not, however, describe 

that the imager views forward of the vehicle. 

106. Facing an imager/camera forward or backward is merely a matter of 

the functionality required of the application, not the functionality of the camera 

itself.  Detecting headlights in the forward field of view would be accomplished 

using the very same algorithm as detecting headlights in the rearward field of view, 

with the obvious difference being the camera would merely be oriented in different 

directions, forward versus rearward.  It should also be understood that algorithms 

for detecting headlights are similar to that for detecting taillights.   

107. Turning the imager to face forward though, was simply not novel.  

Facing an existing camera forward is nothing more than an application of the 

mundane principle to “point the camera where you want it to view.”  (See e.g., 

Koshizawa, Ex. N at 1:10-15; 3:58-68).  The forward orientation of Vellacott’s 
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imager, and more specifically, the CMOS camera portion of the VVL imputer, 

would have required no additional hardware or software to implement, and only 

trivial structural considerations to accommodate a forward facing camera without 

being blocked by any portion of the rearview mirror assembly.  Kenue 

demonstrates that similar solid-state, forward-facing, vehicular vision system 

cameras were readily known to the POSITA and prevalent in the field. 

108. The specification of the ‘001 Patent itself notably admits that forward-

facing image sensors were well known in the art at the time of the claimed 

invention.  (Ex. B at 1:65-67).  Incorporating the discussion above regarding the 

rationale to orient Vellacott’s camera in the known direction of vehicular vision 

system cameras taught by Kenue, the POSITA would have predictably found that 

such an orientation would have captured the field of view forward of the vehicle.  

This concept is really quite simple. 

109. The combination of teachings from Vellacott and Kenue is also 

obvious to the POSITA in light of Vellacott’s express teaching that its CMOS-

based machine-vision system (the imputer) entirely replaces CCD-based vision 

systems (Ex. C at page 3, col. 1), thereby replacing Kenue’s CCD-based system 

with the VVL imputer for the same vehicular vision applications.  Vellacott’s 

imputer would have been fully capable of performing Kenue’s image processing 

algorithms and control functions for the reasons discussed above. 

110. The combination of teachings from Vellacott and Kenue was also 
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obvious to the POSITA in light of the known practice, at the time of the invention, 

in light of the known practice (Ex. E) to utilize CMOS cameras with CCD-based 

image processors. 

wherein at least said imager is disposed in a module attached at the 
windshield of the equipped vehicle;  

111. Vellacott describes “The imputer, a complete standalone machine 

vision system,” is “housed inside the rear-view mirror” (Ex. C, page 4, col. 3).  The 

rearview mirror is clearly shown by the ‘001 Patent (Ex. B at FIG. 1C, reproduced 

above), to the “module attached at the windshield of the equipped vehicle.”   

Again, Figure 6 of Vellacott (Ex. C at page 4) shows the imputer with its imager in 

relation to its housing within the rearview mirror module.   

112. It is significant to note that Kenue similarly teaches a “CCD video 

camera 10 mounted in a vehicle … at the upper center of the windshield to capture 

the driver’s view of the road ahead.”  (Ex. D at 2:28-32).  Vellacott clearly shows, 

as discussed immediately above, that it was known to locate an imager in the 

rearview mirror assembly, and this additional description from Kenue is notable in 

that it emphasizes how it was well-known to the POSITA at the time to locate such 

cameras at the windshield of the vehicle, and orient such cameras to face forward. 

a control comprising an image processor, said image processor 
processing image data captured by said photosensor array; 

113. Vellacott describes (Ex. C at page 2, col. 3) elements of the image 

processor of the VVL imputer (“preprocessing and quantisation to form normalised 

binary image” and “post-correlation decision hardware,” among several other logic 
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circuitry elements) that clearly performed the tasks associated with “processing 

image data captured by said photosensor array” as claimed.  Furthermore, Vellacott 

also describes how the imputer performs control functions (dimming the mirrors) 

based on the processing of captured image data from the array. (Ex. C at page 4, 

col. 3).  Controls and image processors were the standard features of known 

vehicular vision systems in the field at the time of the claimed invention. 

wherein said image processor processes captured image data to 
detect an object viewed by said imager; 

114. As discussed immediately above, the image processing elements of 

Vellacott’s imputer performed, among other functions, “preprocessing and 

quantisation” of captured imaged data, and the “post-correlation decision 

hardware” would have been capable of determining that an object had been 

detected by the imager.  Vellacott further explicitly states that the “imputer was 

programmed to analyse this image to recognise when and where headlamps are 

present in the field of view.”  (Ex. C at page 4, col. 3).  Again, image processors 

were standard features of known vehicular vision systems in the field at the time of 

the claimed invention, and the processing of captured image data is the primary 

function of an image processor, by definition. 

wherein said photosensor array is operable at a plurality of exposure 

periods; and 

115. With respect to the general ability of a digital CMOS camera to utilize 

a plurality of exposure periods for a photosensor array, such functionality was a 

very common approach, at the time of the claimed invention, when detecting 
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objects in an image having different light intensities, for example.  If there was a 

significant difference in the intensity of the object being detected, compared to 

other surrounding objects, the POSITA would have known to use a shorter 

exposure period, since the object would thus be more easily detectable.   

116. This issue would be of particular importance when attempting to 

detect headlights at night, when the area surrounding the headlight is most likely at 

a significantly lower intensity than the headlight.  In contrast, when such 

surrounding objects have more similar intensities to the headlight, a longer 

exposure period could be used to try to distinguish the more subtle intensity 

differences, as would be the situation when headlights are on during the day.  The 

POSITA would understand that objects imaged during the day are more likely 

similar in intensity than objects imaged at night, and particularly objects generating 

their own luminance, such as headlights.  Also, it was also known at the time of the 

claimed invention to detect objects having differing types of ambient light through 

use of different exposure periods, which could better distinguish the differing 

ambient intensities for the reasons described above. 

117. Beyond these basic principles that were known to the POSITA, 

Vellacott specifically discloses that the VVL imputer was specifically configured 

such that “Exposure control is also implemented on-chip.”  (Ex. C at page 2, col. 

1).  “Exposure control” requires, by definition, that there must be more than one 

exposure.  That is, if there was only one exposure period, then there would be no 

exposure to control.  Vellacott further explains this exposure control, stating “The 
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length of exposure is controlled by varying the pixel reset time via the vertical shift 

register; this allows the exposure period to be set in multiples of the line readout 

time.”  (Ex. C at page 2, col. 1). 

118. Although Vellacott clearly teaches operability of the photosensor 

array at a plurality of exposure periods, it is notable that GEM further confirms 

(Ex. E, page 109) “electronic exposure control” for the same CMOS Peach 

camera/ASIS 1011 system as Vellacott’s imputer, which is also the same imager 

system admitted by the ‘001 Patent to be the hardware of the light sensing and 

logic circuit 26.  (Ex. B at FIG. 6A-B).  Paradiso describes and illustrates even 

further details relating to the known exposure control capabilities of the Peach 

camera utilized in the VVL imputer of Vellacott.  FIG. 5 of Paradiso (Ex. D at 

page 6, reproduced below) shows a block diagram of the VVL’s device, which 

clearly illustrates both “exposure control” and an “exposure control computer” 

(both surrounded by red boxes, for emphasis) were among the basic functional 

capabilities of the Peach camera hardware:   
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119. The exposure control requirements of claim 1, therefore, were simply 

not novel at the time of the invention.  Such exposure control was a clearly known 

capability of the Peach camera, and therefore the VVL imputer as well, and the 

inclusion of such requirements to the forward-facing CMOS photosensor array, as 

required by the preceding language of the claim, would not have rendered such a 

device novel or nonobvious.  CMOS photosensor array exposure control at a 

plurality of exposure periods was known to the POSITA at least by 1993. 

wherein said plurality of exposure periods comprises a first 

exposure period and a second exposure period, and wherein the time 

period of exposure of said first exposure period is longer than the 
time period of exposure of said second exposure period. 

120. Following the discussion immediately above, with variable exposure 

periods capability, it would be obvious to the POSITA that variable exposure 

periods would require at least two exposure periods, by definition, and that one 
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such exposure period would have to be longer than another, hence, the 

“variability.”   

121. Furthermore, with a longer exposure period, the POSITA at the time 

of the claimed invention would have understood that it would be possible to detect 

more subtle differences in the intensity of the pixels.  Also, depending on the 

particular application desired, the POSITA would have understood that a longer 

exposure period may provide the camera with a better capability of detecting 

particular objects within the overall captured image regardless of whether there 

were significant differences between the intensity of surrounding pixels. 

122. In summary, claim 1 of the ‘001 Patent appears to simply be claiming 

the imputer device (with a CMOS photosensor array operable at a plurality of 

exposure periods of differing lengths) already invented by VVL at least two years 

earlier than the ‘001 Patent’s claimed priority, only pointed forward.  Pointing a 

camera in a desired direction though, is not a novel invention warranting 

patentability.  Claim 1 is thus clearly obvious in light of Vellacott, particularly 

when considered in combination with the teachings of Kenue.  

2. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said imager is 
disposed proximate the windshield of the equipped vehicle. 

123. This subject matter from claim 2 is plainly disclosed by Vellacott’s 

teaching to house the imputer and its camera within the rearview mirror assembly 

(Ex. C at page 4, col. 3; Figure 6), which would obviously be “proximate the 

windshield of the equipped vehicle,” by definition.  Claim 2 of the ‘001 Patent, 
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therefore, does not add any nonobvious features to claim 1, since it was well-

known to the POSITA to mount the imager of a vehicular vision system proximate, 

that is, “near” the windshield.  Vellacott’s imager is part of the rearview mirror, 

which is at the windshield. 

3. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said photosensor 

array comprises an array of columns and rows of photosensor 
elements and wherein said array has more columns than rows. 

124. With respect to the subject matter of claim 3 in general, the POSITA 

would have understood, at the time of the invention, that when an array is created, 

the number of columns and rows is used as input.  In the example of a camera with 

sensing elements, the POSITA would have understood that there was no reason 

that the number of sensor elements in one direction could not have been greater 

than the number of sensor elements in another direction.  In fact, it was known to 

the POSITA that is was possible that each row in an array could have a different 

number of sensor elements from each other, meaning that there did not have to be 

symmetry across rows and columns.  Furthermore, it was known at the time that it 

was possible to program a vision system such that not all of the elements of the 

array need be processed.  Such structural variations were thus known and obvious 

to the POSITA at the time as inherent functional design choice considerations that 

were built into photosensor arrays and related custom hardware. 

125. More specifically, the subject matter of claim 3 is clearly disclosed by 

Figure 1 of Vellacott (Ex. C, page 1), which shows at least a 21x13 pixel array that 

is wider than tall).  Although unnecessary for the present claim, it should be 
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understood that the other references describing known features of the Vellacott 

imputer device confirm that such photosensor array dimensions were known and 

obvious to the POSITA at the time. 

126. GEM, for example, describes an “89,500 pixel resolution (312 x 287)” 

(Ex. E at page 9), and Paradiso, as another, but comparable, example, describes a 

CMOS array that “contains a 1/2" array of 312 x 287 photodiode pixels.”  (Ex. D at 

page 5).  Claim 3 of the ‘001 Patent, therefore, does not add any nonobvious 

features to claim 1, since it was well-known to the POSITA at the time to utilize a 

CMOS photosensor array having more columns than rows.  The selection of the 

size of the array would have been nothing more than an obvious design choice, 

limited by the particular application desired (such as a wider horizon to image), 

and the cost of the overall device, which would typically increase with an increase 

in the number of photosensors, or pixels, in the array. 

4. The vehicular vision system of claim 3, wherein said array 
comprises at least 40 rows. 

127. Similar to the discussion immediately above, the subject matter of 

claim 4 is disclosed by the same portion of GEM (Ex. E, page 9) and Paradiso (Ex. 

D, page 5), which describe “312 x 287 photodiode pixels” of the CMOS image 

sensor, as they relate to Vellacott.  Claim 4 of the ‘001 Patent, therefore, does not 

add any nonobvious features to claim 3, since many CMOS photosensor arrays 

known to the POSITA at the time included at least 40 rows. 

5. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said image 

processor processes captured image data to detect at least one of (a) 
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a vehicle, (b) a headlight of a vehicle, (c) a taillight of a vehicle, and 
(d) a road sign. 

128. This subject matter from claim 5 is disclosed by Vellacott (Ex. C, 

page 4 col. 3) where “The imputer was programmed to analyse this image to 

recognise when and where headlamps are present in the field of view.  Vellacott 

(Ex. C, page 4 col. 3, emphasis added).  Claim 5 only requires one the several 

objects listed to be detected, and the VVL imputer specifically sold to the 

Applicant of the ‘001 Patent already included the express capability of headlight 

detection. 

129. Also, it is notable that Yanagawa taught that it was known at the time 

for the image processor of a vehicular vision system to detect headlights, stating 

“Specifically, the traveling vehicle recognition device of the present invention has 

an imaging apparatus such as a color television camera set up for imaging, for 

example, the forward direction of a traveling vehicle, extracts color features of 

headlights and taillights to form a feature extracted color image signal based on a 

color video signal imaged by this imaging apparatus, recognizes the headlights and 

taillights of a vehicle ahead, and controls the headlight beams based on this 

recognition result,”  (Ex. G at page 2, col. 2, emphasis added).  

130. Claim 5 of the ‘001 Patent, therefore, does not add any nonobvious 

features to claim 1, since it was well-known to the POSITA at the time to utilize 

the image processor of a vehicular vision system to detect at least headlights.  As 

with claim 1, claim 5 is simply claiming the known structure and capabilities of the 
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imputer already invented by VVL two years prior to the claimed priority date. 

6. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, said vehicular vision system is operable to control an 

exterior light of the equipped vehicle to limit debilitation of a driver 
of another vehicle forward of the equipped vehicle. 

131. Yanagawa discloses “executing headlight control based on the 

recognition result” of oncoming headlights or taillights by the video signal 

processor 14.  (Ex. G at page 7, “Claim”)  Yanagawa states that “The image signal 

processor extracts the features of red, which is the color of taillights, and of white, 

which is the color of headlights, from the R,G,B color image signals, extracting, 

for example, a binary image signal, and causes the presence of taillights or 

headlights within the imaged video to be recognized based on this extracted image 

signal.”  (Ex. G at page 2, col. 2, last paragraph).   

132. Claim 6 of the ‘001 Patent, therefore, does not add any nonobvious 

features to claim 1, since it was well-known to the POSITA at the time to control 

the equipped vehicle’s own headlights in response to processing of capture image 

data, that is, recognitions of headlights (or taillights) as taught be Yanagawa.  

Again, implementing such recognition and control algorithms into Vellacott’s 

“completely programmable” imputer would have involved no more than 

programming Vellacott’s known hardware (or selecting from the imputer’s pre-

packaged library of functional algorithms) to operate as desired, without any 

modification to the structure of the imputer system. 
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7. The vehicular vision system of claim 6, wherein at least one of (a) 

control of the exterior light of the equipped vehicle involves 

adjustment of a light beam emitted by the exterior light of the 

equipped vehicle, (b) the exterior light of the equipped vehicle is 

operable to emit a plurality of light beams, and wherein said control 

adjusts between one light beam of said plurality of light beams and 

another light beam of said plurality of light beams, and (c) the 

exterior light of the equipped vehicle is operable to emit a plurality 

of light beams, and wherein said control adjusts between one light 

beam of said plurality of light beams and another light beam of said 

plurality of light beams, and wherein said plurality of light beams 
comprises at least one of a low beam, a mid beam and a high beam. 

133. Yanagawa further discloses “The present invention … seeks to 

provide a traveling vehicle recognition device capable, for example, of 

automatically controlling headlight beams to high and low beams according to the 

state of whether there is a vehicle ahead,” (Ex. G at page 2, col. 2), and that “with 

this type of high beam driving state, in the case that there is an oncoming vehicle 

or a vehicle travelling ahead is becoming close, the headlights must be switched to 

low beams so as to not obstruct the field of vision of the driver of the oncoming 

vehicle or the driver of the vehicle traveling ahead .”  (Ex. G at page 2, col. 2).   

134. A POSITA, at the time of the claimed invention, would have thus 

easily understood that “a plurality of light beams” would simply refer to the well-

known high beams and low beams available on essentially every passenger vehicle 

on the market at the time.  Claim 7 of the ‘001 Patent, therefore, does not add any 

nonobvious features to claim 6, since it was well-known to the POSITA at the time 

that control of a vehicle’s headlights commonly involved the simple switching 

between high beams and low beams. 
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8. The vehicular vision system of claim 6, wherein at least one of (a) 

said control is operable to control the exterior light of the equipped 

vehicle to emit a pattern of light appropriate to limit debilitation of 

the driver of the other vehicle forward of the equipped vehicle, (b) 

said control is operable to control the exterior light of the equipped 

vehicle to emit a pattern of light that illuminates a selected zone 

forward of the equipped vehicle, and (c) the exterior light of the 
equipped vehicle is operable to emit various patterns of light.  

135. As discussed above with respect to claim 8, Yanagawa discloses “The 

present invention … seeks to provide a traveling vehicle recognition device 

capable, for example, of automatically controlling headlight beams to high and low 

beams according to the state of whether there is a vehicle ahead.” (Ex. G).  A 

POSITA, at the time of the invention, would have understood that switching from 

high beams to low beams would be a type of light pattern emission that would limit 

debilitation of another driver.  Yanagawa states essentially the same purpose for 

switching from high beams on page 2, col. 1 of the description.  (Ex. G).  “Patterns 

of light” is really just a complicated way of saying “high beams and low beams,” 

according to the ‘001 Patent. 

136. Venturello also notably describes an “illumination means for sending 

a train of light pulses towards the object.”  (Ex. H, page 2 at line 42).  A POSITA 

would have understood a “train of light pulses” from the headlamp (4) to mean 

“various patterns of light.”  In the case of Venturello, the more complex lamp 

pulsing is actually more than just switching between high and low beams. 

137. Claim 8 of the ‘001 Patent, therefore, does not add any nonobvious 

features to claim 6, since it was well-known to the POSITA at the time that control 
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of a vehicle’s headlights commonly involved the simple switching between high 

beams and low beams, and specifically to assist drivers of vehicles in front of the 

equipped vehicle. 

9. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, said control at least in part controls at least one exterior 

light of the equipped vehicle, and wherein the at least one exterior 

light of the equipped vehicle comprises a headlight disposed at a 

front portion of the equipped vehicle and operable to illuminate with 

visible light a scene forward of and in a path of travel of the 
equipped vehicle. 

138. This claim is not substantively different from claim 6, except that for 

claim 9, the “exterior light” is now identified as a front headlight.  The discussion 

of claim 6 though, above, already addresses how Yanagawa shows that it was 

known to control headlights.  A headlight, by definition, is “operable to illuminate 

with visible light a scene forward of and in a path of travel of the equipped 

vehicle.”  This claim is simply stating what a headlight does, and does not add any 

additional nonobvious subject matter beyond, or different from, claim 6. 

10. The vehicular vision system of claim 9, wherein at least one of 

(a) said control, at least in part responsive to processing of captured 

image data by said image processor, controls a vehicular lighting 

switch, and wherein said vehicular lighting switch controls the at 

least one exterior light of the equipped vehicle, (b) a manual vehicle 

light switch is actuatable to override said control, and (c) a manual 

vehicle light switch is actuatable to override said control and 

wherein said control, at least in part responsive to processing of 

captured image data by said image processor, controls a vehicular 

lighting switch that controls the at least one exterior light of the 
equipped vehicle. 
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139. As discussed above with respect to claims 6 and 9, Yanagawa 

discloses “Conditions that arise when the headlights must be switched from high 

beams to low beams are also detected based on this recognition result, and the 

headlight beams can be controlled automatically once detection conditions have 

been set,” (Ex. G at page 2, upper left, emphasis added), and “headlights are 

controlled to switch the headlights to low beams,” (Ex. G, page 4 at upper left).  

The POSITA, at the time of the invention, would have understood that Yanagawa 

is here describing the automatic control of the vehicular lighting switch to control 

the headlight of the vehicle (high beams and low beams).  This section of 

Yanagawa clearly demonstrates that at least option (a) of the claims was obvious. 

11. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, said vehicular vision system determines a presence of at 

least one of fog, snow and rain present exterior and forward of the 
equipped vehicle. 

140. Venturello clearly discloses that fog detection by an image processor 

of a vehicular vision system was well-known at the time of the invention.  

Venturello, in fact, teaches a much more complex system that goes well beyond the 

mere determination of the presence of fog.  Venturello show a system for being 

able to distinguish objects in the fog from the fog itself. 

141. For example, Venturello states, “The image intensifier 10 used in the 

device according to the invention is adapted for pulsed operation and thus also for 

performing the task of a shutter (as will be specified below) so as better to 
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discriminate between the backscattering from the obstacle to be displayed and that 

from the fog.”  (Ex H at 3:18-20)  Venturello goes on to say “the ratio between the 

signal reflected back/scattered by the object and that scattered back by the fog in 

the space is at a maximum.”  (Ex. H at 3:44-45)  To generate this ratio between the 

backscatter of the object and backscatter of the fog, Venturello would have had to 

first determine the backscatter of the fog itself, in order to determine the ratio.   

142. Vellacott’s imputer comes standard with a “full library of machine-

vision functions … including morphological (shape) filters, transforms, correlators, 

convolvers, image segmentation, frequency filtering rotation, reflection and logical 

operators.” (Ex. C, page 3, cols. 2-3).  As one option, Vellacott’s full library of 

functions may enable Vellacott’s imputer to perform the algorithm as described by 

Vellacott.  In the event that Venturello’s known algorithms were not included in 

Vellacott’s imputer library, it would have been a straightforward matter for the 

POSITA to add programming (in C language for windows).  No creative step 

would have been involved to program the imputer, and with known functional 

algorithms as it was intended. 

143. No additional hardware is required in Vellacott to perform the 

function of Venturello.  The CMOS image sensor of the VVL imputer was fully 

capable of capturing the image data necessary to process according to Venturello. 

12. The vehicular vision system of claim 11, wherein said vehicular 

vision system determines the presence of at least one of fog, snow 

and rain by recognizing scattering of light output by a headlight of 

the equipped vehicle by at least one of fog, snow and rain present 
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exterior and forward of the equipped vehicle. 

144. As discussed above for claim 11, Vellacott’s imputer was capable of 

being programmed to with Venturello’s known algorithms to detect fog.  

Venturello’s algorithms specifically determine the presence of fog by the scattering 

and backscattering of light, as captured by the vehicle camera.  The POSITA 

would have easily understood, at the time of the claimed invention, that 

measurement of light scattering was the preferred tool to determine the presence of 

fog.  Venturello even states that fog is “a scattering medium.”  (Ex. H at 3:30). 

13. The vehicular vision system of claim 11, wherein said vehicular 

vision system, at least in part responsive to recognition of scattering 

of light output by a headlight of the equipped vehicle, controls the 
headlight of the equipped vehicle. 

145. As discussed above for claim 11, Venturello clearly demonstrates 

algorithms for detecting fog by light scattering, determining the ratio between the 

scattering of light from the fog and that from the object, and controlling the 

vehicle’s headlamps based on this determination.  Vellacott’s “completely 

programmable” imputer was therefore capable of being programmed to include 

such known algorithms from Venturello, if in fact the pre-packaged library of 

algorithms for the VVL imputer did not already include as much. 

14. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 
processor, said control is operable to recognize veiling glare. 

146. The ‘001 Patent does not describe what it means by the term “veiling 

glare.”  The only mention of “veiling glare” in the description is the statement “the 
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system may be used to recognize veiling glare caused by scattered light that maybe 

caused by fog.”  (Ex. B at 36:48-50).  The ‘001 Patent here is simply stating that 

“veiling glare” can be recognized as a result of the detection of scattered light.  

This claim is essentially just a reworded version of claim 12, discussed above.  The 

POSITA would have understood that the claim means that “veiling glare” will 

automatically be recognized as the presence of scattered light.  By itself, insomuch 

as the phrase is briefly mentioned in the ‘001 Patent, “veiling glare does not have a 

separate meaning from scattered or backscattered light. 

15. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said image 

processor compares captured image data with stored data and 
outputs a vehicle equipment control signal based on the comparison. 

147. This claim is essentially just utilizing what was, at the time of the 

claimed invention, a commonly known object detection method using a 

comparison or matching algorithm.  A comparison or matching algorithm was one 

method for detecting objects in an image, specifically by comparing the detected 

object to a known object to see if there is a match.  If they match, the conclusion is 

that the object has been detected in the image.  This matching method was one of 

the basic well known methods, by 1993, of image processing with regards to 

detection of objects. 

148. The imputer system of Vellacott includes both hardware and software 

for capturing and comparing image data with stored data to output a control signal.  
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Vellacott, for example, teaches “frame grabber” and “framestore” hardware, with a 

“full library of machine-vision functions is provided including morphological 

(shape) filters, transforms, correlators, convolvers, image segmentation, frequency 

filtering, rotation, reflection and logical operators,” (Ex. C, page 3).   

149. A frame grabber and a framestore are hardware elements used for 

capturing and storing images received at the imaging device.  Machine-vision 

functions, like “correlators” are programmed software algorithms for comparing 

two images, for example, by generating an XY plot and correlation coefficients 

that indicate how well correlated two images are.  A correlator can use the value 

from a given pixel in the first image as the x-coordinate and the value of the 

corresponding pixel in the second image as the y-coordinate. These values can be 

plotted to give a scatter plot representing the correlation between the two images.  

By this combination of hardware and software, it would have been clear to the 

POSITA that Vellacott’s imputer was fully capable of comparing captured image 

data with stored data (captured from a previous frame) to output a control signal. 

150. Kenue also teaches that it was well known at the time to compare 

captured image data from one frame with stored imaged data from a previous 

frame.  Kenue states, for example, that “The template matching algorithm is widely 

used in image recognition and computer vision applications.” (Ex. F at 3:22-23).  

Kenue’s matching algorithm utilizes correlation functions of generate a correlation 

matrix, as discussed for Vellacott, above.  That is, in Kenue’s algorithm, “a 

template or window of desired intensity and shape is correlated with the image to 
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create a correlation matrix. The elements of this correlation matrix indicate the 

quality of the match between the template and the image at all locations.” (Ex. F at 

3:24-28).  The POSITA would have understood at the time of the claimed 

invention that a “template” was one form of “pattern” that could be matched with a 

stored template or pattern by the correlator algorithm, and therefore “template 

matching” would have been one form of “pattern recognition” programmed into 

Kenue’s image processing software. 

151. Kenue also uses a convolver, as disclosed by Vellacott.  Kenue 

teaches that “matching can also be done in the image-edge domain obtained by 

filtering the raw image with a Sobel filter.”  (Ex. F at 3:32-34).  A Sobel filter is a 

computationally light operator which convolves an image with a small, separable, 

and integer valued filter in horizontal and vertical direction.  The Sobel filter of 

Kenue is one example of a convolver function as taught by Vellacott and common 

in machine vision systems, for example, where edge detection is desired for 

purposes of matching a captured image from one frame with the stored image from 

a previous frame. 

152. Once the images are compared, according to the similar algorithms in 

either Vellacott or Kenue, a control signal, such as a “true” signal would most 

likely be sent over a communication network within the vehicle, for example, a bus 

communication system or by direct wiring, both of which were well known at the 

time.  All that would have been required to send this control signal was the 

selection of the bus address to which the control signal is to be sent, e.g., a 
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dimmable mirror (Vellacott), vehicle lights (Yanagawa, Schofield, and Bottesch), 

brakes (Kenue), a warning system (Kenue, Venturello), etc.   

153. The effort to have the imputer programming send the desired control 

signal could have been as simple as entering the address destination into an address 

variable, for example, changing “ADDRESS1=000FF” to “ADDRESS1=000DD”.  

Readdressing requires no creative step or special skill by the operator.  Only 

knowledge of the bus address, of the vehicle system to be controlled, would have 

been needed.   

154. Upon receipt of the control signal, the receiving system then acts on 

the received control signal in a manner appropriate to that system.  The specific 

communication method is a design choice and which is not related to the camera 

and processing of the image data.  This design choice is an important 

distinction.  The individual systems were connected together for a specific 

application (dimming a rear-view mirror or dimming headlights), and how these 

individual components function together was very well known. 

155. If a bus communication was not utilized in the equipped vehicle, it 

was also well-known at the time to alternatively connect the control output to the 

destination system by wiring in a dedicated arrangement coming from the camera 

and processor to another subsystem.  With a control signal as an output of one 

system (e.g., Vellacott’s imputer) that corresponds to the input of another system 

(rear-view mirror dimmer or headlights), the POSITA would have obviously 
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understood to connect the output of one system to the input of the other.  No 

creative step was involved to wire two systems together. 

16. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said imager 

views through the windshield of the equipped vehicle at a windshield 
area that is swept by a windshield wiper of the equipped vehicle. 

156. As discussed above with respect to claim 1, Vellacott’s imputer was 

housed in the rearview mirror at the vehicle windshield.  It was obvious to the 

POSITA at the time of the invention, just as it is today, that the rearview mirror of 

a standard passenger vehicle is located at the vehicle windshield in an area swept 

by the windshield wipers. 

157. It is also notable that Bottesch specifically states “The preferred 

location of the POS sensor tubes as input devices is high on the inner windshield 

surface in an area which is normally swept clean by the action of wiper blades.”  

(Ex. I at 8:1-4).  There was nothing creative about placing a camera at the 

windshield behind the area cleaned by wiper blades.  It is simply a matter of 

common sense to place a camera in an area where it will not be obscured by dirt, or 

can at least be easily cleaned.  This very same principle was confirmed by 

Koshizawa (Ex. N), as well, which not only teaches that the camera should view 

through the windshield at the area swept by the windshield wipers (Ex. N at FIG. 

1), Koshizawa even provides algorithms to the controller 5/image processor 7 to 

remove the image of the wipers themselves from the captured image data of the 

road ahead (or behind).  (Ex. N at 2:9-13; 4:1-16).  By the time of the claimed 

invention, the POSITA had thus clearly moved well beyond the basic concept of 
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simply placing a camera behind the windshield wipers.  

17. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, said control distinguishes between daytime and nighttime 
conditions. 

158. In the general sense, there are many ways to distinguish between and 

daytime and a nighttime conditions, and claim 16 does not explain how the system 

actually makes the distinction.  Claim 16 merely requires the capability of making 

the determination.  Many devices and methods available to the POSITA at the time 

of the claimed invention were capable of making this determination. 

159. For example, one method of distinguishing between day and night 

conditions would be by using different exposure periods, to determine the amount 

of ambient light from imaged objects.  This determination could have been easily 

done using, for example, pattern match, since the field of view could also include 

the sky in its viewing area.  Taking the average intensities of a plurality of the 

pixels that are in the sky portion of an image would give you an accurate 

determination of whether it is day or night.  Vellacott’s imputer was plainly 

capable of performing this method, purely as a matter of programming its existing 

hardware.  Similar to the discussion above, it is important to note that the ‘001 

Patent does not describe, with respect to determining the day/night condition, 

additional hardware was added to the VVL imputer admittedly used by the 

Applicant. 
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160. Another way of determining day from night conditions would have 

been through use of a device that could have simply measured lux from a captured 

image, and then compare that measurement to known values for daylight and night 

to distinguish between the two.  These examples are just two of the many possible 

methods available to the POSITA at the time for performing such operations.   

161. Therefore, as purely a matter of programming, this claimed 

functionality was well within the capability of Vellacott’s device, and would not 

require much, if any, programming on behalf of one skilled in the art.  It was also 

likely that the pre-packaged library of the VVL imputer included an algorithm to 

execute this determination, since the library expressly includes correlator 

functions, which could be used to compare captured image data to that of known 

daytime or nighttime images or known lux values.  This correlator function of the 

VVL imputer could have been fully utilized to distinguish between day and night 

conditions purely as a result of software programming, with no creative steps 

involved to utilize such well known functionality. 

18. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, said control determines a nighttime condition exists at an 
ambient light level that is less than about 500 lux. 

162. “Lux” is the measure of luminance, which is equal to one lumen per 

square meter.  There are common ranges of lux that would have been known to a 

POSITA at the time of the claimed invention.  Around 400 lux is considered to be 

the level at which sunset and sunrise are determined.  Daylight is usually 
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considered to be a value over 1000 lux, and often as great as 10,000 lux for 

sunlight.  Therefore, the determination that “a nighttime condition exists at an 

ambient light level that is less than about 500 lux” is merely a statement of 

commonly accepted terminology of measured light levels.  Setting the threshold 

value for the imputer to be 500 lux would not have involved any creativity at all.  

“500 lux” is an arbitrary value, but essentially near what was commonly accepted 

to be a sunrise or sunset level (400 lux). 

163. Bottesch (Ex. I), for example, specifically teaches a low-lux sensor for 

determining a nighttime condition.  That is, Bottesch teaches a “using low-lux 

sensor components which would be activated when the headlights of a vehicle are 

switched on, indicating a condition of reduced visibility, as at night time.” (Ex. I at 

7:33-37, emphasis added).  Furthermore, Vellacott’s imputer is expressly stated to 

operate with a sensitivity as low as 0.5 lux (Ex. C at page 2, col. 3), and is 

therefore well within the range of operation to perform the functionality required 

by this claim.   

164. In addition, Vellacott was completely capable of being programmed to 

determine lux, either at a single pixel, a subgroup of pixels, or as an average of all 

pixels within its CMOS array.  Such capability was a standard feature of machine-

vision systems by the time of the claimed invention.  It is therefore reasonable, and 

in fact likely, that Vellacott’s library of machine vision function included a 

function for determining lux such that a programmer was able to select a lux 

threshold value from a range of lux values.  It was also known that certain lux 
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values are associated with certain types of lighted conditions; daytime, nighttime, 

sunrise, etc.  Thus it would have been obvious to the POSITA to program 

Vellacott’s device with the algorithms of Bottesch to determine a nighttime 

condition based on a lux determining machine vision function selected from 

Vellacott’s library of functions.   

19. The vehicular vision system of claim 18, wherein said control is 

operable to control a headlight of the equipped vehicle when said 
control determines a nighttime condition. 

165. This claim does not actually require a cause and effect between the 

determination of the nighttime condition and the control of a headlight.  The claim 

merely requires that the system was capable of both at the same time.  Vellacott 

clearly had such capabilities, as shown in the discussion immediately above.   

166. Furthermore, it was known since at least the 1970s to automatically 

control a headlight (on or off) based on a light signal received by a photosensor or 

photosensor array.  Such functional ability was a standard feature on many 

passenger vehicles in the 1980s.  Typically, the headlight ON/OFF or dimmer 

switch was automatically activated with the measured lux value fell above or 

below a predetermined threshold value, for example.  Schofield (Ex. J) confirms 

such headlight dimming functionality utilizing a simple light sensor.  (Ex. J at 

1:61-68).  No creativity would have been involved to simply assign the measured 

value of a particular sensor, or group of sensors, in the CMOS array of Vellacott’s 

imputer to perform the same function as these earlier individual light sensors. 

20. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, when said 
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control, at least in part responsive to processing of captured image 

data by said image processor, determines a daytime condition, said 
control is operable to control a vehicle accessory. 

167. As discussed above with respect to claim 18, Vellacott’s imputer was 

expressly capable of both controlling a vehicle accessory (mirror dimmer), and the 

imputer was also capable of determining a daytime condition in response to 

processing of captured image data.  The claim does not require that the two 

capabilities be related, but the imputer was nevertheless capable of this additional 

functionality as well, namely, controlling a mirror dimmer upon determining a 

daytime (or nighttime) condition.  Such functionality could have been had utilizing 

only the programming capability of the imputer, with no hardware additions or 

modifications.   

21. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, said control is operable to deactivate a light beam of a 

headlight of the equipped vehicle when said control determines a 
daytime condition. 

168. The discussion above for claims 17-20 is equally applicable to claim 

21 as it relates to the capability of Vellacott’s imputer to both determine a daytime 

condition and also to control a vehicle accessory.  One possible and well known 

accessory to be controlled by a vehicle vision system is a vehicle headlight.   The 

selection of headlight control instead of, or in addition to, mirror dimming would 

have been an obvious matter of design choice to the POSITA, since no creative 

step would have been involved to merely address the control signal to the headlight 

system of the vehicle.  
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22. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said control, at 

least in part responsive to processing of captured image data by said 

image processor, determines an ambient light level present at the 

equipped vehicle. 

169. Measurement of ambient light levels by image sensors was old and 

well known to the POSITA at the time of the claimed invention.  Processing such 

measured ambient light information through the system image processor did not 

involve any creative step.   

170. Specifically, Bottesch (Ex. I) discloses “The POS system also 

includes an ambient light sensor.”  (Ex. I at 4:44-49).  Bottesch also states that 

“Use of camera like components (diaphragms, adjustable irises, etc.) are not 

excluded for this use.”  (Ex. I at 7:41-43).  From these statements, the POSITA 

would have clearly understood that Bottesch’s CCD photosensor array, which 

included an ambient light sensor in the array, was not limiting, but was instead 

intended to be expandable, and useful with more sophisticated cameras, such as the 

CMOS image sensor of Vellacott.  Conversely, Vellacott’s imputer likely included 

such ambient light determination functionality in its library, or else such 

functionality would have been easily programmable to the imputer by the POSITA. 

23. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein at least one of 

(a) an exposure period of said photosensor array is variable 

responsive to a light level detected by said vehicular vision system 

and (b) an exposure period of said photosensor array is variable 

responsive to an ambient light level detected by said vehicular 
vision. 

171. As discussed above with respect to claim 1, Vellacott’s CMOS imager 
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produces a video output waveform at the CMOS sensor’s sense amplifiers’ 

outputs.  (Ex. C, page 2 at col. 1).  Vellacott then states “Exposure control is also 

implemented on-chip, by monitoring the output waveform to determine the 

appropriate exposure setting.  The length of exposure is controlled by varying the 

pixel reset time via the vertical shift register” (Ex. C, page 2 at col. 1, emphasis 

added).   

172. From this description, the POSITA would have understood that the 

VVL imputer and its CMOS imager expressly included a variable exposure period.  

The POSITA would have further understood that the outputs from Vellacott’s 

sense amplifiers would correspond to “a light level detected by said vehicular 

vision system” as claimed, and thus by controlling the variable exposure period 

(“length”) according to the monitored output waveform, Vellacott’s CMOS imager 

clearly included a variable exposure period responsive to the detected light level.  

Again, this claim appears to do no more than state a known capability of the 

imputer already invented by VVL two years earlier, and which the Applicant of the 

‘001 was admittedly using. 

24. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said module 

releasably mounts to a mounting element adhesively attached at the 
windshield of the equipped vehicle. 

173. Schofield discloses “A mounting adaptor is disclosed for removably 

securing an interior rearview mirror assembly to a mounting support on the inner 

surface of a vehicle window such as a windshield.” (Ex. J Abstract).  Schofield 

goes on to say its device is “adapted to be adhere by a suitable adhesive such as 
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polyvinyl butyral (PVB) to the inside surface of a windshield.” A POSITA would 

know that adapting of Schofield to Vellacott’s system would not alter the 

functionality of Vellacott’s imputer or CMOS imager.  As discussed in more detail 

above, it would have been no more than an obvious matter of design choice by the 

POSITA to utilize such prevalent rearview mirror mounting devices, limited only 

by cost considerations.   

174. The vehicular vision systems at the time of the claimed invention 

would have been capable of viewing the forward scene equally with a fixed mirror 

mount as with a releasable mount.  Releasable mirror mounts were not known to 

take up more space than the fixed mounts, particularly when the attachment 

mechanism to the mirror mounting button was as simple as a small screw through a 

inset hole through the mirror mounting portion. 

28. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein image data 
processing by said image processor comprises pattern recognition. 

175. Pattern recognition is one of the primary methods for detecting objects 

in an image using image processing.  A person of ordinary skill in the art at the 

time would have known that one of the primary methods for object detection in 

image processing utilized pattern recognition.  Pattern recognition did not require 

any special hardware to the vehicular vision system; the recognition could be 

performed by the image processor purely through programming. 

176. As discussed above with respect to claim 15, Kenue demonstrates one 

such purely software-based pattern recognition algorithm, namely, pattern 
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matching.  Such pattern recognition algorithms were likely included in the 

extensive algorithm library of Vellacott’s imputer, and no creative step would have 

been involved by the POSITA to select one such algorithm, or else program the 

imputer with Kenue’s known algorithms.  

32. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein the equipped 

vehicle has at least one headlight, and wherein the at least one 

headlight is operable at least in a first beam mode and a second 

beam mode, and wherein, at least in part responsive to processing of 

captured image data by said image processor, said control controls 

operation of the at least one headlight, and wherein said control 

transitions the at least one headlight from said first beam mode to 

said second beam mode in response to detection of at least one of a 
headlight and a taillight viewed by said imager. 

177. As discussed above for claim 7, Yanagawa switches a vehicle 

headlight from a first beam mode to a second beam mode in response to captured 

and processed image data.  Vellacott’s imputer was expressly capable of detecting 

headlights and then sending a control signal as a result of such detection.  Sending 

the control signal to the headlights, in addition to, or instead of the mirror dimmer 

was nothing more than an obvious matter of design choice for the POSITA, 

involving only an address selection in the software, which required no creative step 

to select. 

34. The vehicular vision system of claim 32, wherein at least one of 

(a) said first beam mode comprises a high beam mode, (b) the at 

least one headlight is actuated at an ambient lighting level below a 

predetermined level, and (c) the at least one headlight is actuated at 
an ambient lighting level below approximately 500 lux. 

178. As also discussed above for claim 7, Yanagawa expressly states that 
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its headlight control system includes a high beam mode for the vehicle’s 

headlights.  There was no creativity involved, at the time of the claimed invention, 

for the POSITA to understand how to control the high beam of the headlights. 

35. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said control 

determines a peak light level of at least one sub-array of said 
photosensor array. 

179. Kenue teaches the “following criteria are used to select the correct 

lines: (a) the intensity of the selected pixels should have local maxima, … The 

selection algorithm is implemented by identifying the maximum pixel intensity.”  

(Ex. F at 6:50-59).  The POSITA would thus understand that a “maximum pixel 

intensity” means a “peak light level.”  This relevance of this portion of Kenue is 

better understood with reference to the illustration immediately below: 
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180. As shown immediately above, two types of maxima, or peaks, can he 

determined for a data set; a global maximum and a local maximum.  A global 

maximum is essentially what it sounds to be:  the “maximum” with the greatest 

value in the data set, i.e., highest peak.  A local maximum, on the other hand, is 

another type of maximum which has a value less than the global maximum, but 

greater that any point in its “local area.”  That is, a local maximum is the maximum 

value in a data set of proximal values that is a subset of the larger dataset, i.e., a 

local peak as illustrated above.   

181. The principles of the above illustration can therefore be directly 

applied to the quoted portion from Kenue, when the illustration is viewed as an 

intensity map of measured values from an array of pixels/photosensors.  When so 
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viewed, the two “local maxima” would represent the “peak light levels of sub-

arrays of a photosensor,” as claimed.  In other words, the image processor would 

simply view the “local areas” of the local maxima/peak values to correspond to 

sub-arrays of the photosensor that is, groups of proximal pixels corresponding to a 

region of the array smaller than the whole array.   

182. Vellacott’s imputer had the capability to specify “regions of interest” 

within the greater CMOS pixel/photosensor array to reduce the required processing 

time.  (Ex. L at page 3, “Table 2”). Therefore, no creative step would have been 

involved to select regions of interest in the CMOS imager array of Vellacott as 

“sub-arrays,” and then determine the local maxima/peak values of these local area 

sub-arrays, according to the known algorithm taught by Kenue. 

36. The vehicular vision system of claim 35, wherein said control 

determines peak light levels of a plurality of sub-arrays of said 
photosensor array. 

183. The requirements of this claim are fully addressed above in the 

discussion of claim 35.  Thus, Vellacott’s imputer, programmed with Kenue’s local 

maxima determination algorithm, would have been capable of determining the 

peak value of two-subarray regions of interest as easily as one sub-array.  

37. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said photosensor 

array resolves an area of interest in accordance with a predefined 
array. 

184. The “predefined array” of claim 36 is vague, and the written 

description of the ‘001 Patent does not explain any meaning to this phrase.  
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Without such guidance, the following discussion explains the obviousness of the 

requirements of claim 37 under two different interpretations of the phrase that 

could have been understood by a POSITA at the time of claimed invention.  A 

“predefined array” could mean: (1) one or more specific areas of adjacent pixels 

(that is, selecting in advance particular portions of the whole array), or (2) areas of 

interest resulting from edge detection type processing. i.e., the edge of an object 

(that is, selecting portions of the image based on detected objects within the 

image). 

185. With regard to the first interpretation, Kenue demonstrates how its 

photosensor array resolves an area of interest in accordance with a predefined 

array.  For example, Kenue discloses the “broken line boxes 28 around the markers 

24 define the area to be searched for detecting markers and is determined by the 

position of the lane boundaries in the previous image frame.”  (Ex. F at 3:3-7, 

emphasis added).  Kenue’s FIG. 2 is reproduced below, with the “broken line 

boxes” highlighted in yellow for emphasis.  Boxes 28 “define the area to be 

search,” i.e., the area of interest.  The regions of interest of the array are selected in 

advance of the image processing, and therefore the “predefined array” corresponds 

to a particular group of pixels of the array. 
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186. As also discussed immediately above, Vellacott’s imputer had a 

similar capability to specify such regions of interest reduce processing time, which 

would also render the “predefined array” of the first interpretation obvious to the 

POSITA.  Moreover, Vellacott states that one of the pre-packaged algorithms of 

the imputer “samples a number of pixels around the centre of the imputer sensor to 

check whether the probe has crossed an edge.”  (Ex. C, page 4 at top.)  In other 

words, Vellacott analyzes the elements around the center of the sensor more than 

the other elements outside of the center to determine the presence of the particular 

object.  In this portion of the reference, Vellacott discloses that the manner of 

operating the control to analyze some sensors more than others is merely a matter 

of design choice of the particular algorithm by a programmer. 

187. With regard to the second interpretation of “predefined array,” Kenue 

also teaches the obviousness of defining the array according to processing of the 
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image utilizing a Hough Transform.  A Hough Transform gives local maxima for 

where pixels change from one intensity to another, which is typically useful where 

there is a dividing line or object in an image, as with edge detection.  Instead of 

focusing on a pre-selected group of pixels though, use of the Hough Transform on 

the entire image will then allow an algorithm to focus on specific areas that may be 

of greater interest without having to process all of the other points.  In other words, 

the Hough transform allows the image processor to predefine the array of pixels for 

further analysis before additional processing.  Kenue therefore utilizes algorithms 

to predefine the array according to either interpretation of the phrase.  This second 

method of region selecting involve more processing power than the first, but it still 

requires less processing power than if the entire image was processed.  

188. Both of these region selecting methods of Kenue required only 

programming to implement, and not any hardware additions or modifications.  

Since the Vellacott imputer was clearly capable of not only edge-detection, but 

also a wide array of other completely programmable machine-vision functions, no 

creative step by the POSITA was required at the time to implement these known 

algorithms from Kenue. 

38. The vehicular vision system of claim 37, wherein said image 

processor processes image data geometrically associated with a 

geometric arrangement of said predefined array, and wherein said 

control selects particular image information by analyzing particular 

groupings of said predefined array while ignoring other image 

information from other groupings of said predefined array so as to 

be responsive to image information chosen from at least one of 

presence, size, shape, contour and motion of an object viewed by 

said imager. 
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189. Further to the discussion of claim 37, processing image data 

geometrically associated with a geometric arrangement need not involve more than 

the process of transforming the arrayed pixel data into a data set that can be 

computationally manipulated, processed, or analyzed.  One very simple example of 

this known principle can be seen when transforming the pixel P’, located at (x’, y’) 

into the set of equations, �� = ��� + ��� + �	 and �� = 
� + 
�� + 
	, which 

include scaling, rotation, and translation.  These two equations can then be 

expressed as a matrix manipulation   ��′�′1 � = ��� �� �	
� 
� 
	0 0 1 � �
��1�.  This matrix format 

of pixel P’ may, for example, be stored in computer memory for processing, 

analyzing, and matching to other pixels in the array.   

190. Such geometric processing of image data was known to the POSITA 

well before priority date of the ‘001 Patent.  Kenue suggests such geometric 

processing where the reference states “The result of this procedure is a set of x,y 

coordinates specifying lane markers.  Then a least-squares line fit is performed to 

generate the lane boundary.”  (Ex. F at 5:32-34).  The POSITA, at the time of the 

claimed invention would have easily understood that Kenue’s coordinate system 

was a form of geometric processing. 

191. As also discussed above for claim 37, Kenue resolves areas of interest 

in an image, i.e., a “predefined array,” and then eliminates, that is “ignores,” other 

image information that it considers less important.  The POSITA would have 

known, at the time of the invention, that a computer does not actually “ignore” 

data, but instead devotes processing to only the data selected for further 
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processing.  If a portion of data is to be “ignored,” then that portion of data must be 

removed from the data set either by creating a new data set with that portion of 

data removed or by writing the analytic code to not extract data from those 

portions of the data set, which essentially has the same result.   

192. According to this understanding of the term, Kenue thus teaches to 

“ignore” data where the reference states “When the obstacle 30 is more than 50 

feet away the image is processed but the obstacle is effectively erased from the 

image by removing horizontal and vertical lines, thereby making the subsequent 

processing steps simpler.” (Ex. F at 3:17-21, emphasis added).  Therefore, the 

colloquial interpretation of “ignoring other image information,” as the phrase 

would have been readily understood by the POSITA, would have been obvious in 

light of Kenue’s algorithmic process of erasing data from an image. 

193. Kenue also teaches that the selection of image data for processing is 

based on at least one of presence, size, shape, contour and motion of an object 

viewed by said imager. That is, Kenue discloses “To validate the estimated lane 

boundaries they are checked for consistency of angles and width.”  (Ex. F at 5:35-

36).  It would be understood by the POSITA at the time that angles and widths 

constitute “contours” of an image object, as claimed.  As discussed above for claim 

15, Kenue use of Sobel filters (Ex. F at 5:67) allows for edge detection of an 

object.  The POSITA would have also understood that the edge of an object would 

also be an object “contour.”   
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194. As with claim 37, all of this functional ability from Kenue was purely 

a matter of programing in Kenue’s image processor.  The POSITA would have 

understood that all of this programmed functionality could have been programmed 

into the Vellacott imputer without requiring any creative step, and the “completely 

programmable” imputer of Vellacott would have predictably implemented these 

known algorithms from Kenue to produce substantially identical results.  

39. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said imager 
comprises a single chip camera. 

195. As with many of the claims in the ‘001 Patent, claim 39 additionally 

appears to be doing no more than stating a well-known feature of the VVL 

imputer, invented two years prior, and admittedly used in the ‘001 Patent as the 

hardware of the system.  (Ex. B patent 13:35-37)  Vellacott’s imputer is expressly 

described as a “single-chip image sensor.”  (Ex. C at page 2, col. 2). 

40. The vehicular vision system of claim 39, wherein said single chip 

camera is disposed adjacent an interior rearview mirror assembly of 
the equipped vehicle. 

196. This claim represents yet another example just a statement of a known 

feature of the VVL imputer.  Vellacott expressly states that the imputer can be 

housed in the rearview mirror assembly of a vehicle.  (Ex. C, page 4 col. 3; FIG. 

6).  Kenue similarly teaches a “CCD video camera 10 mounted in a vehicle … at 

the upper center of the windshield to capture the driver’s view of the road ahead.”  

(Ex. D at 2:28-32).  Thus, combining Vellacott’s plain teaching that it was known 

to locate an imager “in” the rearview mirror assembly, with this additional 
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description from Kenue that it was known to locate such cameras at the windshield 

of the vehicle, the different terminology of “adjacent” in claim 40 would not have 

been considered to have any new or distinctive meaning to the POSITA from “at” 

or “in” the mirror assembly.  The exact location of the imager was an obvious 

matter of design choice, given Vellacott’s illustration (FIG. 6, Ex. C at page 4) that 

the CMOS imager portion of the imputer could be positioned separately from the 

imputer, attached by wiring. 

42. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said lens is one 

of (i) bonded to said photosensor array and (ii) close to said 
photosensor array. 

197. This claim is also just a statement of a known feature of the VVL 

imputer.  Vellacott expressly teaches “a chip-mounted microlens (Fig. 6).” (Ex. C, 

page 4 at col. 3).  This chip-mounted microlens is clearly shown in FIG. 6 

(reproduced above) to be “close to said photosensor array.”  In addition, GEM (Ex. 

E, page 109) and Paradiso (Ex. D, page 5 last paragraph; page 6 at Figure. 4) also 

illustrate that the Peach camera of the Vellacott imputer included a lens close to the 

photosensor array. 

43. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said imager has 

a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle, and wherein said 

field of view comprises a horizontal span and a vertical span and 
wherein said horizontal span is greater than said vertical span. 

198. Both GEM (Ex. E, page 109) and Paradiso (Ex. D, page 5) disclose 

that the shape of the particular CMOS photosensor array, namely, square vs. 

rectangular, was an obvious matter of design choice to the POSITA.   The POSITA 
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would have understood that a rectangular photosensor array, where the longer 

dimension is arranged horizontally, would obviously have a field of view in the 

horizontal span greater than that of the vertical span.  No creative step would have 

been involved to select a rectangular imager array over a square, nor would any 

creative step be involved in orienting the wider greater dimension horizontally 

instead of vertically. 

44. The vehicular vision system of claim 43, wherein said horizontal 

span of said field of view is no greater than approximately 100 
degrees. 

199. Initially, it is important to note that the ‘001 Patent does not actually 

state how it accomplishes a horizontal field of view “no greater than approximately 

100 degrees.”  In a typical camera, the field of view is determined by the lens or 

other optics used by the camera.  The claims of the ‘001 Patent, however, merely 

require that the imager has a lens, but nothing else about its structure or capability. 

200. Fletcher (Ex. M) plainly states that the VVL imputer of Vellacott was 

capable of mounting different lenses and lens structures known at the time.  

Accordingly, it would have involved nothing more than an obvious matter of 

design choice for the POSITA to simply select from one of several available lenses 

for the Peach camera of Vellacott’s imputer.  It would have been predictable that 

the field of view of the CMOS imager would then be limited according to the 

particular lens utilized.   

201. Alternatively, the field of view of the imager could be easily limited 
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simply by the shape of housing near or in front of the lens.  The field of view could 

have been physically limited merely by the size and angle of the opening in the 

housing (most likely in the rearview mirror housing) through which the camera 

views.  The shape of such a housing though, would have also been no more than an 

obvious matter of design choice to the POSITA. 

202. The field of view of the imager could also be limited purely by 

programming of the imputer.  One simple programming method for reducing the 

vertical field of view would have been through use of the “convolver” algorithms 

provided in Vellacott’s imputer library.  The POSITA would have understood that 

a convolver was used to create a “window function” that reduces the number of 

arrays processed.  This additional choice to limit the field of view would not have 

required any additional hardware or hardware modifications (such as a change in 

lens or housing shape) to implement.  The field of view limitation would have been 

purely a matter of programming the imputer by the POSITA. 

203. Kenue similarly limits the field of view purely as a matter of 

programming.  Kenue states “FIG. 2 is an example of a typical image as projected 

on the camera image plane and includes the vehicle hood 22 and broken or solid 

stripes or lane markers 24 painted on the road and terminating at the horizon 26. 

Since the image spaces above the horizon and below the hood line do not contain 

useful lane boundary information those regions are ignored by the image 

processing algorithms.”  Thus, Kenue demonstrate that it was obvious to the 

POSITA at the time to reduce the field of view (vertically, in this example) purely 
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by “ignoring” information in the undesired regions.  FIG. 2 of Kenue is reproduced 

below, with “horizon 26” and ‘vehicle hood 22” both highlighted in yellow for 

emphasis: 

 

45. The vehicular vision system of claim 44, wherein said vertical 

span of said field of view is no greater than approximately 30 
degrees. 

204. The requirements of claim 45 would have been obvious to the 

POSITA for the same reasons discussed above with respect to claim 44.  As 

discussed immediately above, the span of the field of view was an obvious matter 

of design choice based on the selection of lens/optics, the shape of the opening 

through which the camera views, or straightforward software programming alone.   

205. I note that the ‘001 Patent, however, does not actually describe a field 

of view limitation “no greater than” 30 degrees.  The ‘001 Patent mentions a 

vertical field of view of “approximately 30 degrees” (Ex. B at 33:23), but the “no 

greater than” language appears only in the claim, with no explanation for the 

difference.  A POSITA would understand “approximately 30 degrees” to also 
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mean “at least 30 degrees,” which is different than “no greater than 30 degrees.”  

Nevertheless, limiting the field of view to no greater than 30 degrees could have 

been easily accomplished by and of the methods stated above without involving 

any creative step by the POSITA. 

46. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said imager has 

a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle, and wherein said 

field of view comprises a vertical span and wherein said vertical 
span is asymmetric relative to a horizon. 

206. As discussed above for claim 44, FIG. 2 of Kenue, reproduced above 

clearly illustrates its vertical field of view relative to the horizon (horizon 26) is 

asymmetric about the horizon.  (Ex. F at FIG. 2).  FIG. 2 of Kenue shows that the 

vertical span above the horizon 26 is substantially smaller than the vertical span 

below the horizon.  The POSITA, at the time of the claimed invention, would have 

easily understood that this vertical difference above and below the horizon was 

“asymmetric” relative to the horizon. 

207. Furthermore, Kenue teaches that the determination of horizon 

boundary, along with the decision to ignore the image space above the horizon 26 

as not containing “useful lane boundary information,” are solely a result of the 

image processing algorithms.  (Ex. F at 2:56-59).   It therefore would not have 

involved any creative step by the POSITA to program Vellacott’s completely 

programmable imputer with such algorithms to perform the same determinations. 

47. The vehicular vision system of claim 46, wherein said vertical 

span comprises a first vertical span above the horizon and a second 

vertical span below the horizon, and wherein said first vertical span 
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has a different vertical dimension than said second vertical span. 

208. The requirements of claim 47 would have been obvious to the 

POSITA for the same reasons discussed above with respect to claim 46.  As 

discussed immediately above, FIG. 2 of Kenue clearly illustrates that the vertical 

span above the horizon 26 (“first vertical span”) is smaller than the vertical span 

below the horizon (“second vertical span”).  Again the determination of these two 

dimensions was purely a matter of programming the relevant algorithms into the 

image processor of the vehicular vision system.  As discussed several times above, 

Vellacott’s imputer was fully capable of being so programmed without any 

modifications to its hardware.   

48. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said control 
comprises logic and control circuitry. 

209. This claim is yet another statement of a known basic feature of the 

VVL imputer.  Vellacott clearly shows control logic and circuitry, for example, 

with its description of an “8-bit Intel 8032 microcontroller” (Ex. C, page 3 at col. 

1), “a rear-view-mirror controller ASIC” (Ex. C at FIG. 6), “logical operators” (Ex. 

C, page 3 at col. 3), and also in all of FIGS. 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6, to name but a few.   

210. In the general sense that would have been understood by the POSITA 

at the time of the invention, “logic and control circuitry” simply refers to a circuit 

responsible for sending the control signal to the system to be controlled.  It would 

have been obvious to the POSITA that any application of a vehicular vision system 

for controlling another system requires logic and control circuitry, or there would 
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not be any functional ability to operate the vehicular vision system.  In fact, it was 

a well-known fundamental principle in the field at the time of the claimed 

invention that, if a system is a computational system, that system requires logic and 

control circuitry.   

49. The vehicular vision system of claim 48, wherein said logic and 
control circuitry comprises said image processor. 

211. This claim is still another statement of known basic features of the 

VVL imputer disclosed by Vellacott.  As discussed immediately above, among the 

many different logic and control circuit elements disclosed by Vellacott were 

several circuits for processing image data captured by the CMOS photosensor 

array.   

50. The vehicular vision system of claim 49, wherein said module 
includes at least a portion of said logic and control circuitry. 

212. As discussed above for claims 39 and 49, Vellacott teaches a single 

chip camera which supports both control circuitry and logic.  FIG. 6 of Vellacott 

clearly illustrates that the imputer module itself housed all of the circuitry outside 

of the CMOS imager itself, and both the imputer module and the CMOS imager 

were housed within the rearview mirror assembly module.  No creative step would 

have been required by the POSITA to understand that sensitive circuitry should be 

enclosed by a housing. 

51. The vehicular vision system of claim 50, wherein said module 

includes a heat sink for at least a portion of said logic and control 
circuitry. 
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213. Following the discussion of claim 50, it was also well-known to the 

POSITA at the time of the claimed invention that electronics, such as that used in 

the image processing systems of Vellacott and Kenue, create heat during their 

operation, and was both desirable and a standard practice to dissipate such heat.  

There are many ways of dissipating heat from an electronic circuit, but a very 

common and well known way available at the time was via a heat sink.  A heat 

sink draws heat away from a processing unit such that the processing unit does not 

overheat, which can cause catastrophic failure of the processor.   

214. While the addition of a heat sink to the imputer of Vellacott (on the 

off-chance that the imputer did not already include one as a standard feature of its 

electronics circuit) would have required some modification to the structure of the 

imputer, the mere addition of a heat sink to the structure would have been 

considered a very minor addition at the time of the claimed invention, and the 

ability of the POSITA to add a heat sink was well within the level of skill, 

requiring no creative step to make the modification. 

52. The vehicular vision system of claim 51, wherein said module 

includes a connector for electrically connecting to a power source of 
the equipped vehicle. 

215. With respect to this limitation, Vellacott further discloses the imputer 

was housed inside the rear-view mirror (Ex. C at col. 4, FIG. 6), and that the 

automatic dimming of the rearview and wing mirrors is “controlled by an analogue 

voltage from the imputer, which directly sets the chrominance of the mirror.”  (Id).  
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For the imputer to be able to send an analog voltage to the side (“wing”) mirror, 

which is a separate electrical system of the vehicle, the imputer would have had to 

have included a connector for electrically connecting to the side mirror dimmer 

system, which separate system would have had to connect to vehicle power simply 

just to operate.  The claim does not require a direct connection, although such 

direct connection to mirror accessories were commonly known at the time.  

Schofield, for example, confirms this common knowledge of direct connections 

where the reference states “With such mirrors, there is a need to route electrical 

cables between the vehicle interior roof headliner and the mirror assembly to 

provide appropriate electrical power.”  (Ex. J at 1:55-60).  This known principle, 

namely, the direct connection of electronic mirror accessories to vehicle power, is 

further illustrated in FIG. 15 of Schofield, reproduced below, which clearly shows 

wiring (146) from a mirror accessory routed up the windshield (W) toward the roof 

of the vehicle:  
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216. Schofield therefore confirms that it was obvious to the POSITA at the 

time of the claimed invention, at a minimum, to provide wiring at the rearview 

mirror assembly to directly connect electrical accessories to the vehicle power 

source.  Vellacott alone does not expressly state the direct connection to vehicle 

power, but an indirect connection is clearly suggested by the reference’s 

requirement to control a separate vehicle system by an analog signal.  Whether the 

power connection was direct or indirect, the POSITA would have also easily 

understood that the imputer would have required no more than a compatible power 

input jack to connect the relevant power supply of the imputer to wiring provided 

at the same general vicinity of the rearview mirror assembly.  The inclusion of a 

power input jack to the imputer would not have required any creative step. 

53. The vehicular vision system of claim 48, wherein said module 
includes a cover. 

217. As discussed above for claims 39 and 49-50, Vellacott clearly 

illustrates in FIG. 6 (Ex. C at page 4) that the imputer module housed – and 

therefore covered – the circuitry connected to the CMOS imager.  Furthermore, 

and both the imputer module and the CMOS imager were housed within the 

rearview mirror assembly module, which would have also been clearly understood 

by the POSITA to function as a cover as well.  This claim thus appears to do no 

more than state an obvious pre-existing feature of the VVL imputer. 

54. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said imager 
comprises a spectral filter. 

218. Denyer (Ex. K) describes that it would have been well-known at the 
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time of the claimed invention to add RGB color filters to existing solid-state 

photosensor camera arrays such as CCD and MOS devices.  (Ex. K at page 10, 

lines 7-23).  The POSITA at the time would have easily understood that an RGB 

color filter would have been considered to be one form of a “spectral filter.”   

219. The addition of an RGB filter, such as that disclosed by Denyer, to a 

CMOS array (such as that described by Vellacott) would not change the operation 

of the CMOS device, but would instead enhance its ability to distinguish color 

information in addition to its inherent ability to distinguish light intensity and 

luminance.  Denyer clearly teaches that its filter is applicable to all solid-state 

imaging devices such as CCD and CMOS (a subset of MOS devices).   

220. Alternatively, it was a well-known principle in the art at the time of 

the claimed invention that accessories located at the windshield of an automobile, 

as well as the automobile’s dashboard, are often subjected to considerable 

exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light, which can damage the accessories over time 

after much UV exposure.  Because of the risk of UV damage to sensitive electronic 

components, it was a common practice at the time, and known to the POSITA, to 

include a UV filter, or shield, on the windshield itself to block UV light radiation 

from entering the vehicle.  Some automobile glass is designed with a UV filter, but 

a separate shield was also commonly laminated on the windshield glass to protect 

the interior of the vehicle and its occupants.  Such a UV filter/shield would have 

been understood by the POSITA at the time to also constitute a “spectral filter.”   
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221. The CMOS imager of the imputer itself could also have included such 

a UV filter over just the portion of the imager exposed to daylight through the 

windshield, without substantially affection the operation or ability of the imager or 

the imputer as a whole.  No creative step would have been required by the POSITA 

to laminate an otherwise transparent UV filter/shield in front of an opening in the 

rearview mirror housing through which the imager views. 

55. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said image 

processor processes captured image data for at least one of (a) a 

headlight control system of the equipped vehicle, (b) a collision 

avoidance system of the equipped vehicle, and (c) an automatic 
vehicle system of the equipped vehicle. 

222. This claim also appears to be just another statement of known basic 

features of the VVL imputer disclosed by Vellacott, at least with respect to option 

(c).  The POSITA would have easily understood that the mirror dimmer of 

Vellacott was, at the time of the invention “an automatic vehicle system of the 

equipped vehicle.”   

223. Yanagawa and Venturello both disclose vehicular vision systems that 

automatically control the headlights of an equipped vehicle from the processed 

image data (option (a)), and Bottesch expressly discloses control of a collision 

avoidance system from the processed image data (option (b)).  The POSITA at the 

time of the claimed invention would have easily understood that the basic purpose 

behind a vehicular vision system was to control one or more of the vehicle systems 

automatically from the processed image data.   
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56. A vehicular vision system, said vehicular vision system 

comprising: 

an imager comprising a lens and a CMOS photosensor array; 

wherein said photosensor array comprises a plurality of photosensor 

elements; 

wherein said imager is disposed at an interior portion of a vehicle 

equipped with said vehicular vision system and wherein said imager 

views exterior of the equipped vehicle through a windshield of the 

equipped vehicle and forward of the equipped vehicle;  

224. These limitations are present in claim 1.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to these limitations in 

claim 1. 

wherein said imager is disposed in a module that releasably mounts 

to a mounting element adhesively attached at the windshield of the 

equipped vehicle;  

225. The limitation “imager is disposed in a module” is present in claim 1 

and the limitation “module that releasably mounts to a mounting element 

adhesively attached at the windshield of the equipped vehicle” is present in claim 

24.  As such, I incorporate by reference herein the analysis I provide above with 

respect to these limitations in claims 1 and 24. 

a control; 

226. This limitation is present in claim 1.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

1. 
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wherein said control comprises logic and control circuitry; 

227. This limitation is present in claim 48.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

48.  

wherein said logic and control circuitry comprises an image 

processor, and wherein said image processor processes image data 

captured by said photosensor array to detect an object viewed by said 

imager; and 

228. This limitation is present in claims 1 and 49.  As such, I incorporate 

by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 1 and 49. 

wherein at least two of (a) said module includes a heat sink for at 

least a portion of said logic and control circuitry, (b) said module 

includes a connector for electrically connecting to a power source of 

the equipped vehicle, and (c) said module includes at least a portion 

of said logic and control circuitry. 

229. This limitation is present in claims 50, 51, and 52.  As such, I 

incorporate by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this 

limitation in claims 50, 51, and 52. 

230. As such, Claim 56 of the ‘001 Patent does not claim anything 

inventive over the known forward facing vehicular vision systems taught by 

Vellacott, which can be properly modified to face forward as taught by Kenue, as 

known in the art. 
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231. As discussed above for claims 1, 24, 48, 50, 51, and 52, the subject 

matter of claim 56 was well known at the time.  

57. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said imager is 
disposed proximate the windshield of the equipped vehicle. 

232. This limitation is present in claim 2.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

2. 

233. As discussed above for claim 2, the subject matter of claim 57 was 

well known at the time. 

58. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said module 
includes a cover. 

234. This limitation is present in claim 53.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

53. 

235. As discussed above for claim 53, the subject matter of claim 58 was 

well known at the time. 

59. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said 

photosensor array comprises an array of columns and rows of 

photosensor elements and wherein at least one of (i) said array has 

more columns than rows and (ii) said array comprises at least 40 
rows. 

236. This limitation is present in claims 3 and 4.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 
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claims 3 and 4. 

237. As discussed above for claims 3 and 4, the subject matter of claim 59 

was well known at the time. 

60. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said image 

processor processes captured image data to detect at least one of (a) 

a vehicle, (b) a headlight of a vehicle, (c) a taillight of a vehicle, and 
(d) a road sign. 

238. This limitation is present in claim 5.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

5. 

239. As discussed above for claim 5, the subject matter of claim 60 was 

well known at the time. 

61. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, said vehicular vision system is operable to control an 

exterior light of the equipped vehicle to limit debilitation of a driver 

of another vehicle forward of the equipped vehicle, and wherein at 

least one of (a) control of the exterior light of the equipped vehicle 

involves adjustment of a light beam emitted by the exterior light of 

the equipped vehicle, (b) the exterior light of the equipped vehicle is 

operable to emit a plurality of light beams, and wherein said control 

adjusts between one light beam of said plurality of light beams and 

another light beam of said plurality of light beams, and (c) the 

exterior light of the equipped vehicle is operable to emit a plurality 

of light beams, and wherein said control adjusts between one light 

beam of said plurality of light beams and another light beam of said 

plurality of light beams, and wherein said plurality of light beams 
comprises at least one of a low beam, a mid beam and a high beam. 

240. This limitation is present in claims 6 and 7.  As such, I incorporate by 
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reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 6 and 7. 

241. As discussed above for claims 6 and 7, the subject matter of claim 61 

was well known at the time. 

62. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, at least one of (a) said control is operable to control the 

exterior light of the equipped vehicle to emit a pattern of light 

appropriate to limit debilitation of a driver of another vehicle 

forward of the equipped vehicle, (b) said control is operable to 

control the exterior light of the equipped vehicle to emit a pattern of 

light that illuminates a selected zone forward of the equipped 

vehicle, and (c) the exterior light of the equipped vehicle is operable 
to emit various patterns of light. 

242. This limitation is present in claims 6 and 8.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 6 and 8. 

243. As discussed above for claims 6 and 8, the subject matter of claim 62 

was well known at the time. 

63. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, said control at least in part controls at least one exterior 

light of the equipped vehicle, and wherein the at least one exterior 

light of the equipped vehicle comprises a headlight disposed at a 

front portion of the equipped vehicle and operable to illuminate with 

visible light a scene forward of and in a path of travel of the 

equipped vehicle, and wherein at least one of (a) said control, at 

least in part responsive to processing of captured image data by said 

image processor, controls a vehicular lighting switch, and wherein 
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said vehicular lighting switch controls the at least one exterior light 

of the equipped vehicle, (b) a manual vehicle light switch is 

actuatable to override said control, and (c) a manual vehicle light 

switch is actuatable to override said control and wherein said 

control, at least in part responsive to processing of captured image 

data by said image processor, controls a vehicular lighting switch 
that controls the at least one exterior light of the equipped vehicle. 

244. This limitation is present in claims 9 and 10.  As such, I incorporate 

by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 9 and 10. 

245. As discussed above for claims 9 and 10, the subject matter of claim 63 

was well known at the time. 

64. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, said vehicular vision system determines a presence of at 

least one of fog, snow and rain present exterior and forward of the 
equipped vehicle. 

246. This limitation is present in claim 11.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

11. 

247. As discussed above for claim 11, the subject matter of claim 64 was 

well known at the time. 

65. The vehicular vision system of claim 64, wherein said vehicular 

vision system determines the presence of at least one of fog, snow 

and rain by recognizing scattering of light output by a headlight of 

the equipped vehicle by at least one of fog, snow and rain present 

exterior and forward of the equipped vehicle, and wherein said 

vehicular vision system, at least in part responsive to recognition of 
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scattering of light output by the headlight of the equipped vehicle, 
controls the headlight of the equipped vehicle. 

248. This limitation is present in claims 12 and 13.  As such, I incorporate 

by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 12 and 13. 

249. As discussed above for claims 12 and 13, the subject matter of claim 

65 was well known at the time. 

66. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said image 

processor compares captured image data with stored data and 
outputs a vehicle equipment control signal based on the comparison. 

250. This limitation is present in claim 15.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

15. 

251. As discussed above for claim 15, the subject matter of claim 66 was 

well known at the time. 

67. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said imager 

views through the windshield of the equipped vehicle at a windshield 
area that is swept by a windshield wiper of the equipped vehicle. 

252. This limitation is present in claim 16.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

16. 

253. As discussed above for claim 16, the subject matter of claim 67 was 

well known at the time. 
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68. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said control, at 

least in part responsive to processing of captured image data by said 

image processor, at least one of (i) distinguishes between daytime 

and nighttime conditions, (ii) determines a nighttime condition 

exists at an ambient light level that is less than about 500 lux, (iii) is 

operable to control a headlight of the equipped vehicle when said 

control determines a nighttime condition, (iv) is operable to control 

a vehicle accessory when said control determines a daytime 

condition, (v) is operable to deactivate a light beam of a headlight of 

the equipped vehicle when said control determines a daytime 

condition, and (vi) determines an ambient light level present at the 
equipped vehicle. 

254. This limitation is present in claims 17-22.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 17-22. 

255. As discussed above for claims 17-22, the subject matter of claim 68 

was well known at the time. 

69. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein the equipped 

vehicle has at least one headlight, and wherein the at least one 

headlight is operable at least in a first beam mode and a second 

beam mode, and wherein, at least in part responsive to processing of 

captured image data by said image processor, said control controls 

operation of the at least one headlight, and wherein said control 

transitions the at least one headlight from said first beam mode to 

said second beam mode in response to detection of at least one of a 
headlight and a taillight viewed by said imager. 

256. This limitation is present in claim 32.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

32. 
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257. As discussed above for claim 32, the subject matter of claim 69 was 

well known at the time. 

71. The vehicular vision system of claim 69, wherein at least one of 

(a) said first beam mode comprises a high beam mode, (b) the at 

least one headlight is actuated at an ambient lighting level below a 

predetermined level, and (c) the at least one headlight is actuated at 
an ambient lighting level below approximately 500 lux. 

258. This limitation is present in claim 34.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

34. 

259. As discussed above for claim 34, the subject matter of claim 71 was 

well known at the time. 

73. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said imager 

has a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle, and wherein said 

field of view comprises a horizontal span and a vertical span and 

wherein said horizontal span is greater than said vertical span, and 

wherein at least one of (i) said horizontal span of said field of view is 

no greater than approximately 100 degrees and (ii) said vertical 

span of said field of view is no greater than approximately 30 
degrees. 

260. This limitation is present in claims 43, 44, and 45.  As such, I 

incorporate by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this 

limitation in claims 43, 44, and 45. 

261. As discussed above for claims 43, 44, and 45, the subject matter of 

claim 73 was well known at the time. 

74. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said imager 
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has a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle, and wherein said 

field of view comprises a vertical span and wherein said vertical 

span is asymmetric relative to a horizon, and wherein said vertical 

span comprises a first vertical span above the horizon and a second 

vertical span below the horizon, and wherein said first vertical span 
has a different vertical dimension than said second vertical span. 

262. This limitation is present in claims 46 and 47.  As such, I incorporate 

by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 46 and 47. 

263. As discussed above for claims 46 and 47, the subject matter of claim 

74 was well known at the time. 

75. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said 

photosensor array is operable at a first exposure period and a 

second exposure period, and wherein the time period of exposure of 

said first exposure period is longer than the time period of exposure 
of said second exposure period. 

264. This limitation is present in claim 1.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

1. 

265. As discussed above for claim 1, the subject matter of claim 75 was 

well known at the time. 

76. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein image data 
processing by said image processor comprises pattern recognition. 

266. This limitation is present in claim 28.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 
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28. 

267. As discussed above for claim 28, the subject matter of claim 76 was 

well known at the time. 

77. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said image 

processor processes captured image data for at least one of (a) a 

headlight control system of the equipped vehicle, (b) a collision 

avoidance system of the equipped vehicle, and (c) an automatic 
vehicle system of the equipped vehicle. 

268. This limitation is present in claim 55.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

58. 

269. As discussed above for claim 55, the subject matter of claim 77 was 

well known at the time. 

78. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said imager 
comprises a spectral filter. 

270. This limitation is present in claim 54.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

54. 

271. As discussed above for claim 54, the subject matter of claim 78 was 

well known at the time. 

79. A vehicular vision system, said vehicular vision system 

comprising: 

an imager comprising a lens and a CMOS photosensor array; 
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wherein said photosensor array comprises a plurality of photosensor 

elements; 

wherein said imager is disposed at an interior portion of a vehicle 

equipped with said vehicular vision system and wherein said imager 

views exterior of the equipped vehicle through a windshield of the 

equipped vehicle and forward of the equipped vehicle; 

wherein at least said imager is disposed in a module that releasably 

mounts to a mounting element adhesively attached at the windshield 

of the equipped vehicle; 

a control comprising an image processor, said image processor 

processing image data captured by said photosensor array; 

wherein said image processor processes captured image data to 

detect an object viewed by said imager; and 

272. This limitation is present in claim 56.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

56. 

wherein, at least in part responsive to processing of captured image 

data by said image processor, said vehicular vision system 

determines a presence of at least one of fog, snow and rain present 
exterior and forward of the equipped vehicle. 

273. This limitation is present in claim 11.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

11. 

274. As discussed above for claims 56 and 11, the subject matter of claim 

79 was well known at the time. 

80. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said imager is 

disposed proximate the windshield of the equipped vehicle, and 
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wherein said imager views through the windshield of the equipped 

vehicle at a windshield area that is swept by a windshield wiper of 
the equipped vehicle. 

275. This limitation is present in claims 2 and 16.  As such, I incorporate 

by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 2 and 16. 

276. As discussed above for claims 2 and 16, the subject matter of claim 80 

was well known at the time. 

81. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said 

photosensor array comprises an array of columns and rows of 

photosensor elements and wherein at least one of (i) said array has 

more columns than rows and (ii) said array comprises at least 40 
rows. 

277. This limitation is present in claims 3 and 4.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 3 and 4. 

278. As discussed above for claims 3 and 4, the subject matter of claim 81 

was well known at the time. 

82. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said image 

processor processes captured image data to detect at least one of (a) 

a vehicle, (b) a headlight of a vehicle, (c) a taillight of a vehicle, and 
(d) a road sign. 

279. This limitation is present in claim 5.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

5. 
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280.   As discussed above for claim 5, the subject matter of claim 82 was 

well known at the time. 

83. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, at least one of (a) said control is operable to control the 

exterior light of the equipped vehicle to emit a pattern of light 

appropriate to limit debilitation of the driver of another vehicle 

forward of the equipped vehicle, (b) said control is operable to 

control the exterior light of the equipped vehicle to emit a pattern of 

light that illuminates a selected zone forward of the equipped 

vehicle, and (c) the exterior light of the equipped vehicle is operable 
to emit various patterns of light. 

281. This limitation is present in claims 6 and 8.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 6 and 8.   

282. As discussed above for claims 6 and 8, the subject matter of claim 83 

was well known at the time. 

84. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said vehicular 

vision system determines a presence of at least one of fog, snow and 

rain by recognizing scattering of light output by a headlight of the 

equipped vehicle by at least one of fog, snow and rain present 

exterior and forward of the equipped vehicle, and wherein said 

vehicular vision system, at least in part responsive to recognition of 

scattering of light output by the headlight of the equipped vehicle, 
controls the headlight of the equipped vehicle. 

283. This limitation is present in claims 12 and 13.  As such, I incorporate 

by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 12 and 13. 
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284. As discussed above for claims 12 and 13, the subject matter of claim 

84 was well known at the time. 

85. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein at least one of 

(i) said image processor compares captured image data with stored 

data and outputs a vehicle equipment control signal based on the 

comparison, and (ii) said imager views through the windshield of 

the equipped vehicle at a windshield area that is swept by a 
windshield wiper of the equipped vehicle. 

285. This limitation is present in claims 15 and 16.  As such, I incorporate 

by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 15 and 16. 

286. As discussed above for claims 15 and 16, the subject matter of claim 

85 was well known at the time. 

86. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said control, at 

least in part responsive to processing of captured image data by said 

image processor, at least one of (i) distinguishes between daytime 

and nighttime conditions, (ii) determines a nighttime condition 

exists at an ambient light level that is less than about 500 lux, (iii) is 

operable to control a headlight of the equipped vehicle when said 

control determines a nighttime condition, (iv) is operable to control 

a vehicle accessory when said control determines a daytime 

condition, (v) is operable to deactivate a light beam of a headlight of 

the equipped vehicle when said control determines a daytime 

condition, and (vi) determines an ambient light level present at the 
equipped vehicle. 

287. This limitation is present in claims 17-22.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 17-22. 
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288. As discussed above for claims 17-22, the subject matter of claim 86 

was well known at the time. 

87. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein the equipped 

vehicle has at least one headlight, and wherein the at least one 

headlight is operable at least in a first beam mode and a second 

beam mode, and wherein, at least in part responsive to processing of 

captured image data by said image processor, said control controls 

operation of the at least one headlight, and wherein said control 

transitions the at least one headlight from said first beam mode to 

said second beam mode in response to detection of at least one of a 
headlight and a taillight viewed by said imager. 

289. This limitation is present in claim 32.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

32. 

290. As discussed above for claim 32, the subject matter of claim 87 was 

well known at the time. 

88. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said imager 

has a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle, and wherein said 

field of view comprises a horizontal span and a vertical span and 

wherein said horizontal span is greater than said vertical span, and 

wherein at least one of (i) said horizontal span of said field of view is 

no greater than approximately 100 degrees and (ii) said vertical 

span of said field of view is no greater than approximately 30 
degrees. 

291. This limitation is present in claims 43, 44, and 45.  As such, I 

incorporate by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this 

limitation in claims 43, 44, and 45. 
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292. As discussed above for claims 43, 44, and 45, the subject matter of 

claim 88 was well known at the time. 

89. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said imager 

has a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle, and wherein said 

field of view comprises a vertical span and wherein said vertical 

span is asymmetric relative to a horizon, and wherein said vertical 

span comprises a first vertical span above the horizon and a second 

vertical span below the horizon, and wherein said first vertical span 
has a different vertical dimension than said second vertical span. 

293. This limitation is present in claims 46 and 47.  As such, I incorporate 

by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 46 and 47. 

294. As discussed above for claims 46 and 47, the subject matter of claim 

89 was well known at the time. 

90. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said 

photosensor array is operable at a first exposure period and a 

second exposure period, and wherein the time period of exposure of 

said first exposure period is longer than the time period of exposure 
of said second exposure period. 

295. This limitation is present in claim 75.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

75. 

296. As discussed above for claim 75, the subject matter of claim 90 was 

well known at the time. 

91. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said module 

includes at least one of (i) logic and control circuitry, (ii) logic and 
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control circuitry that comprises at least a portion of said control, (iii) 

logic and control circuitry that comprises said image processor, (iv) 

a heat sink for at least a portion of logic and control circuitry, (v) a 

connector for electrically connecting to a power source of the 
equipped vehicle, and (vi) a cover. 

297. This limitation is present in claims 48-53.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 48-53. 

298. As discussed above for claims 48-53, the subject matter of claim 91 

was well known at the time. 

92. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein image data 
processing by said image processor comprises pattern recognition. 

299. This limitation is present in claim 28.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

28. 

300. As discussed above for claim 28, the subject matter of claim 92 was 

well known at the time. 

93. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said image 

processor processes captured image data for at least one of (a) a 

headlight control system of the equipped vehicle, (b) a collision 

avoidance system of the equipped vehicle, and (c) an automatic 
vehicle system of the equipped vehicle. 

301. This limitation is present in claim 55.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

55. 
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302. As discussed above for claim 55, the subject matter of claim 93 was 

well known at the time. 

94. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said imager 
comprises a spectral filter. 

303. This limitation is present in claim 54.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

54. 

304. As discussed above for claim 54, the subject matter of claim 94 was 

well known at the time. 

95. The vehicular vision system of claim 94, wherein said control 

comprises logic and control circuitry and wherein said logic and 

control circuitry comprises said image processor, and wherein at 

least two of (a) said module includes a heat sink for at least a 

portion of said logic and control circuitry, (b) said module includes 

a connector for electrically connecting to a power source of the 

equipped vehicle, (c) said module includes at least a portion of said 
logic and control circuitry, and (d) said module includes a cover. 

305. This limitation is present in claims 49, 50, 51, 52, and 53.  As such, I 

incorporate by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this 

limitation in claim 49, 50, 51, 52, and 53. 

306. As discussed above for claims 49, 50, 51, 52, and 53, the subject 

matter of claim 95 was well known at the time. 

96. A vehicular vision system, said vehicular vision system 

comprising: 

an imager comprising a lens and a CMOS photosensor array; 
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wherein said photosensor array comprises a plurality of photosensor 

elements; 

wherein said imager is disposed at an interior portion of a vehicle 

equipped with said vehicular vision system and wherein said imager 

views exterior of the equipped vehicle through a windshield of the 
equipped vehicle and forward of the equipped vehicle; 

307. This limitation is present in claim 1.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

1. 

wherein at least said imager is disposed in a module that releasably 

mounts to a mounting element adhesively attached at the windshield 
of the equipped vehicle; 

308. This limitation is present in claim 24.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

24. 

wherein said photosensor array comprises an array of columns and 

rows of photosensor elements and wherein said array has more 

columns than rows, and wherein said array comprises at least 40 
rows; 

309. This limitation is present in claims 3 and 4.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 3 and 4. 

wherein said imager has a field of view forward of the equipped 

vehicle, and wherein said field of view comprises a horizontal span 

and a vertical span and wherein said horizontal span is greater than 
said vertical span; 
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310. This limitation is present in claim 43.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

43. 

a control comprising an image processor, said image processor 

processing image data captured by said photosensor array; and 

wherein said image processor processes captured image data to 
detect an object viewed by said imager. 

311. This limitation is present in claim 1.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

1. 

312. As discussed above for claims 1, 3, 4, 24, 43, the subject matter of 

claim 96 was well known at the time. 

97. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said image 

processor processes captured image data to detect at least one of (a) 

a vehicle, (b) a headlight of a vehicle, (c) a taillight of a vehicle, and 
(d) a road sign. 

313. This limitation is present in claim 5.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

5. 

314. As discussed above for claim 5, the subject matter of claim 97 was 

well known at the time. 

98. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein, at least in part 

responsive to processing of captured image data by said image 

processor, said vehicular vision system determines a presence of at 
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least one of fog, snow and rain present exterior and forward of the 
equipped vehicle. 

315. This limitation is present in claim 11.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

11.   

316. As discussed above for claim 11, the subject matter of claim 98 was 

well known at the time. 

99. The vehicular vision system of claim 98, wherein said vehicular 

vision system determines the presence of at least one of fog, snow 

and rain by recognizing scattering of light output by a headlight of 

the equipped vehicle by at least one of fog, snow and rain present 

exterior and forward of the equipped vehicle, and wherein said 

vehicular vision system, at least in part responsive to recognition of 

scattering of light output by the headlight of the equipped vehicle, 
controls the headlight of the equipped vehicle. 

317. This limitation is present in claims 12 and 13.  As such, I incorporate 

by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 12 and 13. 

318. As discussed above for claims 12 and 13, the subject matter of claim 

99 was well known at the time. 

100. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein at least one of 

(i) said image processor compares captured image data with stored 

data and outputs a vehicle equipment control signal based on the 

comparison and (ii) said imager views through the windshield of the 

equipped vehicle at a windshield area that is swept by a windshield 
wiper of the equipped vehicle. 
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319. This limitation is present in claims 15 and 16.  As such, I incorporate 

by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 15 and 16. 

320. As discussed above for claims 15 and 16, the subject matter of claim 

100 was well known at the time. 

101. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said control, 

at least in part responsive to processing of captured image data by 

said image processor, at least one of (i) distinguishes between 

daytime and nighttime conditions, (ii) determines a nighttime 

condition exists at an ambient light level that is less than about 500 

lux, (iii) is operable to control a headlight of the equipped vehicle 

when said control determines a nighttime condition, (iv) is operable 

to control a vehicle accessory when said control determines a 

daytime condition, (v) is operable to deactivate a light beam of a 

headlight of the equipped vehicle when said control determines a 

daytime condition, and (vi) determines an ambient light level present 
at the equipped vehicle. 

321. This limitation is present in claims 17-22.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 17-22. 

322. As discussed above for claims 17-22, the subject matter of claim 101 

was well known at the time. 

102. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said 

horizontal span of said field of view is no greater than 

approximately 100 degrees and said vertical span of said field of 

view is no greater than approximately 30 degrees. 

323. This limitation is present in claims 44 and 45.  As such, I incorporate 
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by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 44 and 45. 

324. As discussed above for claims 44 and 45, the subject matter of claim 

102 was well known at the time. 

103. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said vertical 

span comprises a first vertical span above a horizon and a second 

vertical span below the horizon, and wherein said first vertical span 
has a different vertical dimension than said second vertical span. 

325. This limitation is present in claim 47.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

47. 

326. As discussed above for claim 47, the subject matter of claim 103 was 

well known at the time. 

104. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said 

photosensor array is operable at a first exposure period and a 

second exposure period, and wherein the time period of exposure of 

said first exposure period is longer than the time period of exposure 
of said second exposure period. 

327. This limitation is present in claim 1.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

1. 

328. As discussed above for claim 1, the subject matter of claim 104 was 

well known at the time. 
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105. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein image data 
processing by said image processor comprises pattern recognition. 

329. This limitation is present in claim 28.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

28. 

330. As discussed above for claim 28, the subject matter of claim 105 was 

well known at the time. 

106. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said image 

processor processes captured image data for at least one of (a) a 

headlight control system of the equipped vehicle, (b) a collision 

avoidance system of the equipped vehicle, and (c) an automatic 
vehicle system of the equipped vehicle. 

331. This limitation is present in claim 55.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

55. 

332. As discussed above for claim 55, the subject matter of claim 106 was 

well known at the time. 

107. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said imager 
comprises a spectral filter. 

333. This limitation is present in claim 54.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

54. 

334. As discussed above for claim 54, the subject matter of claim 107 was 
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well known at the time. 

108. The vehicular vision system of claim 107, wherein said control 

comprises logic and control circuitry and wherein said logic and 

control circuitry comprises said image processor, and wherein at 

least two of (a) said module includes a heat sink for at least a 

portion of said logic and control circuitry, (b) said module includes 

a connector for electrically connecting to a power source of the 

equipped vehicle, (c) said module includes at least a portion of said 
logic and control circuitry, and (d) said module includes a cover. 

335. This limitation is present in claim 48-53.  As such, I incorporate by 

reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in claim 

48-53. 

336. As discussed above for claims 48-53, the subject matter of claim 108 

was well known at the time. 

109. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said imager is 

disposed proximate the windshield of the equipped vehicle, and 

wherein said imager views through the windshield of the equipped 

vehicle at a windshield area that is swept by a windshield wiper of 
the equipped vehicle. 

337. This limitation is present in claims 2 and 16.  As such, I incorporate 

by reference herein the analysis I provide above with respect to this limitation in 

claims 2 and 16. 

338. As discussed above for claims 2 and 16, the subject matter of claim 

109 was well known at the time.  
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941 Bloom Walk, SAL 300, Los Angeles, California 90089-0781 
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Personal Statement 
Throughout my career, I have progressed through the technical ranks as a junior programmer, senior programmer, 
technical lead, chief architect, director of engineering, and founder and CEO of my own company that created 
wireless handheld point-of-sale systems for the restaurant industry.   For five years while in graduate school, I 
taught undergraduate Computer Science courses at California State University, Los Angeles, earning the Professor 
of the Year award for the CS department in 2002.  After receiving my Ph.D. in Computer Science in 2007 from 
the University of Southern California, I became an Assistant Professor in the Computer Systems Engineering 
program at the University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) from August 2007-June 2011.  I was promoted to 
Associate Professor and tenured at UAA beginning in the 2011/2012 academic year.  From February 2011-
November 2011, I was the Chair of the Bachelor of Science in Engineering department at UAA, which offered 
degrees in Computer, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering with 13 tenure-track and 5 adjunct faculty. I am 
currently an Associate Professor of Engineering Practices in the Computer Science department at the University of 
Southern California.  
 
While at UAA, I authored and achieved University approval for introductory programming, object-oriented 
programming, systems administration, digital circuits, computer networking, operating systems, FPGA, and VLSI 
classes for engineering students focused on applied applications in various engineering disciplines.  I also was the 
Program Chair for the Computer Systems Engineering department in preparing ABET documents to ultimately 
achieve full accreditation in 2008, 2010, and again in 2012.  In the 2012/2013 academic year, the Computer 
Science and Computer Systems Engineering programs were merged, and I have been involved in streamlining the 
curricula for both programs to reduce duplication and provide an improved education for students in both 
programs. 
 
I have also been successful in securing over $930,000 as a PI or Co-PI in research funding since 2008 for projects 
concerning Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) networks and architectures.  Single architectures are not 
always suitable for an application, so I focus on combining different network and system architectures to suit the 
needs of a specific application.  In a mobile environment, combining centralized and distributed architectures into 
a single system allow wireless devices to behave as thin and thick clients.  With ITS architectures, V2V (Vehicle-
to-Vehicle), V2I (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure), and the hybrid V2V2I (Vehicle-to-Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) 
architectures provide a means for vehicles to transmit information to a central repository and other vehicles.  One 
of the grants I have received focuses on installing tracking devices in 85 vehicles that communicate over the 
cellular network speed, location, and additional information available through a vehicle’s on-board diagnostic 
(OBD) port.  This data is combined with the data retrieved from other means, such as inductor loops, video 
cameras, driver reports, air tubes, and other vehicles equipped with GPS transmitters and receivers.  From this 
data, a map of the roadways is provided showing the speed of select vehicles, average speed on arterial roadways, 
locations of congestion, fastest paths, and other information as requested by the stakeholders. 
 
In addition, I organized and led the UAA School of Engineering K12 Summer Camps from 2010-2013.  Starting 
with around 100 students in 2010, the camps grew to over 800 interested students in 2013.  Initially funded by the 
School of Engineering through outreach activities, BP funded the summer camps in 2011, 2012, and 2013 at $80k 
each year.  The IEEE Foundation also funded $20k in 2013. The camps were provided at no cost to the attendees, 
and topics included robotics, alternative energy, rapid prototyping, GPS tracking, FM radio setup, and structure 
destruction. 
 
Within the IEEE, I have been quite active, being the General Chair for the IEEE 69th Vehicular Technology 
Conference in fall 2009 in Anchorage, the IEEE 15th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference in fall 2012 in 
Anchorage, and the IEEE 77th Vehicular Technology Conference in fall 2013 in Las Vegas.  I have also been a 
Program Co-Chair and Technical Program Chair for the IEEE 73rd Vehicular Technology Conference in fall 2011.  
I was on the IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Board of Governors for the term from January 
2009-December 2011 and was elected as Vice President for Administrative Activities in the same society from 
January 2011-December 2012.  I was also on the IEEE Vehicular Technology Society Board of Governors for the 
term from September 2011-December 2013.  From October 2011-December 2013, I was the Editor-in-Chief of the 
IEEE ITS Magazine.  Within the ITSS, I was an Associate Editor for the IEEE Transactions on Intelligent 
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Transportation Systems from 2010-2013.  In 2010, I was the treasurer for the Alaska section of the IEEE and was 
the chair of the section from January 2011-December 2011.  During my time as chair of the IEEE Alaska Section, 
the section won the 2011 Outstanding Section Award for the Region 6 Northwest Area.  In addition to being a 
member of the Intelligent Transportation Society of Alaska, I was also the president from January 2010-December 
2011.  I have been involved in other conferences as well, being the program co-chair, publicity co-chair, local 
arrangements chair, volunteer coordinator chair, technical program committee member, session chair, special 
session organizer, and reviewer.  Within ACM, I am a member and was the faculty advisor for the student chapter 
of the ACM at the University of Alaska Anchorage. 
 
Research Statement 
My research focuses on the software and network architectures and algorithms used in mobile and wireless 
communication.  Single architectures are not always suitable for an application, so I also focus on combining 
architectures to suit the needs of a specific application.  The application area I use in my research is Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS).  Pure Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) architectures 
have been proposed, and V2I communication is currently used by many ITS applications (such as automated toll 
booths, vehicle tracking, etc.).  As more vehicles begin to use V2I communication for transmitting data to a 
central repository, different architectures or much creative utilization of bandwidth will be necessary.  Hybrid 
architectures (such as the Vehicle-to-Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2V2I)) will be needed so that the data 
transmitted will not overwhelm the central systems. 
 
In addition to the architecture, efficient algorithms are also necessary for analyzing the large amount of data that 
will be received.  The data may be granular enough to determine the location of an accident or object in the 
roadway, the average speed on many different arterial roads for determining fastest paths, or for determining the 
impact of construction or a new building to the current traffic congestion, among many other potential 
applications.  Making this data available in an efficient manner and performing real-time calculations on this data 
to produce usable results have been difficult challenges.  The algorithms used need to be application-specific so 
they can be optimized for the utmost in efficiency. 
 
One of the grants I have received is from the Alaska University Transportation Center, in conjunction with the 
Alaska Department of Transportation.  The project has installed tracking devices in 65 vehicles in the city of 
Anchorage.  The tracking devices are connected through the vehicle’s on-board diagnostic (OBD) port, and the 
speed, location, and additional data from the vehicle’s computer system are transmitted through the cellular 
network to a central server.  This data is combined with the data retrieved from other means, such as inductor 
loops, video cameras, driver reports, air tubes, and other vehicles equipped with GPS transmitters and receivers.  
From this data, a map of the roadways is provided showing the speed of select vehicles, average speed on arterial 
roadways, locations of congestion, fastest paths, and other information as requested by the stakeholders.  Some 
information, such as fastest paths or locations of congestion, are also returned to drivers as requested via text 
messages.  With the devices strategically placed in 75 vehicles that traverse the main arterials of the city on a daily 
basis, the results have been quite promising.  Probe vehicles are proving to be a very effective way of determining 
flow of traffic on main arterials, coupled with additional vehicle data from other means.  The data is fed into a 
real-time simulator I created called FreeSim (http://www.freewaysimulator.com), which now utilizes Google 
Maps for its display.  The data is also exposed over the Internet for other researchers to exploit and test their own 
algorithms given a live set of distributed data gathered via a V2I architecture at http://www.alaskatraffic.net. 
 
Over the next few years, my research will continue to focus on architectures for large-scale systems and 
developing criteria by which different architectures can be evaluated.  Various architectural methodologies will be 
employed to determine a priori advantages for a purely distributed versus a purely centralized versus a hybrid 
architecture.  In addition, I expect to develop specialized algorithms that optimize the performance of each of 
these architectures, given the specific application. My approach to a posteriori analysis relies upon the 
development of simulation models that realize the underlying architecture and are calibrated by whatever actual 
data is available, as well as what data is required by the end-user applications. Typical questions I expect to 
address are bandwidth requirements, accuracy of the data representation, historical tracking of data, processing 
power required by each device, and reliability under failure modes, among other factors.  Within Intelligent 
Transportation Systems, I will work on determining factors that are involved in a traffic incident (such as human, 
vehicular, and environmental factors) and assigning probabilities of an incident to different situations, attempting 
to predict not only traffic but the likelihood of an incident.  Continuing to model traffic in real-time and answer 
questions posed by transportation engineers will also be an emphasis of my future research.  Collaborating with 
faculty in other departments will prove useful in this field as well, such as determining vehicle slippage, location 
of potholes, and engine efficiency by installing additional sensors on vehicles.  The potential number of 
applications is endless, and researchers from different departments will add invaluably to the project. 



Teaching Statement 
While working on my Ph.D. in Computer Science at the University of Southern California, I was teaching as an 
Adjunct Professor in the Computer Science department at California State University, Los Angeles.  From 2002-
2007, I taught many undergraduate Computer Science courses, including Introduction to Web Site Development 
(CS120), Introduction to SQL and Databases (CS122), Introduction to Programming (CS201), Introduction to 
Object-Oriented Programming (CS202), Programming with Data Structures (CS203), C Programming (CS242), 
Computer Ethics in the Information Age (CS301), Algorithm Design and Analysis (CS312), Web and Internet 
Programming (CS320), Introduction to Automata Theory (CS386), Java for C++ Programmers (CS454 – Special 
Topics), Enterprise Architecture (CS454 – Special Topics, now CS420), Compilers (CS488), and Undergraduate 
Computer Science Wrap-Up Course (CS490).  I also led a team of students in a directed study (CS499) to create a 
project to be used as the basis for the undergraduate compiler course.  In 2002, I was voted Professor of the Year 
by the students in the Computer Science department, which was the first time ever a part-time lecturer had 
received that award.  While there, I also authored the CS420 course on enterprise architecture, covering 
distributed computing, RMI, CORBA, Web Services, and MVC architectures (including Spring and Struts). 
 
After completing my Ph.D. in spring 2007, I accepted a position as an Assistant Professor in the Computer 
Systems Engineering department at the University of Alaska Anchorage, with a workload of teaching three classes 
a semester (60%-20%-20% teaching-research-service workload).  As the department was only three years old, I 
was given the ability to author many courses, including Introduction to Computer Systems (CSE 102), 
Introduction to C Programming for Engineers (CSE 205/294A), Object-Oriented C++ Programming for Engineers 
(CSE 215/294B), Assembly Language Programming (CSE 225), Operating Systems Engineering (CSE 335), 
Digital Circuits Design (CSE 342), Computer Networking for Engineers (CSE 355), Engineering Systems 
Administration (CSE 394B), Engineering of Computer Systems – Capstone Course (CSE438), VLSI Circuit 
Design (CSE 442), and Network Security (CSE 465).  I have taught all of the above courses during my time at 
UAA, as well as a circuits class entitled Elements of Electrical Engineering (ES 309).  I have also been the advisor 
for independent study courses (CSE 497) our undergraduate senior design course (CSE 438), in which groups of 
students develop a project from conception through implementation that encompasses the knowledge they have 
gained during the course of their degree.  I have also been actively involved in forming the curriculum based on 
ABET criteria, and in 2008, 2010, and 2012, I led the Computer Systems Engineering department through 
successful accreditation.  I was promoted to Associate Professor with tenure in summer 2011. 
 
As for my student evaluations for the past 11 years of teaching, on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the best, my 
average score for teaching ability is 1.62 from 1215 students in 66 classes.  While at Cal State LA, the scores from 
the student evaluations were the top in the Computer Science department.  I like to mix traditional and non-
traditional teaching methods to provide students with a unique educational experience.  Powerpoint slides provide 
a basis for many of my lectures, but I incorporate much student participation, discussions on the whiteboard, 
programming with an overhead projector, and diverting from the lecture notes to emphasize the topics of interest 
to the students.  I believe that the most exciting projects for students are the ones in which they have interest, so I 
allow students to provide input for the projects, and in most classes I have a final project that is decided by the 
students (with my approval).  I have had much positive feedback from that approach, as the students have chosen 
projects based on their own interests. 
 
I have also had experience creating course material and curricula for many traditional and online universities.  The 
material has included Powerpoint presentations, lecture notes for instructors, assignments, exams, multimedia 
presentations, and interactive lab assignments. I have also taught online classes with the American Public 
University System since 2009, which included developing course material and facilitating the instruction in the 
class.  Those classes revolve around discussion boards, assignments, exams, and email.  Students have a textbook 
and presentations that they read on their own, and then they must post to a discussion board each week, complete 
an assignment, and take a quiz.  A lot of interaction occurs among the students, and the feedback provided by me 
is instrumental to the success of the online education.  Without the in-person interaction that takes place in 
traditional brick and mortar universities, online education needs to have an open line of communication between 
the student and the instructor, regardless of the medium.  One improvement that I think should be added to many 
online courses is having recorded presentations from an instructor rather than merely requiring the students to read 
and learn on their own.  This would make the course more similar to distance education rather than online 
education, especially if frequent interaction with the instructor was available. 
 
I believe that education needs to occur inside and outside of the classroom.  The interaction with students during 
office hours and discussions after class all lead to a rich understanding of material related to the class as well as 
unrelated material.  Some of the best student interaction I have had occurred outside of the classroom, typically 
during office hours or in the lab.  Just as technology needs to be adapted to changing conditions, I believe that the 



traditional teaching paradigm should be adjusted based on the class and effectiveness of different methods of 
information dissemination.  The goal of teaching is for students to learn, and if that occurs without formal lectures 
using slides, I think an instructor is still successful.  I post all of my notes, slides, assignments, and syllabi online, 
and you can see more about my courses taught at http://www.sigmacoding.com under Teaching. 
 
Although I enjoy teaching a wide array of courses, I feel most comfortable in teaching courses involved in 
networking, algorithms, general programming, compilers, software systems and engineering, and databases.  I feel 
I am the most knowledgeable in those areas because of my research focus being in those fields as well as my 
professional experience, though I have a genuine passion for teaching, and I enjoy the interaction with students 
regardless of the course (as can be seen by the wide array of courses I have taught).  Although I enjoy the research 
I have done, I am very interested in teaching and passing along the knowledge I have gained to future generations 
of computer scientists and engineers. 
 
 
Education 
• Ph.D. in Computer Science, May 2007 

University of Southern California 
- Successfully defended dissertation on April 27, 2007, with topic “Algorithms and Data Structures 

for the Real-Time Processing of Traffic Data” under the advisement of Professor Ellis Horowitz, 
Professor Petros Ioannou, and Professor Ming-Deh Huang 

 
• Master of Science in Computer Science, December 2002 

University of Southern California 
- Emphasis in Systems and Software Engineering 

 
• Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering and Computer Science, May 2002 

University of Southern California 
- Graduated cum laude 

 
Professional Affiliations 
• IEEE – member since 2002 
• ACM – member since 2002 
• Intelligent Transportation Society of Alaska – member June 2009-December 2013 
• IEEE Communications Society – member 2002-2013 
• IEEE Computer Society – member since 2002 
• IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society – member since 2006 
• IEEE Vehicular Technology Society – member 2009-2013 
• IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Board of Governors – January 2009-December 2012 
• IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society VP Admin Activities – January 2011-December 

2012 
• IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Best Ph.D. Dissertation Committee – 2011, 2012, 

2013  
• IEEE Vehicular Technology Society Board of Governors – September 2011-December 2013 
• IEEE Vehicular Technology Society Conference Committee – January 2011-December 2013 
• Intelligent Transportation Society of Alaska President – January 2010-December 2011 
• IEEE Alaska Section Chair – January 2011-December 2011 
• IEEE Alaska Section Treasurer – January 2010-December 2010 
• IEEE Region 6 Northwest Area Awards Chair – January 2012-December 2013 
• IEEE-USA’s Career and Workforce Policy Committee – January 2011-December 2013 
• IEEE-USA’s Committee on Transportation and Aerospace Policy – April 2011-December 2013 
• University of Alaska, Anchorage ACM Student Chapter Faculty Advisor – 2008-2011 
• Municipality of Anchorage (MOA) Anchorage Metropolitan Area Transportation Solutions 

(AMATS) Freight Advisory Committee – 2010-2013 
• Municipality of Anchorage (MOA) Anchorage Metropolitan Area Transportation Solutions 

(AMATS)  Intelligent Transportation Systems Advisory Committee – January 2013-December 2013 
 



Editor-in-Chief 
• IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine, January 2012-December 2013 

 
Associate Editor 
• IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, January 2010-December 2013 
• IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine Guest Editor – Traffic Simulators, fall 2010 
• IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine, January 2009-December 2011 

 
Editorial Board 
• IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Monthly Podcast, January 2013-present 

 
Grant Reviewer 
• NSF Panel, 2011 (twice) 

 
Ph.D. Dissertation Committee Member 
• Mohammad Hoque, University of Alabama. Defended dissertation successfully on April 25, 2012. 

 
Expert Witness Service 
• RIAA, MPAA et al vs Kazaa, Morpheus, Grokster, fall 2003 

Representing: RIAA, MPAA et al (plaintiff) 
Role: I aided Prof. Ellis Horowitz in preparing as an expert witness.  The case involved an 
examination of the source code of Kazaa, written in C/C++, and Morpheus, written in Java, in an 
attempt to determine the extent to which the software remained in contact with the distributor (i.e. 
Kazaa, Morpheus).  The contention being that the connection was maintained and hence Kazaa and 
Morpheus were in a position to restrict the downloading of copyrighted material.  Prof. Horowitz filed 
a declaration and was deposed. 
Status: The case was settled for Kazaa, et al, reaffirmed on appeal, but decided in favor of the RIAA 
et al by the Supreme Court in June 2005. 

• NAVCanada vs Adacel and CAE, fall 2007 
Representing: NAVCanada (plaintiff) 
Role: I aided Prof. Ellis Horowitz in preparing as an expert witness. NAVCanada had developed an 
air traffic control system for flights across the North Atlantic. They accused Adacel and CAE of 
copyright infringement. Prof. Horowitz’s task was to determine the extent to which the Adacel/CAE 
software was derivative from the NAVCanada software.  The software was written using C++ and 
Pascal. 
Status: Prof. Horowitz filed a report in the case, and the case was settled. 

 
Journal Publication Reviewer 
• IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, 2013 
• MDPI Algorithms Journal, 2013 
• ACM Transactions on Interactive Intelligent Systems, 2012 
• IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, 2012 
• IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology, 2012 
• Elsevier Simulation Modeling Practice and Theory, 2012 
• IEEE Vehicular Technology Magazine, 2011 
• IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine, 2011 
• IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, 2011 
• IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine, 2010 
• IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, 2010 
• EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing, 2009 
• IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, 2009 
• IEEE Communications Magazine, 2009 
• IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, 2008 
• IEEE Communications Magazine, 2008 



• IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, 2007 
• IEEE Communications Magazine, 2007 

 
Conference Proceedings Reviewer 
• IEEE 16th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, the Hague, the Netherlands, October 2013. 
• IEEE 78th Vehicular Technology Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, September 2013. 
• IEEE 9th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Gold Coast, Australia, June 2013. 
• IEEE International Conference on Industrial Technology, Cape Town, South Africa, February 2013. 
• IEEE 15th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 2012. 
• IEEE 76th Vehicular Technology Conference, Quebec City, Quebec, Canada, September 2012. 
• IEEE 8th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Alcala de Henares, Spain, June 2012. 
• IEEE 8th International Conference on Information, Communications, and Signal Processing, Shangri-La, 

Singapore, December 2011. 
• IEEE 2011 Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, October 2011. 
• IEEE 74th Vehicular Technology Conference, San Francisco, California, USA, September 2011. 
• IFAC 18th World Congress, Milano, Italy, August 2011. 
• IEEE 7th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Baden-Baden, Germany, June 2011. 
• IEEE 1st Forum on Integrated and Sustainable Transportation Systems, Vienna, Austria, June 2011. 
• IEEE 73rd Vehicular Technology Conference, Budapest, Hungary, May 2011. 
• IEEE 13th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Madeira, Portugal, September 2010. 
• IEEE Workshop on Vehicular Networking and Applications, co-located with IEEE International 

Conference on Communication, Cape Town, South Africa, May 2010. 
• IEEE 13th International Multitopic Conference, Islamabad, Pakistan, December 2009. 
• IEEE 7th International Conference on Information, Communications, and Signal Processing, Macau, 

China, December 2009. 
• IEEE 12th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, USA, October 2009. 
• IEEE 1st Vehicular Networking Conference, Tokyo, Japan, October 2009. 
• IEEE 70th Vehicular Technology Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 2009. 
• IEEE 69th Vehicular Technology Conference, Barcelona, Spain, April 2009. 
• IEEE 3rd Workshop on Automotive Networking and Applications, co-located with IEEE Global 

Communication Conference 2008, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA, December 2008. 
• IEEE 11th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Beijing, China, October 2008. 
• 3rd International Symposium of Transport Simulation, Queensland, Australia, August 2008. 
• IEEE 4th Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications Workshop, in conjunction with IEEE 4th Intelligent 

Vehicles Symposium, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, June 2008. 
• IEEE 4th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, June 2008. 
• IEEE 10th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Seattle, Washington, USA, October 2007. 
• IEEE 3rd Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications workshop, in conjunction with IEEE 3rd Intelligent 

Vehicles Symposium, Istanbul, Turkey, June 2007. 
 

Conference General Chair 
• IEEE 78th Vehicular Technology Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, September 2013. 
• IEEE 15th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 2012. 
• IEEE 70th Vehicular Technology Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 2009. 

 
Conference Technical Program Chair 
• IEEE 74th Vehicular Technology Conference, San Francisco, California, USA, September 2011. 

 
Conference Technical Program Co-Chair 
• IEEE 7th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Baden-Baden, Germany, June 2011. 
• IEEE 1st Forum on Integrated and Sustainable Transportation Systems, Vienna, Austria, June 2011. 

 
Conference Technical Program Committee Member 
• IEEE 16th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, The Hague, The Netherlands, September 2013. 



• 16th Portuguese Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Artificial Intelligence in Transportation Systems 
Track, Azores, Portugal, September 2013. 

• IEEE 8th International Conference on Emerging Technologies, Islamabad, Pakistan, October 2012. 
• IEEE 15th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 2012. 
• IEEE 76th Vehicular Technology Conference, Quebec City, Quebec, Canada, September 2012. 
• IEEE 14th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Washington DC, USA, October 2011. 
• IEEE 2nd Vehicular Networking Conference, Jersey City, New Jersey, USA, December 2010. 
• IEEE International Conference on Communications, Vehicular Mobility Workshop, Cape Town, South 

Africa, May 2010. 
• IEEE International Conference on Communications Vehicular Connectivity Workshop, Cape Town, 

South Africa, May 2010. 
• IEEE 1st Vehicular Networking Conference, Tokyo, Japan, October 2009. 
• IEEE 69th Vehicular Technology Conference, Barcelona, Spain, April 2009. 
• IEEE 4th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications Workshop, Eindhoven, The 

Netherlands, June 2008. 
 

Conference Publicity Co-Chair 
• IEEE 13th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Madeira Island, Portugal, September 2010. 

 
Conference Local Arrangements Chair 
• IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Conference 2011, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, October 2011. 
• IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, May 2010. 

 
Conference Awards Committee Member 
• IEEE 16th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference Best Paper Committee Member, The Hague, The 

Netherlands, September 2013. 
• IEEE 6th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, La Jolla, California, USA, June 2010. 

 
Conference Session Chair 
• IEEE 16th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, The Hague, The Netherlands, September 2013. 
• IEEE 9th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Gold Coast, Australia, June 2013. 
• IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Conference 2011, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, October 2011. 
• IEEE 14th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Washington DC, USA, October 2011. 
• IEEE 7th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Baden-Baden, Germany, June 2011. 
• IEEE 2nd Vehicular Networking Conference, Jersey City, New Jersey, USA, December 2010. 
• IEEE 12th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, USA, October 2009. 
• IFAC 12th Symposium on Control in Transportation Systems, Redondo Beach, California, USA, 

September 2009. 
• IEEE 5th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Xi’an, China, June 2009. 
• IEEE 11th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Beijing, China, October 2008. 
• IEEE 10th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Seattle, Washington, USA, October 2007. 

 
Special Session Organizer 
• “Intelligent Vehicular Applications, Simulations, and Implementations.” IEEE Systems, Man, and 

Cybernetics Conference 2011, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, October 2011. 
 
Workshop Organizer 
• “Information Fusion for Intelligent Transportation Systems.” IEEE 15th Intelligent Transportation 

Systems Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 2012. (jointly organized with Javier Sanchez 
Medina of the University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain) 

 
Patents 
• Timothy Menard, Jeffrey Miller, John Lund. “Real-Time Snow Plow Tracking.” Provisional Patent 

Application 61/709,264, filed October 3, 2012. 



 
Other Awards and Public Recognition 
•  “Carros estarao conectados a internet em 2025, dizem especialistas.” November 5, 2013. Brazil 

Epoca. http://epoca.globo.com/vida/vida-util/tecnologia/noticia/2013/11/quando-seu-carro-estara-
bconectado-internetb-em-2025-dizem-especialistas.html 

• “The Future Mode of Intelligent Transportation.” October 10, 2013. iChina. 
• “Most new cars to be Internet-enabled by 2025.” September 5, 2013. The Denver Post. 

http://www.denverpost.com/technology/ci_24021259/most-new-cars-be-internet-enabled-by-2025  
• “60 percent of vehicles to be Internet-enabled by 2025.” Ellyne Phneah, September 2, 2013. ZDNet. 

http://www.zdnet.com/60-percent-of-vehicles-to-be-internet-enabled-by-2025-7000020107/  
• “IEEE: 60 Percent of Cars Will Be Internet-Enabled by 2025.” Darryl K. Taft, August 29, 2013. 

eWeek. http://www.eweek.com/innovation/ieee-60-of-cars-will-be-internet-enabled-by-2025.html  
•  “The Need for High Speed: IEEE Experts Predict 60 Percent of the Vehicles on the Road Will Be 

Internet-Enabled by 2025.” August 28, 2013. PR News Wire article includes quotations from me. 
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/the-need-for-high-speed-ieee-experts-predict-60-percent-of-
the-vehicles-on-the-road-will-be-internet-enabled-by-2025-221479981.html  

• IEEE Vehicular Technology Society Conference Award for my leadership in the IEEE Vehicular 
Technology Conference-fall 2011 in San Francisco, California. September 3, 2013. 

• “Vehicular Technology Conference Focuses on Wireless.” July 8, 2013.  IEEE The Institute article 
includes quotations from me. http://theinstitute.ieee.org/benefits/conferences/vehicular-technology-
conference-focuses-on-wireless  

• IEEE Alaska Section 2013 Outstanding Leadership and Professional Service Award, IEEE Alaska 
Section, 2013. 

• “Major Road Blocks Linger, But Driverless Cars Are Here to Stay.” July 5, 2013. Fox Business article 
includes quotations from me. http://www.foxbusiness.com/industries/2013/07/03/major-road-blocks-
linger-but-driverless-cars-are-here-to-stay/  

• Informania Interview on KRUA.  May 16, 2013. Discussion about K12 summer camps and Intelligent 
Transportation Systems research. http://www.kruaradio.org/infomania-dr-miller-interview/  

• “The Impact of Driverless Technology and Autonomous Cars.” March 26, 2013. Written by Rebekah 
Coleman.  Loans.org article includes quotations from me. http://loans.org/auto/articles/driverless-
technology-autonomous-cars  

• Nominated for “2013 White House Champions of Change – Transportation Technology Solutions for the 
21st Century.” March 26, 2013. 

• “Intelligent Transportation Careers Speed Ahead.” March 2013.  Today’s Engineer Career Focus article 
includes quotations from me. http://www.todaysengineer.org/2013/Mar/career-focus.asp  

• Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? – A question on the show that aired on February 27, 2013 featured the 
IEEE from the articles below published about driverless cars by 2040. 4th Question – “With self-drviing 
cars expected to become the norm, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers predicts that by 
2040, drivers will no longer need what?” Answer – Driver’s licenses. 

• NPR Southern California Radio Interview – “AirTalk with Larry Mantle.” 89.3 KPCC, 89.1 KUOR, 90.3 
KVLA.  September 25, 2012. Discussion about Governor Larry Brown signing bill allowing self-driving 
cars in California. http://www.scpr.org/programs/airtalk/2012/09/26/28581/governor-brown-paves-the-
road-for-hands-free-drivi/ Actual radio segment - http://www.scpr.org/programs/airtalk/2012/09/26/  

• QR77 Radio Interview – “The Rob Breckinridge Show.” September 21, 2012.  Lead story for the show 
was on driverless vehicles. 

• “You won’t need a driver’s license by 2040.” September 18, 2012.  CNN article includes quotations from 
me. http://www.cnn.com/2012/09/18/tech/innovation/ieee-2040-cars/index.html  

• “You won’t need a driver’s license by 2040.” September 17, 2012.  Wired.com article includes 
quotations from me. http://www.wired.com/autopia/2012/09/ieee-autonomous-2040/  

• “How Self-Driving Cars Will Change Transportation.” September 10, 2012. MSN.com Autos article 
includes quotations from me. http://editorial.autos.msn.com/blogs/autosblogpost.aspx?post=fd1dd24a-
7eea-4a00-8a97-dd7c3aab7a1c  

• “Look Ma, No Hands! Expert Members of IEEE Identify Driverless Cars As Most Viable Form of 
Intelligent Transportation Dominating the Roadway by 2040 and Sparking Dramatic Changes in 
Vehicular Travel.” September 5, 2012. PR Newswire article includes quotations from me. 
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/look-ma-no-hands-168623236.html  

http://epoca.globo.com/vida/vida-util/tecnologia/noticia/2013/11/quando-seu-carro-estara-bconectado-internetb-em-2025-dizem-especialistas.html
http://epoca.globo.com/vida/vida-util/tecnologia/noticia/2013/11/quando-seu-carro-estara-bconectado-internetb-em-2025-dizem-especialistas.html
http://www.denverpost.com/technology/ci_24021259/most-new-cars-be-internet-enabled-by-2025
http://www.zdnet.com/60-percent-of-vehicles-to-be-internet-enabled-by-2025-7000020107/
http://www.eweek.com/innovation/ieee-60-of-cars-will-be-internet-enabled-by-2025.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/the-need-for-high-speed-ieee-experts-predict-60-percent-of-the-vehicles-on-the-road-will-be-internet-enabled-by-2025-221479981.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/the-need-for-high-speed-ieee-experts-predict-60-percent-of-the-vehicles-on-the-road-will-be-internet-enabled-by-2025-221479981.html
http://theinstitute.ieee.org/benefits/conferences/vehicular-technology-conference-focuses-on-wireless
http://theinstitute.ieee.org/benefits/conferences/vehicular-technology-conference-focuses-on-wireless
http://www.foxbusiness.com/industries/2013/07/03/major-road-blocks-linger-but-driverless-cars-are-here-to-stay/
http://www.foxbusiness.com/industries/2013/07/03/major-road-blocks-linger-but-driverless-cars-are-here-to-stay/
http://www.kruaradio.org/infomania-dr-miller-interview/
http://loans.org/auto/articles/driverless-technology-autonomous-cars
http://loans.org/auto/articles/driverless-technology-autonomous-cars
http://www.todaysengineer.org/2013/Mar/career-focus.asp
http://www.scpr.org/programs/airtalk/2012/09/26/28581/governor-brown-paves-the-road-for-hands-free-drivi/
http://www.scpr.org/programs/airtalk/2012/09/26/28581/governor-brown-paves-the-road-for-hands-free-drivi/
http://www.scpr.org/programs/airtalk/2012/09/26/
http://www.cnn.com/2012/09/18/tech/innovation/ieee-2040-cars/index.html
http://www.wired.com/autopia/2012/09/ieee-autonomous-2040/
http://editorial.autos.msn.com/blogs/autosblogpost.aspx?post=fd1dd24a-7eea-4a00-8a97-dd7c3aab7a1c
http://editorial.autos.msn.com/blogs/autosblogpost.aspx?post=fd1dd24a-7eea-4a00-8a97-dd7c3aab7a1c
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/look-ma-no-hands-168623236.html


• “Look Ma, No Hands!” September 2, 2012. IEEE News Release includes quotations from me. 
http://www.ieee.org/about/news/2012/5september_2_2012.html  

• “Jeff Miller and ITS Help Anchorage Address a National Dilemma.” Transportation Communications 
Newsletter, April 25, 2012, ISSN 1529-1057. 

• University of Alaska Anchorage Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarship Faculty Mentor 
Award, based on being the Faculty Mentor to a student who won an Undergraduate Research and 
Scholarship Award for Research, April 2012. 

• Alaska University Transportation Center Spotlight Column, based on my research in Intelligent 
Transportation Systems in Alaska, March 2012. 

• IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine Editor-in-Chief’s Column, announcing me as the 
incoming Editor-in-Chief of the ITS Magazine, winter 2011. 

• IEEE Region 6 Northwest Area Outstanding Section Award 2011, IEEE Alaska Section while I was the 
chair of the section in 2011. 

• University of Alaska Anchorage School of Engineering Spring 2011 Engineering Competition Faculty 
Advisor, based on being the Faculty Advisor to a student whose project won the Engineering 
Competition, April 2011. 

• University of Alaska Anchorage Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarship Faculty Mentor 
Award, based on being the Faculty Mentor to a student who won an Undergraduate Research and 
Scholarship Award for Research, April 2011. 

• Sustainable City Network Article by Randy Rodgers, April 20, 2011.  
http://www.sustainablecitynetwork.com/topic_channels/transportation/article_ca00cf16-69db-11e0-9b0e-
001a4bcf6878.html?mode=story 

• Anchorage Convention and Visitors Bureau Seymour Award Winner 2011, based on being the Annual 
Meeting Champion from 2010. 

• University of Alaska Anchorage School of Engineering Fall 2010 Engineering Competition Faculty 
Advisor, based on being the Faculty Advisor to a student whose project won the Engineering 
Competition, December 2010. 

• Anchorage Convention and Visitors Bureau Meeting Champion, October 2010, based on the conferences 
I have aided in bringing to Anchorage having an economic impact of $3,157,341.94. 

• Poster Honorable Mention (given to top 5 out of 250 posters), “Determining Time to Traverse Road 
Sections based on Mapping Discrete GPS Vehicle Data to Continuous Flows.” IEEE 6th Intelligent 
Vehicles Symposium, La Jolla, California, USA, June 2010. 

• Professor of the Year of Computer Science at California State University, Los Angeles in 2002 based on 
student votes.  I was the first lecturer ever to be given this award. 

 
Conferences Attended 
• IEEE 78th Vehicular Technology Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, September 2013. 
• IEEE 9th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia, June 2013. 
• IEEE 4th Vehicular Networking Conference, Seoul, South Korea, November 2012. 
• ITS Alaska Annual Meeting, Anchorage, Alaska USA, October 2012. 
• IEEE 15th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 2012. 
• IEEE 8th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Alcala de Hernares, Spain, June 2012. 
• IEEE 75th Vehicular Technology Conference, Yokohama, Japan, May 2012. 
• IEEE Panel of Editors Meeting, San Francisco, California, USA, April 2012. 
• IEEE 3rd Vehicular Networking Conference, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, November 2011. 
• ITS Alaska Annual Meeting, Anchorage, Alaska USA, October 2011. 
• IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, October 2011. 
• IEEE 14th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Washington DC, USA, October 2011. 
• IEEE 74th Vehicular Technology Conference, San Francisco, California, USA, September 2011. 
• ITE Western District Annual Meeting, Anchorage, Alaska, USA July 2011. 
• IEEE 73rd Vehicular Technology Conference, Budapest, Hungary, May 2011. 
• American Planning Association’s National Planning Conference, Boston, Massachusetts, USA, April 

2011. 
• IEEE 2nd Vehicular Networking Conference, Jersey City, New Jersey, USA, December 2010. 
• ITS Alaska Annual Meeting, Fairbanks, Alaska, USA, October 2010. 

http://www.ieee.org/about/news/2012/5september_2_2012.html


• Alaska Community Transportation Transit Conference, Fairbanks, Alaska, USA, October 2010. 
• IEEE 13th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Madeira Island, Portugal, September 2010. 
• IEEE 6th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, La Jolla, California, USA, June 2010. 
• IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, May 2010. 
• Maintenance Decision Support System Product Showcase, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, April 2010. 
• Arctic Ice and Snow Roads 2010 Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, March 2010. 
• IEEE 12th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, USA, October 2009. 
• IEEE 70th Vehicular Technology Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 2009. 
• IFAC Symposium on Control Systems, Redondo Beach, California, USA, September 2009. 
• IEEE 69th Vehicular Technology Conference, Barcelona, Spain, April 2009. 
• IEEE 6th Consumer Communication and Networking Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, January 

2009. 
• IEEE 4th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, June 2008. 
• IEEE 10th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Seattle, Washington, USA, October 2007. 
• IEEE 3rd Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Istanbul, Turkey, June 2007. 
• IEEE 29th International Conference on Software Engineering, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA, May 2007. 
• IEEE 9th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, September 2006. 
• ITS America Conference, Phoenix, Arizona, USA, May 2005. 
• IEEE 1st Consumer Communication and Networking Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, January 

2004. 
 

Awards Received by Students Advised 
• Lowell Perry. Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarship (OURS) for “ATV Remote 

Monitoring System,” fall 2013. $2500 
• Wolfram Donat. Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarship (OURS) Discovery Award for 

“Computer Vision for Vehicular Robotics,” spring 2013. $250 
• Vex Robotics High School World Competition Participant, April 2013.  As a regional winner, we 

were invited to participate in the world competition. 
• Vex Robotics High School Region Competition Winner, March 2013.  I advised a group of four high 

school students to participate in the competition. 
• Jacob Wingerd. Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarship (OURS) for “Digital Snow Plow 

Monitoring for User Navigation Purposes,” fall 2012, $1900. 
• Timothy Menard, 2nd Place, IEEE 2012 Region 6 Paper Competition, September 2012. $500 
• Wolfram Donat. Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarship (OURS) for “Computer Vision 

for Vehicular Robotics,” spring 2012. $2000 
• Timothy Menard. Admitted to University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Master’s program in Electrical and 

Computer Engineering, fall 2012. 
• Timothy Menard. Internship with Toyota InfoTechnology, Mountain View, California, summer 2012. 
• Timothy Menard, USUAA Leadership Award, spring 2012. $1000 
• Timothy Menard, BP 1st Place Award, University of Alaska Anchorage School of Engineering Spring 

2012 Design Competition, spring 2012. $300 
• Timothy Menard, Society of Women Engineers Community Engagement Award, University of 

Alaska Anchorage School of Engineering Spring 2012 Design Competition, spring 2012. $50 
• Timothy Menard, 1st Place, IEEE Spring 2012 Northwest Area Paper Competition, April 2012. $750 
• Timothy Menard. 1st Place, IEEE UAA Student Branch Spring 2012 Paper Competition. (moved onto 

IEEE Spring 2012 Northwest Area Paper Competition), March 2012. 
• Timothy Menard. UAA Leadership Honors, spring 2012. 
• Timothy Menard. Society of American Military Engineers Scholarship – Anchorage Post, 2011. $750 
• Timothy Menard. University of Alaska Anchorage School of Engineering Scholarship, fall 2011. $500 
• Timothy Menard. UAA University Honors College Discovery Grant to attend IEEE Intelligent 

Transportation Systems Conference, Washington DC, October 2011. $1000 
• Timothy Menard.  Internship with Toyota InfoTechnology, Mountain View, California, summer 

2011. 
• Timothy Menard. 1st Place, “FreeSim_Mobile: iPhone vs Android.” University of Alaska Anchorage 

School of Engineering Spring 2011 Design Competition. $3000 



• Timothy Menard. USUAA Student Travel Grant to attend IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium in 
Baden-Baden, Germany, spring 2011. $850 

• Timothy Menard. 2nd Place, IEEE Spring 2011 Northwest Area Paper Competition, April 2011. $500 
• Timothy Menard. 1st Place, IEEE UAA Student Branch Spring 2011 Paper Competition. (moved onto 

IEEE Spring 2011 Northwest Area Paper Competition), March 2011. 
• Timothy Menard.  USUAA Student Travel Grant to attend IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium in 

San Diego, California, spring 2010. $750 
• Timothy Menard. 1st Place, “FreeSim_Mobile.” University of Alaska Anchorage School of 

Engineering Fall 2010 Design Competition. $3000 
• Timothy Menard. Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarship (OURS) for FreeSim_Mobile, 

fall 2010.  $1000 
 
 

Presentations – NOTE: This list does not include presentations associated with publications at 
conferences.  All of the papers published at conferences had associated presentations. 

 
58. Miller, Jeffrey. “Are Computer Engineers and Computer Scientists Real Engineers?” University of 

Alaska Anchorage Fall 2013 Preview Day, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, November 15, 2013. 
 

57. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Magazine Editor-in-Chief 
Report.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Board of Governors and Executive 
Committee Meeting, The Hague, The Netherlands, October 5-6, 2013. 
 

56. Miller, Jeffrey. “ITS in Alaska and K12 STEM Robotics Competition.” ITE Alaska October 2013 
Member Luncheon, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, October 1, 2013. 
 

55. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE 78th Vehicular Technology Conference” Welcome Address. Presentation at 
IEEE 78th Vehicular Technology Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, September 3, 2013. 
 

54. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Magazine Editor-in-Chief 
Report.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Board of Governors and Executive 
Committee Meeting, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia, June 23, 2013. 
 

53. Miller, Jeffrey. “2013 Vex Robotics World Competition Recap.” IEEE Alaska Section May 
Member Luncheon, May 15, 2013. 
 

52. Miller, Jeffrey. “Intelligent Transportation System Projects in Alaska and Beyond.” IEEE Alaska 
Section March Member Luncheon, March 20, 2013. 
 

51. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Magazine Editor-in-Chief 
Report.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Executive Committee Meeting, New 
Orleans, Louisiana, USA, February 9, 2013. 
 

50. Miller, Jeffrey (presented by Dave Butcher). “IEEE Northwest Area Awards Summary.” IEEE 
Region 6 Annual Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, February 2, 2013. 
 

49. Miller, Jeffrey (presented by Joe Decuir). “IEEE Northwest Area Awards.” IEEE Fall 2012 
Northwest Area Meeting, Seattle, Washington, USA, October 20, 2012. 
 

48. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Magazine Editor-in-Chief 
Report.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Board of Governors and Executive 
Committee Meeting, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 15, 2012. 
 

47. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society VP Administrative Activities 
Report.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Board of Governors and Executive 
Committee Meeting, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 15, 2012. 
 



46. Miller, Jeffrey (presented by Alex Wyglinski). “IEEE 78th Vehicular Technology Conference.” 
Presentation at IEEE 76th Vehicular Technology Conference, Quebec City, Quebec, Canada, 
September 5, 2012. 
 

45. Miller, Jeffrey. “Intelligent Transportation System Projects in Heterogeneous Connectivity 
Environments.” Alaska Department of Transportation Quarterly Design Meeting, July 31, 2012. 
 

44. Miller, Jeffrey. “Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Design and Applications in Disconnected 
Environments.” Universitas Miguel Hernandez, Elche, Spain, June 11, 2012. 
 

43. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Magazine Editor-in-Chief 
Report.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Board of Governors Executive 
Committee Meeting, Alcala de Henares, Spain, June 7, 2012. 
 

42. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society VP Administrative Activities 
Report.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Board of Governors and Executive 
Committee Meeting, Alcala de Henares, Spain, June 7, 2012. 
 

41. Miller, Jeffrey. “Design of Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) and Applications in 
Disconnected Environments.” University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, USA, April 27, 2012. 
 

40. Miller, Jeffrey (presented by Joe Decuir). “IEEE Northwest Area Awards.” IEEE Spring 2012 
Northwest Area Meeting, Spokane, Washington, USA, April 14, 2012. 
 

39. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Magazine Editor-in-Chief 
Report.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Executive Committee Meeting, Atlanta, 
Georgia, USA, February 11, 2012. 
 

38. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society VP Administrative Activities 
Report.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Executive Committee Meeting, Atlanta, 
Georgia, USA, February 11, 2012. 
 

37. Miller, Jeffrey. “Intelligent Transportation Systems Projects in Alaska.” Municipality of Anchorage 
AMATS January 2012 Meeting, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, January 12, 2012. 
 

36. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Alaska Report.” IEEE Fall 2011 Northwest Area Meeting, Portland, Oregon, 
USA, October 15, 2011. 
 

35. Miller, Jeffrey. Introduction to Banquet Entertainment – IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics 
Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, October 11, 2011. 
 

34. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society VP Administrative Activities 
Report.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Board of Governors and Executive 
Committee Meeting, Washington DC, USA. October 8, 2011. 
 

33. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE 14th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference.” Presentation at IEEE 
13th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Washington DC, USA, October 6, 2011. 
 

32. Miller, Jeffrey. IEEE Alaska Section Award Banquet Master of Ceremony, Anchorage, Alaska, 
September 17, 2011. 
 

31. Miller, Jeffrey. “Academic Profession and Intelligent Transportation Systems Research.” Guest 
Lecture – Engineering Seminar (ENGR 192/292), University of Alaska Anchorage, September 13, 
2011. 
 

30. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE 74th Vehicular Technology Welcome Message.” IEEE 74th Vehicular 
Technology Conference, San Francisco, California, September 6, 2011. 



 
29. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Using Vehicle Probes for Accurate Travel Time Estimation.”  Institute of 

Transportation Engineers (ITE) Western District Annual Meeting, Anchorage, Alaska, July 13, 
2011. 
 

28. Miller, Jeffrey.  “IEEE 74th Vehicular Technology Conference.”  Presentation at IEEE 73rd 
Vehicular Technology Conference, Budapest, Hungary, May 16, 2011. 

 
27. Miller, Jeffrey. Engineering Graduation Luncheon, Anchorage, Alaska, April 21, 2011. 

 
26. Miller, Jeffrey. Acceptance of Anchorage Convention and Visitors’ Bureau Seymour Award 

(Meeting Champion of the Year, 2011), Anchorage, Alaska, April 15, 2011. 
 

25. Miller, Jeffrey. “UAA Engineering Programs.” BP Explorers’ Visit to UAA School of Engineering, 
Anchorage, Alaska, April 12, 2011. 
 

24. Miller, Jeffrey, Teresa Brewer. “Real-Time Freight Tracking using GPS and Cellular Transceivers 
for Transportation and Community Planning.” American Planning Association 2011 National 
Planning Conference, Boston, Massachusetts, April 9, 2011. 
 

23. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Alaska Report.” IEEE Spring 2011 Northwest Area Meeting, Richland, 
Washington, April 2, 2011. 
 

22. Miller, Jeffrey. “Distributed Real-Time Vehicular Data Gathering through a Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure Network in Anchorage.” University of Alaska Anchorage, Complex Systems Lecture, 
Anchorage, Alaska, March 25, 2011. 
 

21. Miller, Jeffrey.  “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society VP Administrative Activities 
Report.”  IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Executive Committee Meeting, Orlando, Florida, 
February 5, 2011. 
 

20. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Fundamentals of Engineering Exam Review – Computers.” University of Alaska, 
Anchorage School of Engineering FE Refresher Series, Fall 2010, University of Alaska, 
Anchorage, October 21, 2010. 
 

19. Miller, Jeffrey. “Real-Time Data Collection through ITS Architectures in Anchorage.”  Alaska 
Community Transportation Conference, ITS Alaska Annual Meeting, Fairbanks, Alaska, October 6, 
2010. 
 

18. Miller, Jeffrey.  “IEEE 14th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference.” Presentation at IEEE 
12th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Madeira Island, Portugal, September 22, 2010. 
 

17. Miller, Jeffrey (presented by James Irvine).  “IEEE 74th Vehicular Technology Conference.” 
Presentation at IEEE 72nd Vehicular Technology Conference, Ottawa, Canada, September 7, 2010. 
 

16. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Anchorage Real-Time Traffic Gathering and Distribution.” Intelligent 
Transportation Society of Alaska Membership Meeting, Anchorage, Alaska, July 13, 2010. 
 

15. Miller, Jeffrey.  “FreeSim Overview and Current Status.”  Pangomedia Developer Meeting, 
Anchorage, Alaska, May 14, 2010. 

 
14. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Determining Real-Time Flow of Traffic in Anchorage using Vehicle Probes.” 

Anchorage Freight Advisory Committee Meeting, Municipality of Anchorage, Alaska, April 12, 
2010. 
 

13. Miller, Jeffrey.  Welcome Speech for Arctic Ice and Snow Roads 2010 Conference, Anchorage, 
Alaska, March 30, 2010. 



 
12. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Fundamentals of Engineering Exam Review – Computers.” University of Alaska, 

Anchorage School of Engineering FE Refresher Series, Spring 2010, University of Alaska 
Anchorage, March 25, 2010. 
 

11. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE 70th Vehicular Technology Conference Welcome Message.” IEEE 70th 
Vehicular Technology Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, September 21, 2009. 
 

10. Miller, Jeffrey.  “IEEE 70th Vehicular Technology Conference.”  Presentation at IEEE 69th 
Vehicular Technology Conference, Barcelona, Spain, April 28, 2009. 
 

9. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Dynamic Intelligent Transportation Systems.” Guest Lecture – American Indian 
Science and Engineering Society (AISES), University of Alaska Anchorage, April 3, 2009. 

 
8. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Fundamentals of Engineering Exam Review – Computers.” University of Alaska, 

Anchorage School of Engineering FE Refresher Series, Spring 2009, University of Alaska 
Anchorage, March 31, 2009. 

 
7. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Fundamentals of Engineering Exam Review – Computers.” University of Alaska, 

Anchorage School of Engineering FE Refresher Series, Fall 2008, University of Alaska Anchorage, 
October 23, 2008. 

 
6. Miller, Jeffrey. “Jeffrey Miller’s Current Research.” Bachelor of Science in Engineering Faculty 

Research Seminar, University of Alaska Anchorage, October 14, 2008. 
 
5. Miller, Jeffrey. “Career in Computer and Software Engineering.” Guest Lecture – Engineering 

Seminar (ENGR 192/292), University of Alaska Anchorage, September 30, 2008. 
 
4. Miller, Jeffrey. “E-Week – Exciting Era of Engineering.” E-Week Presentation, Bartlett High 

School, Anchorage, Alaska, February 13, 2008. 
 
3. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Intelligent Transportation Systems.” Guest Lecture – Transportation Engineering 

(CE 402), University of Alaska Anchorage, October 24, 2007. 
 
2. Miller, Jeffrey.  “A Future in Computer Science.” Guest Lecture for IEEE Student Chapter, 

California State University, Los Angeles, November 14, 2002. 
 

1. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Web Services.” Directed Research Project (CS 590), University of Southern 
California, April 2002. 

 
 
Professional Course Development 

32. Rasmussen College, Computer Science Program Curriculum, September 2013. 
 

31. Rasmussen College, Web Developer Program Curriculum, February 2013. 
 

30. Rasmussen College, Software Application Developer Program Curriculum, February 2013. 
 

29. Rasmussen College, Software Engineering Program Curriculum, January 2013. 
 

28. Charter College, Project Management (PM4799), October 2012. 
 

27. Everest College, CompTIA A+ (ITSS1004, ITSS2001, ITSS3001), October 2012. 
 

26. ITT, Project Management for Information Technology (PM3440), October 2012. 
 

25. ITT, Email and Web Services (NT2670), October 2012. 



 
24. Strayer University, C++ Development (unknown course number), July 2012. 

 
23. Columbia Southern University, Data Analytics (ITC12A), May 2012. 

 
22. Education Affiliates, Windows Server Network Resources (CNS160), May 2012. 

 
21. Education Affiliates, Windows Server Network Infrastructure (CNS150), May 2012. 

 
20. Education Affiliates, Help Desk Support (CNS135), May 2012. 

 
19. ITT, Managing Software Development Projects (PM4540), January 2012. 

 
18. ITT, Project Management for Information Technology (PM3140), December 2011. 

 
17. Everest Colleges, Institutes, and Universities, Basic Computing (ITSS2001), November 2011. 

 
16. ITT, 3D Modeling Techniques (GC1330), September 2011. 

 
15. ITT, Physical Networking (NT1310), September 2011. 

 
14. ITT/ESI, Web Programming in VB.NET (WT1220), July 2011. 

 
13. ITT/ESI, Systems Analysis (PM3140), May 2011. 

 
12. International Education Corporation, System Architecture CompTIA A+ (CT2009-110), April 

2010. 
 

11. International Education Corporation, Windows Applied Computing CompTIA A+ (CT2009-120), 
April 2010. 
 

10. Walden/Laureate University, Computer Forensics (CMIS 4104), August 2009. 
 

9. Walden/Laureate University, Information Security Techniques II (CMIS 4103), May 2009. 
 

8. Walden/Laureate University, Information Security and Privacy (CMIS 4101), March 2009. 
 

7. International Education Corporation, Network Architecture (Module D in Computer Systems 
Technician Program), November 2008. 

 
6. International Education Corporation, Client Operating Systems (Module E in Computer Systems 

Technician Program), November 2008. 
 
5. Strayer University, System Modeling Theory (CIS212), September 2008.  
 
4. Strayer University, Data Warehousing Systems (CIS522), September 2008. 
 
3. Baker College, Internet and Web Security (ITS405), August 2008. 
 
2. Strayer University, Java Programming II (CIS407), August 2007. 
 
1. Westwood College, Compiler and Interpreter Design (SG400), July 2006. 

 
 

Professional Training 
1. State of Alaska, Department of Natural Resources, “AJAX for Java Developers”, March 2009. 

 



 
Grants Received 

Total funding as PI/Co-PI since spring 2008 - $951,117.41 
Total funding as team member since spring 2008 - $120,000 
Total funding pending - $0 
 

37. IEEE Foundation Grant – “K12 STEM Outreach in Computer and Electrical Engineering.” July 1, 
2013-August 31, 2013. $19,680, PI 
 

36. Vex Robotics High School World Competition, funded by UAA’s School of Engineering, UAA’s 
Computer Science and Engineering department, Visit Anchorage, IEEE Alaska, and ITE Alaska. 
$7500, PI 

 
35. BP – Robotics, Alternative Energy, and Structure Destruction Summer Camp Initiative for Pre-

College Students. May 1, 2013-August 15, 2013. $80,000, PI 
 

34. Municipality of Anchorage – “Freight Vehicle Tracking for Real-Time Freight Route Origin-
Destination Data.” December 2012-December 2013. $5,000, PI 
 

33. Vex Robotics – “RECF/VEX Robotics Competition Grant.” November 2012-February 2013. 
$1233.95, PI 

 
32. University of Alaska Anchorage, Faculty Development Grant – “Test Bed for Robotic Driverless 

Transportation of Goods and Medical Supplies in Remote Areas.” January 2013-June 2013. $2147, 
PI 
 

31. University of Alaska Anchorage Faculty Leadership in Expanding Undergraduate Research 
(FLEUR) – “Security in Mobile and Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (MANET/VANET).” August 
2014-December 2014. $4,913.89, PI 
 

30. Personal Grant – Online Researching for Proprietary Project. July 15, 2012-December 31, 2013. 
$900, PI 
 

29. University of Alaska, Research Travel Grant – IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference-fall 2012, 
Quebec City, Quebec, Canada.  September 3-7, 2012.  $580.20, PI 
 

28. University of Alaska, Faculty Development Grant – “Disconnected Vehicular Ad Hoc Network 
Robotic Hardware Test Platform.” July 1, 2012-December 31, 2012. $2,853, PI 

 
27. Visit Anchorage (formerly Anchorage Convention and Visitors’ Bureau) Funding for Student 

Internship.  February 2012-October 2012. $3,750, PI 
 

26. GCI – Cellular Data Plan for Vehicle Tracking at UAA.  November 2011-?. $750/month, PI 
 

25.  BP – Robotics, GPS Tracking, and Rapid Prototyping Summer Camp Initiative for Middle and 
High School Students. May 1, 2012-August 15, 2012. $80,000, PI 
 

24. BP – Robotics, GPS Tracking, and Rapid Prototyping Summer Camp Initiative for Middle and 
High School Students.  May 1, 2011-August 15, 2011. $80,000, PI 
 

23. Alaska University Transportation Center – “Information Gathering Infrastructure towards 
Intelligent Transportation.” August 1, 2011-December 31, 2012. $85,000, PI 
 

22. University of Alaska, Anchorage – “Information Gathering Infrastructure towards Intelligent 
Transportation.” August 1, 2011-December 31, 2012. $85,000, PI 
 



21. Alaska University Transportation Center – “Gathering of Vehicular Parameters in a Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure Intelligent Transportation System.” August 1, 2010-December 31, 2011.  $99,546, PI 

 
20. University of Alaska, Anchorage – “Gathering of Vehicular Parameters in a Vehicle-to-

Infrastructure Intelligent Transportation System.” August 1, 2010-December 31, 2011.  $99,611, PI 
 

19. University of Alaska, Faculty Development Grant – “Determining Time to Traverse and Origin-
Destination Matrices using Probe Vehicles.” July 1, 2010-December 31, 2010. $4500, PI 
 

18. Alaska University Transportation Center – “Assessment of Traffic Congestion in Anchorage 
Utilizing Vehicle-Tracking Devices and Intelligent Transportation System Technology.” August 1, 
2009-July 30, 2011. $84,639, PI 

 
17. University of Alaska, Anchorage – “Assessment of Traffic Congestion in Anchorage Utilizing 

Vehicle-Tracking Devices and Intelligent Transportation System Technology.” August 1, 2009-July 
30, 2011. $72,252, PI 

 
16. Alaska Natives in Science and Engineering Program (ANSEP) Grant – “Assessment of Traffic 

Congestion in Anchorage Utilizing Vehicle-Tracking Devices and Intelligent Transportation 
System Technology.”  August 1, 2009-July 30, 2011. $12,394, PI 

 
15. United States Department of Energy Grant – “A First Assessment of U.S. In-Stream Hydrokinetic 

Energy Resources since the 1986 NYU Study.” January 10, 2010-June 30, 2011. $120,000, Team 
Member 
 

14. University of Alaska, Anchorage, Engineering K-12 Outreach, Bridging, and Summer Camps – 
“UAA School of Engineering Summer Robotics/Mechatronics Workshop and Competition.” May 
1, 2010-May 31, 2010.  $59,996, Co-PI 
 

13. Alaska Natives in Science and Engineering Grant – “UAA School of Engineering Summer 
Robotics/Mechatronics Workshop and Competition.” May 1, 2010-May 31, 2010. $30,000, Co-PI 
 

12. University of Alaska, Faculty Development Grant – “Distributed Vehicle Gathering for Intelligent 
Transportation System Applications”, July 1, 2009-December 31, 2009. $4500, PI 

 
11. University of Alaska, Research Travel Grant – IFAC Symposium on Control of Transportation 

Systems, Redondo Beach, California, USA, September 2009.  $400.38, PI 
 
10. University of Alaska, Special United Academics Research Travel Grant – IEEE 69th Vehicular 

Technology Conference, Barcelona, Spain, April 26-29, 2009. $500, PI 
 
9. Xilinx University Program Donation – 5 Digilent Inc. Spartan 3E FPGA Boards for Digital Circuits 

Design course (CSE342).  April 2009.  $745, Recipient 
 

8. University of Alaska, Special United Academics Research Travel Grant – IEEE Intelligent Vehicles 
Symposium, Xi’an, China.  June 3, 2009-June 6, 2009. $1000, PI 

 
7. University of Alaska, Research Travel Grant – “Presentation of Alaska Intelligent Transportation 

Systems.” University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California, March 2009. $409.83, PI 
 
6. Alaska Natives in Science and Engineering Program (ANSEP) Grant – “Acquisition and Analysis 

of Vehicular Tracking Technology in Anchorage.” January 1, 2009-December 31, 2009. $10,000, 
PI 

 
5. University of Alaska, Faculty Development Grant – “Determination of Probabilities of Factors in 

Vehicle Crashes using Intelligent Transportation Systems.” July 1, 2008-December 31, 2008. 
$4500, PI 



 
4. University of Alaska, Research Travel Grant – IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference 

2008, Beijing, China. October 12, 2008-October 15, 2008.  $316.16, PI 
 
3. Alaska University Transportation Center – Additional support for IEEE 4th International Intelligent 

Vehicles Symposium, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.  June 3, 2008-June 6, 2008. $2000, Recipient 
 
2. University of Alaska, Faculty Development Grant – “Algorithms and Data Structures for the 

Application of a Super-Vehicle in a Hybrid Vehicle-to-Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2V2I) Mobile 
Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) Architecture.” January 1, 2008-June 30, 2008. $4500, PI 

 
1. University of Alaska, Special United Academics Research Travel Grant – IEEE Intelligent Vehicle 

Symposium 2008, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. June 3, 2008-June 6, 2008. $750, PI 
 
 
Refereed Journal/Magazine Publications 

3. Under Review.  Miller, Jeffrey. “Determining Continuous Traffic Flow from Discrete Vehicle GPS 
Data.”  IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, fall 2013.  
 

2. Under Review. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Overview and Analysis of Intelligent Transportation Systems 
Traveling Salesman Problem (ITS-TSP).” IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation 
Systems, fall 2013. 
 

1. Miller, Jeffrey. “Dynamically Computing Fastest Paths for Intelligent Transportation Systems.” 
IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine, Volume 1, Number 1, spring 2009. 

 
 
Refereed Conference Publications – NOTE: All of the papers that were published in conference 
proceedings had associated presentations at the respective conference. 
 

22. Smith, Kristian, Jeffrey Miller. “OBDII Data Logger Design for Large-Scale Deployments.” IEEE 
16th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, The Hague, The Netherlands, October 2013. 
 

21. Menard, Timothy, John Lund, Jeffrey Miller, Todd Petersen. “907-Plow – Anchorage’s Approach 
to Real-Time Snowplow Tracking.” IEEE 15th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, 
Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 2012. 
 

20. Miller, Jeffrey, Wolfram Donat, John Harris. “Signal Timing for Fleeting Multiple Intersecting 
Roadways.” IEEE 15th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, 
September 2012. 
 

19. Enriquez, D.J., Alex Bautista, Paloma Field, Sun-il Kim, Sean Jensen, Muhammad Ali, Jeffrey 
Miller. “CANOPNR: CAN-OBD Programmable-Expandable Network-Enabled Reader for Real-
Time Tracking of Slippery Road Conditions using Vehicular Parameters.” IEEE 15th Intelligent 
Transportation Systems Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, USA, September 2012. 
 

18. Menard, Timothy, Jeffrey Miller, Michael Nowak, David Norris.  “Comparing the GPS Capabilities 
of the Samsung Galaxy S, Motorola Droid X, and the Apple iPhone for Vehicle Tracking using 
FreeSim_Mobile.”  IEEE 14th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Washington DC, 
USA, October 2011. 
 

17. Menard, Timothy, Jeffrey Miller.  “Comparing the GPS Capabilities of the iPhone 4 and iPhone 
3GS for Vehicle Tracking using FreeSim_Mobile.” IEEE 7th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, 
Baden Baden, Germany, June 2011. 
 



16. Menard, Timothy, Jeffrey Miller.  “FreeSim_Mobile: A Novel Approach to Real-Time Traffic 
Gathering using the Apple iPhone.”  IEEE 2nd Vehicular Networking Conference, Jersey City, New 
Jersey, December 2010. 
 

15. Miller, Jeffrey, Sun-il Kim, Timothy Menard.  “Intelligent Transportation Systems Traveling 
Salesman Problem (ITS-TSP) – A Specialized TSP with Dynamic Edge Weights and Intermediate 
Cities.”  IEEE 13th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Madeira Island, Portugal, 
September 2010. 
 

14. Miller, Jeffrey, Sun-il Kim, Muhammad Ali, Timothy Menard.  “Determining Time to Traverse 
Road Sections based on Mapping Discrete GPS Vehicle Data to Continuous Flows.” IEEE 6th 
Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, La Jolla, California, USA, June 2010. 

 
13. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Analysis of the Traveling Salesman Problem with a Subset of Intermediate Cities 

and Dynamic Edge Weights used with Intelligent Transportation Systems.”  Invited paper at IEEE 
7th International Conference on Information, Communications, and Signal Processing, Fisherman’s 
Wharf, Macau, China, December 2009. 

 
12. Miller, Jeffrey, Muhammad Ali.  “Dynamic Fastest Paths with Multiple Unique Destinations 

(DynFast-MUD) – A Specialized Traveling Salesman Problem with Intermediate Cities.”  IEEE 
12th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, USA, October 2009. 
 

11. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Analysis of Fastest and Shortest Paths in an Urban City Using Live Vehicle Data 
from a Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Architecture.”  12th International Federation on Automatic Control 
(IFAC) Symposium on Control in Transportation Systems, Redondo Beach, California, USA, 
September 2009. 

 
10. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Distributed Urban Data Gathering in a Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Architecture.”  

2009 National Rural Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Seaside, Oregon, USA, 
August 2009. 

 
9. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Fastest Path Analysis in a Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Intelligent Transportation 

System Architecture.” IEEE 5th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Xi’an, Shaanxi, China, June 2009. 
 
8. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Analysis of Vehicle Lane Changes for Determining Fastest Paths in the V2V2I 

ITS Architecture.”  IEEE 11th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Beijing, China, 
October 2008. 

 
7. Miller, Jeffrey. “Aggregation Algorithms in a Vehicle-to-Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2V2I) 

Intelligent Transportation System Architecture.”  3rd International Symposium of Transport 
Simulation, Queensland, Australia, August 2008. 

 
6. Miller, Jeffrey.  “Fastest Path Determination at Lane Granularity using a Vehicle-to-Vehicle-to-

Infrastructure (V2V2I) Intelligent Transportation System Architecture.”  IEEE 4th International 
Workshop on Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications in conjunction with IEEE 4th Intelligent Vehicles 
Symposium, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, June 2008. 

 
5. Miller, Jeffrey. “Vehicle-to-Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2V2I) Intelligent Transportation System 

Architecture.”  IEEE 4th Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, June 2008. 
 
4. Miller, Jeffrey, Ellis Horowitz. “FreeSim – A Free Real-Time Freeway Traffic Simulator.” IEEE 

10th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Seattle, Washington, USA, October 2007. 
 
3. Miller, Jeffrey, Ellis Horowitz. “FreeSim – A V2V and V2R Freeway Traffic Simulator.” IEEE 3rd 

International Workshop on Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications in conjunction with IEEE 3rd 
Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Istanbul, Turkey, June 2007. 

 



2. Miller, Jeffrey, Ellis Horowitz. “Algorithms for the Real-Time Processing of Traffic Data.” IEEE 
9th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, September 2006. 

 
1. Miller, Jeffrey. “Characterization of Data on the Gnutella Peer-to-Peer Network.” IEEE 1st 

Consumer Communication and Networking Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, January 2004. 
 
 
Other Refereed Publications 

2. Miller, Jeffrey, John Harriss, Wolfram Donat, Vitaly Ivanov, Paul Kelly, Dustin Mendoza, Zakary 
Stone. “Vehicular Robotic Test Bed for ITS Applications.” Demonstration Abstract, IEEE 4th 
Vehicular Networking Conference, Seoul, Korea, November 2012. 
 

1. Miller, Jeffrey. “FreeSim – A Free Real-Time V2V and V2I Freeway Traffic Simulator.” IEEE 
Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Newsletter, December 2007. 

 
 
Supplement to Book 

1. Miller, Jeffrey. Lab Manual to Accompany The Web Application Hacker’s Handbook: Discovering 
and Exploiting Security Flaws by Davydd Stuttard and Marcus Pinto, ISBN 978-0-470-17077-9, 
August 2008. 

 
 
Other Publications 

19. Miller, Jeffrey. “Expanding and Improving.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine 
Editor-in-Chief Column, Volume 5, Number 3, fall 2013. 
 

18. Miller, Jeffrey. “Timelines and Deadlines.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine 
Editor-in-Chief Column, Volume 5, Number 2, summer 2013. 
 

17. Miller, Jeffrey. “Motive, Motivate, Motivation.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine 
Editor-in-Chief Column, Volume 5, Number 1, spring 2013. 
 

16. Miller, Jeffrey. “September 2012 Executive Committee/Board of Governors Meeting Summary.” 
IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Newsletter, October 2012. 
 

15. Miller, Jeffrey. “2012 IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference Summary.” IEEE 
Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Newsletter, October 2012. 
 

14. Miller, Jeffrey. “Reflecting on First Year.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine 
Editor-in-Chief Column, Volume 4, Number 4, winter 2012. 
 

13. Miller, Jeffrey. “2012 IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference Summary.” IEEE 
Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine Conference Report, Volume 4, Number 4, winter 
2012. 
 

12. Miller, Jeffrey.  “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference 2012 General Chair 
Message.”  IEEE 15th Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference Program, September 2012. 
 

11. Miller, Jeffrey. “June 2012 Executive Committee/Board of Governors Meeting Summary.” IEEE 
Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Newsletter, July 2012. 
 

10. Miller, Jeffrey. “Back to School.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine Editor-in-
Chief Column, Volume 4, Number 3, fall 2012. 
 

9. Miller, Jeffrey. “Time for the Magazine.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine 
Editor-in-Chief Column, Volume 4, Number 2, summer 2012. 
 



8. Miller, Jeffrey. “February 2012 Executive Committee Meeting Summary.” IEEE Intelligent 
Transportation Systems Society Newsletter, May 2012. 
 

7. Miller, Jeffrey. “April 2012 Board of Governors Meeting Summary.” IEEE Intelligent 
Transportation Systems Society Newsletter, May 2012. 
 

6. Miller, Jeffrey. “Continuing the Success.” IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine 
Editor-in-Chief Column, Volume 4, Number 1, spring 2012. 
 

5. Miller, Jeffrey. “October 2011 Executive Committee and Board of Governors Meeting Summary.” 
IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society Newsletter, November 2011. 
 

4. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference Fall 2011 Technical Program Chair 
Message.”  IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference Fall 2011 Program, September 2011. 
 

3. Miller, Jeffrey. “February 2011 Executive Committee Meeting Summary.”  IEEE Intelligent 
Transportation Systems Society Newsletter, April 2011. 
 

2. Miller, Jeffrey. “IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine Guest Editorial – Macroscopic 
and Microscopic Traffic Simulators.”  IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine, Volume 
2, Number 4, fall 2010. 
 

1. Miller, Jeffrey.  “IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference Fall 2009 General Chair Message.”  
IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference Fall 2009 Program, September 2009. 

 



Experience 
Associate Professor of Engineering Practices, Computer Science 
University of Southern California – Los Angeles, California, August 2014-present 

- I will be teaching undergraduate and graduate courses in the Computer Science, Computer 
Engineering, and Electrical Engineering programs 

- Research will continue in intelligent transportation systems 
- Service to the department, school, university, professional societies, and community will 

continue in a manner similar to before 
 
Associate Professor with tenure, Computer Science and Engineering, July 2011-December 2013 
Assistant Professor, Computer Systems Engineering, August 2007-June 2011 
Chair, Bachelor of Science in Engineering Department (Computer, Electrical, and Mechanical  

Engineering), February 2011-November 2011 
University of Alaska Anchorage – Anchorage, Alaska, August 2007-present 

- Courses Taught 
- Programming in Java (CS110) 
- Introduction to Computer Systems (CSE102) 
- Introduction to C Programming for Engineers (CSE294A/205) – online and traditional 
- Object-Oriented C++ Programming for Engineers (CSE 294B/215) 
- Engineering Systems Administration (CSE394B) 
- Digital Circuits Design (CSE342/394D) 
- Computer Networking for Engineers (CSE394F/355) 
- Design of Computer Systems Engineering (CSE438) 
- VLSI Circuit Design (CSE442) 
- Network Security (CSE465/CSCE465) – online and traditional 
- Independent Study (CSE497) 
- Elements of Electrical Engineering (ES309) 

- Authored introduction to computer systems, introductory programming, object-oriented 
programming, systems administration, digital circuits, computer networking, operating 
systems, FPGA, and VLSI classes for engineering students focused on applied applications in 
various engineering disciplines 

- Led Computer Systems Engineering department in preparing ABET documents for securing 
accreditation, which we received in fall 2008, fall 2010, and fall 2012 

- IEEEXtreme Programming Competition Proctor for two UAA teams in 2012 
- Started and facilitated Faculty Research Series where each faculty member in the engineering 

school presents his research to the rest of the faculty during the semester in 2009 
- Hosted Prof. Javier Sanchez Medina from Canary Islands giving a talk on ITS technologies in 

September 2012. 
- Hosted Prof. Mohan Trivedi from UC San Diego giving a talk on ITS technologies in August 

2012. 
- Hosted Alaska Department of Transportation 511 Training Event in March 2010 
- Hosted Apple iPhone Development Training Event in April 2010 
- Coordinated end-of-semester Engineering Competition for all School of Engineering students 

in December 2010 
- University and School of Engineering Committees 

- School of Engineering Executive Committee, August 2011-November 2011 
- School of Engineering Facilities Committee Chair, August 2011-November 2011, 

responsible for being the point-man for the school on a new building and space usage in 
existing facilities 

- Chair of School of Engineering Web Site Steering Committee, 2009-present 
- Program Chair, Computer Systems Engineering ABET Visit, fall 2012 
- Program Chair, Computer Systems Engineering ABET Visit, fall 2010 
- Computer Systems Engineering Advising Committee, 2007-present 
- Computer Systems Engineering Equipment Committee, 2007-2011 
- School of Engineering Computer Committee, 2007-2011 
- Computer Systems Engineering/Electrical Engineering 2008 Faculty Search Committee 
- Computer Systems Engineering/Electrical Engineering 2009 Faculty Search Committee 



- United Academic Board Academic Computing Distance Learning and Instructional 
Technology Committee, 2008-2009 

- United Academic Board General Education Requirements Committee, 2008-2009 
- Institutional Learning Outcomes and Assessment Task Force, 2008-2009 
- Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity Review and Evaluation Team, 2010 
- Chair of Computer Science and Engineering Promotion and Tenure Guidelines 

Committee, 2013 
- Computer Science and Engineering Outstanding Graduate Award Committee, 2013 

 
Online Lecturer, Information Technology 
American Public University System/American Military University System – December 2009-present 

- Facilitated online education for APUS/AMUS (mostly active or retired military) students 
around the world 

- Courses 
- Application Development (ENTD 411) 
- Systems Engineering (ENTD 412) 
- Enterprise Development using ASP.NET (ENTD 462) 
- Enterprise Development using C# (ENTD 463) 
- Enterprise Development using .NET (ENTD 464) 
- Enterprise Development using J2EE (ENTD 481) 
- Relational Database Concepts (INFO 221) 
- Local Area Network Technologies (ISSC 340) 
- Introduction to Networking (ISSC 341) 

 
Senior Solutions Strategist 
Pangomedia, Inc. – Anchorage, Alaska, May 2009-August 2010 

- Architected high level solutions for clients, working with the development team to see the 
project from conception through completion 

- Identified clients and projects, including ongoing software development projects, IT consulting 
placement, and fixed-cost projects 

- Solicited business by being an active and participating member of the Alaska business 
community, performing build/buy analyses, and responding to requests for proposals (RFP) 

 
Senior Programmer / Analyst 
Resource Data, Inc. – Anchorage, Alaska, April 2008-October 2008 

- Consulted at Chenega Federal Systems, working on the Joint Supply Management Module 
project for the US Department of Defense concerning fuel and ammunition inventory tracking 

- Utilized Struts, Spring, Java, J2EE, JDBC, Hibernate, Ajax, and Web Services in the SCRUM 
software development methodology 

- Re-architected the system as new requirements forced a redesign of the application 
- Acted as a team lead for four developers and one database administrator 

 
Computer Science Lecturer 
California State University, Los Angeles – Los Angeles, California, February 2002-August 2007 

- Courses 
- Introduction to Web Site Development (CS120) 
- Introduction to SQL and Databases (CS122) 
- Introduction to Programming (CS201) 
- Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming (CS202) 
- Programming with Data Structures (CS203) 
- C Programming (CS242) 
- Computer Ethics in the Information Age (CS301) 
- Algorithm Design and Analysis (CS312) 
- Web and Internet Programming (CS320) 
- Introduction to Automata Theory (CS386) 
- Java for C++ Programmers (CS454 – Special Topics) 
- Enterprise Architecture (CS454 – Special Topics, now CS420) 



- Compilers (CS488) 
- Undergraduate Computer Science Wrap-Up Course (CS490) 
- Directed Study (CS499) 

- Led a team of undergraduate students in a directed research (CS499) in the design and 
implementation of a compiler project to be used for the programs in the compiler class (CS488) 

- Aided in preparing course documents for ABET accreditation in 2006 
- Voted 2002 Professor of the Year by the students in the Computer Science department – 1st 

lecturer ever to be given this award 
- Authored CS420 class on enterprise web architecture, covering RMI, CORBA, Web Services, 

and different MVC architectures, including Spring and Struts 
 
Independent Consultant, May 2005-present  

- Performed small to mid-size programming tasks for different companies using predominantly 
Java, HTML, JavaScript, CMSs, and Flash 

- Automated the drafting of legal documents for a law firm involved with estate planning, 
including creation of diagrams, flow charts, and Microsoft Word generation 

- Migrated a Microsoft Access application to a multi-user web-based application 
- Created a socket-based Flash chat application with multiple simultaneous users supporting 

multiple agents over a Java-based chat server 
 
Founder / Chief Executive Officer 
Imaginary Technology, LLC – Burbank, California, August 2005-April 2006 

- Started a company that created handheld and standalone point of sale systems for the restaurant 
industry 

- Worked with restaurant owners and potential clients to determine the requirements for the 
point of sale system 

- Managed a team of 5 developers to implement the requirements and install the system 
- Responsible for buying hardware, hiring personnel, obtaining investment money, selling the 

system, and working with owners to improve the system 
 
Application Specialist – Technical Lead / Senior Architect 
21st Century Insurance – Woodland Hills, California, February 2005-May 2005 

- Worked as a lead and architect on a team responsible for all online payments of insurance 
policy premiums, including eCheck and direct-debit payments 

- Coded in Java on a Websphere-based application using Struts 
- Wrote a J2EE tool to allow customer service representatives to see all of the billing history of a 

customer and all activity that has ever occurred on a customer’s policy 
 

Director of Engineering 
inQ, Inc.– Agoura Hills, California, July 2004-February 2005 

- Responsible for the personnel of the IT department and grew the development/QA team from 2 
to 6 within the first 6 months 

- Managed a team of 4 programmers and 2 QA engineers on a multi-threaded chat and outbound 
call application to up-sell online customers of client web sites 

- Communicated with clients and partners on all technical issues related to interfacing our 
application with theirs 

- Implemented a complete software development process for use by all departments of the 
company to interact with the IT department for any requests 

 
Technical Consultant 
SBC – Smartpages.com – Pasadena, California, July 2003-July 2004 

- Managed a team of 12 programmers on an ongoing project to fix all issues with the production 
site and reported to the client weekly on the status of the issues 

- Responsible for improving and implementing technical processes for the development team 
- Created and initiated coding standards, then enforced the standards by performing code 

inspections on all modified code checked in to the version management software 



- Involved in design of documentation templates and other process improvement strategies to aid 
in increasing the CMM level of the team to CMM Level 3 by 4th quarter of 2005 

- Led team in initiating unit testing (using JUnit) and customized exception handling to reduce 
the number of bugs and the severity of bugs discovered by the quality assurance team 

 
Graduate Research Assistant 
Information Sciences Institute (ISI) – Marina Del Rey, California, May 2002-July 2003 

- Used PHP4.0 running on Red Hat Linux 7.1 to create a tree structure for browsing the objects 
of a specified LDAP server 

- Created a Service Data Browser using Java Swing to display the service data returned as a web 
service SOAP message from different providers in different formats, including raw XML, a 
tree structure, and a status bar 

- Designed an interface to allow other programmers to create their own Visualizers to display the 
service data however they would like in the Service Data Browser 

- Created a web-based interface using JSP and JavaBeans to browse specific service data 
through the use of web services and display the data in a user-friendly tree-based format 

 
Principal Software Engineer 
Corticon Technologies, Inc. – Culver City, California, June 2001-May 2002 

- Worked as a technical lead on an 8-member project to design and develop an application to 
automate business rule generation 

- Researched augmented decision tables to design efficient algorithms for optimization of 
business rules, such as expand, collapse (based on an algorithm designed by Dr. Richard N. 
Shiffman of Yale University), ambiguity checking, and completeness checking 

- Helped to design a parser/compiler for creating Java files from business rule statements that 
could be used with any plug-in architecture 

- Technologies included Weblogic, ILOG, JUnit, Ant, and XML (W3C and JDOM) 
 

Programming Consultant 
Dacor – Pasadena, California, January 2001-June 2001 

- Developed B2B e-commerce site using JSPs, Servlets, JavaBeans, JDBC, and XML that 
allowed distributors and retailers to automate the ordering of their products –  

- Created middleware application using Java to connect a SQL Server database to an existing 
Legacy system database 

- Requested software and database applications to purchase that would best suit the company’s 
growing needs 

 
Systems Administrator / Programmer 
Busybox.com – Century City, California, February 2000-January 2001 

- Designed and maintained www.busybox.com (corporate site) and promo.busybox.com 
(promotions site), using HTML, JavaScript, JSP, Servlets, JDBC, and JavaBeans 

- Installed necessary components for web applications, including servlet containers, video 
streaming software, and web servers on Windows NT Server 4.0 

- Installed, configured, and developed with IBM Websphere Application Server and Allaire 
JRun Application Server, using IBM VisualAge for Java and Websphere Studio 

- Completed IBM WebSphere Application Server 3.5 certification training and IBM Visual Age 
for Java certification training 

 
Advanced Java Instructor / Teaching Assistant 
Learning Tree University – Chatsworth, California, December 1999-March 2001 

- Taught beginning and advanced Java concepts to classes of corporate students that consisted of 
programmers and managers 

- Topics included: AWT, Swing, Networking, File I/O, Web Servers, Servlets, JSP, Reflection, 
Multi-threaded Applications, Design Patterns, JDBC, XML 
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(57) ABSTRACT

A vehicular vision system includes a control and an imager
having a lens and a CMOS photosensor array. The imager is
disposed at an interior portion of a vehicle and views exterior
ofthe vehicle through a windshield ofthe vehicle and forward
of the vehicle. The control includes an image processor for
processing image data captured by the photosensor array. The
image processor processes captured image data to detect an
object viewed by said imager. The photosensor array may be
operable at a plurality of exposure periods that include a first
exposure period and a second exposure period, with the time
period of exposure of the first exposure period being longer
than the time period of exposure of the second exposure
period. The imager may be disposed in a module attached at
the windshield of the vehicle.
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VEHICULAR VISION SYSTEM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation of prior application Ser.
No. 13/525,763, filedJun. 18, 2012, now US. Pat. No. 8,314,
689, which is a continuation of prior application Ser. No.
13/351,098, filed Jan. 16, 2012, now US. Pat. No. 8,203,440,
which is a continuation of prior application Ser. No. 11/074,
521, filed Mar. 8, 2005, now US. Pat. No. 8,098,142, which
is a continuation of application Ser. No. 10/940,700, filed
Sep. 14, 2004, now US. Pat. No. 6,953,253, which is a
continuation ofapplication Ser. No. 10/372,873, filed Feb. 24,
2003, now US. Pat. No. 6,802,617, which is a continuation of
application Ser. No. 09/975,232, filed Oct. 11, 2001, now
US. Pat. No. 6,523,964, which is a continuation of applica-
tion Ser. No. 09/227,344, filed Jan. 8, 1999, now US. Pat. No.
6,302,545, which is a continuation of application Ser. No.
08/478,093, filed on Jun. 7, 1995, now US. Pat. No. 5,877,
897.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to an automatic rearview mirror sys-
tem for automotive vehicles which automatically changes
reflectance level in response to glare causing light, and more
particularly relates to an improved automatic rearview mirror
system using only a rearwardly facing sensor. This invention
further relates to an automatic rearview mirror and vehicle

interior monitoring system for automotive vehicles which
also monitors a vehicle interior or compartment. This inven-
tion further relates to an automatic rearview mirror and

vehicle interior monitoring system for automotive vehicles
which may also be used as a vehicle intrusion detection sys-
tem or as a compartment image data storage system. This
invention further relates to an automatic rearview mirror and

a vehicle lighting control system using an image sensor, such
as a photosensor array.

2. Description of Related Art
Automatic rearview mirrors and mirror systems have been

devised for varying the reflectance level of a variable reflec-
tance rearview mirror by reducing the reflectance automati-
cally in response to annoying glare light, as seen rearwardly
of the rearview mirror or mirrors by a driver of the vehicle,
and by increasing automatically the reflectance to a normal or
maximum reflectance level when the annoying glare light
subsides. These automatic mirrors have been changed over
the years in an effort to improve their performance character-
istics and associated level of glare protection.

Early automatic rearview mirrors used a rearwardly facing
sensor and control circuit to change mirror reflectance. One
example of such a “single-sensor” type mirror is described in
US. Pat. No. 4,266,856. In these prior art single-sensor type
mirrors, the rear glare light was incident on a rearwardly
facing sensor or photocell, such as a photodiode, photoresis-
tor or phototransistor. These mirrors suffered from various
problems, however, including the problem that these mirrors
would become increasingly sensitive and even “lock-up” in
their minimum reflectance level or state as the driver encoun-

tered significantly higher light levels in town or city driving.
This required the driver to repeatedly adjust the mirror’s
sensitivity control to prevent such problems.

To overcome the problems of single-sensor type mirrors, a
non-rearwardly facing photocell for sensing “ambient” light
was added. It was believed that the desired reflectance nec-
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2

essary to relieve the driver from glare depended not only on
glare light but also on ambient light. Accordingly, these “two-
sensor” type mirrors used two separate photocells, one gen-
erally facing rearwardly and one generally facing forwardly
(or other non-rearwardly facing direction) of the mirror or
vehicle. The signals from these two photocells were then
compared in some fashion, and when, for example, the glare
light from the rear was comparatively high with respect to the
“ambient” light, a control circuit would apply a control signal
to reduce mirror reflectance. Some examples are described in
German Laid-Open Patent No. 3,041,692; Japanese Laid-
Open Patent No. 58-19941; and US. Pat. Nos. 3,601,614;
3,612,666; 3,680,951; 3,746,430; 4,443,057; 4,580,875;

4,690,508; and 4,917,477. In many of these prior art auto-
matic rearview mirrors, light generally forward of the mirror
or vehicle was incident on the second photocell.

These arrangements, however, also had problems. In some
of these mirrors the forwardly facing or “ambient” light sen-
sor was inaccurate because it did not correctly measure ambi-
ent light levels since it did not include light generally rear-
ward of the mirror or vehicle. Some examples include the
devices described in US. Pat. Nos. 4,443,057 and 4,917,477.
Other prior art devices overcame these deficiencies by pro-
viding a control circuit which correctly measured ambient
light as a combination of both the forward and rear light
levels. Examples of this significantly different approach are
described in US. Pat. Nos. 4,793,690 and 4,886,960.

The prior art two-sensor type systems generally provided
improved performance over prior art single sensor type sys-
tems but were also more complex and costly. In part, this was
because using separate forwardly and rearwardly facing pho-
tocells required that the performance characteristics of the
two separate photocells, such as photoresistors, be matched
appropriately to ensure consistent performance under various
operating conditions. Matching photocells such as photore-
sistors, however, generally involves complex, expensive and
time consuming operations and procedures.

Both the prior art single-sensor and two-sensor type mir-
rors presented additional problems when they were also used
to control the exterior side view mirrors. This is because such

prior art systems used a common control or drive signal to
change the reflectance level of both the interior rearview
mirror and the exterior left and/or right side view mirrors by
substantially the same amount. In US. Pat. No. 4,669,826, for
example, a single-sensor type mirror system used two rear-
wardly facing photodiodes to control both an interior rear-
view mirror and the left and/or right side view mirrors based
on the direction of incident light from the rear. Another
example includes the two-sensor type system described in
US. Pat. No. 4,917,477.

In rearview mirror systems, however, each of the interior
rearview and exterior side view mirrors may reflect different
source light levels. More specifically, the inside rearview
mirror, left side view mirror and right side view mirror each
enable the driver to view a different portion or zone ofthe total
rearward area. Of course, there may be some overlap of the
image information contained in each of the three zones. The
situation is further complicated with multi-lane traffic
because each of the mirrors reflects different light levels
caused by the headlights of the vehicles which are following
passing or being passed. As a result, in the prior art systems,
when the reflectance level of the interior rearview mirror was

reduced to decrease the glare of headlights reflected therein,
the reflectance level of the exterior left and right side view
mirrors was also reduced by substantially the same amount,
even though, for example, the side view mirrors might not be
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reflecting the same level of glare light, if any. Accordingly,
rear Vision in the exterior left and right side view mirrors
could be improperly reduced.

Other prior art two-sensor type systems used a common
ambient light sensor and several rearwardly facing sensors,
one for each ofthe mirrors.An example is the altemate system
also described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,917,477. This approach is
not satisfactory, however, because it reduces system reliabil-
ity and increases complexity and cost.

Finally, some prior anti-glare mirrors used several sensors
to control the segments of a variable reflectance mirror. One
example is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,632,509, which dis-
closes a single-sensor type mirror using three rearwardly
facing photocells to control three mirror segments depending
on the direction of incident light from the rear. See also U.S.
Pat. No. 4,697,883. These prior mirror systems generally
have the same problems as the other single sensor type mir-
rors. Some other anti-glare mirrors are generally disclosed in
U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,986,022; 4,614,415; and 4,672,457.

Consequently, there is a need for an automatic rearview
mirror system for an automotive vehicle having improved
reliability and low cost, which accurately determines or oth-
erwise discriminates light levels that the driver will experi-
ence as glare without the need for a separate forwardly facing
photocell. In addition, as noted above, there is also a need for
an automatic rearview mirror system of high reliability and
low cost, which accurately determines light levels that the
driver will experience as glare, and which can control inde-
pendently the reflectance of a plurality of mirrors according
to the light levels actually reflected by each of the rearview
and exterior side view mirrors without the need for additional

and separate rearwardly facing photocells. There is also a
need for an automatic rearview mirror-system that can inde-
pendently control the segments of a variable reflectance mir-
ror while accurately determining light levels that the driver
will experience as glare in each segment ofthe mirror without
the need for additional and separate forwardly and rearwardly
facing photocells.

One concern with automatic rearview mirror systems, as
well as other systems having sensing, control or logic circuits
located in the rearview mirror, is that differences in vehicle
design and mirror field of view requirements may result in
rearview mirrors having a variety of appearances (or fin-
ishes), forms (or shapes) and sizes. These variations, gener-
ally require the redesign and re-tooling of a number of the
components or sub-assemblies of the rearview mirror head
assembly. However, it is generally desirable to reduce the
number of components or sub-assemblies of the rearview
mirror head assembly so as to reduce cost, product develop-
ment lead time and manufacturing complexity. To achieve
this in automatic rearview mirrors, as well as other systems
having sensing, control or logic circuits located in the rear-
view mirror, it is desirable to locate the sensing, control or
logic circuits and related components in a housing or module,
which is attached, connected, made integral with or otherwise
associated with the rearview mirror mounting bracket means
or structure so that a common design of a mounting bracket
sub-assembly for a rearview mirror may be used with a vari-
ety of rearview mirror head assemblies.

Vehicle lighting systems may include a variety of vehicle
lights, including low intensity peripheral or side lights that
allow other vehicle drivers to see the vehicle in lower light
conditions, high intensity headlights that operate in a low
beam mode or a high beam mode for general night driving,
and fog lights that provide low ground lighting with less back
scattering to improve the driver’s views in adverse weather
conditions, such as fog, rain and snow. Vehicle lighting sys-
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tems may also include headlights having an intermediate or
mid beam mode, as well as the low and high beam modes.
Vehicle lighting systems may also include vehicle running
lights, which are vehicle headlights that are operated at an
appropriate intensity to improve the ability of other vehicle
drivers to see the vehicle during the day. Vehicle running
lights may also be used for lower lighting conditions, such as
certain adverse weather conditions or other lower visibility
conditions.

Thus, as the number of vehicle lighting options has
increased, it has become more complex for the driver to
determine the appropriate vehicle lighting configuration and
to operate or control the vehicle lighting systems. Therefore,
improved vehicle lighting control systems are required that
may operate with other systems, such as automatic rearview
mirror systems and vehicle interior monitoring systems, or as
stand-alone systems.

Finally, unauthorized vehicle intrusion for the purpose of
stealing the vehicle or its contents is a significant problem.
Each year, automotive manufacturers are including vehicle
anti-theft or intrusion detection systems on more vehicles to
deter potential intruders and to prevent the theft ofvehicles or
their contents. Currently known vehicle anti -theft systems are
generally designed to protect the vehicle or its contents from
theft or vandalism. There are many versions of vehicle anti-
theft systems using various sensor technologies that attempt
to deter theft or vandalism using the horn, siren or flashing
lights, or other alarm, mechanisms to bring attention to a
vehicle. As is known, existing intrusion detection systems for
vehicles use sensor technologies that have various limita-
tions, including the problem of false triggering. For example,
in many cases active vehicle alarms are simply ignored by
people who assume that the alarm was falsely triggered. The
proliferation of separate automatic rearview mirror systems
and vehicle intrusion detection systems is also costly. There-
fore, vehicle intrusion detection systems using an improved
sensor technology are required that operate in combination
with other vehicle systems (such as automatic rearview mir-
ror systems) or that operate independently.

Even with such anti-theft systems, recovered stolen
vehicles typically provide little or no evidence of the vehicle
thief. Therefore, systems are required that provide an image
of the vehicle thief that would be useful to law enforcement

and the insurance industry as an aid in identifying the
person(s) responsible for the vehicle theft, and that operate in
combination with other vehicle systems (such as automotive
rearview mirror systems) or that operate independently.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to overcome the
problems of the prior art.

It is another object of the present invention to provide an
automatic rearview mirror system of improved reliability.

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide
an automatic rearview mirror system that accurately deter-
mines light levels that the driver will experience as glare
without the need for a separate forward facing sensor or other
non-rearwardly facing photocells.

It is another object of the present invention to provide an
automatic rearview mirror system of high reliability that
accurately determines light levels that, the driver will expe-
rience as glare, and which can independently control a plu-
rality of mirrors or mirror segments according to different
fields of view without the need for additional and separate
rearwardly facing photocells.
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According to one aspect of the present invention, using a
photosensor array and an appropriate control circuit allows
the elimination of separate forwardly facing or other non-
rearwardly facing photocells, thereby allowing for lower
costs and increased reliability since it is not necessary to
match two separate photocells such as photoresistors.

According to another aspect, the present invention which
achieves one or more of these objectives relates to a control
system for controlling a plurality ofvariable reflectance mir-
rors or mirror segments which change their reflectance in
response to a signal from a drive circuit. The system com-
prises a plurality of variable reflectance mirrors, a photosen-
sor array and a control circuit receiving signals from the
photosensor array for controlling the mirrors. The photosen-
sor array is mountable to view rearwardly of the mirror or
vehicle. The photosensor array comprises a plurality ofsets of
photosensor elements corresponding to the plurality of vari-
able reflectance mirrors. The photosensor elements in each
set produce a plurality of photosensor element signals in
response to light incident thereon. The control circuit deter-
mines control signals, indicative of a desired reflectance for
each of the plurality of variable reflectance mirrors, in
response to receiving photosensor element signals from the
photosensor element set for each view or zone corresponding
to the rearview mirror and exterior side view mirrors and also

(or altematively) the mirror segments. The control signals
control the drive circuit to cause the plurality of variable
reflectance mirrors or mirror segments to assume the desired
reflectance.

According to another aspect, the present invention which
achieves one or more of these objectives relates to an auto-
matic rearview mirror system for an automotive vehicle com-
prising at least one variable reflectance rearview mirror, and
an array of sensing elements to sense light levels in an area
rearward of the at least one variable reflectance rearview

mirror. Each ofthe sensing elements is adapted to sense light
levels of light incident thereon and to output an electrical
signal indicative ofthe sensed light levels. The system further
comprises a signal processor, connected to the array of sens-
ing elements, receiving and using the electrical signals
indicative ofthe sensed light levels from the sensing elements
to determine a first electrical signal indicative of a back-
ground light level in the area rearward of the at least one
variable reflectance rearview mirror and to determine a sec-

ond electrical signal indicative of at least one peak light level
in the area rearward of the at least one variable reflectance

rearview mirror. The signal processor determines at least one
control signal indicative ofthe desired reflectance level of the
at least one variable reflectance rearview mirror from the first

electrical signal indicative of the background light level and
the second electrical signal indicative of the at least one peak
light level. The system further comprises at least one drive
circuit connected to the signal processor and to the at least one
variable reflectance rearview mirror for receiving the at least
one control signal and generating and applying at least one
drive signal to the at least one variable reflectance rearview
mirror to drive the at least one variable reflectance mirror to
the desired reflectance level.

According to another aspect, the present invention which
achieves one or more of these objectives relates to a control
system for controlling a plurality ofvariable reflectance mir-
rors, each ofwhich change their reflectance level in response
to a drive signal from an associated drive circuit, for an
automotive vehicle. The system comprises a plurality ofvari-
able reflectance mirrors, and a photosensor array mountable
to face substantially towards a rear area. The photosensor
array comprises a plurality ofphotosensor element sets. Each
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set comprises a plurality ofphotosensor elements. Each ofthe
photosensor elements generates a photosensor element signal
indicative ofa light level oflight incident thereon, and each of
the sets corresponds to one of the plurality of variable reflec-
tance mirrors. The system further comprises a control circuit,
connected to the photosensor array, for determining and
applying a plurality of control signals. Each of the control
signals is indicative of a desired reflectance level for each of
the plurality of variable reflectance mirrors in response to
receiving the photosensor element signals from each of the
plurality of photosensor element sets. The system further
comprises a plurality ofdrive circuits connected to the control
circuit and to different ones ofthe plurality ofvariable reflec-
tance mirrors associated therewith. Each of the control sig-
nals is output to the drive circuit associated therewith, to
generate and apply a drive signal to each of the plurality of
variable reflectance mirrors causing each of the mirrors to
assume a desired reflectance level.

According to another aspect, the present invention which
achieves one or more of these objectives relates to a control
system for controlling at least one variable reflectance mirror
for an automotive vehicle. The system comprises photosensor
array means for sensing light levels in an area rearward ofthe
at least one variable reflectance mirror and generating photo-
sensor array signals, means for determining a background
light signal from the photosensor array signals, means for
determining a peak light signal from the photosensor array
signals, and means for controlling a reflectance level of the at
least one variable reflectance mirror using the background
and peak light signals.

According to another aspect, the present invention which
achieves one or more ofthese objectives relates to a method of
controlling the reflectance of at least one variable reflectance
mirror comprising the steps of sensing light levels in an area
rearward ofthe at least one variable reflectance mirror with an

array of sensing elements, determining a background light
level from the sensed light levels, determining a peak light
level from the sensed light levels, and controlling a reflec-
tance level ofthe at least one variable reflectance mirror using
the determined background and peak light levels.

By using a plurality of photosensor element sets or sub-
arrays on a photosensor array to control a plurality ofmirrors
and also (or alternatively) mirror segments, the mirrors may
be controlled independently to vary their reflectance in accor-
dance with the view associated with each of the photosensor
element sets or sub-arrays.

According to another aspect the present relates to an auto-
matic rearview mirror system for an automotive vehicle com-
prising a variable reflectance rearview mirror, a photosensor
array means for sensing light levels in an area rearward ofsaid
variable reflectance rearview mirror and for generating pho-
tosensor array signals, a signal processing means for receiv-
ing said photosensor array signals and for determining from
said photosensor array signals a signal for controlling said
variable reflectance rearview mirror, and a mounting bracket
means for attaching said variable reflectance rearview mirror
to said automotive vehicle, said mounting bracket means
further comprising a housing means for housing said photo-
sensor array means and said signal processing means.

According to another aspect the present relates to a vehicle
lighting control system for controlling a vehicle lighting sys-
tem in an automotive vehicle comprising a photosensor array
means for sensing light levels in a forward field of view and
generating a set of photosensor array signals, and a signal
processing means coupled to said photosensor array means
for receiving said set of photosensor array signals and deter-
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mining from said set ofphotosensor array signals at least one
control signal for controlling said vehicle lighting system.

According to another aspect, the present invention relates
to a control system for monitoring a vehicle interior and for
controlling at least one variable reflectance mirror for an
automotive vehicle. The system comprises photosensor array
means for sensing light levels in an area rearward of said
photosensor array means and generating at least a first set of
photosensor array signals, first determining means coupled to
said photosensor array means for receiving said at least a first
set ofphotosensor array signals and determining from at least
a portion of said at least a first set ofphotosensor array signals
a first signal for controlling said at least one variable reflec-
tance mirror, second determining means coupled to said pho-
tosensor array means for receiving said at least a first set of
photosensor array signals and determining at least a first set of
values indicative of said at least a portion of said at least a first
set ofphotosensor array signals, and memory means coupled
to said second determining means for receiving and storing
said at least a portion of said at least a first set ofphotosensor
array signals.

According to another aspect, the present invention relates
to a vehicle intrusion detection system for detecting move-
ment within a vehicle interior for an automotive vehicle. The

system comprises photosensor array means for sensing light
levels in an area including at least a portion of a vehicle
interior and generating at least a first set and a second set of
photo sensor array signals, determining means coupled to
said photosensor array means for receiving said at least a first
set and a second set of photosensor array signals and deter-
mining at least a first set and a second set ofvalues indicative
of said at least a first set and a second set ofphotosensor array
signals, and comparing means coupled to said determining
means for receiving said at least a first set and a second set of
values indicative of said at least a first set and a second set of

photosensor array signals and comparing said at least a first
set and a second set of values to generate at least one output
control signal indicative of the correlation between said at
least a first set and a second set of values.

According to another aspect, the present invention relates
to a compartment image data storage system for an automo-
tive vehicle. The system comprises photosensor array means
for sensing light levels in at least a portion of a vehicle
compartment and generating at least a first set ofphotosensor
array signals, determining means coupled to saidphotosensor
array means for receiving said at least a first set of photosen-
sor array signals and determining at least a first set of values
indicative of said at least a first set of photosensor array
signals, and memory means coupled to said determining
means for receiving and storing said at least a first set of
values indicative of said at least a first set ofphotosensor array
signals.

These and other objects, advantages and features of the
present invention will be readily understood and appreciated
with reference to the detailed description of preferred
embodiments discussed below together with the accompany-
ing drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1A is a drawing ofan automatic rearview mirror ofthe
present invention, including an expanded view of a rear-
wardly facing photosensor array located in the upper center
area of the mirror surface;

FIG. 1B is another drawing of an automatic rearview mir-
ror of the present invention, including an expanded view of
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the rearwardly facing photosensor array altematively located
in a bezel or chin of the mirror;

FIG. 1C is a diagram ofan automatic rearview mirror ofthe
present invention, in which the photosensor array and logic
and control circuit are located in a housing or module that is
attached, connected, made integral or otherwise associated
with the rearview mirror mounting bracket structure;

FIG. 1D is a side sectional view of the automatic rearview

mirror of FIG. 1C;
FIG. 2 is a drawing of an automotive vehicle with the

automatic rearview mirror system of the present invention;
FIG. 2A is an illustrative diagram of a rearward area of a

vehicle interior as viewed by the photosensor elements of the
photosensor array for monitoring the vehicle interior;

FIGS. 3A and 3B are illustrative diagrams of a rearward
area as viewed by the photosensor elements of the photosen-
sor array;

FIG. 4A is a generalized diagram of a photosensor array
PA(N,M) having a sub-array S(X);

FIG. 4B is a generalized diagram of the photosensor array
PA(N,M) and sub-arrays 8(0), 8(1), 8(2) and 8(3);

FIG. 5 is another schematic diagram of the photosensor
array commonly located on a light sensing and logic circuit;

FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of the automatic
rearview mirror system;

FIG. 6A is a schematic block diagram of the automatic
rearview mirror and vehicle interior monitoring system;

FIG. 6B is a schematic block diagram of a vehicle lighting
control system having a photosensor array that has a forward
field of view;

FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating the method of the present
invention for controlling the reflectance of a rearview mirror
or mirrors;

FIGS. 8A and 8B are detailed flow charts for steps $150,
$160 and $180 ofFIG. 7;

FIG. 9 is a flow chart ofthe general logic flow of FIGS. 7,
8A and 8B for controlling the reflectance of three mirrors;

FIG. 10 is another schematic block diagram of the auto-
matic rearview mirror system of the present invention;

FIG. 10A is a schematic block diagram of the automatic
rearview mirror and/or vehicle interior monitoring system of
the present invention;

FIG. 11A illustrates the normalized spectral response of
the photosensor array made using a non-epitaxial silicon pro-
cess;

FIG. 11B illustrates the normalized spectral response ofthe
photosensor array made using an epitaxial silicon process;

FIG. 12 is a flow chart illustrating the method ofthe present
invention of the vehicle interior monitoring system;

FIG. 12A is a flow chart illustrating the method of the
present invention for a vehicle intrusion detection system
configuration of the vehicle interior monitoring system of
FIG. 12;

FIG. 12B is a flow chart illustrating the method of the
present invention for the compartment image data storage
system configuration of the vehicle interior monitoring sys-
tem of FIG. 12; and

FIGS. 13A, 13B, 13C and 13D are flow charts illustrating
the method of the present invention for controlling a vehicle
lighting system.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

I. The Automatic Rearview Mirror System

FIG. 1A illustrates an automatic rearview mirror 1 com-

prising a variable reflectance mirror element 1a and a single
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rearwardly facing photosensor 2. The photosensor 2 is
mounted facing rearwardly ofthe rearview mirror 1 so that its
field of view encompasses an area comprising a rear window
area and at least a portion ofeither or both side window areas.
Also shown is a switch 3 to allow a driver to manually control 5
several possible mirror functions, such as an on-off control
switch, a sensitivity adjustment and a force-to-day or a force-
to-night switch (i.e., forced maximum or minimum reflec-
tance levels, respectively). An expanded view of the photo-
sensor 2, which is preferably located in an upper center area 10
ofthe variable reflectance mirror element 1a as shown, shows
a light sensing and logic circuit 26 comprising a photosensor
array 32 and a logic and control circuit 34 (which is not shown
in FIG. 1A but is shown in FIG. 6 as discussed below). A
photosensitive surface of each of the photosensor elements 15
32a (shown in FIG. 5) ofthe photosensor array 32 senses light
levels or image information in a predetermined field of view
encompassing an area located rearwardly of the rearview
mirror 1. A lens 30 images or otherwise focuses the light
information from the predetermined field of view onto the 20
photosensor array 32.

The rearview mirror 1 further comprises a channel mount
lb or other mounting means used to fixedly attach the mirror
1 to the windshield or headliner area of the vehicle. The

rearview mirror 1 is generally adjustable with respect to the 25
channel mount 1b to allow a driver to position the mirror for
correct viewing of the rearward area or scene so that the
driver’s sightline through the rearview mirror 1 is aligned
approximately with the vehicle’s centerline.

Preferably, the photosensor 2 is fixedly mounted on the 30
adjustable portion of the rearview mirror 1 as shown in both
FIGS. 1A and 1B so that the viewing axis of the photosensor
2 is generally aligned with the viewing axis of the mirror 1
which is perpendicular to the glass surface of the mirror 1.
This approach is preferable both because of packaging con- 35
cerns and because it provides a guaranteed sightline. It is,
however, within the scope of the present invention to mount
the photosensor array 32 so that it is movable with respect to
the variable reflectance mirror element 1a of the rearview
mirror 1. 40

More preferably, as shown in FIG. 1A, the photosensor 2 is
located in the upper center area of the variable reflectance
mirror element 1a. This may be required, for example, if it is
necessary to reduce the bezel size of the rearview mirror 1. If
the photosensor 2 is located behind a glass surface of the 45
variable reflectance mirror element 1a, an appropriately sized
hole is provided in the protective and reflective materials of
the variable reflectance mirror element 1a. Additionally, a
corresponding area within an active layer of the variable
reflectance mirror element 1a may be removed or otherwise 50
rendered inactive to enable the photosensor 2 to view directly
the rearward scene. Alternatively, for manufacturing reasons,
the photosensor 2 may view the rearward scene through the
active layer of the variable reflectance mirror element 1a, in
which case it is preferable to compensate for or otherwise 55
negate the effects of reducing reflectance and correspond-
ingly the transmittance of the variable reflectance mirror ele-
ment 1a so that the photosensor 2 effectively views the rear-
ward scene directly as will be described later.

Most preferably, a reflective surface is maintained within 60
the hole to both preserve the cosmetic appearance of the
assembly as viewed by the driver and to maximize the reflec-
tive surface. This can be achieved by providing a very thin
metal reflective layer (100 A thickness or lower) of alumi-
num, stainless steel, chromium, or silver, etc., so as to be 65
sufficiently transmitting for incident light to enable proper
operation of the photosensor array 32 but also sufficiently
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reflective to appear mirror-like in the area of the hole. Alter-
natively, a reflective tape, which is both sufliciently transmit-
ting and reflective to achieve the objectives described herein,
may be adhered at the hole region using suitable means such
as an optical adhesive and the photosensor array 32 may then
be mounted behind the optical adhesive. Additionally, thin
film stacks such as a solid state tri-layer ofwave TiOZ, 1A wave
SiO2 and 1A wave TiO2 or some other single thin film ofa high
index material may be mounted behind or coated upon the
area ofthe hole. Finally, since the preferred photosensor array
32 is responsive to both visible light and near infrared, it is
preferable to select a material which reflects a significant
proportion ofvisible light while being essentially transparent
to infrared.

As shown in FIG. 1B, the photosensor 2 may also be
located in the bezel or chin ofthe rearview mirror 1 to view the

rearward area directly without any compensation. In another
preferred embodiment, the photosensor 2 may also be located
on or near the channel mount or mounting bracket 1b so that
the axis of the photosensor 2, which is perpendicular to the
plane of the photosensor array 32, is in fixed alignment with
the vehicle’s centerline regardless of the adjusted position of
the rearview mirror 1.

In particular, as shown in FIGS. 1C and ID, a sensing and
logic circuit assembly 27, which comprises a sensing and
logic circuit 26 and the photosensor 2 and switch 3 on a
printed circuit board, is located in a housing or module 7 that
is attached, connected, made integral or otherwise associated
with the rearview mirror 1. In the embodiment shown in

FIGS. 1C and ID, a mounting bracket 6 is fixed relative to the
headliner area ofthe vehicle body in a header mount arrange-
ment; and a rearview mirror head assembly 1k is adjusted by
a spherical pivot 6d at the interface of the mounting bracket 6
and the rearview mirror head assembly 1h. The mounting
bracket 6 may also be releasably attached to a mounting
button (not shown) that is attached to the windshield to pro-
vide generally improved ease of assembly and replacement,
as well as safety. Alternatively, the mounting bracket 6 may be
attached to the windshield or headliner area of the vehicle by
any of the various means well known to those skilled in the
art.

In particular, the mounting bracket 6 comprises a retaining
spring 6a, a retaining screw 6b, a wire hamess opening 60 for
receiving a wire harness assembly 8, and a spherical pivot 6d
having an opening for wires 66 that are used to control the
variable reflectance mirror element 1a. The housing or mod-
ule 7 comprises a retaining housing or module 7a for partially
mounting the sensing and logic circuit assembly 27, a rear
housing or module cover 7b, a heat sink 70 for the sensing and
logic circuit assembly 27, a screw 7d for securing the heat
sink 70 to the mirror bracket 6, and a wire connector 76 for
connecting the harness assembly 8 and wires 66 to the sensing
and control circuit assembly 27. The hamess assembly 8 is
used, in part, to supply power to the sensing and logic circuit
assembly 27.

Also, as shown in FIGS. 1C and 1D, the automatic rearview
mirror 1 comprises the variable reflectance mirror element
1a, a mirror cushion support lc, an impact absorber layer 1d,
a bezel le, a mirror case Ifand clamp springs 1g for receiving
and securing the spherical pivot 6d ofthe mounting bracket 6.

For other vehicles, such as trucks, the photosensor 2 may
also be located with each of the external side view mirrors as
will be described later.

The lens 30 is preferably a single molded plastic lens
approximately 2 millimeters in diameter and is preferably
bonded to or in close contact with the photosensor array 32.
The lens 30 may, however, include any appropriate image
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focusing means such as conventional single component
optics, holographic lens type optics, binary optics or a micro-
lens. The lens 30 preferably is also designed to focus an image
ofthe rearward scene within a field ofview defined by a cone.
The cone’s centerline is perpendicular to the plane of the
photosensor array 32 and the cone preferably has an included
angle of approximately 100 degrees. Thus, the image is
focused onto a circular area of the plane of the photosensor
array 32.

Of course, the photosensor array 32 could be positioned in
other than a rearwardly facing direction so long as appropriate
lenses or other optics are used to direct the light or image
information from the rearward area onto the photosensitive
surface of the photosensor array 32.

The pre-positioning of the photosensor array 32 in the
rearview mirror 1 depends on whether the automatic rearview
mirror system 20 is being used in a left hand or a right hand
drive vehicle. In either case, the photosensor array 32 is
preferably pre-positioned within the circular area of the
focused image so that for either a left or right hand drive
vehicle and with only driver adjustment of the rearview mir-
ror 1, the rearward scene imaged onto the photosensitive
surface of the photosensor array 32 includes the rear window
area and at least a portion of the left and right side window
areas of the vehicle.

Ifa sufficiently large photosensor array 32 is used, then the
pre-positioning of the photosensor array 32 is not vehicle
specific as described above, and a system 20 using a larger
photosensor array 32 may be used for both left and right hand
drive vehicles. The larger photosensor array 32 is positioned
symmetrically within the circular area of the focused image
described above. Using the larger photosensor array 32
involves using a pattern recognition means to determine the
approximate vehicle centerline so that the appropriate portion
ofthe larger photosensor array 32 may be selected depending
on whether the automatic rearview mirror system 20 is
installed in a left or right hand drive vehicle.

FIG. 2 illustrates an automatic rearview mirror system 20
for an automotive vehicle, comprising the rearview mirror 1,
a left side view mirror 4 and a right side view mirror 5. As will
be discussed below, either or both of the side view mirrors 4
and 5 may be connected to a control circuit of the rearview
mirror 1. The mirrors 1, 4 and 5 may be constructed according
to any ofthe methods known to those skilled in the art and are
generally constructed according to the styling preferences
and specifications of the automotive vehicle manufacturers.
The means for mounting the rearview mirror 1, such as the
channel mount 1b, and the electrical connectors used to con-
nect the mirrors 4 and 5 to the control circuit of the rearview

mirror 1 and the vehicle’s electrical system may include
anyone of the many configurations known to those having
ordinary skill in the art. The variable reflectance mirror ele-
ment 1a of the mirrors 1, 4 and 5 may be any device having
more than one reflectance level corresponding to a specific
control or drive signal. Preferably, however, the variable
reflectance mirror element 1a is an electrochromic mirror.

As discussed, the photosensor 2 is mounted facing rear-
wardly of the rearview mirror 1 so that its field of view
encompasses an area comprising the rear window area and at
least a portion of both the left side window area and the right
side window area. The horizontal and vertical fields ofview of

the rearward area as seen by the photosensor 2, and more
particularly by the photosensor array 32, are illustratively
shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B.

As shown in FIG. 3A, the photosensor array 32 senses a
field of view divided into three separate zones: a center zone
a, a left zone b (generally corresponding to the left side
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window area) and a right zone c (generally corresponding to
the right side window area). Each zone is sensed by a separate
set or sub-array S(X) ofphotosensor elements 32a (described
with respect to FIGS. 4A and 4B) within the photosensor
array 32. The center zone, zone a, generally receives light
from the rear window area of the vehicle. This rear window

area is depicted by a trapezoidally shaped rear window figure
superimposed on a first set or sub-array 8(1) of photosensor
elements 32a used to sense light levels in zone a. Zone b
includes light from at least a portion of a left side window
area. This is depicted by a trapezoidally shaped left rear side
window figure and a partially shown left front side window
figure superimposed on a second set or sub-array 8(2) of
photosensor elements 32a used to sense light levels in zone b.
Similarly, zone c includes light from at least a portion of a
right side window area. This is depicted by a trapezoidally
shaped right rear side window figure and a partially shown
right front side window figure superimposed on a third set or
sub-array 8(3) of photosensor elements 32a used to sense
light levels in zone c. Additionally, all three zones include
light reflected from whatever fixed body work and interior
trim, head rests, vehicle occupants or other objects that are
within the zones a, b and c.

Also as illustratively shown in FIG. 3A, the photosensor
elements 32a in columns 1 to 4 comprise the third photosen-
sor element set in zone c, the photosensor elements 32a in
columns 6-11 comprise the first photosensor element set in
zone a and the photosensor elements 32a in columns 13 to 16
comprise the second photosensor element set in zone b. Null
zones are provided between the zones a and b and between the
zones a and c to allow for driver adjustment of the rearview
mirror 1. These null zones also ensure that the center zone a

does not include light or other image information from the
side window areas of zones b and c.

As will be discussed in more detail below, the logic and
control circuit 34 selects photosensor element signals from
the first photosensor element set or sub-array S(l) (shown in
FIG. 4B) corresponding to zone a to control the reflectance
level ofthe rearview mirror 1. Similarly, the control circuit 34
selects photosensor element signals from the second photo-
sensor element set or sub-array S(2) (shown in FIG. 4B)
corresponding to zone b to control the reflectance level ofthe
left side view mirror 4, and further selects photosensor ele-
ment signals from the third photosensor element set or sub-
array S(3) (shown in FIG. 4B) corresponding to zone c to
control the reflectance level of the right side view mirror 5.
Additionally, for a variable reflectance mirror element 1a
having segments, such as a center, left and right segment,
appropriately defined zones a, b and c, i.e., sub-arrays 8(1),
8(2) and 8(3), corresponding to the mirror segments may be
used by the logic and control circuit 34 to control indepen-
dently the individual mirror segments.

FIG. 3B illustratively shows the preferred embodiment for
the zones ofthe photosensor array 32. In this embodiment, the
logic and control circuit 34 selects photosensor element sig-
nals from three overlapping sets or sub-arrays 8(1), 8(2) and
8(3) of photosensor elements 32a corresponding to the three
overlapping zones a, b and c to control, respectively, the
reflectance level of the mirrors 1, 4 and 5. More specifically,
the control circuit 34 selects photosensor element signals
from the photosensor elements 32a in columns 6 to 11 (zone
a) to control the reflectance level ofthe rearview mirror 1. The
control circuit 34 also selects photosensor element signals
from photosensor elements 32a in columns 10 to 14 (zone b)
to control the reflectance level of the left side view mirror 4,
and further selects photosensor element signals from photo-
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sensor elements 32a in columns 3 to 7 (zone c) to control the
reflectance level of the right side view mirror 5.

Additionally, in the FIG. 3B embodiment, the lens 30
focuses or images light information from: (1 ) the rear window
area onto zone a; (2) at least a portion of the rear window and
left side window areas onto zone b; and (3) at least a portion
of the rear window and right side window areas onto zone c.
Contrastingly, in the FIG. 3A embodiment, the lens 30
focuses light from: (1) the rear window area onto zone a; (2)
the left side window area onto zone b; and (3) the right side
window area onto zone c. The overlapping zones in the FIG.
3B embodiment are advantageous because each set of over-
lapping photosensor elements 32a in zones a and b and each
set ofoverlapping photosensor elements 32a in zones a and c,
as well as the logic and control circuit 34, is able to “preview”
the light information that may, for example, first appear in the
rear window area (and correspondingly in the rearview mirror
1), but which may appear shortly thereafter in the left or right
side view mirrors 4 and 5. By examining at least a portion of
the rear window area, the automatic rearview mirror system
20 is able to more quickly respond to annoying glare light
from approaching vehicles or other sources. Overlapping
zones are also generally preferred because a glare light source
located in a common or overlapping area of the rearview
mirror 1 and one of the side view mirrors 4 or 5 can influence
both mirrors.

II. The Light Sensing Device

The light sensing device of the light sensing and logic
circuit 26 is preferably the photosensor array 32 shown in
FIG. 5. The photosensor array 32 has sufficient resolution to
view the real image of a scene but may also use a spatial
distribution of light intensities as an approximation of the
imaged scene. An example of such a photosensor array 32 is
the VLSI Vision Limited (VVL) Single Chip Video Camera
Model #ASIS 1011.

Since a photosensor array 32 of the type described, namely
the VVL Single Chip Video Camera, is capable of providing
image information having sufficient resolution for displaying
an actual image or for some other purpose, it will be readily
understoodthat additional features or functions may be incor-
porated by adding circuitry to provide video output from the
photosensor array 32 in addition to the primary control func-
tions described herein. For example, the video output may be
output to a CRT, flat LC panel display or other appropriate
display device, located within the vehicle, to provide a dis-
play of the imaged scene for viewing by the driver.

The photosensor array 32 may be located in any of the
mirrors 28 or in any other appropriate location, whether local
or remote, such as on the vehicle’s rear bumper, thereby
extending significantly the effective field of view normally
available to the driver either directly or through the vehicle’ s
mirrors 28.

Additionally, the photosensor array 32 may even replace
one or more of the side view mirrors 4 and 5 of the automatic

rearview mirror system 20, thereby reducing the aerodynamic
drag on the vehicle while providing sufficient information to
the driver comparable to that available through the side view
mirrors 4 and 5.

A video signal from the photosensor array 32 may also be
used by the logic and control circuit 34 to determine the
presence of a vehicle or other object within the field of view
ofthe photosensor array 32 to provide a visual signal warning
such as through a display panel, or even an audible waming,
based on certain parameters, such as distance and speed ofthe
object. Additionally, if the photosensor array 32 is located in
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the rearview mirror 1, the video signal may be used to monitor
the vehicle’ s interior to detect unauthorized intrusion into the

vehicle. This may be achieved by providing electrical power
to the mirror’s logic and control circuit 34 from a vehicle
power supply and by activating a vehicle intrusion monitoring
mode when a signal indicates that the vehicle’ s door and trunk
locks have been activated. The logic and control circuit 34
may be used to continuously monitor the image from the
vehicle’s interior thereby allowing detection of objects or
persons moving within the vehicle, and if movement is
detected, another signal from the logic and control circuit 34
may then activate an intrusion alarm.

Thus, the photosensor array 32 may be used to monitor the
vehicle interior or compartment in a vehicle interior monitor-
ing system. This monitoring capability may be used in a
vehicle intrusion detection system or in a compartment image
data storage system, either in combination with the automatic
rearview mirror system or as an independent system. Using
the photosensor array 32 to monitor the vehicle interior to
detect potential intruders provides an effective vehicle intru-
sion detection system. In an automatic rearview mirror and
vehicle intrusion detection system, the photosensor array 32
in the rearview mirror 1 provides a good location for moni-
toring the vehicle interior because the rearview mirror 1 is: (1 )
centrally located along the vehicle axis; (2) forward of the
front seat; and (3) relatively high in the vehicle interior. This
location is sufficiently high and far forward so as to provide a
very good view ofthe vehicle interior, including the front and
rear seat areas, front and rear door areas and hatchback or rear
cargo door areas. The photosensor array 32 may also be
positioned in other locations, including the headliner and
headliner console areas, for example, or any other appropriate
location depending on the particular application.

As is discussed later, when the vehicle interior monitoring
system is used as a vehicle intrusion detection system, the
logic and control circuit 34 processes image data to detect
motion or movement in the vehicle interior, establishes an
intrusion condition if such motion is detected and outputs one
or more control signals to vehicle hardware or to a vehicle
controller system. Vehicles today are often equipped with
such controller systems. These vehicle controller systems
may be used to control the exterior lights, interior lights, horn
(or siren), ignition or other such vehicle hardware. The logic
and control circuit 34 therefore outputs one or more control
signals to various vehicle hardware or to the vehicle controller
system to activate the interior and exterior lights, horn or siren
or to disable the ignition to deter intruders from stealing the
vehicle or its contents. Other control output signals may acti-
vate RF beacon devices or similar devices within the vehicle

so that the vehicle may be tracked, as will be further described
later.

It is, however, within the scope of the present invention for
the light sensing device to comprise any similarly appropriate
image or array sensor. When the light sensing and logic circuit
26 is formed as a very-large-scale-integrated (VLSI) comple-
mentary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) device, as is
known to those skilled in the art, the light sensing device will
share a common semiconductor substrate with the logic and
control circuit 34.

Preferably, for the described three mirror system, the pho-
tosensor array 32 comprises a plurality of photosensor ele-
ments 32a arranged in 160 columns and 40 rows (a 160x40
array) providing a horizontal field of view of approximately
100 degrees and a vertical field of view of approximately 30
degrees. As discussed, FIGS. 3A and 3B illustratively show a
16x4 photosensor array 32. The photosensor array 32 may,
however, comprise any appropriately sized array having an
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appropriate field of view. For example, the field of view may
be narrower when controlling the segments of only one mir-
ror. Each photosensor element 32a is preferably about 10
microns square.

As shown in FIG. 4A, the photosensor array 32 generally
comprises a plurality of photosensor elements 32a arranged
in a photosensor array PA(N, M) having N rows of M col-
unms. When viewing the photosensitive surface of the pho-
tosensor array PA(N,M) in a vertical plane, the lower row is
row 1, the top row is row N, the left hand column is column 1,
and the right hand column is column M. A specific photosen-
sor element is identified as E(n, m) and the signal indicative of
a light level incident thereon is L(n, m). Also, the sub-array
SOi), where X:0, 1, 2, . . . , Z, is a rectangular array having
POC) rows ofQ(X) columns ofphotosensor elements 32a and
is located such that its lower left hand element is photosensor
element E(T(X),U(X)).

As shown in FIG. 4B, a background sub-array SOi) desig-
nated S(0) is used to determine a general background light
level B. Signals from the photosensor elements 32a of each
peak sub-array S(X), designated 8(1), 8(2), . . . , S(Z), are
used to determine a peak light level P(z) incident on each peak
sub-array 8(1), 8(2), . . . , S(Z). The general background light
level B for background sub-array 8(0) and the peak light level
P(z) for each peak sub-array S(X) are then used to determine
a mirror control signal VC(z) for controlling at least one
mirror or mirror segments associated with each zone.

FIG. 5 generally illustrates a logic layout of the photosen-
sor array 32. The logic and control circuit 34 generates array
control signals to control the photosensor array 32. As is well
known in the art, the photosensor array 32 is typically
accessed in scan-line format, with the array 32 being read as
consecutive rows, and within each row as consecutive col-
unms orpixels. Each photosensor element 32a is connected to
a common word-line 33e. To access the photosensor array 32,
a vertical shift register 33a generates word-line signals for
each word-line 336 to enable each row of photosensor ele-
ments 32a. Each column of photosensor elements 32a is
connected to a bit-line 33fwhich is connected to a charge-to-
voltage amplifier 330. As each word-line 336 is accessed, a
horizontal shift register 33b uses a line 33g to output the
bit-line signals on consecutive bit-lines 33fto an output line
33h connected to the logic and control circuit 34. Also shown
is a voltage amplifier 33d used to amplify the resulting analog
photosensor element signals. The analog photosensor ele-
ment signals are then output on line 33h to the analog-to-
digital converter 44 and converted to digital photosensor ele-
ment signals.

As discussed above, the photosensor array 32 is responsive
to or senses both visible light and near infrared illumination.
FIGS. 11A and 11B illustrate the normalized spectral
response for two versions of the preferred photosensor array
32. In FIGS. 11A and 11B, visible light generally covers the
wavelengths from about 400 nm to about 750 nm, while near
infrared illumination or light generally covers the wave-
lengths from about 750 nm to about 3000 nm (not shown).
More particularly, FIG. 11A illustrates the normalized spec-
tral response of the preferred photosensor array 32 made
using a non-epitaxial silicon process, where the peak spectral
response occurs at about 800 nm. FIG. 11B shows the nor-
malized spectral response of the preferred photosensor array
32 made using an epitaxial silicon process, where the peak
spectral response occurs at about 650 nm. As shown, the
non-epitaxial silicon photosensor array is more sensitive to
near infrared illumination having wavelengths on the order of
about 800 nm. The photosensor array 32 made using the
non-epitaxial silicon process and having the normalized spec-
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tral response of FIG. 11A is most preferred in both the par-
ticular automatic rearview mirror and vehicle interior moni-

toring systems described herein. For automatic rearview
mirror systems as described herein, this is because vehicle
headlights generally provide significant levels of near infra-
red illumination. For vehicle interior monitoring systems as
described herein, either natural sources (such as sunlight) or
supplemental sources of near infrared illumination may be
used to enhance the image information available to and the
performance of such systems, as will be further discussed
below.

The field ofview and resolution ofthe photosensor array 32
depends on the number and physical dimensions of the pho-
tosensor elements 32a and on the design or geometry of the
lens 30. For the lens type illustrated in FIG. 1A, the lens 30
may, for example, be designed to have an included angle on
the order of up to about 140°. For the automatic rearview
mirror system previously described, the effective field ofview
ofapproximately 100° horizontal and approximately 30° ver-
tical is preferred. For the automatic rearview mirror and
vehicle interior monitoring system described herein, an effec-
tive field of view of approximately 1000 horizontal and
approximately 75° vertical is preferred. Also as discussed for
the automatic rearview mirror system, the lens 30 preferably
focuses an image within a field of view defined by a cone
having an included angle of approximately 100 degrees.
Accordingly, when the lens 30 focuses the image onto the
focal plane of the 160x40 photosensor array 32, the photo-
sensor array 32 only falls within a segment of the focused
image area.

FIG. 2A generally illustrates a view of a vehicle interior
100 (which includes the window areas ofFIGS. 3A and 3B) as
focused by the lens 30 and as viewed by a 160x120 photo-
sensor array 32. Also shown are a driver or left seat 101, a
front passenger or right seat 102, a rear window area 103a, a
right side window area 103b and a left side window area 1030.
The 160x40 photosensor array 32, however, only sees a por-
tion or segment of the vehicle interior 100, as is shown in
FIGS. 3A and 3B. In a dedicated automatic rearview mirror

system, the 160x40 sized array is generally preferred since it
provides sufficient image information for providing effective
automatic rearview mirror control and because it reduces the

cost of the photosensor array 32. If the photosensor array 32
is also used to monitor the vehicle interior 100 (or for other
applications) as is described herein, then the larger 160x120
array size may be used to view the vehicle interior 100 as is
generally illustrated in FIG. 2A.

Finally, it should be understood that the spatial resolution
of the photosensor array 32 may also be increased. This may
be done by making the photosensor elements 32a smaller so
as to increase the number of photosensor elements 32a in a
photosensor array 32 having the same physical dimensions.
Additionally, spatial resolution may be increased by varying
the lens 30 to decrease the included angle of the image cone
so that the photosensor array 32 views a smaller portion of an
image on the vehicle interior 100.

In summary, the array size of the photosensor array 32 and
the number and physical dimensions of the size of the pho-
tosensor elements 32a and the lens design or geometry of lens
30 may all be varied to optimize the effective field ofview of
the photosensor array 32 depending on the application.

As is discussed later, an exposure time or exposure period
EP ofthe photosensor array 32 may be varied over some range
depending on the light level. Thus, the value of EP is
increased for decreasing light levels and approaches a maxi-
mum for low light levels, and it is decreased for increasing
light levels and approaches a minimum for high light levels.
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For a given value EPVof the exposure period, there is a light
level LLMIN that is sufficiently distinct from low signal noise
in the photosensor element signal L(n, m) of each photosen-
sor element E(n, m) so that it may be accurately sensed, and
there is also a light level LLMAX for which the photosensor
element signal L(n, m) of each photosensor element E(n, m)
is a maximum. The ratio ofLLMAX/LLMINat EPVmay be used
to represent a dynamic range of DR(n, m) in decibel (dB)
units of each photosensor element E(n, m), where DR(dB):
10 LOG (LLMAX/LLMIN)‘ The image data is preferably opti-
mized such that it is approximately centered within the
dynamic range DR(N,M) of the photosensor array 32. This
may be done by determining an array response AR of RA(N,
M), which is described later, where the minimum and maxi-
mum digital values of AR correspond to the minimum and
maximum digital values possible forVal RA(n, m) (e.g., 0 and
255 for 8-bit data resolution). The exposure period is varied or
adjusted until AR approaches the center or mid-point of the
possible data value range (e.g., 127 for 8-bit data resolution).

Since there is a minimum photosensor element signal that
may be accurately measured, a supplemental source of illu-
mination may be desirable or necessary to enhance the effec-
tive sensing capabilities of the photosensor array 32 by pro-
viding supplemental source illumination SSI. Although the
photosensor array 32 is able to monitor the vehicle interior
100 over a range 5 of background lighting levels from about
0.1 lux (a dark garage) to about 30-60K lux (a bright, sunny
day), using either visible or near infrared SSI to illuminate the
vehicle interior 100 generally (or specific areas therein) sig-
nificantly enhances the effectiveness or performance of the
photosensor array 32 in various applications. Also, SSI is
preferably provided only during the exposure period EP ofthe
photosensor array 32 rather than continuously. Pulsed SSI
reduces power consumption, extends the life of the supple-
mental source of illumination and provides generally higher
instantaneous illumination than may be provided by continu-
ous illumination. Also, pulsed infrared SSI is generally more
difficult to detect by infrared illumination sensing apparatus
that may be used by potential intruders.

For the specific vehicle interior monitoring system appli-
cations described herein, near infrared illumination between
about 700 and 1200 nm is preferred because: (1) it is visible
to the photosensor array 32 but not to the human eye (see
FIGS. 11A and 11B); and (2) it does not affect adaption ofthe
human eye. There are a number of readily available near
infrared illumination sources, including solid-state sources
such as light emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers, flash lamps
such as xenon or krypton lamps, incandescent lamps such as
tungsten lamps, as well as many others. Preferred, however,
are gallium arsenide (GaAs) or gallium aluminum arsenide
(GaAlAs) LEDs because they provide a relatively narrow
band (about 750 to 950 nm) ofnear infrared illumination (see
FIGS. 11A and 11B). Such illumination sources are also
typically packaged with a lens to distribute the illumination.
Depending on the particular application, the illumination dis-
tribution characteristics ofreadily available lens/source pack-
ages may range from narrow so as to provide spot or colli-
mated illumination to very diffuse so as to cover about 160°.
In the vehicle interior monitoring system described herein,
the lens/source package preferably provides illumination
coverage on the order of about 100°.

Other illumination sources providing broad-band illumi-
nation (ultraviolet through infrared) may also be used, but it
may be desirable or necessary to filter such broad-band illu-
mination using absorption or interference type filters, or any
other appropriate filter. In particular, an interference filter
known as a long-wave pass filter or cold mirror reflects visible
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light, transmits infrared illumination and looks like the nor-
mal silvered mirrors typically used in the rearview mirror 1.
Unlike cold mirrors, however, silvered mirrors reflect near
infrared illumination. Since the cold mirror resembles the

silvered mirror in the rearview mirror 1, it may be used to
replace a section or even all of the silvered mirror. In particu-
lar, the supplemental source of illumination may be located
behind the cold mirror element and adjacent to the photosen-
sor array 32 with an opaque barrier separating the two to
prevent supplemental illumination reflections within the rear-
view mirror 1 from directly affecting the photosensor array
32.

Alternatively, a long-wave pass absorption filter may be
used with a supplemental source of broad-band infrared illu-
mination. Long-wave pass absorption filters may be fabri-
cated using a wide variety of polymers having appropriate
optical transmission characteristics such as epoxies, acrylics,
polycarbonates, as well as a variety ofglasses. The acrylic and
polycarbonate polymers are preferred because they are envi-
ronmentally stable, cost effective and because they may be
used to injection mold parts having various geometric shapes
or polished or textured surfaces. Using absorption filter mate-
rials, the photosensor array 32 and supplemental source of
illumination may be integrated into the rearview mirror 1 or
elsewhere within or on the vehicle so that they are not readily
apparent to vehicle occupants, passers by or potential intrud-ers.

III. The Logic and Control Circuit

FIG. 6 shows the light sensing and logic circuit 26 com-
prising, the photosensor array 32 and the logic and control
circuit 34. The logic and control circuit 34 comprises a logic
circuit 46, a clock 47, a random-access-memory (RAM) 50,
or other appropriate memory, and a digital-to-analog con-
verter 52. The logic circuit 46 is preferably a dedicated con-
figuration of digital logic elements constructed on the same
semiconductor substrate as the photosensor array 32. Alter-
natively, the logic circuit 46 may also be a microprocessor
comprising a central processing unit (CPU) and a read-only-
memory (ROM). The logic circuit 46 may also be imple-
mented using gate array technology or any other appropriate
hardwired logic circuit technology.

The logic circuit 46 interfaces with the clock 47, provides
array control signals to the photosensor array 32, manages
data flow to and from the RAM 50 and converters 44 and 52,
and performs all computations for determining a digital mir-
ror control signal VDAC(Z) for causing the variable reflec-
tance mirror element 1a to assume a desired reflectance level.

As discussed, the analog-to-digital converter 44 converts the
analog photosensor element signals to the digital photosensor
element signals processed by the logic circuit 46. It has been
found that an eight-bit analog-to-digital converter 44 pro-
vides adequate data resolution for controlling the mirrors 1, 4
and 5. Preferably, the analog-to-digital converter 44 is con-
structed on the same semiconductor substrate as the photo-
sensor array 32 as shown in FIG. 5.

The digital photosensor element signals output to the logic
and control circuit 34 are generally stored in the RAM 50 for
processing. The values of the digital photosensor element
signals for the photosensor array PA(N,M) are correspond-
ingly stored in an array in the RAM 50 designated RA(N,M).
The logic circuit 46 processes the values ofeach of the digital
photosensor element signals, which are designated Val RA(n,
m), to determine an instantaneous or substantially real-time
background light signal Bt for a time period t and at least one
peak light signal P(Z). The logic circuit 46 uses these signals,
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which may also be temporarily stored in the RAM 50, to
determine a digital control signal VDAC(Z) to cause at least one
mirror or mirror segment to assume a desired reflectance
level. The digital mirror control signal VDAC(Z) then output to
the digital-to-analog converter 52, which outputs a corre-
sponding analog mirror control signal VC to a mirror drive
circuit 24. Alternatively, the digital to-analog converter 52
need not be used if the logic circuit 46 generates a pulse-
width-modulated (PWM) mirror control signal to control the
mirror drive circuit 24.

The mirror drive circuit 24 comprises mirror drive circuits
24a, 24b and 240. The drive circuit 24 drives mirrors 28,
which comprises a rearview mirror 28a (mirror A), a left side
view mirror 28b (mirror B) and a right side view mirror 280
(mirror C). Mirrors A, B and C correspond, respectively, to
the rearview mirror 1, the left side view mirror 4 and the right
side view mirror 5 shown in FIG. 2. It is, of course, within the
scope of the present invention for the mirror A to be a mirror
other than the rearview mirror 1. It is similarly within the
scope of the present invention for the mirror B to be a mirror
other than the left side view mirror 4, and for the mirror C to
be a mirror other than the right side view mirror 5. It is also
within the scope ofthe invention for the mirrors A, B and C to
be mirror segments or zones ofthe variable reflectance mirror
element 1a where the peak sub-array SOi) for each zone
corresponds to a segment of the variable reflectance mirror
element 1a. Thus, for example, S(1) may correspond to a
center mirror segment, S(2) may correspond to a left mirror
segment and 8(3) may correspond to a right mirror segment.
Any other appropriate mirror segmentation scheme may also
be used.

A sensitivity control circuit 42 is used to input a sensitivity
signal S to the logic and control circuit 34, In addition, signals
from a force-to-day (maximum reflectance) switch 36, a
reverse-inhibit (maximum reflectance) switch 38 and a force-
to-night (minimum reflectance) switch 40 may also be input
to, the logic and control circuit 34. The switch 3 of FIGS. 1A
and 1B may include the sensitivity control circuit 42, as well
as the force-to-day switch 36 and the force-tonight switch 40.

The switches 36, 38 and 40 each generate a signal causing
the logic circuit 46 to override its normal operation, as will be
described with respect to FIGS. 7, 8A and 8B, and to output
mirror control signals VC(Z) to the mirror drive circuit 24
causing the variable reflectance mirror 28 to assume a maxi-
mum or minimum reflectance level in accordance with the

appropriate signals from the switches 36, 38 or 40.
Finally, the logic and control circuit 34 may also be used to

control a vehicle lighting switch 45 to automatically turn on
and off a vehicle’s headlights and sidelights. This feature will
be further described later.

FIG. 6A shows the block schematic diagram of the auto-
matic rearview mirror and vehicle interior monitoring sys-
tem. The previous description ofFIG. 6 applies here except as
follows. First, the logic and control circuit 34 includes an
analog-to-digital converter 55 for converting one or more
analog control input signals 70 (1, 2, . . . , N; blocks 70a to
7011) to digital signals that are input to the logic circuit 46.

With respect to the automatic rearview mirror system, the
analog control input signals 70 may include any analog con-
trol input signal used therein, including, for example, analog
versions of the control input signals provided by the force-to-
day-switch 36, reverse-inhibit-switch 38, force-to-night-
switch 40 or sensitivity control circuit 42 ofFIG. 6. Ofcourse,
digital versions of these same control input signals may also
be input to the logic circuit 46 as digital control input signals
75 (1, 2, . . . , N; blocks 75a to 7511). The analog control output
signals 80 (1, 2, . . . , N; blocks 80a to 8011) may include any
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analog control output signal used in the automatic rearview
mirror system, including the analog mirror control signals
VC(Z). The analog circuits/switches 81 (1, 2, . . . , N; blocks
81a to 8111) may include the drive mirror circuits 24 that are
used to drive the variable reflectance mirrors 28. As discussed

with respect to FIG. 6, the analog mirror control signal VC(Z)
is output to the mirror drive circuit 24 causing the variable
reflectance mirror 28 to change reflectance levels. Of course,
digital control output signals 85 (1, 2, . . . , N; blocks 85a to
8511) may also be output to digital circuits/switches 86 (1,
2, . . . , N; blocks 86a to 8611) to the extent that the control
output signals are digital and not analog.

With respect to the vehicle interior monitoring system con-
figured as a vehicle intrusion detection system, analog control
input signals 70 and digital control input signals 75 may
include, respectively, analog and digital versions of control
input signals used to “arm” or “alert the vehicle intrusion
detection system, as will be further described later. The ana-
log control output signals 80 may include any analog control
signals output to analog circuits/switches 81 that are used in
the above system, including analog circuits or switches used
to actuate various vehicle hardware, such as the vehicle horn

(or siren), exterior and interior lights or ignition control
devices. Of course, digital control output signals 85 (1,
2, . . . , N; blocks 85a to 8511) may also be output to digital
circuits/switches 86 (1, 2, . . . , N; blocks 86a to 8611) to the
extent that the control output signals are digital and not ana-
log. In particular, the digital control output signal 85 may
include a digital word provided to a digital circuit/switch 86
that is a vehicle controller system that interfaces with such
vehicle hardware.

When the vehicle interior monitoring system is configured
as a compartment image data storage system, a nonvolatile
memory 57, as shown in FIG. 6A, is included. The nonvolatile
memory 57 interfaces with the logic circuit 46. The nonvola-
tile memory 57 is used to store image data, as will be further
described later. The nonvolatile memory 57 may be an
EEPROM or other appropriate nonvolatile memory. An
access/security decoding logic circuit 58 interfaces with a
data access port 59 and the logic circuit 46. The access/
security decoding logic circuit 58 and data access port 59 are
used to access the image data stored in the nonvolatile
memory 57, as will be further described later. Optionally, this
system may include a data compression logic circuit 56 for
compressing image data received from the logic circuit 46
before it is stored in the nonvolatile memory 57. The data
compression logic circuit 56 may be integral with the logic
circuit 46.

Finally, whether configured as a vehicle intrusion detection
system or as a compartment image data storage system, the
vehicle interior monitoring system preferably includes a
supplemental source of illumination 61 having a lens 62 as
shown in FIG. 6A. A supplemental source of illumination
drive circuit 60 is connected to the supplemental source of
illumination 61. The drive circuit 60 also interfaces with and

receives control signals from the logic circuit 46 to drive the
supplemental source of illumination 61.

IV. Operation of the Invention

FIG. 7 shows an overview of the logic flow chart and
method for controlling the reflectance levels of any one or all
ofthe mirrors or mirror segments 28a, 28b or 280. It should be
understood that the reflectance level of each of the mirrors

28a, 28b and 280 in the automatic rearview mirror system of
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the present invention may be commonly or independently
controlled. FIGS. 8A, 8B and 9 provide more detail on the
logic and method of FIG. 7.

In step $101 ofFIG. 7, light information seen rearwardly of
the rearview mirror 1 is incident on the lens 30. In step $110,
light passing through the lens 30 is refracted such that the
light information is imaged or focused onto the photosensi-
tive surface of the photosensor array 32. In step $120, the
logic circuit 46 generates and outputs the array control signals
to the photosensor array 32. In step Sl30, photosensor ele-
ment signals indicative of the light levels incident on each of
the photosensor elements 32a are generated. In step 8140,
these photosensor element signals are temporarily stored in
RAM or any other appropriate memory. In steps $150 and
$160, the logic circuit 46 determines values for the back-
ground light signal and the peak light signal for each zone
corresponding to each of the mirrors 28. In step $180, the
logic circuit 46 uses the background and peak light signals of
step $150 to determine the control signals required to cause
each of the mirrors 28 to achieve a desired reflectance level.

Also, the logic and control circuit 34 in step 8180 reads and
processes the states of the optional sensitivity control circuit
42, force-to-day switch 36, force-to-night switch 40 and
reverse-inhibit switch 38. In step S200, the mirror drive cir-
cuits 24 use the control signals determined in step $180 to
generate drive signals to cause the mirrors 28 to assume the
desired reflectance levels in step S210.

In one embodiment of the invention, the logic circuit 46
determines the background light signal Bt in steps $150 and
$160 by calculating the average value of the photosensor
element signals, previously stored in RAM in step $140, for
the photosensor elements 32a in a lowest row or rows of the
photosensor array 32 corresponding to an area below the rear
window. With respect to FIGS. 3A and 3B, this means that the
background light signal Bt is determined from photosensor
element signals generated by the photosensor elements 32a
located in row D ofthe photosensor matrix array 32. The logic
circuit 46 may then output Bt to the RAM 50 for later pro-
cessing. The logic circuit 46 may also determine by calculat-
ing an average value ofall of the photosensor element signals
in the entire photosensor array 32. More generally, the back-
ground light signal Bt for the rearward scene may be deter-
mined by calculating the average value of X percent of the
lowest photosensor element signal values in the RAM array
RA(N,M), where X is preferably 75, but typically may be in
the range of 5 to 100.

Altematively, an exposure period EP, as is described
herein, may be used to determine the background light signal
Bt. An array response AR may be determined using an array
average method, as is also described herein, for the photosen-
sor element signal values corresponding to a sub-array S(X)
of the photosensor elements 32a of the photosensor array 32
that correspond to an area below the rear window. The expo-
sure period EP may be varied within an operating point range
OPIR, where OP is 10 and R is 5 (8-bit data), but where OP
may be from 5 to 175 and R may be from 2 to 15. The
exposure period is varied to maintain AR within OPIR. The
background light signal Bt may therefore be determined
where Bt varies inversely with EP.

Additionally, the background light signal Bt is preferably
change-limited to determine a limited background light sig-
nal BLt. The signal may be change-limited, for example, by
limiting changes in the background light signal Bt to 2% per
time frame. A time frame may be, for example, 250 millisec-
onds or any other time relating to the rate at which the logic
circuit 46 samples the photosensor element signals from the
photosensor array 32. The logic circuit 46 determines the
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change-limited value BLt used to determine the digital mirror

control signal VDAC(z) as follows: BLt:BL(t_1)+CLx(Bt—
Bup 1), where BLtfihe change-limited background light sig-
nal for a current time frame t, Btfihe actual or substantially
real-time background light signal for the current time frame t,

B“bufihe change-limited background light signal for a pre-
vious time frame (t—l) and CLfihe change-limit value. Addi-
tionally, the background light signal Bt from step 8150 may
be processed by the logic circuit 46 to determine whether the
change limited background light signal Bu is less than or

greater than Bup 1). IfBLt is greater than Bup 1), then the logic
circuit 46 may use a higher change-limit value CLH to deter-
mine BLt. If the background light signal BLt is less than or

equal to BL(t—1)5 then the logic circuit 46 may use a lower
change limit value CLL to determine BLt. The values CLH and
Cu are in the range of 0.01 to 2, but are preferably on the
order of about 0.02 or 2%.

The logic circuit 46 in step 8150 also determines the peak
light signal P(z) for each zone or sub-array S(X) of the pho-
tosensor matrix array 32. The peak light signal P(z) used to
determine the appropriate mirror control signal VC(z) for the
mirror 28 may be determined by counting or summing the
number of occurrences where the digital value for a photo-
sensor element signal is greater than a peak threshold value F
for each zone or sub-array SOi). For the preferred analog-to-
digital converter having eight-bit data resolution, the logic
circuit 46 generates digital values indicative of light levels of
light incident on each photosensor element 32a in the range of
0 to 255 (28—1:255), with headlights resulting in values in the
range of about 200 to 255, so that the peak threshold value F
is selected to be in the range of about 200 to 255 but is
preferably 245. The resulting count or sum P(z) provides a
measure of the peak light level for the following reasons.

One design objective of the lens 30 and the photosensor
array 32 combination is to be able to measure background
light levels in the approximate range of 0.01 to 0.1 lux when
driving on sufficiently dark roads. This is achieved by ensur-
ing that the lens 30, photosensor elements 32a and charge-to-
voltage amplifiers 330 are able to measure such light levels
and by providing a maximum exposure time. The maximum
exposure time determines the operating frequency or sam-
pling rate of the system 20. In the case of the described
system, 1.5 MHz has been found to be appropriate.

By varying the exposure time relative to a general back-
ground light level B and using a substantially constant sam-
pling rate, a wide range ofbackground light levels in the range
of 0.01 to 1000 lux can be measured. Thus, when the back-
ground light level is low, the exposure time is relatively long
such that headlights within the rearward area cause the
affected photosensor elements 32a to saturate. Correspond-
ingly, for higher background light levels the exposure time is
reduced. Saturation occurs when the incident light charges
the photosensor element 32a to capacity so that any excess
charge will leak or transfer to adjacent photosensor elements
32a. This charge leakage effect is commonly referred to as
“blooming.” It has been found that a count of the number of
photosensor elements 32a at or near saturation, i.e., those
having digital values greater than the peak threshold value F,
provides an excellent approximation of the peak light levels
and is further described in FIG. 8A. The above described

method effectively extends the range of measurable light
levels for the photosensor array 32.

As discussed, photosensor element signals are indicative of
the incident light level or intensity and the time period for
which they are exposed to such light. By operating the pho-
tosensor array 32 for a known exposure time or exposure
period EP, the incident light intensity may be determined
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from the photosensor element signal generated by each pho-
tosensor element 32a . After the exposure period, the logic and
control circuit 34 processes all of the photosensor element
signals for each photosensor element 32a of the photosensor
array 32. This signal processing at least includes the process
ofstoring the digital value ofeach photosensor element signal
to obtain RA(N,M), but normally includes all other process-
ing for each image data set RA(N,M) up to and including the
generation of output control signals, such as the mirror con-
trol signal VC(z). The time from the beginning ofthe exposure
period EP through the processing of each image data set
RA(N,M) and the generation ofthe appropriate output control
signals is referred to as the operating or sampling period, and
the frequency thereof is referred to as the operating frequency
or sampling rate. The frequency at which the process is
repeated may also be referred to as the frame rate or the image
sampling frequency. The rate ofeach sub-process (e.g., expo-
sure period) within the sampling period is controlled by the
system clock 47. Thus, the frame rate or image sampling
frequency is essentially fixed for a particular system clock
frequency. The total period corresponds to a maximum expo-
sure period EP and the total processing time relating to an
image data set RA(N,M). The system clock frequency may be
adjusted to scale the image sampling frequency, thereby
adjusting EP. In summary, the maximum exposure period, the
operating or sampling period, the signal processing time and
the frequency of the system clock 47 should be considered in
each application.

Altematively, ifan anti-blooming device is incorporated in
the photosensor array 32, such as is well known to those
skilled in the art, then the peak light signal P(z) may be
determined by calculating an average value ofY percent of
the highest photosensor element signal values for each zone,
whereY is preferably 10, but may be in the range of 1 to 25.
When using this approach for determining P(z), it is also
preferable to include logic to adjust the sampling rate or
operating frequency of the logic circuit 46 to an appropriate
value depending on BLt.

The general background light signal B, whether Bt or BLt,
and the peak light signal P(z) for each zone ofthe photosensor
array 32, as determined in steps $150 and 8160, are then used
by the logic circuit 46 to determine a mirror control signal
VC(z) as a function ofthe ratio of B" (n preferably has a value
of one but may typically range from 0.8 to 1.3) to P(z), i.e.,
VC(z):f(B"/P(z)). The control signal VC(z) is then output to
the mirror drive circuits 24 in step $180 to drive the mirrors 28
or segments thereof to their desired reflectance level in the
steps S200 and S210.

FIG. 12 shows the logic flow chart and method for the
vehicle interior monitoring system or mode.

In step S301, the logic circuit 46 initializes the system, sets
EP to its maximum and if used, SSI to a predetermined
minimum, such as zero. Next in step S310, the logic circuit 46
reads any analog control input signals 70 (70a to 7011 of FIG.
6A) and/or digital control input signals 75 (75a to 7511 ofFIG.
6A) that may be used in the vehicle interior monitoring mode.

In step S315, the photosensor element signals are gener-
ated, processed and stored in RAM 50 by the logic circuit 46
(see steps $101 to $140 of FIG. 7). The logic circuit 46 also
applies the lens correction factor LC(n,m) to each digital
value Val RA(n,m) indicative of the photosensor element
signal L(n,m) of each photosensor element 32a in the RAM
array RA(N,M) to correct for the effect of lens 30. This results
in RA(N, M) containing the lens corrected digital value Val
RALC(n,m) indicative of the photosensor element signal of
each photosensor element 32a.
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Next, in step S320, the logic circuit 46 determines the array
response AR, which is indicative of either RA(N,M) (an

entire image data frame or set RA(t) at time t) or of a selected
sub-array or sub-set thereof RS (NS,MS) (a partial image data

frame or set RS“) at time t), where NS and MS are the row and
column dimensions corresponding to a selected sub-array
SOi) of the photosensor array 32. The logic circuit 46 pro-

cesses the image data frame RA(t) using one of the methods
described below to determine the array response AR. An
appropriate operating point range OP=R is associated with
each AR calculation method.

The preferred method for determining AR is the array
average method, in which the logic circuit 46 determines AR
by averaging all of the data values Val RALC(n,m) in the

image data frame RA(t) (or selected sub-array RS“) where:

AR: fig g1 VazRALcm, m),

for n:1 to N, m:1 to M. Using the array average method, it
has been found that appropriate OP and R values are 127 and
20 (8-bit data resolution), respectively; however, the operat-
ing point range may be non-symmetrical for some tasks by
using non-symmetrical R values, such as +20 and —10.

An alternative method is the “no saturation” method, in
which, EP is set to its highest level at which there is no
saturation or blooming in any photosensor element 32a. In
this case, the logic circuit 46 reduces EP until the peak value

of RA“) or RS“) is within the operating point range OPIR. It
has been found that appropriate OP and R values are 249 and
5, respectively. Still another method involves maximizing the
useful image area, in which the logic circuit 46 determines
AR by determining the difference between the number of
photosensor elements 32a having digital values of 0 and the
number having digital values of255 (8-bit data resolution). In
this case, appropriate OP and R values are 0 and 5% of the
number of photosensor elements 32a corresponding to the

image data set RA(t) or sub-array RS“). It should be under-
stood that the specific values, such as 127 and 255, are based
on 8-bit data resolution and would be appropriately scaled for
other data resolutions.

In step S330 and S360, it is determined whetherAR is in the
operating point range OPIR. IfAR is outside the range, then
the image data frame is either too bright (AR>OP+R) or too
dim (AR<OP—R) and EP and SSI are incrementally increased
or decreased according to steps S340, S341, S342 or S350,
S351, S352. This is repeated for every image data frame

RA(t). The system thus optimizes EP and SSI for the particu-
lar circumstances at system startup, and thereafter continues
to adjust EP and SSI to maintain AR within the operating
point range OP=R as lighting conditions change.

If AR is within the operating point range OPIR, then the
vehicle interior monitoring system/mode enters a primary
task routine or mode in step S370, such as the vehicle intru-
sion detection system/mode (S400) of FIG. 12A or the com-
partment image data storage system/mode ($500) of FIG.
12B. After completing the primary task routine, the program
returns to the vehicle interior monitoring mode to generate

and store another image data frame RAG).

V. The Preferred Embodiments

The general lighting conditions of the rearward scene can
be defined as follows: the background light level of the
viewed rearward scene is B and the peak light level for each
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zone or sub-array S(X) is P(z). A contrast ratio C(z) may be
defined as the ratio of the peak light level P(z) for each zone
to the general background light level B; thus, C(z):P(z)/B.
Given the background light level B, the human eye can toler-
ate varying peak light levels in the viewed rearward scene up
to a particular contrast ratio tolerance CT. Contrast ratios
greater than CT initially cause discomfort and are generally
known as glare. As the eye adjusts its light sensitivity to
protect itselffrom the discomforting peak or glare light levels,
vision is reduced and the glare may become disabling. Thus,
the maximum tolerable peak light level PT of the viewed
rearward scene is equal to the product of the contrast ratio
tolerance CTand the background light level B, i.e., PT:CT><B.

The desired reflectance Rd(z) of a variable reflectance mir-
ror for each zone is that reflectance level which reduces a peak
light level P(z) to a value equal to the maximum tolerable
peak light level P], i.e., PT:Rd(z)xP(z) or Rd(z):P1/P(z), and
substituting the expression for PT, Rd(Z):(CTxB)/P(z). How-
ever, the maximum tolerable contrast ratio CT varies across
the population due to aging and other factors; accordingly, a
sensitivity factor S may be used to account for this variation in
contrast tolerance sensitivity so that Rd(z):(SxCTxB)/P(z).
Selecting the desired reflectance Rd(z) for each zone provides
maximum information from the rearward scene viewed in

each mirror or mirror segment while reducing discomforting
or disabling peak light levels to tolerable levels.

The mirror control signal VC(z) required to obtain the
desired reflectance Rd(z) depends on the particular variable
reflectance mirror element that is used. For electrochromic

mirrors, a voltage-reflectance relationship can be approxi-
mated and generally defined. In general, an electrochromic
mirror has a reflectance level R having a maximum value of

R1 with an applied voltage Vapp of 0 volts. As the applied
voltage Vapp is increased, the reflectance level R perceptually
remains on the order of R1 until Vapp reaches a value of
approximately V1. As Vapp is further increased, the reflec-
tance level R decreases approximately linearly until a mini-
mum reflectance of approximately R2 is reached at a voltage

V2 Thus, the applied voltage Vapp can be approximatelydefined as:

V : V1+(R1—R)X(V2— V1)/(R1—R2)“PP

Substituting desired reflectance Rd(z) for the reflectance R
results in the mirror control signal, the voltage of which is
determined as follows:

VC(Z):V1+(R l—Sx CTxB/P(z))x( V2— V1)/(R1—R2).

To obtain a digital value VDAC(z), VC(z) is scaled by a factor
that is the ratio of the maximum digital value to the value V2;
thus, for eight-bit data resolutionVDAC(z):25 5 VC(z)/V2, and
substituting for VC(z):

VDAC(Z):255(V1+(Rl—SXCTxB/P(z))x(V2— Vl)/(Rl—
R2))/V2.

FIG. 8A provides further detail on the steps $150 and 8160
where the logic circuit 46 determines the background and
peak light signals. More particularly, steps $151, $152, $159
and 8160 provide two processing loops for sequentially deter-
mining the digital values indicative of the photosensor ele-
ment signals, Val RA(n,m), in the RAM array RA(N,M) for
each of the photosensor elements 32a of the photosensor
array PA(N,M).

In step $153, a lens correction factor LC(n,m) is applied to
each digital value indicative of the photosensor element sig-
nal, Val RA(n,m), to correct for the effects of lens 30, which
results in a lens corrected digital value of the photosensor
element signal Val RALC(n,m). These effects are typically
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referred to as cosine effects or Lambert’s Law effects. The

lens correction factor LC(n,m) depends on the radial distance
ofthe photosensor element 32a from a central axis ofthe lens
30, and is typically in the range of 1 to 15 but will depend on
the geometry of the lens and the selected photosensor array.
The lens correction factor LC(n,m) applied to each Val RA(n,
m) may be calculated according to Lambert’s Law each time
Val RA(n,m) is processed. More preferably, the logic circuit
46 initially stores an array ofvalues LC(n,m) in the RAM 50
for each photosensor element 32a of the photosensor array
PA(n,m) during an initialization routine. Alternatively, the
size ofthe photosensor elements 32a ofthe photosensor array
32 may be adjusted to correct for the lens effects at each
photosensor element 32a.

As discussed, it has been found that light levels for head-
lights generally result in an eight-bit digital value greater than
a peak threshold value F having a value of about 245. Corre-
spondingly, during non-daylight operation of the automatic
rearview mirror system 20, background light levels generally
result in eight-bit digital values indicative of the light levels
incident on the photosensor elements 32a that are less than or
equal to the peak threshold value F.

Accordingly, the lens corrected value Val RALC(n,m) is
compared in step $154 to the peak threshold value F. If Val
RALC(n,m) is less than or equal to F it is used to increment a
counter Bcoum, in the logic circuit 46, by 1 in step 8157
(thereby indicating that a value less than or equal to F has been
identified) and by increasing a value BM," by the value ofVal
RALC(n,m) in step 8158, where B514," is the sum of all the
values ofVal RALC(n,m) which are less than or equal to F. The
background light signal Bt is then determined in step $161 as
follows: Bt,:BSum/BCOZW. IfVal RALC(n,m) is greater than F
in step 8154, then the logic circuit 46 uses a counter P(z)
indicative of the peak light levels for each of the zones or
sub-arrays S(X) of the photosensor array PA(N,M), which is
incremented by 1 as previously described. More particularly,
Val RALC(n,m) is tested in step $155 to determine whether it
originates from a particular zone or sub-array SOi), where
X:1 to Z. IfVal RALC(n,m) does not fall within a defined zone
or sub-array SOi), then P(z) is not incremented; otherwise,
P(z) is incremented in step $156 for the appropriate zone.

Ifthe photosensor array 32 is arranged to view the rearward
area through the active layer of the variable reflectance ele-
ment 1a, then a color correction factor CC is applied in step
$162 to Bt, and P(z) to compensate for any reduction in
transmittance when the reflectance level (and transmittance)
of the rearview mirror 1 is reduced. The value of CC is
determined from the last calculated value indicative of the

digital mirror control signal VDAC(z) applied to the rearview
mirror 1. In step $163, a change-limited background light
signal BU is determined as has been described previously.

FIG. 8B provides further detail on step 8180 where the
logic circuit 46 determines the appropriate digital mirror con-
trol signal VDAC(z) for each zone or sub-array S(X) and cor-
responding mirror 28. In steps $181 and $182, VDAC(z) is
calculated for each mirror 28. In step $183, the logic circuit
46 reads a state INl ofthe reverse-inhibit switch 38 and ifthe

vehicle is in reverse gear so that INl is high, then all digital
mirror control signals VDAC(z) are set to 0 in step Sl84 forc-
ing the mirror 28 to its maximum reflectance level. In step
$185, a state IN2 of the force-to-day switch 36 is read and if
IN2 is high, then all digital mirror control signals VDAC(z) are
set to 0 in step 186 forcing the mirror 28 to its maximum
reflectance level. Finally, in step $187, a state IN3 of the
force-tonight switch 40 is read and if IN3 is high, then all
digital mirror control signals VDAC(z) are set to 255 (the
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maximum digital value for eight-bit data resolution) in step
S188 forcing the mirror 28 to its minimum reflectance level.

FIG. 9 shows another view of the logic flow whereby the
rearview mirror, the left side view mirror and the right side
view mirror (or altematively three mirror segments) are inde-
pendently driven to their desired reflectance levels by the
independent and separate control and drive signals using pho-
tosensor element signals from three photosensor element sets
(i.e., the sub-arrays S(1), S(2) and S(3) of photosensor ele-
ments 32a in the photosensor array PA(n,m)). The specific
subroutines shown in FIGS. 8A and 8B corresponding to the
general steps shown in FIG. 7 are also used with the general
steps shown in FIG. 9.

In step S201, light incident on the lens 30 is focused in step
S210 onto the photosensor array 32 comprising the first,
second and third sets ofphotosensor elements 32a in zones a,
b and c, respectively. Next, in step S211, the light incident on
the first photosensor element set in zone a generates a first set
ofphotosensor element signals, which, in step S211', are then
stored in RAM and later used by the logic circuit 46 to
determine a first peak light signal in step S212.

In step S221, the light incident on the second photosensor
element set in zone b generates a second set of photosensor
element signals, while in step S231, the light incident on the
third photosensor element set in zone c generates a third set of
photosensor element signals. The second set of photosensor
element signals, generated in step S221 are also stored in step
221' in RAM and then used by the logic circuit 46 to deter-
mine a second peak light signal in step S222. Similarly, the
third set of photosensor element signals, generated in step
S231, is next stored in step S231' in RAM and thenused by the
logic circuit 46 to determine a third peak light signal in step
S232.

In step S213, photosensor element signals generated from
selected photosensor elements on which light is incident in
step S210 are used to determine the background light signal.

In step S214, the logic circuit 46 uses the background light
signal determined in step S213 and the first peak light signal
determined in step S212 to determine a first control signal.
Similarly, the logic circuit 46 uses the background light signal
of step S213 and the second peak light signal determined in
step S222 to determine a second control signal in step S224.
In the same manner, the background light signal of step S213
and the third peak light signal of step S232 are used by the
logic circuit 46 to determine a third control signal in step
S234.

The first control signal determined in step S214 is used by
the drive circuit 24a to generate a first drive signal in step
S215. This first drive signal drives the rearview mirror 28a to
a desired reflectance level in step S216. Likewise, the second
control signal determined by the logic circuit 46 in step S224
is used by the drive circuit 24b to generate a second drive
signal in step S225, which is then used to drive the left side
view mirror 28b to a desired reflectance level in step S226.
Finally, the third control signal determined by the logic circuit
46 in step S234 is used by the drive circuit 240 to generate a
third drive signal to drive the right side view mirror 280 to a
desired reflectance level in step S236. Of course, the first,
second and third control signals may also be used to control
the segments of a mirror 28.

Finally, as previously discussed, one advantage of the
present invention is that it is able to use a single photosensor
array 32 to determine both a background light level and a peak
light level for controlling the reflectance level of a mirror.
This is especially advantageous where the sensor must be
placed outside the interior ofthe vehicle to view the rearward
scene. This may be required, for example, in certain truck
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type vehicles where only exterior side view mirrors may be
used and automatic operation is desired. Accordingly, the
photosensor array 32 may be located with each side view
mirror. The other electronics for the automatic rearview mir-

ror system 20, described previously, may be located either
with the photosensor array 32 in each side view mirror, inside
the vehicle cab or elsewhere in or on the vehicle. A desired

reflectance level for each exterior side view mirror may then
be accurately determined using both the determined back-
ground light level and peak light level using only a single
photosensor array 32 for each mirror.

FIGS. 12 and 12A show the logic flow charts of the vehicle
interior monitoring system configured as a vehicle intrusion
detection system (primary task S400). In step S401, the cur-

rent image data frame RAU) is processed to enhance its con-
trast characteristics so that it is largely unaffected by chang-
ing light levels or shadows, etc. Preferably, the logic circuit 46

selects an appropriate sub-array RS0) corresponding to the
sub-array SOi) (or other appropriate set) of photosensor ele-
ments 32a ofthe photosensor array 32 containing the relevant
image information.

As discussed, the particular area of interest or significance
in the photosensor array 32 may be a sub-array S(X) of
photosensor elements 32a of the photosensor array 32 (or
other appropriate set not necessarily rectangular in shape,
such as a trapezoid). The ability to select image data corre-
sponding to SOi) is important because some sets of photo-
sensor elements 32a may provide image information that is
redundant, irrelevant or even damaging to a particular appli-
cation and should therefore be ignored by the logic circuit 46.
A significant advantage of the photosensor array 32 over
other sensing technologies is its ability to provide selected
image information so that the logic circuit 46 need only

process RS0) when, for example, the relevant sub-array S(X)
and corresponding sub-array RS0) contain all the image infor-
mation necessary to a particular application. For example, in
the automatic rearview mirror and vehicle intrusion detection

system described herein, a selected sub-array S(X) ofphoto-
sensor elements 32a may provide image information as
shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B, which may be used by logic
circuit 46 to provide information regarding the location and
intensity ofthe headlights offollowing vehicles. To the extent
that other areas of the photosensor array 32 do not provide
such image information, they may be ignored. Likewise,
since the same photosensor array 32 may be used for vehicle
intrusion detection, the logic circuit 46 need only process the
image information of FIG. 2A that excludes the image infor-
mation of FIGS. 3A and 3B. Without this ability to select
particular sets or sub-arrays, at least more intensive process-
ing may be required to distinguish between unauthorized
activity within the vehicle and irrelevant activity outside the
vehicle.

After selecting the appropriate set of image data, the logic

circuit 46 processes the values in RA“) to enhance the contrast
or robustness of that image data frame. Excluding photosen-
sor elements 32a in the outside rows and columns of the

photosensor array 32, every photosensor element E(n,m) has
eight (8) adjacent photosensor elements 32a or neighbors:
E(n—1,m);E(n,ml);E(n—1,m—1);E(n+1,m);E(n,m+1);E(n+
1,m—1); E(n—1,m+1); and E(n+1,m+1). Therefore, a contour
value CV(n,m) for each photosensor element E(n,m) may be
calculated by determining the average of the differences
between the value Val RAL C(n,m) ofthe photosensor element
E(n,m) and the value of each neighbor. If the photosensor
element value is an n-bit value, then CV(n,m) is also an n-bit
value. Thus, using 8-bit data resolution, for example, if E(n,
m) has a 0 value and each neighbor has a value of 255, then
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CV(n,m) is 255. If E(n,m) has a value of 255 and each neigh-
bor has a 0 value, then CV(n,m) is 255. Both examples indi-
cate a high degree of local contrast or discontinuity. On the
other hand, if E(n,m) and each neighbor has a value of 127,
then CV(n,m) is 0, which indicates a low degree of local
contrast. Thus, the logic circuit 46 uses the above method, to
determine the contrast value CV(n,m) for each value Val

RALC(n,m) of RA“) to obtain a contour enhanced image data
frame RC0) in which the “harder” image contours or discon-
tinuities are emphasized or enhanced, while “softer” image
contours are reduced in significance.

Next, in step S402, the logic circuit 46 correlates the cur-

rent image data frame RC0) and a reference image data frame
RCREF(t-1) by comparing them to determine an image corre-lation factor 1C. This factor is indicative of the correlation or

degree of similarity (or difference) between the two image
data frames independent of the particular image or photosen-
sor array size. An lC value of 0 indicates no image similarity
and an IC value of 1 indicates a perfect match. In particular,
the image correlation factor 1C is indicative of the number of
corresponding photosensor elements 32a within the photo-
sensor array 32 (or sub-array SOD) having the same value Val
RALC(n,m) within some tolerance value T for the current and
reference image data frames or sets. The tolerance value T
accounts for mirror image variations, such as may be caused
by system vibration or other system “noise”. Thus, the value

from the current image data frame RC0) corresponding to
photosensor element E(1,1) is compared with the value from

the reference image data frame RCREF(t— 1) corresponding to
photosensor element E(l,l), and if:

VazRC(,)(1,1):VazRCREF(,,1)(1,1)=T,

then the RC0) and RCREF(t-1) values of photosensor element
E(1,1) correlate. This is done for all photosensor elements
32a within the photosensor array 32 or selected sub-set
thereof, and the logic circuit 46 stores and sums each corre-
lation occurrence for each element E(n,m). The logic circuit
46 then divides the resulting sum of correlation occurrences
by the number of elements E(n,m) considered in determining
the image correlation factor lC.

Next, in step S403, the logic circuit 46 determines whether
certain system start-up criteria are met. This is done to ensure

that a stable image data frame RC0) is stored as RCREFU)‘
lmportantly, RCREFU) must correspond to an optimized and
stable image data frame RC0). When power is initially sup-
plied to light sensing and logic circuit 26, electrical and
thermal transients occur as is typical for silicon integrated
circuits. For the system described herein, satisfactory start-up
criteria include: (1) a minimum number of image data frames
that must be processed to allow electrical stabilization and the
completion ofthe majority ofEP and $81 optimization, where
the minimum number of data frames is preferably 25 but may
be in the range of 15 to 40; and (2) a stable reference image

RCREFU), where RCREFU) is sufficiently stable when AR is
within the operating point range OPIR and 1C exceeds 0.95
for at least 2 to 10 image data frames, but preferably 4 image
data frames.

Ifthe start-up criteria are not met in step S403, then, in step

S404, the logic circuit 46 stores RC0) in RAM 50 as a refer-
ence image data frame RCREF(t) (which is RCREF(t) where the
current image data frame is RC0) on the next system cycle)
and the program returns to step S310. Ifthe start-up criteria in
step S403 are met, then the program goes to step S405.

ln steps S405 and S406, threshold values T1 and T2 are used
to determine the degree to which the current and reference
image data frames match or mismatch. The values T1 and T2
depend on the particular application and the degree of confi-
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dence or reliability required in the match/mismatch condi-
tions of steps S405 and S406. For the vehicle intrusion detec-
tion system, it has been found that appropriate threshold
values may range from 0.0 to 0.6 for T1 and from 0.95 to 1.0
for T2, but are preferably 0.6 and 0.95 for T1 and T2, respec-
tively. Due to image or system variations, perfect image cor-
relation does not normally occur; therefore, compared image
data frames having an IC value greater than 0.95 are consid-
ered a match, those having an IC value less than 0.6 are
considered a mismatch and those having an IC between T1
and T2 are neither a definite match nor a definite mismatch.

More particularly, if lC exceeds T1 in step S405, then the
logic circuit 46 determines whether lC exceeds T2 in step
S406. If lC does not exceed T2, then the program returns to
step S310 since there is neither a match nor a mismatch
condition. If lC does exceed T2, then there is a match and the
logic circuit 46 updates the reference image data frame

RCREFQ‘): It should be understood that RCREFU) may be the
same as RC0) or may represent any appropriate combination
oftwo or more image data frames. For example, RCREFm may
be determined using a digital lag filter:

R CREFO) :RCREF(271)+KX(R C(z)—R CREF(271))>

where K may be a constant. After the logic circuit 46 updates

RCREF(t) and stores it in the RAM 50, the program again
returns to step S310.

If lC does not exceed TU) in step S405, then the image data
frames are considered a mismatch. Even though T( 1) is
selected so that only significant differences between RC0) and
RCREF(t-1) provide a mismatch condition, the logic circuit 46
determines in step S408 whether the mismatch condition is a
valid intrusion condition. This is because there are conditions

that result in the logic circuit 46 erroneously determining a
mismatch condition. For example, automotive electrical sys-
tem noise may affect the ability ofthe photosensor array 32 to
provide accurate photosensor element signals, although this
normally occurs only for short periods given the nature of
such noise. While not all system applications may require the
same level of confidence for a correct mismatch condition, it
has been found that requiring a number of successive mis-
match conditions represents a good validation test for step
S408. In particular, it has been found that this validation test
better ensures that the mismatch condition is valid by requir-
ing from 2 to 300 successive mismatch conditions. Altema-
tively, the validation test may require from 2 to 300 initial
mismatch conditions and allow a number ofmatch conditions

in step S405, where the number of match conditions may be
from 1 to 15 depending on the required number of mismatch
conditions.

If the logic circuit 46 determines that the mismatch condi-
tion is not valid in steps S408, then the program will go to step
S310. Ifthe mismatch condition is valid, then the logic circuit
46 outputs one or more control signals in step S409. The
control output signals are generally of two types: (1) signals
that may be used to control directly certain vehicle hardware
(lights, horn, etc.); and (2) signals that may be used as inputs
to other vehicle controller systems that directly interface with
such hardware. The logic circuit 46 may output any combi-
nation of these control output signals depending on the
desired level of integration between the system ofthe present
invention and other vehicle systems. Digital control signals,
such as bi stable signals or digitally coded words interpreted
by other vehicle systems, are typical for most applications. If
the logic circuit 46 outputs bi-stable control signals directly to
vehicle hardware, then the control output signal lines may be
latched in a high or low state to control the vehicle hardware.
If the logic circuit 46 outputs control signals to a vehicle
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controller system, then a higher protocol level, (such as digi-
tally coded words) may have to be output from the logic
circuit 46.

FIG. 12B shows the logic flow chart of the compartment
image data storage system configuration (primary task rou-
tine 5500) of the vehicle interior monitoring systems of FIG.
12.

In step $501, the image data frame RAG) (although this may
be RC0) is tested to determine whether it is valid. To deter-
mine whether RA“) is valid in step $501, the logic circuit 46
may determine whether the array response AR is within the
operating point range OPIR. More stringent validity tests
may include vehicle feature recognition, in which the system
attempts to identify reference vehicle features, such as the
seats or window pillars, and if the logic circuit 46 cannot

identify these reference features in RA“), then it determines
that RA“) is invalid. If RA“) is valid, then RAG) may be
optionally compressed in step 8502 using any appropriate
digital compression method to reduce the amount of image
data. Next, in step $503, the logic circuit 46 stores the image
data in the nonvolatile memory 57 on a first-in—first-out
(FIFO) basis. As will be described further below, the program
may end or retum to step S310 to obtain and process addi-
tional image data frames depending on the particular appli-

cation. If RA“) is not valid, then in steps $504, $505, $506
and $507, the logic circuit 46 determines whether the photo-
sensor 2 has been intentionally defeated so that an accurate
image data frame of the vehicle interior or compartment
cannot be generated and stored in the nonvolatile memory 57.

More particularly, in steps $504 and $506, if it is deter-
mined that both EP and SSI are minimums, then the photo-
sensor 2 is probably being defeated by an intruder or vehicle
thief who is blinding the photosensor 2 by directing a light
source, such as a bright flashlight, directly at the photosensor
2. This action saturates the photosensor array 32 so that the
image data frame appears “white”. Since the photosensor
array 32 normally does not saturate when both EP and SSI are
at their minimums, a “white” image data frame would not
normally occur. In steps $505 and $507, if it is determined
that both EP and SSI are maximums, then the photosensor 2
is probably being defeated by an intruder who is blinding the
photosensor by placing a piece of tape or other opaque mate-
rial over the lens 30 (or window) which the photosensor array
32 uses for seeing the vehicle interior 100. This action results
in a “black” image data frame. Since SSI is maximized to
allow the photosensor array 32 to generate images even if
there is insufficient natural light, a “black” image data frame
would also not normally occur.

If steps $504, $505 and 8507 result in a “black” image
condition or steps $504 and 8505 result in a “white” image
condition, then the logic circuit 46 outputs a control signal in
step $508 to the vehicle controller to disable the ignition
control device and/or to the vehicle controller system to acti-
vate the horn and lights. Otherwise, EP and SSI have not
reached their adjustment limits, and the system attempts to
optimize them and generates another image data frame which
is then again tested to determine its validity in step 8501.

VI. Integrated Headlight Control System

It is generally important for driver safety reasons that the
headlights and sidelights of operating vehicles are turned on
as night approaches or when background lighting levels fall
below approximately 500 lux. More particularly, it is desir-
able to have the vehicle’s headlights and sidelights automati-
cally turn on when background lighting levels fall to a sufli-
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ciently low level and automatically turn offwhen background
lighting levels rise sufliciently.

While there are other automatic headlight control systems,
such systems require that the photocells, which are used to
control the headlights, be located and positioned so that they
generally face upward either to avoid the effects ofoncoming
headlights for generally forward facing photocells or to avoid
the effects of following headlights for generally rearward
facing photocells.

An advantage of the automatic rearview mirror system 20
is that the background light signal BLt may be used to auto-
matically turn on and offa vehicle’ s headlights and sidelights
by controlling the vehicle lighting switch 45. Importantly,
since BU is determined regardless of the presence of peak
light sources, such as oncoming or following headlights, the
directional constraints on how and where the sensor is located

or positioned are avoided. Accordingly, using the photosensor
array 32 ofthe present invention to provide additional vehicle
lighting control functions results in lower costs and improved
reliability over other headlight control systems.

The limited background light signal BU has been described
for the purpose of controlling the reflectance levels of an
automatic rearview mirror system 20. Additionally, the logic
circuit 46 may use BLt to generate a vehicle lighting control
signal to control the vehicle lighting switch 45 to turn on and
off automatically the vehicle’s headlights and sidelights. The
ability to use BLt is important because the vehicle lighting
switch 45 should not be responsive to rapid or small fluctua-
tions in background light levels in the region of the desired
point at which the vehicle lighting switch is turned on or off,
i.e., the switch point. Such fluctuations can be caused by the
shadowing effect of overhanging trees or structures or the
lighting differences between the eastern and western skylines
at dawn and dusk which may be encountered when turning the
vehicle.

Additionally, hysteresis is also provided between the
switch-on and switch-off conditions of the vehicle lighting
switch 45 to further stabilize operation of the switch 45 in
such fluctuating light conditions. More specifically, if the
required switch point for falling light. The levels is SP, then
the switch point for rising light levels is SPx(l +H), where H
is a hysteresis factor typically in the range of about 0.005 to
0.5, but is preferably 0.2. Thus, ifBLt is less than SP, then the
vehicle lighting control signal to the vehicle lighting switch
45 is set high to turn on the vehicle’s headlights and side-
lights. If Bu is greater than SPx(l+H), then the vehicle light-
ing control signal to the vehicle lighting switch 45 is set low
to turn off the vehicle’s headlights and sidelights.

Additionally, if the photosensor array 32 and logic circuit
46 are both powered directly by the vehicle’s electrical sys-
tem through the ignition switch, then a time delay td may be
provided ‘such that if the ignition switch is turned off when
the headlight control signal is set high, the vehicle lighting
control signal will remain high for a time td and thereafter fall
to a low value to turn off the vehicle’s headlights and side-
lights. A manual control may also be provided to allow the
driver to adjust the time delay td.

The vehicle lighting control signal and, more specifically,
the lighting control switch 45 may also be used to inhibit
automatic control of the automatic rearview mirror system
20. For example, if the vehicle lighting control signal indi-
cates that the vehicle lighting should be turned off, then the
logic and control circuit 34 may be used to enable sensitivity
switch 42 or some other switch allowing the driver to manu-
ally adjust the reflectance level of the mirrors 28. Thus, the
driver may manually select a lower reflectance level during
daylight conditions to provide protection against peak light
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sources, such as a bright setting sun. As background light
levels fall or during non-daylight conditions, the vehicle
lighting control signal would indicate non-daylight condi-
tions and the logic and control circuit 34 may then be used to
disable manual control and return the automatic rearview

mirror system 20 to full automatic control.
FIG. 6B shows another embodiment of a stand-alone

vehicle lighting control system, which has a number of the
components identified with respect to FIG. 6. The vehicle
lighting control system of FIG. 6B may also be integrated
with automatic rearview mirror system and vehicle interior
monitoring system described herein. In FIG. 6B, however, the
photosensor array 32 is directed generally forward of the
vehicle so that it may sense a field of view forward of the
rearview mirror 1. The forward field of view is through the
vehicle’s front windshield and generally in line with the pri-
mary vehicle direction. In the embodiment of the vehicle
lighting control system as described herein, the photosensor
array 32 comprises a plurality of photosensor elements 32a
arranged in 160 columns and 120 rows (a 160x120 array) and
has a forward field of view of approximately 50 degrees
centered at the vehicle center line and a vertical field of view

of approximately 30 degrees, where the vertical field ofview
is approximately 10 degrees above and 20 degrees below the
horizon in the forward field of view. It should be understood

that the forward field of view may also be provided to the
photosensor array 32 by using any appropriate image direct-
ing optics or other appropriate means for directing a forward
field of view onto the photosensor array 32 regardless of its
orientation.

The logic and control circuit 34 processes the photosensor
array signals corresponding to the forward field of view to
determine an appropriate vehicle lighting configuration
depending on the light information in the forward field of
view. The methods used by the logic and control circuit 34 to
determine the appropriate vehicle lighting configuration are
described below. After determining the appropriate vehicle
lighting configuration, the logic and control circuit 34 gener-
ates and applies control signals to headlight switches 29,
which comprise a low beam mode switch 29a, a mid beam
mode switch 29b and a high beam mode switch 290, and to a
vehicle running lights switch 31 and tail lights and side lights
switches 35. Also shown in FIG. 6B is a sensitivity control
circuit 41, which may be used to control the level ofhysteresis
in the vehicle lighting control system, and manual vehicle
light switches 43 for manually controlling the vehicle lights.

The photosensor array 32 is preferably located within the
vehicle interior since this provides protection against the out-
side elements, including dirt, moisture, rain and snow, as well
as reduced exposure to ultraviolet light, and generally pro-
vides a relatively controlled environment, including tempera-
ture environment. It should be understood, however, that the
photosensor array 32 may also be located in one or both ofthe
external sideview mirrors 4 and 5, or in any other appropriate
location on the vehicle.

The methods defined for determining the change-limited
background light signal BLt may also be used to determine a
change-limited background forward light signal BLFt that
may be used to control the vehicle lighting system. Also, the
methods previously described for determining and identify-
ing peak light levels may generally be used to determine and
identify whether there are other headlights and taillights in
the driver’s forward field of view. The logic and control
circuit 34 uses this information to control automatically the
vehicle headlights (low beam, mid beam and high beam
modes) so as to limit the annoyance or debilitation of other
vehicle drivers forward of the vehicle. The method for pro-
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cessing the forward field of view image is the same as that
shown through step $140 in the flow chart of FIG. 7A, and is
generally the same as to steps $150 and $160 as detailed in the
flow chart FIG. 8A, except that steps $155, $156 and 8162 are
excluded. FIGS. 13A, 13B, 13C and 13D are the flow charts
that show the methods used by the logic and control circuit 34
to determine the appropriate vehicle lighting configuration
and to control the vehicle lighting system. The methods
detailed in FIGS. 13A, 13B, 13C and 13D may generally be
described as follows:

After the logic and control circuit 34 determines BLn, it
determines whether BLFt exceeds a threshold BDD, which
corresponds to the light level at dawn, dusk or a comparable
lighting condition. If BLFt exceeds BDD, then a flag FDAY
corresponding to a daytime condition, which indicates that
the vehicle running lights, if any, may be turned on but that
vehicle headlights and taillights should otherwise be off, and
resets to zero flags FLOW, FMID and FHIGH which respectively
correspond to the low, mid and high beam modes for the
vehicle headlights. If BLn is less than BDD and exceeds a
threshold BN, which corresponds to a light level at night
below which the mid or high beam modes may be operated,
then the logic and control circuit 34 sets FLOWto 1 and resets
FLAY: FMID and FHIGH-

If BLFt is less than BN, then the logic and control circuit 34
processes a mid zone, which corresponds to a sub-array S(X)
within the array PA(N,M) of the photosensor array 32. This
mid zone or zone of interest represents an appropriate area of
the forward field of view image, in which the vehicle head-
lights may be set to their mid beam mode if there are no other
vehicles as indicated by other vehicle light sources (head-
lights or taillights) within the mid zone. If there are no other
vehicle light sources, then the logic and control circuit 34 sets
FMID to 1 and resets FLOW. Otherwise, FL OWremains set, and
the logic and control circuit 34 determines and processes the
next set of photosensor element signals.

If, however, FMID is set to 1, then the logic and control
circuit 34 processes a high zone corresponding to the Array
PA(N,M). The high zone represents an appropriate area ofthe
forward field of view image, in which the vehicle headlights
may be set to their high beam mode if there are no other
vehicle light sources within the high zone. Ifthere are no other
vehicle light sources, then the logic and control circuit 34 sets
FHIGH to 1 and resets FMID. Otherwise, FMID remains set, and
the system determines and processes the next set of photo-
sensor element signals.

More complex vehicle lighting configurations may be con-
trolled by determining an appropriate zone ofinterest for each
available vehicle lighting mode or pattern.

Also, as discussed above with respect to the first embodi-
ment ofa vehicle lighting control system, hysteresis is used to
moderate the frequency of transitions between the various
beam modes and is reflected in FIGS. 13A, 13B,13C and 13D
by low beam counter LC, mid beam counter MC, high beam
counter HC and night counter NC, each having corresponding
hysteresis values LC1, MC1, HC1 and NC1, respectively. The
hysteresis values may correspond to about 1 to 30 forward
field of view image frames, and therefore correspond to a
certain period of time since each image frame takes on the
order ofabout 0.1 seconds to process. It should also be under-
stood that in the described embodiment, hysteresis has only
been provided for transitions from low to mid or mid to high
transitions, while transitions from high to mid or mid to low
occur after the processing of only one image frame. Of
course, hysteresis may also be used for transitions from high
to mid or mid to low. Also, transitions to the initial low beam
mode may be delayed on the order of 15 seconds to five
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minutes, rather than occurring within one image frame as
described herein. Further, in addition to or alternatively to
hysteresis, specific time delays offrom about 1 to 15 seconds,
or any other appropriate delay be used for transitions between
beam modes.

Also, the vehicle driver may use the sensitivity control
circuit 41 to adjust the level of hysteresis. The vehicle driver
may also use the manual vehicle light switches 43 to override
the vehicle lighting control system.

As discussed, FIG. 13A shows the initialization of the
system and the initial low beam mode determination, FIG.
13B shows the initial mid and high beam mode determina-
tions, FIG. 13C shows subsequent transitions from the mid
beam mode to either the low or high beam modes, and FIG.
13D shows subsequent transitions from the high beam mode
to the mid and low beam modes.

As to FIG. 13A, in the initialization step S600, the logic
and control circuit 34 sets flag FDAY to 1, sets flags FLOW,
FMID, FHIGH and FN to 0, and sets counters LC, MC, HC and
NC to 0.

Next, in step S610, the logic and control circuit 34 deter-
mines BLFtas previously described. In step S620, ifBLFt is not
less than BDD, then the logic and control circuit 34 determines
whether LC equals or exceeds LC1 in step S621. IfLC is less
than LC1, then LC is incremented in step S624 and the pro-
cessing is retumed to step 610. If LC equals or exceeds LC1,
then the logic and control circuit 34 in step S622 sets FLAYto
1, resets flags FLOW, FMID and FHIGHto 0 and also resets a flag
F TSL, which corresponds to the status of the vehicle tail lights
and side lights. Next, in step S623, the logic and control
circuit outputs control signals to disable all vehicle night
lights, including the headlights, side lights and tail lights.

Ifin step S620, BLFt is less than BDD, then the system goes
to step S630. In step S630, if LC exceeds 0, then LC is
decremented in step S631 and the system returns to step S610.
If LC equals 0 in step S630, then the logic and control circuit
34 sets FLAYto 0 in step S640, and then goes to step S650. In
step S650, if BLFt is not less than BN, then the logic and
control circuit 34 determines whether NC equals or exceeds
NC1 in step S651. Ifnot, then NC is incremented in step S653.
Ifyes, then NC is set to NC1 in step S652. In either case, FN
is then reset and the system goes to step S900. If BLFt is less
than BN, the system goes to step S660. IfNC exceeds 0 in step
S660, then NC is decremented in step S661 and FNis reset in
step S662, after which the system goes to step S900. If NC
equals 0 in step S660, then FNis set to 1 in step S670. Next, in
steps S700 and $800, if FMID and FHIGH are not 1, then the
system also goes to step S900. In step S900, FLOW and FTSL
are set and LC is set to LC1. Next, in step S910, the logic and
control circuit 34 enables the tail and side lights (TSL) and
low beam mode, and proceeds to step S920.

Next, FIG. 13B shows the logic for making an initial tran-
sition from the low beam mode to the mid beam mode and for

making an initial transition from the initial mid beam mode to
the initial high beam mode. Thus, in step S920, ifFN equals 1,
then the system returns to step S610. Otherwise, the logic and
control circuit 34 processes the Sub-Array SO() in step S930
to determine whether there are any other vehicles (OV) in
SO() in the forward field of view, as previously described. In
step S940, if OV is in SOi), then MC and HC are reset in step
S941 and the system returns to step S610. If not, then the
system goes to step S950. If MC does not equal or exceed
MC1, then MC is incremented in step S951 and processing
returns to step S610. Otherwise, FMID is set and FLOWis reset
in step S960, and the logic and control circuit 34 outputs
control signals to enable the mid beam mode and disable the
low beam mode in step S970. Next, in step S980, the logic and
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control circuit 34 processes PA(N,M) to determine ifthere are
any other vehicles (OV) in PA(N,M). In step S990, if OV is
not in PA(N,M), then HC is incremented and the system
returns to step S610. Otherwise, FHIGHis set and FMID is reset
in step $1000, after which the logic and control circuit 34
outputs control signals to enable the high beam mode and
disable the mid beam mode in step $1010, and the system
returns to step S610.

As discussed, FIG. 13C shows the logic for making tran-
sitions from the mid beam mode to either low or high beam
modes. Thus, ifFMID equals 1 in step S700 ofFIG. 13A, then
the logic and control circuit 34 processes SOi) for OV in step
S710. IfOV is in S(X) in step S720, FLOWis set and FMID and
MC are reset in step S721, after which the logic and control
circuit 34 outputs control signals to enable the low beam
mode and disable the mid beam mode in step S722 and the
system returns to step S610. If OV is not in S(X) in step S720,
then the logic and control circuit 34 processes PA(N,M) for
OV in step S730. In step S740, if OV is in PN(N,M), then HC
is reset in step S741 and the system returns to step S610.
Otherwise, in step S750, ifHC does not equal or exceed HC1,
then HC is incremented in step S751 and processing returns to
step S610. If HC equals or exceeds HC1 in step S750, then
FHIGH is set and FMID is reset, after which the logic and
control circuit 34 outputs control signals to enable the high
beam mode and disable the mid beam mode in step S770 and
then returns to step S610.

Finally, FIG. 13D shows transitions from the high beam
mode to the mid beam and low beam modes. Thus, if FHIGH
equals 1 in step $800 of FIG. 13A, then the system goes to
step $810, in which the logic and control circuit 34 processes
PA(N,M) for OV. In step $820, if OV is not in PA(N,M), the
system returns to step S610. Otherwise, FMID is set and FHIGH
and HC are reset in step $830, after which the logic and
control circuit 34 outputs control signals to enable the mid
beam mode and disable the high beam mode in step 8840.
Next, in step $850, the logic and control circuit processes
SOi) for OV. In step $860, if OV is not in S(X), then the
system returns to step S610. Otherwise, FLOWis set and FMID
and MC are reset in step $870, after which the logic and
control circuit 34 outputs control signals to enable the low
beam mode and disable the high beam mode in step $880 and
then returns to step S610.

Additionally, the above system may also be used to deter-
mine an appropriate vehicle lighting configuration and then
controlling the vehicle lighting systems so as to improve the
driver’s forward field ofview. For example, by providing the
photosensor array 32 with a forward field ofview, the system
may be used to recognize veiling glare caused by scattered
light that maybe caused by fog, snow, rain or other adverse
conditions. In particular, the logic and control circuit 34 may
be used to determine a contrast factor representing the level of
contrast within the forward field of view. This information

may then be used to select the appropriate vehicle lighting
configuration so as to reduce the level of veiling glare.

The system may also be used to monitor varying wind-
shield surface conditions caused by condensation, dirt, rain or
snow. In particular, the system may be used to identify these
conditions by analyzing the forward field of view image
frames for distortion, or degradation. This capability may be
enhanced by using infra-red supplemental source illumina-
tion (SSI) having wavelengths within the responsive range of
the photosensor array 32.

More particularly, since the photosensor array 32 may have
a forward field of view that includes at least the windshield

area, which is swept by the windshield wipers, the logic and
control circuit 34 may be used to generate control signals to
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operate the vehicle’s windshield wiper system, windshield
washer system, defogger system or windshield de-icing sys-
tem so as to improve forward viewing conditions.

Also, for a forward field of view, the photosensor array 32
may be used to generate image frame data that controls or
supplements the control of vehicle collision avoidance sys-
tems or other automatic vehicle systems using forward field
of view information. Additionally, since the photosensor
array 32 responds to a portion of the non-visible electromag-
netic spectrum as previously described, it may be used to
receive non-visible, spatially or time varying data from
objects in the forward field of view, such as vehicles or road
signs having an infra-red source emitter and to provide
vehicle-to-vehicle or road-to-vehicle communications,
which may be used to support intelligent vehicle and highway
systems (IVHS), which are designed to improve road travel
safety and efliciency.

VII. The Automatic Rearview Mirror and Vehicle

Interior Monitoring System

FIG. 10 also shows the automatic rearview mirror system
20 ofthe present invention. The system 20 is powered by the
vehicle’s electrical system (not shown) to which the system
20 is connected. A voltage regulation and transient protection
circuit 22 regulates power and protects the system 20 from
voltage transients as is well known in the art. The circuit 22 is
connected to the vehicle’s electrical system and to ground,
and outputs a voltage ofup to about 5 volts to power the mirror
drive circuits 24 and the light sensing and logic circuit 26. The
circuit 22 also has a ground line connected to the light sensing
and logic circuit 26.

The 5 volt line is also connected to the force-to-day switch
36 and the reverse-inhibit switch 38 (connected in parallel to
the light sensing and logic circuit 26) which are used to force
the mirrors 28 to their maximum reflectance level. More

particularly, when either of these switches is closed, they
generate a high level signal VH such as a 3 volt signal, which
is input to the light sensing and logic circuit 26. This high
level signal overrides the normal operation of the light sens-
ing and logic circuit 26 causing it to output a control signal to
the drive circuits 24 to drive the mirrors 28 to their maximum

reflectance level. Conversely, when these switches are open,
they each generate a low level signal VL such as a signal ofless
than 3 volts, thereby permitting normal operation of the light
sensing and logic circuit 26, as has been discussed with
respect to FIGS. 7, 8A and 8B. The force-to-day switch 36
and the reverse-inhibit switch 38 may be alternatively con-
figured to generate a low level signal when closed and a high
level signal when open. The force-to-day switch 36 is a manu-
ally operated switch and is preferably placed on the rearview
mirror 28a and may be switch 3. The reverse-inhibit switch 38
is connected to a reverse inhibit line in the vehicle’ s electrical

system (not shown) so that the reverse-inhibit switch 38 is
actuated automatically whenever the vehicle is in reverse
gear.

The force-to-night switch 40, used to force the mirrors 28
to their minimum reflectance level, generates a high level
signal VHwhen closed and a low level signal VL when opened.
The signal VH orVL is then input to the light sensing and logic
circuit 26. The high level signal may, for example, be between
3 to 5 volts and the low level signal may be below 3 volts. The
high level signal overrides the normal operation of the light
sensing and logic circuit 26, as discussed with respect to
FIGS. 7, 8A and 8B, causing the circuit 26 to output a control
signal to the drive circuits 24 to drive the mirrors 28 to their
minimum reflectance level. The low level signal, on the other
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hand, permits normal operation of the light sensing and logic
circuit 26. Alternatively, the force-to-night switch 40 may be
configured to generate a low level signal when closed and a
high level signal when open. The force-to-night switch 40 is
also a manually operable switch, preferably located on the
rearview mirror 28a, and may also be switch 3.

The light sensing and logic circuit 26 is also connected to
the sensitivity control circuit 42. The circuit 42 enables the
operator to manually adjust the sensitivity of the mirrors 28
using the switch 3 (shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B). The sensi-
tivity control circuit 42 (switch 3) may comprise a potenti-
ometer whose voltage may be varied from zero to five volts.
Alternatively, a single resistor may be used to provide a single
preset sensitivity setting that cannot be changed by the driver.

As previously discussed with respect to FIGS. 5 and 6, the
light sensing and logic circuit 26 comprises the photosensor
array 32 (or other light sensing device) and the logic and
control circuit 34. These two devices may be either separate
or commonly located on a single semiconductor substrate.
The light sensing and logic circuit 26 is preferably a single
VLSI CMOS circuit.

Also shown in FIG. 10, the light sensing and logic circuit
26 outputs analog mirror control signals having voltages
varying from zero to approximately 5 volts to the mirror drive
circuits 24 and a vehicle lighting control signal of 0 to 5 volts
to the vehicle lighting switch 45. Altematively, as previously
discussed the light sensing and logic circuit 26 may output a
5 volt pulse-width-modulated (PWM) signal to the mirror
drive circuits 24. The mirror drive circuits 24 then generate
and apply drive voltages varying from a low voltage on the
order of 0 volts to a high voltage on the order of 1 volt to drive
the mirrors 28. The actual driving voltage (or current) may, of
course, be significantly lower or higher depending on the
variable reflectance mirror element 1a used.

Each of the mirrors 28 preferably comprises a reflective
electrochromic (EC) cell whose reflectance level may be var-
ied from a maximum of anywhere from approximately 50 to
90 percent to a minimum of approximately 4 to 15 percent,
and having a maximum driving voltage on the order of about
1 to 2 volts. As is well known in the art, electrochromic
devices change their reflectance level when a voltage or, other
appropriate drive signal is applied to the electrochromic
device. The mirrors 28 altematively may comprise any other
suitable variable reflectance mirror.

As previously discussed, it is also within the scope of the
present invention for the light sensing and logic circuit 26 to
be located remotely from the mirrors 28 of the system 20.
However, depending on vehicle design and styling require-
ments, it may be preferred that the light sensing and logic
circuit 26 be integral with the rearview mirror 28a such that:
(l) the center line ofthe field ofview ofthe photosensor array
32 is substantially perpendicular to the reflective surface of
the rearview mirror 28a; and (2) the horizontal field ofview of
the photosensor array 32 is aligned with the horizontal axis of
the rearview mirror 28a. As a result, the photosensor array 32
receives the light that will be incident on the rearview mirror
28a as shown in FIG. 6.

As has been discussed, the automatic rearview mirror sys-
tem containing the photosensor array 32 may be extended to
include a vehicle interior monitoring system configured as a
vehicle intrusion detection system by vertically extending the
effective field of view of the photosensor array 32 and by
providing vehicle intrusion detection logic in the logic circuit
26. Importantly, the automotive rearview mirror and vehicle
interior monitoring systems do not have to function simulta-
neously in both the vehicle intrusion detection mode and
automatic rearview mirror mode. Therefore, the operation of
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the vehicle intrusion detection mode may be described inde-
pendently of the operation of the automatic rearview mirror
mode. As is described further below, a switch is used to input
a mode select signal to the logic circuit 46 to select the desired
operating mode.

In the vehicle intrusion detection mode, those photosensor
elements 32a corresponding to the image segment below the
lower edge of the vehicle window areas (i.e., the image infor-
mation ofFIG. 2A excluding the image information FIGS. 3A
and 3B) are considered, significant. Each photosensor ele-
ment 32a is associated with a small and unique portion of the
imaged scene. In particular, each photosensor element 32a
senses light within its own image cone. For the preferred
photosensor array 32, each photosensor element 32a is
responsive to an area approximately one (1) inch square at
100 inches, which is about the maximum distance from the

photosensor array 32 mounted in the rearview mirror 1 to
most vehicle cabin interior surfaces within the area of inter-

est. For the photosensor array 32 described above, one set of
about 6,400 (160x40 sub-array) photosensor elements 32a
are used in the automatic rearview mirror mode and another

set ofabout 12,800 (160x80 sub-array) photosensor elements
32a are used in the vehicle intrusion detection mode. The

ability of the photosensor array 32a to resolve the area of
interest into a number of data values and to select particular
image information, while ignoring other image information,
is significant and distinguishes this vehicle intrusion detec-
tion system from other vehicle intrusion detection systems
and technologies.

The automatic rearview mirror and vehicle interior moni-

toring system as shown in the schematic block diagram of
FIG. 10A is identical to the automatic rearview mirror system
shown in the schematic block diagram of FIG. 10 except as
follows. First, as explained above, the array size required for
an independent automatic rearview mirror system must be
expanded from 160x40 to 160x120 to provide a larger effec-
tive field of view that includes most of the vehicle interior

100. Second, additional logic or control circuitry is incorpo-
rated in logic circuit 46 to process the vehicle intrusion detec-
tion logic of FIGS. 12 and 12A. The light sensing and logic
circuit 26 includes additional control input lines for the “arm-
ing” and “alerting” control input signals and control output
lines to interface with vehicle hardware or vehicle controller

systems. Finally, the regulation and transient protection cir-
cuit 22 also has an additional vehicle power supply line (12V
BATTERY), and a switch or other logic for providing a mode
select signal that is input to the light sensing and logic circuit
26.

Normally, power is provided to vehicle hardware through
the ignition switch controlled power supply circuits to avoid
battery drain. Since the automatic rearview mirror system
operates when the vehicle is being driven, it is normally
connected to an ignition switch controlled power supply cir-
cuit as shown in FIG. 10. Since the vehicle intrusion detection

system operates when the ignition switch is off, the regulation
and transient protection 22 includes the additional vehicle
battery power supply line for supplying power directly from
the vehicle battery. The regulation and transient protection
circuit 22 also includes a switch or other logic circuit (not
shown) to output a mode select signal to the light sensing and
logic circuit 26. The mode select signal is low (0 volts) when
power is not available through the ignition switch controlled
power supply circuit and high (5 volts) when it is.

The light sensing and logic circuit 26 includes an input line
to receive an “arming” input signal 49a to actively arm the
vehicle intrusion detection system.
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Although not shown in FIG. 10A, other vehicle systems are
typically used to supply an “arming” input signal. Such sys-
tems may be actuated by using conventional infrared or RF
type remote control or by the activation of central door lock-
ing systems using the door key or entry combination keypad.

The light sensing and logic circuit 26 also includes input
lines to receive an “alert” input signal(s) 49b to increase the
sampling rate, such as when a trunk lid opening has been
detected and increased monitoring may be required. The light
sensing and logic circuit 26 also includes one or more output
signal lines to the vehicle hardware 45a and/or to the vehicle
controller system 48, for activating the horn and lights or
disabling the ignition control device. The control output sig-
nal is normally low (0 volts) and goes high (5 volts) when
there is an intrusion condition, but may also be a data word
providing more detailed information, (such as the location of
the intrusion) to the vehicle controller system.

When power is supplied to the automatic rearview mirror
system through the ignition switch controlled power supply
circuit, the regulation and transient protection circuit 22 out-
puts a high (5 volts) mode select signal to the logic circuit 46.
This causes it to select the automatic rearview mirror mode

and the system functions as an automatic rearview mirror
system as previously described.

When the ignition switch is turned off, the mode select
signal goes low (0 volts) and the logic circuit 46 sets the
system to a low power mode, in which the logic circuit 46 only
monitors the status of the mode select and “arming” control
input signals. In this state, the vehicle intrusion detection
mode is available, but the system is not “armed” and it is not
monitoring the vehicle cabin. When in this state and when the
“arming” control input signal is active, then the logic circuit
46 enters the vehicle intrusion detection mode described with

respect to FIGS. 12 and 12A.
As previously described, in step S301, the logic circuit 46

initializes the system (e.g., resets the counters, etc., used in
the automatic rearview mirror mode) and sets EP to its maxi-
mum value and SSI to its minimum level. Since the lighting
levels are not known and may be at any level within the full
operating range of the system at the time of arming, the
system must determine the optimum combination of EP and
SSI by maximizing the number ofphotosensor elements 32a
providing useful image data. To minimize system power con-
sumption, the method is biased to minimize SSI and maxi-
mize EP. In step S310, the status ofthe mode select, “arming”
and “alerting” signals is monitored to confirm the appropriate
operating mode. For example, if the “arming” signal goes
inactive, then the system returns to a disarrned, low power
mode and only monitors the mode select and “arming” sig-
nals. If there is no status change, then the system generates

and stores RA(t)(using steps $101 to $140 of FIG. 7). The
logic circuit 46 ignores RAM array data corresponding to the
160x40 array of photosensor elements 32a generally associ-
ated with the window areas as shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B, and
processes the RAM array data corresponding to the 160x80
array of photosensor elements 32a generally associated with
the vehicle cabin interior generally excluding the window
areas of FIGS. 3A and 3B. It should be understood that a

trapezoidal sub-set of RAM array data, corresponding to the
same sub-set ofphotosensor elements 32a, may be selected so
as to better correspond to the vehicle cabin interior excluding
the window areas.

In step S320, the logic circuit 46 determines AR by calcu-
lating the average value ofall the values in the selected sub-set
of RAM array data. In the system described, AR may be in
they range 0 to 255 (8-bit data resolution), but it is preferably
at the operating point OP of 127 (mid-point of the range);
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however, for system stability purposes the range factor R
results in an operating point OP range of 127120. In step S330
and S360, it is determined whether AR is in the range OPIR.
IfAR is outside the range, then EP and SSI are incrementally
increased or decreased according to steps S341, S342 or
S351, S352. This is repeated for every image data frame. The
system thus optimizes EP and SSI for the particular circum-
stances at system startup, and thereafter continues to adjust
EP and SSI to maintainAR within the range OPIR as lighting
conditions change. IfAR is within the range, then the program
enters the primary task S400 in block S370.

The vehicle intrusion detection system is designed to be
responsive or sensitive to movement or motion within the
vehicle interior 100 and insensitive to changes in general
lighting conditions, moving shadows, etc. The system does
this by reducing every image data frame to its robust and
unique characteristics, largely unaffected by random light
sources or changes in general lighting conditions. After suf-
ficient image data frames have been processed to allow elec-
trical stabilization and optimization of EP and SSI, the con-

tour enhanced image data frame RC0) is stored as the
reference image data frame. Every image data frame is pro-
cessed in the same way as the reference image and is then
compared to the reference image. Decisions are reached after
several images have been compared producing the same
result. Three conclusions are possible after comparing images
in the manner described. Images, may be essentially the same,
significantly different or neither similar enough nor different
enough to make a decision. If this first condition exists for
long enough, changes to the reference image are considered.
Confirmation of the differences over several images result in
a concluded intrusion.

More particularly, in step S401, the logic circuit 46 con-

verts RAG) to its contour enhanced form RC0) by calculating
the average difference between the value of RA“) for each
element E(n,m) and each of its eight (8) neighbors. As dis-
cussed, at system start-up, the system must electrically stabi-
lize and must also adjust EP and SSI to optimize the image

data frame stored as RREF(t)' This is done by cycling at least
several times from step S310 through steps S403 and S404
and then returning to step S310. In step S404, the image data

frame RC0) is stored in RAM 50 as RCREF(t) so that RC0) and
RCREF(t— 1) are available in step S402 in RAM 50 for compari-
son. In step S402, the correlation factor IC for RC“) and
RCREF(t-1) is determined. During this start-up period, EP andSSI become stable.

In step S403, the start-up criteria are tested, as previously
described, and if the count is greater than 25 and the images

RC0) and RCREF(t-1) correlate (IC exceeds 0.95), then the
system continues through step S405. Otherwise, it continues
through step S404 until the image is stable. In the normal
monitoring mode, IC is tested against T1 in step S405, where
T1 is 0.6 (T1 may be less than 0.6). Ifthe degree ofcorrelation
or correspondence between the current and reference image
data frames is poor (IC is less than 0.6), then the image data
frames are judged to be sufficiently different to suggest that
vehicle intrusion has occurred. Vehicle intrusion detection

systems are evaluated on their ability to detect intrusion con-
ditions and to avoid false intrusion conditions. To avoid false

intrusion conditions, in step S408, the number of successive
mismatch conditions is counted and compared to a preset
value of 20 (which may be in the range 2 to 300), and a valid
intrusion detection condition is established in step S408 after
20 successive mismatch conditions. In step S409, the logic
circuit 46 outputs control signals to vehicle hardware 45a or
to the vehicle controller system 48 for further processing,
which may result in an alarm sounding, vehicle immobiliza-
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tion or other appropriate action. The system continues to
monitor the vehicle interior or compartment by returning to
step S310. If the number of successive mismatch conditions
falls below 20 in step S408, then the system returns to step
S310.

In step S405, if IC is greater than 0.6, then the images are
not sufficiently different to confirm an intrusion condition. It

is desirable to update the reference image data frame RCREFm
if changes occur due to mirror and slowly changing condi-
tions outside the vehicle, such as changing light levels or
slowly moving shadows due to the sun tracking across the sky.
Accordingly, in step S406, IC is compared to T2 (where T2 is
0.95 but may be in the range 0.95 to 1), and ifIC exceeds T2
then the logic circuit 46 updates and stores the reference

image data frame RCREF“) in step S407. The logic circuit 46
may replace RCREHF 1) with RC“) or modify RCREpm 1) as
previously described. The system continues to monitor the
vehicle interior by returning to step S310 until the “arming”
control input signal goes inactive.

It should be understood that the larger field of view pro-
vided by the 160x120 array of the vehicle intrusion detection
system enables further analysis of the rearward scene. Spe-
cifically, the background light signal Bt may be determined
using a larger set of photosensor array elements 32a.

The combination of the automatic rearview mirror detec-

tion system and vehicle intrusion detection system addition-
ally provides an opportunity for using SSI to illuminate the
vehicle interior under dark conditions for the purpose of
precise identification of specific vehicle features such as
those indicated in FIG. 2A.

Vehicle feature identification is useful in the automatic

rearview mirror system because it allows the logic circuit 46
to select each of the sub-arrays SOi) ofphotosensor elements
32a corresponding to zones a, b and c indicated in FIGS. 3A
and 3B. This is useful when the photosensor array 32 is
positioned in the rearview mirror 1. Active adjustment allows
the logic circuit 46 to select sets or sub-arrays SOi) of photo
sensor elements 32a such that zones a, band care indicative of
identical vehicle regions independently of driver rearview
mirror 1 adjustment.

Finally, to minimize battery power drain, the system
described may be operated in a low power mode by reducing
the sampling rate at which images are obtained and pro-
cessed, such as one image data frame per second.

However, if the logic circuit 46 receives an “alerting” con-
trol input signal such as may be received from a vibration,
motion, trunk lid or door opening sensor, then the system
described herein may return to its normal sampling rate.
Alternatively, this may also be achieved by having the system
use the lower sampling rate until the logic circuit 46 estab-
lishes a poor image correlation (i.e., IC<0.6) in step S406 and
selects the higher sampling rate.

The vehicle interior monitoring system may also be con-
figured as a compartment image data storage system to store
any compartment image, such as the driver image, in the
nonvolatile memory 57. The automatic rearview mirror and
vehicle interior monitoring system configured as a compart-
ment image data storage system is shown in the schematic
block diagram of FIG. 10A and the previous description of
FIGS. 10 and 10A applies except as follows. First, in the
specific embodiment described herein, the light sensing and
logic circuit 26 does not use control input lines for receiving
the “arming” control input signal 49a and the “alerting” con-
trol input signal(s) 49b as in the vehicle intrusion detection
system. Second, the additional vehicle power supply line
(12V BATTERY) and mode select signal line are also not
used in the specific embodiment described herein. This is
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because the compartment image data storage system may be
limited to operating when the vehicle has been started since
both authorized and unauthorized drivers actuate the ignition
switch to start the vehicle (the vehicle thief may, of course,
break the steering column ignition lock system to do this).
Thus, power is always supplied through the ignition switch
controlled power supply (12V IGNITION) when the vehicle
is started. Finally, the light sensing and logic circuit 26
includes input/output lines to interface with the nonvolatile
memory/data access logic and port 65, which comprises the
nonvolatile memory 57, access/security decoding logic 58
circuit and data access part 59 of FIG. 6A. To reduce data
storage requirements, the image data frame may be com-
pressed using any appropriate digital image compression
technique as discussed with respect to FIG. 6A. The image
data frame is then stored in the nonvolatile memory 57, such
as an EEPROM or any other appropriate nonvolatile memory,
which has suflicient storage to store a predetermined number
of image data frames.

The compartment image data storage system may be con-
figured to store a single image data frame in the nonvolatile
memory 57 for each ignition cycle. Whenpower is supplied to
the automatic rearview mirror system through the ignition
switch controlled power circuit, the regulation and transient
protection circuit 22 supplies 5 volts to the light sensing and
logic circuit 26, which begins system initialization for a set
period of between zero (0) seconds and two (2) minutes, but
preferably 30 seconds. This delay condition or wait state
reduces the opportunity for vehicle thieves to detect SSI
which may be emitted during the image optimization process
of FIG. 12. After the wait state has ended, the compartment
image data storage system operates as has already been
described with respect to FIGS. 12A and 12B. The nonvola-
tile memory 57 should be sufliciently large to store a number

N ofvalid image data frames RAG) to document N sequential
ignition cycles where N is in the range of 2 to 10, but is
preferably 5. The image data frames are addressed via point-
ers that select a general memory location which are used to

store each valid image data frame RA“). The pointer address-
ing scheme is cycled on a first-in-first-out (FIFO) basis so that
the most recent valid image data frames replace the “oldest”
image data frames in the nonvolatile memory 57. After stor-

ing a valid image data frame RAG), the system ends cycling
and enters a dormant state waiting for the next ignition cycle.

Altematively, multiple valid image data frames may be
stored for a single ignition cycle. This second version of the
compartment image data storage system performs exactly as
the first description except as follows. After storage of the
initial image data frame, the system returns to step S310 and
the logic circuit 46 generates a random wait state ranging
from 8 to 15 minutes during which the system stops generat-
ing image data frames.

After the wait state has ended, the system proceeds to
attempt generate another valid image data frame. This cycle
of randomly waiting and then attempting to generate valid
image data frames is continued as long as the ignition supplies
power to the system. This approach is more diflicult for
thieves to defeat. This system may also be configured as a real
time image data storage system (e.g., 30 frames per second).
Of course, since at least several hundred image data frames
may need to be processed, compressed and stored in the
nonvolatile memory 57, the processing and nonvolatile
memory storage requirements are significantly greater than
for the other image data storage systems described above. An
initiation sensor, such as accelerometers, motion sensors,
vibration sensors or any other sensor capable of detecting
vehicle motion, inputs an initiation signal, and after receiving
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the initiation signal, the light sensing and logic circuit 26
generates and stores in real-time the image data frames for a
predetermined period, such as 10 seconds.

The nonvolatile memory 57 is preferably housed in a sepa-
rate module in a physically diflicult to access location within
the vehicle, such as high on the fire wall behind the instrument
cluster. The module is preferably a durable metal housing or
other housing sufficiently durable so that it will protect the
nonvolatile memory 57 from extreme shock or heat, such as
might occur in a vehicle accident. To better ensure that the
image data frames in the nonvolatile memory 57 are not
accessed by unauthorized personnel, access may be limited
by the security access/decoding logic 58. The security access
codes necessary to access the image data frames may, for
example, be distributed only to authorized persons. When the
proper security access code is entered, the image data frames
may be accessed through the access port 59; typically, the
access port 59 is a multi-pin connector to which a data
retrieval system may be connected.

It should be understood that the vehicle interior monitoring
system described above, including the vehicle intrusion
detection system and the compartment image data storage
system configurations, may be implemented as an indepen-
dent or stand-alone system in a module (without the auto-
matic rearview mirror system), and that it may be mounted
independently within the vehicle, such as in the headliner,
headliner console or other appropriate areas.

The performance of the vehicle interior monitoring sys-
tems described herein may be enhanced by providing
enhanced infrared reflectance characteristics in certain areas

within the vehicle interior 100. For example, some fibers
(such as cotton and silk) tend to reflect near infrared illumi-
nation better than other fibers (such as nylon and rayon)
which tend to absorb near infrared illumination. Therefore, a
pattem may be established in the vehicle interior 100 such as
on the driver seat 101 or passenger seat 102 or front or rear
seats or on the vehicle’s interior door panels, etc., by using
different fibers or other materials to establish a pattern, such
as a grid or any other appropriate pattern. Near infrared illu-
mination ofthe pattern provides a higher contrast image to the
photosensor array 32. This better ensures that the logic circuit
46 accurately determines, for example, the presence of an
intruder, an occupant or other object (such as a child restraint
system in the front passenger seat).

Using fibers or materials having better infrared reflectance
characteristics as described above is useful both during the
day and at night. During the day, any near infrared reflective
pattem in the vehicle will generally provide a higher contrast
pattem to the photosensor array 32 because ofnatural sources
(sunlight) or supplemental sources ofnear infrared of illumi-
nation. In particular, if light levels fall below some predeter-
mined level (typically in the range of about 0.1 lux to 5 lux),
then near infrared SSI may be used to provide a higher con-
trast image pattern, to the photosensor array 32.

The vehicle interior monitoring system may also be used to
monitor the vehicle interior 100 to determine whether there is

an adult occupant, a child restraint system or no occupant in
the front or rear passenger seat areas. Various mechanical and
electrical sensors have been considered or used for detecting
or sensing the size and presence of vehicle occupants, par-
ticularly those in the front passenger seat. These sensors
include pressure sensors (mechanical and solid-state), accel-
erometers, ultrasonic sensors and mechanical or electrical
switch mechanisms for indicating seat belt use. As air bags
are becoming more prevalent, vehicle owners, insurance
companies and automotive companies have a strong interest
in having air bags deploy properly at all times, since replacing
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deployed airbags is costly. Additionally, there has been some
discussion as to whether air bags should deploy when there is
a child restraint system that is positioned rearwardly facing in
the front passenger seat. Since performance requirements are
stringent for safety related components, it is problematic to
make appropriate airbag deployment decisions using cur-
rently known sensor technologies. The vehicle interior moni-
toring system may be configured as a vehicle occupant detec-
tion system that may be used to aid in the intelligent
deployment of air bags depending, for example, on the status
of the vehicle occupant. Image information, such as size,
shape, contour and motion may be processed by the logic
circuit 46 to determine whether to output a control signal to
the air bag deployment system to prevent an air bag from
deploying (such as a passenger air bag when there is no front
seat passenger) or for controlling the rate at which the airbag
deploys.

The individual components represented by the blocks
shown in the schematic block diagrams of FIGS. 6, 6A, 6B,
10 and 10A are well known in the art relating to automatic
rearview mirrors, vehicle lighting systems and vehicle intru-
sion detection systems, and their specific construction and
operation is not critical to the invention or the best mode for
carrying out the present invention. Moreover, the logic flow
charts discussed in the specification and shown in FIGS. 7,
8A, 8B, 12, 12A, 12B, 13A, 13B, 13C and 13D may be
implemented in digital hardwired logic or programmed into
well-known signal processors, such as microprocessors, by
persons having ordinary skill in the art. Since such digital
circuit construction or programming per se is not part of the
invention, no further description thereof is deemed necessary.

While the present invention has been described in connec-
tion with what are the most practical and preferred embodi-
ments as currently contemplated, it should be understood that
the present invention is not limited to the disclosed embodi-
ments. Accordingly, the present invention is intended to cover
various modifications and equivalent arrangements, methods
and structures that are within the spirit and scope of the
claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A vehicular vision system, said vehicular vision system
comprising:

an imager comprising a lens and a CMOS photosensor
array;

wherein said photosensor array comprises a plurality of
photosensor elements;

wherein said imager is disposed at an interior portion of a
vehicle equipped with said vehicular vision system and
wherein said imager views exterior of the equipped
vehicle through a windshield of the equipped vehicle
and forward of the equipped vehicle;

wherein at least said imager is disposed in a module
attached at the windshield of the equipped vehicle;

a control comprising an image processor, said image pro-
cessor processing image data captured by said photosen-
sor array;

wherein said image processor processes captured image
data to detect an object viewed by said imager;

wherein said photosensor array is operable at a plurality of
exposure periods; and

wherein said plurality ofexposure periods comprises a first
exposure period and a second exposure period, and
wherein the time period of exposure of said first expo-
sure period is longer than the time period of exposure of
said second exposure period.
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2. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
imager is disposed proximate the windshield of the equipped
vehicle.

3. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
photosensor array comprises an array ofcolumns and rows of
photosensor elements and wherein said array has more col-
unms than rows.

4. The vehicular vision system of claim 3, wherein said
array comprises at least 40 rows.

5. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
image processor processes captured image data to detect at
least one of (a) a vehicle, (b) a headlight of a vehicle, (c) a
taillight of a vehicle, and (d) a road sign.

6. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at least
in part responsive to processing of captured image data by
said image processor, said vehicular vision system is operable
to control an exterior light of the equipped vehicle to limit
debilitation of a driver of another vehicle forward of the

equipped vehicle.
7. The vehicular vision system of claim 6, wherein at least

one of (a) control of the exterior light of the equipped vehicle
involves adjustment of a light beam emitted by the exterior
light of the equipped vehicle, (b) the exterior light of the
equipped vehicle is operable to emit a plurality of light
beams, and wherein said control adjusts between one light
beam of said plurality of light beams and another light beam
ofsaidplurality of light beams, and (c) the exterior light ofthe
equipped vehicle is operable to emit a plurality of light
beams, and wherein said control adjusts between one light
beam of said plurality of light beams and another light beam
of said plurality of light beams, and wherein said plurality of
light beams comprises at least one ofa low beam, a mid beam
and a high beam.

8. The vehicular vision system of claim 6, wherein at least
one of (a) said control is operable to control the exterior light
of the equipped vehicle to emit a pattem of light appropriate
to limit debilitation of the driver of the other vehicle forward

ofthe equipped vehicle, (b) said control is operable to control
the exterior light of the equipped vehicle to emit a pattem of
light that illuminates a selected zone forward of the equipped
vehicle, and (c) the exterior light of the equipped vehicle is
operable to emit various pattems of light.

9. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at least
in part responsive to processing of captured image data by
said image processor, said control at least in part controls at
least one exterior light of the equipped vehicle, and wherein
the at least one exterior light of the equipped vehicle com-
prises a headlight disposed at a front portion of the equipped
vehicle and operable to illuminate with visible light a scene
forward of and in a path of travel of the equipped vehicle.

10. The vehicular vision system ofclaim 9, wherein at least
one of(a) said control, at least inpart responsive to processing
of captured image data by said image processor, controls a
vehicular lighting switch, and wherein said vehicular lighting
switch controls the at least one exterior light of the equipped
vehicle, (b) a manual vehicle light switch is actuatable to
override said control, and (c) a manual vehicle light switch is
actuatable to override said control and wherein said control,
at least in part responsive to processing of captured image
data by said image processor, controls a vehicular lighting
switch that controls the at least one exterior light of the
equipped vehicle.

11. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at
least in part responsive to processing of captured image data
by said image processor, said vehicular vision system deter-
mines a presence of at least one of fog, snow and rain present
exterior and forward of the equipped vehicle.
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12. The vehicular Vision system of claim 11, wherein said
vehicular Vision system determines the presence of at least
one of fog, snow and rain by recognizing scattering of light
output by a headlight of the equipped vehicle by at least one
of fog, snow and rain present exterior and forward of the
equipped vehicle.

13. The vehicular vision system of claim 11, wherein said
vehicular vision system, at least in part responsive to recog-
nition of scattering of light output by a headlight of the
equipped vehicle, controls the headlight of the equipped
vehicle.

14. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at
least in part responsive to processing of captured image data
by said image processor, said control is operable to recognize
veiling glare.

15. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
image processor compares captured image data with stored
data and outputs a vehicle equipment control signal based on
the comparison.

16. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
imager views through the windshield of the equipped vehicle
at a windshield area that is swept by a windshield wiper ofthe
equipped vehicle.

17. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at
least in part responsive to processing of captured image data
by said image processor, said control distinguishes between
daytime and nighttime conditions.

18. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at
least in part responsive to processing of captured image data
by said image processor, said control determines a nighttime
condition exists at an ambient light level that is less than about
500 lux.

19. The vehicular vision system of claim 18, wherein said
control is operable to control a headlight of the equipped
vehicle when said control determines a nighttime condition.

20. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, when
said control, at least in part responsive to processing of cap-
tured image data by said image processor, determines a day-
time condition, said control is operable to control a vehicle
accessory.

21. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein, at
least in part responsive to processing of captured image data
by said image processor, said control is operable to deactivate
a light beam of a headlight of the equipped vehicle when said
control determines a daytime condition.

22. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
control, at least in part responsive to processing of captured
image data by said image processor, determines an ambient
light level present at the equipped vehicle.

23. The vehicular vision system ofclaim 1, wherein at least
one of (a) an exposure period of said photosensor array is
variable responsive to a light level detected by said vehicular
vision system and (b) an exposure period of said photosensor
array is variable responsive to an ambient light level detected
by said vehicular vision system.

24. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
module releasably mounts to a mounting element adhesively
attached at the windshield of the equipped vehicle.

25. The vehicular vision system of claim 24, wherein said
mounting element comprises a rearview mirror mounting
button.

26. The vehicular vision system of claim 25, wherein said
module comprises a rearview mirror mounting bracket.

27. The vehicular vision system of claim 26, wherein said
rearview mirror mounting bracket comprises part of an inte-
rior electrochromic rearview mirror assembly.
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28. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein image
data processing by said image processor comprises pattem
recognition.

29. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
imager monitors a surface condition of the windshield of the
equipped vehicle.

30. The vehicular vision system of claim 29, wherein at
least one of (a) the equipped vehicle’s windshield wiper sys-
tem is operable in response to a signal generated by said
control responsive to image processing of image data cap-
tured by said photosensor array, (b) said surface condition is
caused by rain, (c) said surface condition is caused by con-
densation, and (d) said surface condition is caused by snow.

31. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, including
supplemental source illumination having wavelengths within
a responsive range of said photosensor array, and wherein at
least one (a) said supplemental source illumination comprises
infra-red supplemental source illumination, (b) said supple-
mental source illumination comprises a near infrared illumi-
nation source having a peak spectral output greater than about
750 nm, (c) said supplemental source illumination illumi-
nates an illuminated target area that is at least partially viewed
by said imager, (d) said supplemental source illumination has
a peak spectral output between about 750 nm and 1200 nm,
(e) said supplemental source illumination is chosen from at
least one of a light-emitting diode and a laser, (f) said supple-
mental source illumination comprises a light-emitting diode,
(g) said supplemental source illumination comprises a light-
emitting diode chosen from the group consisting of a gallium
arsenide light-emitting diode and a gallium aluminum ars-
enide light-emitting diode, (h) said vehicular vision system
includes a lens to distribute illumination of said supplemental
source illumination, (i) said vehicular vision system includes
a lens that provides illumination in a cone ofat least about 100
degrees, (j) said vehicular vision system includes a lens that
provides illumination in a cone in the range from about 100
degrees to about 160 degrees, (k) said vehicular vision system
includes an optical filter for said supplemental source illumi-
nation, (1) said vehicular vision system includes an optical
filter for said supplemental source illumination and wherein
said optical filter is chosen from one of an absorption filter
and an interference filter, (m) said vehicular vision system
includes an optical filter for said supplemental source illumi-
nation and wherein said optical filter comprises a long-wave
pass absorption filter, (n) said supplemental source illumina-
tion is adjacent said photosensor array, (0) said supplemental
source illumination is adjacent said photosensor array and an
opaque barrier is between said supplemental source illumi-
nation and said photosensor array, and (p) said supplemental
source illumination provides illumination only during an
exposure period of said photosensor array.

32. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein the
equipped vehicle has at least one headlight, and wherein the at
least one headlight is operable at least in a first beam mode
and a second beam mode, and wherein, at least in part respon-
sive to processing of captured image data by said image
processor, said control controls operation of the at least one
headlight, and wherein said control transitions the at least one
headlight from said first beam mode to said second beam
mode in response to detection of at least one of a headlight
and a taillight viewed by said imager.

33. The vehicular vision system of claim 32, wherein said
control transitions the at least one headlight over a first time
interval from said first beam mode to said second beam mode

in response to detection of at least one of a headlight and a
taillight viewed by said imager, and wherein said control
transitions the at least one headlight over a second time inter-
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val from said second beam mode to said first beam mode upon
cessation of said detection of the at least one of a headlight
and a taillight viewed by said imager, and wherein said first
time interval for said transitioning from said first beam mode
to said second beam mode is shorter than said second time

interval for said transitioning from said second beam mode to
said first beam mode.

34. The vehicular vision system of claim 32, wherein at
least one of (a) said first beam mode comprises a high beam
mode, (b) the at least one headlight is actuated at an ambient
lighting level below a predetermined level, and (c) the at least
one headlight is actuated at an ambient lighting level below
approximately 500 lux.

35. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
control determines a peak light level of at least one sub-array
of said photosensor array.

36. The vehicular vision system of claim 35, wherein said
control determines peak light levels of a plurality of sub-
arrays of said photosensor array.

37. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
photosensor array resolves an area of interest in accordance
with a predefined array.

38. The vehicular vision system of claim 37, wherein said
image processor processes image data geometrically associ-
ated with a geometric arrangement of said predefined array,
and wherein said control selects particular image information
by analyzing particular groupings of said predefined array
while ignoring other image information from other groupings
of said predefined array so as to be responsive to image
information chosen from at least one ofpresence, size, shape,
contour and motion of an object viewed by said imager.

39. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
imager comprises a single chip camera.

40. The vehicular vision system of claim 39, wherein said
single chip camera is disposed adjacent an interior rearview
mirror assembly of the equipped vehicle.

41. The vehicular vision system ofclaim 1, wherein at least
one optic element of said lens comprises a plastic optic ele-
ment.

42. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
lens is one of (i) bonded to said photosensor array and (ii)
close to said photosensor array.

43. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
imager has a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle,
and wherein said field of view comprises a horizontal span
and a vertical span and wherein said horizontal span is greater
than said vertical span.

44. The vehicular vision system of claim 43, wherein said
horizontal span of said field of view is no greater than
approximately 100 degrees.

45. The vehicular vision system of claim 44, wherein said
vertical span of said field of view is no greater than approxi-
mately 30 degrees.

46. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
imager has a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle,
and wherein said field of view comprises a vertical span and
wherein said vertical span is asymmetric relative to a horizon.

47. The vehicular vision system of claim 46, wherein said
vertical span comprises a first vertical span above the horizon
and a second vertical span below the horizon, and wherein
said first vertical span has a different vertical dimension than
said second vertical span.

48. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
control comprises logic and control circuitry.

49. The vehicular vision system of claim 48, wherein said
logic and control circuitry comprises said image processor.
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50. The vehicular vision system of claim 49, wherein said
module includes at least a portion of said logic and control
circuitry.

51. The vehicular vision system of claim 50, wherein said
module includes a heat sink for at least a portion of said logic
and control circuitry.

52. The vehicular vision system of claim 51, wherein said
module includes a connector for electrically connecting to a
power source of the equipped vehicle.

53. The vehicular vision system of claim 48, wherein said
module includes a cover.

54. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
imager comprises a spectral filter.

55. The vehicular vision system of claim 1, wherein said
image processor processes captured image data for at least
one of (a) a headlight control system ofthe equipped vehicle,
(b) a collision avoidance system ofthe equipped vehicle, and
(c) an automatic vehicle system of the equipped vehicle.

56. A vehicular vision system, said vehicular vision system
comprising:

an imager comprising a lens and a CMOS photosensor
array;

wherein said photosensor array comprises a plurality of
photosensor elements;

wherein said imager is disposed at an interior portion of a
vehicle equipped with said vehicular vision system and
wherein said imager views exterior of the equipped
vehicle through a windshield of the equipped vehicle
and forward of the equipped vehicle;

wherein said imager is disposed in a module that releasably
mounts to a mounting element adhesively attached at the
windshield of the equipped vehicle;

a control;
wherein said control comprises logic and control circuitry;
wherein said logic and control circuitry comprises an

image processor, and wherein said image processor pro-
cesses image data captured by said photosensor array to
detect an object viewed by said imager; and

wherein at least two of (a) said module includes a heat sink
for at least a portion of said logic and control circuitry,
(b) said module includes a connector for electrically
connecting to a power source of the equipped vehicle,
and (c) said module includes at least a portion of said
logic and control circuitry.

57. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
imager is disposed proximate the windshield of the equipped
vehicle.

58. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
module includes a cover.

59. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
photosensor array comprises an array ofcolumns and rows of
photosensor elements and wherein at least one of(i) said array
has more columns than rows and (ii) said array comprises at
least 40 rows.

60. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
image processor processes captured image data to detect at
least one of (a) a vehicle, (b) a headlight of a vehicle, (c) a
taillight of a vehicle, and (d) a road sign.

61. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein, at
least in part responsive to processing of captured image data
by said image processor, said vehicular vision system is oper-
able to control an exterior light of the equipped vehicle to
limit debilitation of a driver of another vehicle forward of the

equipped vehicle, and wherein at least one of(a) control ofthe
exterior light of the equipped vehicle involves adjustment of
a light beam emitted by the exterior light of the equipped
vehicle, (b) the exterior light of the equipped vehicle is oper-
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able to emit a plurality of light beams, and wherein said
control adjusts between one light beam of said plurality of
light beams and another light beam of said plurality of light
beams, and (c) the exterior light of the equipped vehicle is
operable to emit a plurality of light beams, and wherein said
control adjusts between one light beam of said plurality of
light beams and another light beam of said plurality of light
beams, and wherein said plurality of light beams comprises at
least one ofa low beam, a mid beam and a high beam.

62. The vehicular Vision system of claim 56, wherein, at
least in part responsive to processing of captured image data
by said image processor, at least one of (a) said control is
operable to control the exterior light of the equipped vehicle
to emit a pattem of light appropriate to limit debilitation of a
driver of another vehicle forward of the equipped vehicle, (b)
said control is operable to control the exterior light of the
equipped vehicle to emit a pattem of light that illuminates a
selected zone forward of the equipped vehicle, and (c) the
exterior light of the equipped vehicle is operable to emit
various patterns of light.

63. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein, at
least in part responsive to processing of captured image data
by said image processor, said control at least in part controls
at least one exterior light ofthe equipped vehicle, and wherein
the at least one exterior light of the equipped vehicle com-
prises a headlight disposed at a front portion of the equipped
vehicle and operable to illuminate with visible light a scene
forward ofand in a path oftravel ofthe equipped vehicle, and
wherein at least one of (a) said control, at least in part respon-
sive to processing of captured image data by said image
processor, controls a vehicular lighting switch, and wherein
saidvehicular lighting switch controls the at least one exterior
light of the equipped vehicle, (b) a manual vehicle light
switch is actuatable to override said control, and (c) a manual
vehicle light switch is actuatable to override said control and
wherein said control, at least in part responsive to processing
of captured image data by said image processor, controls a
vehicular lighting switch that controls the at least one exterior
light of the equipped vehicle.

64. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein, at
least in part responsive to processing of captured image data
by said image processor, said vehicular vision system deter-
mines a presence of at least one of fog, snow and rain present
exterior and forward of the equipped vehicle.

65. The vehicular vision system of claim 64, wherein said
vehicular vision system determines the presence of at least
one of fog, snow and rain by recognizing scattering of light
output by a headlight of the equipped vehicle by at least one
of fog, snow and rain present exterior and forward of the
equipped vehicle, and wherein said vehicular vision system,
at least in part responsive to recognition of scattering of light
output by the headlight of the equipped vehicle, controls the
headlight of the equipped vehicle.

66. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
image processor compares captured image data with stored
data and outputs a vehicle equipment control signal based on
the comparison.

67. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
imager views through the windshield of the equipped vehicle
at a windshield area that is swept by a windshield wiper ofthe
equipped vehicle.

68. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
control, at least in part responsive to processing of captured
image data by said image processor, at least one of (i) distin-
guishes between daytime and nighttime conditions, (ii) deter-
mines a nighttime condition exists at an ambient light level
that is less than about 500 lux, (iii) is operable to control a
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headlight of the equipped vehicle when said control deter-
mines a nighttime condition, (iv) is operable to control a
vehicle accessory when said control determines a daytime
condition, (v) is operable to deactivate a light beam of a
headlight of the equipped vehicle when said control deter-
mines a daytime condition, and (vi) determines an ambient
light level present at the equipped vehicle.

69. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein the
equipped vehicle has at least one headlight, and wherein the at
least one headlight is operable at least in a first beam mode
and a second beam mode, and wherein, at least in part respon-
sive to processing of captured image data by said image
processor, said control controls operation of the at least one
headlight, and wherein said control transitions the at least one
headlight from said first beam mode to said second beam
mode in response to detection of at least one of a headlight
and a taillight viewed by said imager.

70. The vehicular vision system of claim 69, wherein said
control transitions the at least one headlight over a first time
interval from said first beam mode to said second beam mode

in response to detection of at least one of a headlight and a
taillight viewed by said imager, and wherein said control
transitions the at least one headlight over a second time inter-
val from said second beam mode to said first beam mode upon
cessation of said detection of the at least one of a headlight
and a taillight viewed by said imager, and wherein said first
time interval for said transitioning from said first beam mode
to said second beam mode is shorter than said second time

interval for said transitioning from said second beam mode to
said first beam mode.

71. The vehicular vision system of claim 69, wherein at
least one of (a) said first beam mode comprises a high beam
mode, (b) the at least one headlight is actuated at an ambient
lighting level below a predetermined level, and (c) the at least
one headlight is actuated at an ambient lighting level below
approximately 500 lux.

72. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
lens comprises at least one plastic optic element, and wherein
said lens is one of (i) bonded to said photosensor array and (ii)
close to said photosensor array.

73. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
imager has a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle,
and wherein said field of view comprises a horizontal span
and a vertical span and wherein said horizontal span is greater
than said vertical span, and wherein at least one of (i) said
horizontal span of said field of view is no greater than
approximately 100 degrees and (ii) said vertical span of said
field of view is no greater than approximately 30 degrees.

74. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
imager has a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle,
and wherein said field of view comprises a vertical span and
wherein said vertical span is asynrrnetric relative to a horizon,
and wherein said vertical span comprises a first vertical span
above the horizon and a second vertical span below the hori-
zon, and wherein said first vertical span has a different verti-
cal dimension than said second vertical span.

75. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
photosensor array is operable at a first exposure period and a
second exposure period, and wherein the time period ofexpo-
sure ofsaid first exposure period is longer than the time period
of exposure of said second exposure period.

76. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein
image data processing by said image processor comprises
pattem recognition.

77. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
image processor processes captured image data for at least
one of (a) a headlight control system ofthe equipped vehicle,
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(b) a collision avoidance system ofthe equipped vehicle, and
(c) an automatic vehicle system of the equipped vehicle.

78. The vehicular vision system of claim 56, wherein said
imager comprises a spectral filter.

79. A vehicular vision system, said vehicular vision system
comprising:

an imager comprising a lens and a CMOS photosensor
array;

wherein said photosensor array comprises a plurality of
photosensor elements;

wherein said imager is disposed at an interior portion of a
vehicle equipped with said vehicular vision system and
wherein said imager views exterior of the equipped
vehicle through a windshield of the equipped vehicle
and forward of the equipped vehicle;

wherein at least said imager is disposed in a module that
releasably mounts to a mounting element adhesively
attached at the windshield of the equipped vehicle;

a control comprising an image processor, said image pro-
cessor processing image data captured by said photosen-
sor array;

wherein said image processor processes captured image
data to detect an object viewed by said imager; and

wherein, at least in part responsive to processing of cap-
tured image data by said image processor, said vehicular
vision system determines a presence of at least one of
fog, snow and rain present exterior and forward of the
equipped vehicle.

80. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said
imager is disposed proximate the windshield of the equipped
vehicle, and wherein said imager views through the wind-
shield of the equipped vehicle at a windshield area that is
swept by a windshield wiper of the equipped vehicle.

81. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said
photosensor array comprises an array ofcolumns and rows of
photosensor elements and wherein at least one of (i) said array
has more columns than rows and (ii) said array comprises at
least 40 rows.

82. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said
image processor processes captured image data to detect at
least one of (a) a vehicle, (b) a headlight of a vehicle, (c) a
taillight of a vehicle, and (d) a road sign.

83. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein, at
least in part responsive to processing of captured image data
by said image processor, at least one of (a) said control is
operable to control the exterior light of the equipped vehicle
to emit a pattem oflight appropriate to limit debilitation ofthe
driver of another vehicle forward of the equipped vehicle, (b)
said control is operable to control the exterior light of the
equipped vehicle to emit a pattem of light that illuminates a
selected zone forward of the equipped vehicle, and (c) the
exterior light of the equipped vehicle is operable to emit
various patterns of light.

84. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said
vehicular vision system determines a presence of at least one
offog, snow and rain by recognizing scattering of light output
by a headlight of the equipped vehicle by at least one of fog,
snow and rain present exterior and forward of the equipped
vehicle, and wherein said vehicular vision system, at least in
part responsive to recognition of scattering of light output by
the headlight of the equipped vehicle, controls the headlight
of the equipped vehicle.

85. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein at
least one of (i) said image processor compares captured
image data with stored data and outputs a vehicle equipment
control signal based on the comparison, and (ii) said imager
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views through the windshield of the equipped vehicle at a
windshield area that is swept by a windshield wiper of the
equipped vehicle.

86. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said
control, at least in part responsive to processing of captured
image data by said image processor, at least one of (i) distin-
guishes between daytime and nighttime conditions, (ii) deter-
mines a nighttime condition exists at an ambient light level
that is less than about 500 lux, (iii) is operable to control a
headlight of the equipped vehicle when said control deter-
mines a nighttime condition, (iv) is operable to control a
vehicle accessory when said control determines a daytime
condition, (v) is operable to deactivate a light beam of a
headlight of the equipped vehicle when said control deter-
mines a daytime condition, and (vi) determines an ambient
light level present at the equipped vehicle.

87. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein the
equipped vehicle has at least one headlight, and wherein the at
least one headlight is operable at least in a first beam mode
and a second beam mode, and wherein, at least in part respon-
sive to processing of captured image data by said image
processor, said control controls operation of the at least one
headlight, and wherein said control transitions the at least one
headlight from said first beam mode to said second beam
mode in response to detection of at least one of a headlight
and a taillight viewed by said imager.

88. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said
imager has a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle,
and wherein said field of view comprises a horizontal span
and a vertical span and wherein said horizontal span is greater
than said vertical span, and wherein at least one of (i) said
horizontal span of said field of view is no greater than
approximately 100 degrees and (ii) said vertical span of said
field of view is no greater than approximately 30 degrees.

89. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said
imager has a field of view forward of the equipped vehicle,
and wherein said field of view comprises a vertical span and
wherein said vertical span is asymmetric relative to a horizon,
and wherein said vertical span comprises a first vertical span
above the horizon and a second vertical span below the hori-
zon, and wherein said first vertical span has a different verti-
cal dimension than said second vertical span.

90. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said
photosensor array is operable at a first exposure period and a
second exposure period, and wherein the time period ofexpo-
sure ofsaid first exposure period is longer than the time period
of exposure of said second exposure period.

91. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said
module includes at least one of (i) logic and control circuitry,
(ii) logic and control circuitry that comprises at least a portion
of said control, (iii) logic and control circuitry that comprises
said image processor, (iv) a heat sink for at least a portion of
logic and control circuitry, (v) a connector for electrically
connecting to a power source ofthe equipped vehicle, and (vi)a cover.

92. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein
image data processing by said image processor comprises
pattem recognition.

93. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said
image processor processes captured image data for at least
one of (a) a headlight control system ofthe equipped vehicle,
(b) a collision avoidance system ofthe equipped vehicle, and
(c) an automatic vehicle system of the equipped vehicle.

94. The vehicular vision system of claim 79, wherein said
imager comprises a spectral filter.

95. The vehicular vision system of claim 94, wherein said
control comprises logic and control circuitry and wherein
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said logic and control circuitry comprises said image proces-
sor, and wherein at least two of (a) said module includes a heat
sink for at least a portion ofsaid logic and control circuitry, (b)
said module includes a connector for electrically connecting
to a power source of the equipped vehicle, (c) said module
includes at least a portion of said logic and control circuitry,
and (d) said module includes a cover.

96. A vehicular Vision system, said vehicular vision system
comprising:

an imager comprising a lens and a CMOS photosensor
array;

wherein said photosensor array comprises a plurality of
photosensor elements;

wherein said imager is disposed at an interior portion of a
vehicle equipped with said vehicular vision system and
wherein said imager views exterior of the equipped
vehicle through a windshield of the equipped vehicle
and forward of the equipped vehicle;

wherein at least said imager is disposed in a module that
releasably mounts to a mounting element adhesively
attached at the windshield of the equipped vehicle;

wherein said photosensor array comprises an array of col-
unms and rows of photosensor elements and wherein
said array has more columns than rows, and wherein said
array comprises at least 40 rows;

wherein said imager has a field of view forward of the
equipped vehicle, and wherein said field of view com-
prises a horizontal span and a vertical span and wherein
said horizontal span is greater than said vertical span;

a control comprising an image processor, said image pro-
cessor processing image data captured by said photosen-
sor array; and

wherein said image processor processes captured image
data to detect an object viewed by said imager.

97. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said
image processor processes captured image data to detect at
least one of (a) a vehicle, (b) a headlight of a vehicle, (c) a
taillight of a vehicle, and (d) a road sign.

98. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein, at
least in part responsive to processing of captured image data
by said image processor, said vehicular vision system deter-
mines a presence of at least one of fog, snow and rain present
exterior and forward of the equipped vehicle.

99. The vehicular vision system of claim 98, wherein said
vehicular vision system determines the presence of at least
one of fog, snow and rain by recognizing scattering of light
output by a headlight of the equipped vehicle by at least one
of fog, snow and rain present exterior and forward of the
equipped vehicle, and wherein said vehicular vision system,
at least in part responsive to recognition of scattering of light
output by the headlight of the equipped vehicle, controls the
headlight of the equipped vehicle.

100. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein at
least one of (i) said image processor compares captured
image data with stored data and outputs a vehicle equipment
control signal based on the comparison and (ii) said imager
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views through the windshield of the equipped vehicle at a
windshield area that is swept by a windshield wiper of the
equipped vehicle.

101. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said
control, at least in part responsive to processing of captured
image data by said image processor, at least one of (i) distin-
guishes between daytime and nighttime conditions, (ii) deter-
mines a nighttime condition exists at an ambient light level
that is less than about 500 lux, (iii) is operable to control a
headlight of the equipped vehicle when said control deter-
mines a nighttime condition, (iv) is operable to control a
vehicle accessory when said control determines a daytime
condition, (v) is operable to deactivate a light beam of a
headlight of the equipped vehicle when said control deter-
mines a daytime condition, and (vi) determines an ambient
light level present at the equipped vehicle.

102. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said
horizontal span of said field of view is no greater than
approximately 100 degrees and said vertical span of said field
of view is no greater than approximately 30 degrees.

103. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said
vertical span comprises a first vertical span above a horizon
and a second vertical span below the horizon, and wherein
said first vertical span has a different vertical dimension than
said second vertical span.

104. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said
photosensor array is operable at a first exposure period and a
second exposure period, and wherein the time period ofexpo-
sure ofsaid first exposure period is longer than the time period
of exposure of said second exposure period.

105. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein
image data processing by said image processor comprises
pattem recognition.

106. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said
image processor processes captured image data for at least
one of (a) a headlight control system ofthe equipped vehicle,
(b) a collision avoidance system ofthe equipped vehicle, and
(c) an automatic vehicle system of the equipped vehicle.

107. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said
imager comprises a spectral filter.

108. The vehicular vision system of claim 107, wherein
said control comprises logic and control circuitry and
wherein said logic and control circuitry comprises said image
processor, and wherein at least two of (a) said module
includes a heat sink for at least a portion of said logic and
control circuitry, (b) said module includes a connector for
electrically connecting to a power source of the equipped
vehicle, (c) said module includes at least a portion of said
logic and control circuitry, and (d) said module includes acover.

109. The vehicular vision system of claim 96, wherein said
imager is disposed proximate the windshield of the equipped
vehicle, and wherein said imager views through the wind-
shield of the equipped vehicle at a windshield area that is
swept by a windshield wiper of the equipped vehicle.
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CMOS 

Oliver Vellacott 
explains how a device 

small enough to fit 
inside a car's rear-view 

mirror can be 
programmed to see 

n 1988, a team of researchers at 
Edinburgh University developed a I hgerprint matching system. This 

compared a hgerprint captured by a 
charge-coupled device (CCD) image 
sensor with a description held on a smart 
card and gave a padfail result within a 
second. The matching of the live finger- 
print with the reference was performed 
with a hghly parallel application-specific 
integrated circuit, performing some 3 
billion operations per second. 

Despite the technical success of the 
project, in concluding the work, team 
leader Prof. Denyer noted that by far the 
most expensive component of the system 
was the CCD image sensor. In the light of 
this, the team turned its attention to mak- 
ing image-sensing technology cheaper. 

Instead of fabricating sensors using 
the MOSvarient process found in CCD 
sensors, the team tried to realise an image 
sensor using a commercial CMOS pro- 
cess. When"the res- 
ults were presented at 
CICC in 1990, they 
met with near incred- 
ulity; several research 
groups had tried the 
same thing and con- 
cluded that it was not 
technically feasible. 
Since then, Denyer 
has formed VLSI 
Vision Ltd in Edin- 
burgh to exploit the 
technology; this com- 
pany has grown to 
some 40 people. 

Over the previous 
20 years, CCD tech- 
nology had been 
highly refined to 
allow quality image 
capture. Some CCD 
sensor manufacturers 
use a variant of 

single-channel MOS technology in 
which only doping levels are altered to 
optimise optical performance measures 
such as anti-blooming (preventing the 
charge from optically saturated pixels 
from spilling over to their neighbours). 

Because of the specialised process 
needed to implement the sensor array 
digital functions cannot be implemented 
on the same chip. This means that (for 
instance) timing signals for controlling 
exposure and readout of the sensor array 
must be generated by a separate CMOS 
chip. 

WL's approach has been to combine 

I lk 

image sensing with control functions on 
a single CMOS chip. As in previous 
attempts to realise CMOS sensors, each 
pixel is formed by extending and 
exposing the source region of a standard 
MOS transistor to make a photodiode 
(Fig. 1). This can be reset and then isolated 
within the array under the control of a 
MOS transistor gate. All pixels in a row 
are reset together. 

Once reset, the reverse-biased photo- 
diode converts incident light to a small 
current, which gradually discharges the 
gate capacitance. The pixel is then read 
by opening the gate, thus connecting the 
photodiode to the MOS transistor drain. 
In each column of the array, the transistor 
drains are connected in common and 
thus only one row of pixels is read at a 
time. 

This structure had been used in 
previous designs, but without success. 
This was because all pixel outuuts were 

i ................... ................... ................ ................ ................ ................ .................. .................. ..................... ..................... 
Vertical shift register 

VVL's CMOS imagesensor archltecture 

gaied tkough a 
single charge-sense 
ampllher, placing 
huge demands on its 
operation: this sense 
amplifier had to give 
a wide dynamic 
range from pixel 
charge packets as low 
as 1 fC, yet operating 
at a 6 MHz read 
frequency. 

The Edinburgh 
approach gets 
around this problem 
by using a separate 
charge-sense ampli- 
fier at the head of 
each column of 
pixels. This means 
that the amplifiers 
operate at line rate 
rather than at pixel 
rate. 
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2 The WL Peach 
camera: 12 V in, 
video out 

Outputs from the sense amplifiers 
are sampled and stored on a row of 
capacitors, then multiplexed out 
through an on-chip charge integrator, 
including a sample-and-hold stage. By 
using an analogue multiplexer to switch 
in blanking and synchronisation levels 
at the appropriate times, it is then 
relatively easy to produce the 1 V peak- 
to-peak composite video waveform 
required by the CCIR (International 
Consultative Committee for Radio) and 
EIA (Electronic Industries Association) 
standards. 

The readout of the sensor array is 
controlled by vertical and horizontal 
digital shift registers placed along the 
edges of the array The vertical register 
activates each row, while the horizontal 
regster reads out the pixels within each 
row. Unlike CCDs, the performance of 
the array is insensitive to these control 
signals, which is a significant advantage. 

Exposure control is also implemented 
on-chip, by monitoring the output wave- 
form to determine the appropriate expos- 
ure setting. The length of exposure is 
controlled by varying the pixel reset time 
via the vertical shift register; this allows 
the exposure period to be set in multiples 
of the line readout time. 

By gating this readout signal with a 
pulse that is a multiple of the pixel read- 
out time, it is possible to decrease the 
exposure even further, down to 500 ns. 
This gives a total exposure range of 
40 0001, since the maximum exposure 
time is 20 ms - the time to read out a field 
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at the C U R  speed of 50 Hz. 
The result is the single-chip image 

sensor, which, because of the low power 
consumption of CMOS, consumes just 
200 mW, compared with the 1 W typical 
of CCDs. WL's first CMOS cameras 
could not match the performance of 
CCDs in terms of noise and sensitivity 
m d y  because of fixed-pattern noise 
effects arising from process variations 
inherent in unmodified (digital) CMOS 
processes. 

To overcome this, VVL has devised 
several novel techniques that actively 

compensate for these effects. These 
cancel out the process variations and 
thus allow sensitivity down to 0.5 lux, 
matching CCDs. According to W L ,  there 
is no intrinsic reason why CMOS sensors 
should not be able to perform just as well 
as CCD sensors. 

If this is an achievable aim, single-chip 
CMOS sensors could eventually displace 
the multi-chip CCDs that are the current 
standard. This would result in smaller, 
cheaper, less power-hungry cameras. 
W s  Peach camera, which is compar- 
able with low-end CCDs in performance, 
measures only 35 mm across and is quite 
literally '12 V in, video out' (Fig. 2). 

The full potential of this technology 
becomes more apparent when we turn to 
the hgerprint system and similar 
machine-vision tasks. Having developed 
a cheap image sensor, Denyer and his 
team immediately applied the tech- 
nology to their fingerprint system by 
combining everything on one chip 
(Fig. 3), integrating all the functions 
needed 

I 
I 

258 x 258 x 8-bit pixel array 
ADC to digitise analogue pixel 

preprocessing and quantisation to 

64cell correlator array p e r f o e g  

outputs 

form normahsed binary image 

3 billion operations per second 

3 Singlechip CMOS fingerprint acqulsition and matching system 
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4 The imputer, 
a complete 
standalone 
machinevision 
system 

post-correlation decision hardware 
16 kbyte RAM cache 
16 kbyte ROM look-up table 

This approach could allow single-chip 
implementations of smart cameras at low 
cost, which is not possible using CCD 
technology 

The imputer 
This was all very grahfymg for the 

cause of UK research, but the technology 
remained inaccessible to applications 
developers because of the high enpeer-  
ing costs involved in toohg an ASIC. 
Accordingly VVL then set out to produce 
a completely programmable machine- 
vision system. The result was the 
‘imputer’, launched a year ago (Fig. 4) 

Similar in concept to the configuration 
of PCs, the imputer contains a mother- 
card, into which expansion cards can be 
plugged as needed (Fig.5). The mother- 
card contains all the necessary compon- 
ents for most machine-vision applic- 
ations: image sensor, frame grabber, 
microprocessor, framestore and external 
VO. This is implemented on a board little 
larger than a m&t card - 100 x 50 mm - 
and smaller than many CCD cameras 
alone, even though it forms a complete 
machine-vision system. 

One of the limitations of the device is 
its processing power, which consists of 
an 8-bit Intel 8032 microcontroller. How- 
ever, many machine-vision applications 
consist of very simple techniques such as 
line gauges. 

Line gauge techniques treat lines of 
pixels as if they were physical gauges on 
the object being measured and take 
readings accordingly; the imputer 
mothercard has enough processing 
power for these applications. For 
example, to measure the height of 
mercury in a thermometer, the imputer 
would measure at which pixel the line 
moves over a greyscale threshold and 
correlate this to a temperature. 

Another apparent limitation of the 
imputer is the sensor resolution, which is 
restricted to 256 x 256 pixels. However, if 
one doubles the resolution in each 
dimension, to 512 x 512 pixels, the 
amount of image processing is quad- 
rupled; this creates a shpng incentive to 
solve applications using the lower resolu- 
tion. To meet those applications that 
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really cannot be solved at lower resolu- 
tion, W L  is now working on a 512 x 512 
pixel imputer. 

The processor is programmed in C 
using IDS, the imputer development 
system, a Windows s o h  package. A 

full library of machine-vision functions is 
provided includmg morphological 
(shape) filters, transforms, correlators, 
convolvers, image segmentation, 
frequency fltering rotation, reflection 
and logical operators. For high process- 

5 More cards may be added as needed for more complex applications 
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Component inspection by imputer 
Renishaw plc is a leading supplier of inspect for an edge; if so, it outputs a trigger signal to the CMM. By 
co-ordinate measuring machines (CMMs) ine sampling a collection of pixels, contributions from stray 
tools. Touch-trigger tools remain the standard inspection and background light are minimised. 
technique in these markets. However, for applications Performance of the edgedetection probe is limited by 
where it is necessary to probe deformable or twodimen- the frameupdate rate of the video sensor (50 Hz) and the 
sional components, noncontact measurement is prefer- pixel resolution (50 pm). For example, at a probing speed 
able. of 10 mm/s and a 50 mm field of view, the theoretical 

a probe for error would be 200 pm. A similar performance can be 
Y, whe amestore card and PC 
ignal t however, the imputer 
probe. and cheaper way to 
isting 

. 'The investigation of an 
ection on a cmrdinate 
: 'Wealth creation from 

The edgedetection algorithm developed by Renishaw 
samples a number of pixels around the centre of the 
imputer sensor to check whether the probe has cros technology', DTI/JflT/SERC 

ing power, there is an optional plug-in 
coprocessor (based on a Motorola 56002 
DSP), giving a 3000-fold speed improve- 
ment. 

The CMOS image sensor generates its 
own pixel clock, making pixel digitisation 
accurate and allowing an exact correl- 
ation between the physical photosen- 
sitive silicon area and its digtal value in 
memory. This is important for accuracy 
in measurement applications. 

The sensor can be reset to the start of 
the frame by an external source, so that it 
can be synchronised to fast-moving 
objects - a common requirement in 
production-line inspection, where the 

analysis of an image can be greatly 
simplihed by catching it at the optimum 
time. For this to be effective, the scene 
must also be strobed at the start of the 
frame. 

Once the image has been captured 
and analysed, the imputer can interact 
with its environment using an RS232 
interface and eight binary I/Os. A binary 
I/O might be used, for instance, as a 
padfail signal for the item under 
inspection. 

The PC is only needed during 
application development; thereafter, the 
imputer units are left to work unsuper- 
vised and will communicate directly 

6 lmputer application: a rear-view-mirror controller ASIC 
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with other machinery to provide the 
required levels of verhcation. This is a 
break from the tradition of machine 
vision tied to I'C or workstation plat- 
forms. An imputer replaces a camera, 
f rme grabber, processing board and 
PC/workstation with a single integrated 
arcfutecture, optimised for machine 
vision. 

Field trials 
One of WL's customers is US auto- 

motive components manufacturer 
Donnelly Corp. Donnelly has used the 
imputer to develop electro-chromic rear- 
view mirrors, which automatically 
reduce headlamp glare from behind. The 
imputer was housed inside the rear-view 
mirror and positioned to look out the 
rear and sides of the car in a 90"arc, using 
a chip-mounted microlens (Fig. 6). 

The imputer was programmed to 
analyse this image to recognise when 
and where headlamps are present in the 
field of view Based on this information, 
the imputer then dims the rear-view and 
wing mirrors automatically to reduce 
glare to the driver. The dimming is 
controlled by an analogue voltage from 
the imputer, which directly sets the 
chrominance of the mirror. 

Donnelly's system is now undergoing 
field trials with car manufacturers. 
Following this, it can be migrated to a 
single ASIC costing less than $10. 
Because of the engineering costs involved 
in tooling an ASIC, h s  is obviously only 
viable for volume applications. However, 
it does open up a large market that 
would remain nascent without CMOS 
imaging technolog. 
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II/131

WIDE-RANGE PRECISION ALIGNMENT FOR THE GEM MUON
SYSTEM

Joseph A. Paradiso, David B. Goodwin
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA

1. GEM MUON ALIGNMENT

The GEM muon system [l] is designed to achieve high momentum resolution by
precisely measuring muon trajectories at three equidistant superlayers separated by a long lever
arm in a large magnetized volume. In order to retain the desired precision at high momentum
(i.e. Apt/pt  = 5% for the barrel detector at pt = 500 GeV/c), the muon system must determine
the net 3-point sagitta of a muon track to o = 55 pm in the bending plane. Chamber accuracies,
fiducialization placement, alignment transfers, and alignment measurement error are included in
this allotment. A set of realizable requirements on these quantities that combine to maintain this
55 l.trn tolerance are specified in Table 4-l of Ref. [1], where it has been determined that the
false sagitta (i.e. error in the measurement of the bending-plane misalignment of the three
superlayers) must be limited to CT = 25 pm.

Rather than place the drift chamber superlayers with such extreme precision (and require a
similar degree of stability from the support structure), the relative positions of the superlayers
are actively monitored and the reconstructed spacepoints are correspondingly compensated. A
projective alignment scheme that relaxes the chamber positioning requirements in all coordinates
has been proposed [2] and simulated [2,3]. Under this scheme, a set of six 3-point straightness
monitors are used to measure the superlayer misalignment orthogonal to straight lines that
extend along the muon path. Three straightness monitors run from the inner to outer
superlayers at opposite edges of a muon alignment “tower” (as depicted in Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]),
providing alignment measurements that determine a linear/quadratic interpolation function able
to correct alignment-induced false sagitta errors for a projective muon track at arbitrary
incidence. This alignment scheme is discussed in more detail elsewhere in these proceedings
[4]; its immediate consequence is that the muon super-layers may be placed in the GEM detector
relatively coarsely; the current requirements (i.e. Table 1 of Ref. [4]) dictate a placement of ±l
to ±3 mm and ±l to ±5 milliradians (depending on the superlayer and coordinate), which
should be realizable with standard survey techniques (for several practical reasons, it is
desirable to avoid highly exacting positioning/stability requirements for structures approaching
the size of the GEM muon system, which is 5000 m3 in volume). Current efforts indicate that
it should be possible to extend this range even further by employing an optimal estimator to
incorporate other information, such as muon data and sagitta-orthogonal alignment
measurements, and improving the O-coordinate  track resolution; the false sagitta then could be
appropriately compensated with superlayer misalignments reaching the order of a centimeter.

In conclusion, the GEM muon alignment system requires a precision straightness
monitor to be developed that exhibits a resolution better than <3 = 25 pm across a dynamic
measurement range approaching a centimeter. This system must perform at this specification in
a magnetic field of order 1T and function with an optical path reaching beyond 9 meters (the
maximum projective distance between inner and outer superlayers). Since many of these
devices are required (i.e. the extreme all-projective alignment system baselined in Ref. [1]
requires over 3000 straightness monitors), they must be inexpensive, easy to calibrate/install,
and function reliably in the anticipated detector environment.

2. THE VIDEO STRAIGHTNESS MONITOR (VSM) ARCHITECTURE

Three-point optical straightness monitors were first developed [5] for the L3 muon
detector at LEP, where they were deployed as the RASNIK [6] system. These are simple
devices composed of a light source, lens, and position-sensitive photodetector, as shown in
Fig. 1. An image of a smooth-aperture, collimated source (i.e. LED) is projected onto a planar
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Fig. 1: Standard 3-point straightness monitor as applied in the L3 muon detector

detector (i.e. quadrant photodiode) through a focusing lens. Displacements of the lens from the
line between source and detector are measured as a shift in the illumination centroid at the
photodiode. With the lens at the midpoint, these devices have an implicit gain of two in the
sagitta measurement; the offset read at the detector is twice the 3-point sagitta error. The
measured displacement is insensitive to rotations of the lens and LED (provided it exhibits a
symmetric illumination profile) about their optical axes. The LED is modulated by a
low-frequency carrier, and synchronously detected to minimize the effects of any ambient light
background. One straightness monitor component is fixed to each super-layer package such that
it precisely references the cathode (sensing) plane of one composite CSC (Cathode Strip
Chamber) layer; incident charged tracks (and/or X-rays from a calibration table) will rapidly
determine the displacement of the mounted layer (hence the alignment element) with respect to

Although simple LED/Lens/Quad-cell systems such as depicted in Fig. 1 are proven to
the superlayer mean to better than CJ = 10 pm.

provide high accuracy in deployed detector systems (below 5 pm [6,7]) at minimal cost, their
useful measurement range doesn’t generally extend beyond 1-2 mm [8]. The range of these
alignment systems may be increased by replacing the quad-cell with a continuous lateral-effect
photodiode [8] or by employing a wide-area diffuser over the LED and using a larger quadrant
diode [9]. These techniques, however, can appreciably increase the hardware complication and
expense, plus potentially degrade the alignment resolution beyond the 25 pm limit.

Recent advances in imaging technology and related microelectronics have dramatically
reduced the cost and size of solid-state video cameras and image processing hardware. Highly
integrated monochrome cameras are now available [10,11] on circuit cards that measure under
45 x 45 mm. They are self-contained, in that they typically require only 12 V of power and will
output composite RS-170 video onto a 75 Q cable. These units are quite inexpensive, costing
well below $100 in large quantities. Such cameras typically employ inductive DC/DC
converters, however, which prevent operation at high magnetic fields. These converters may
be readily bypassed; one of the cameras under investigation [ 11] has already been so modified
for application in the high-field region of a Magnetic Resonance Imager. This technology has
an exploding future in many emerging commercial media applications, thus will be aggressively
developed, leading to further reductions in price and improved performance.

An early effort [12] in aligning muon chambers focused a single narrow light spot onto
a 256-pixel CCD line array, and determined the offset of this feature relative to the sensor by
taking the illumination centroid. Because only one feature is detected and a 1D sensor is used,
this technique possesses certain drawbacks; the available range is restricted to the active detector
area, the measured position can be sensitive to ambient light (thus skewing the centroid), and
only one axis of displacement is measured. Now that more powerful 2D video cameras, frame
acquisition systems, and processors are available, alignment systems can employ image
processing techniques to analyze more complicated, multi-feature images, enabling a robust
precision measurement over a much wider range [13].

This concept is illustrated in Fig. 2, where a large precision mask is illuminated and
projected through a lens onto a smaller area focal plane array. Misalignment is detected by
correlating the captured video image to the mask template. Provided that the portion of the
image viewed by the camera is unambiguous, the camera position can be precisely located
anywhere across the projected mask, yielding a very wide measurement range.
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Fig. 1: Standard 3-point straightness monitor as applied in the L3 muon detector

detector (i.e. quadrant photodiode) through a focusing lens. Displacements of the lens from the
line between source and detector are measured as a shift in the illumination centroid at the

photodiode. With the lens at the midpoint, these devices have an implicit gain of two in the

sagitta measurement; the offset read at the detector is twice the 3-point sagitta error. The

measured displacement is insensitive to rotations of the lens and LED (provided it exhibits a

symmetric illumination profile) about their optical axes. The LED is modulated by a

low-frequency carrier, and synchronously detected to minimize the effects of any ambient light

background. One straightness monitor component is fixed to each super-layer package such that

it precisely references the cathode (sensing) plane of one composite CSC (Cathode Strip

Chamber) layer; incident charged tracks (and/or X-rays from a calibration table) will rapidly

determine the displacement of the mounted layer (hence the alignment element) with respect to

the superlayer mean to better than 0' = 10 um.
Although simple LED/Lens/Quad-cell systems such as depicted in Fig. l are proven to

provide high accuracy in deployed detector systems (below 5 um [6,7]) at minimal cost, their

useful measurement range doesn’t generally extend beyond 1-2 mm [8]. The range of these
alignment systems may be increased by replacing the quad-cell with a continuous lateral-effect

photodiode [8] or by employing a wide-area diffuser over the LED and using a larger quadrant

diode [9]. These techniques, however, can appreciably increase the hardware complication and

expense, plus potentially degrade the alignment resolution beyond the 25 um limit.
Recent advances in imaging technology and related microelectronics have dramatically

reduced the cost and size of solid-state video cameras and image processing hardware. Highly

integrated monochrome cameras are now available [10,11] on circuit cards that measure under

45 x 45 mm. They are self-contained, in that they typically require only 12 V of power and will
output composite RS-l70 video onto a 75 9 cable. These units are quite inexpensive, costing
well below $100 in large quantities. Such cameras typically employ inductive DC/DC
converters, however, which prevent operation at high magnetic fields. These converters may

be readily bypassed; one of the cameras under investigation [ 11] has already been so modified

for application in the high-field region of a Magnetic Resonance Imager. This technology has

an exploding future in many emerging commercial media applications, thus will be aggressively

developed, leading to further reductions in price and improved performance.

An early effort [12] in aligning muon chambers focused a single narrow light spot onto

a 256-pixel CCD line array, and determined the offset of this feature relative to the sensor by

taking the illumination centroid. Because only one feature is detected and a 1D sensor is used,

this technique possesses certain drawbacks; the available range is restricted to the active detector

area, the measured position can be sensitive to ambient light (thus skewing the centroid), and

only one axis of displacement is measured. Now that more powerful 2D video cameras, frame

acquisition systems, and processors are available, alignment systems can employ image

processing techniques to analyze more complicated, multi-feature images, enabling a robust

precision measurement over a much wider range [13].
This concept is illustrated in Fig. 2, where a large precision mask is illuminated and

projected through a lens onto a smaller area focal plane array. Misalignment is detected by

correlating the captured video image to the mask template. Provided that the portion of the
image viewed by the camera is unambiguous, the camera position can be precisely located
anywhere across the projected mask, yielding a very wide measurement range.
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Fig. 2: Video straightness monitor (VSM) scheme

Fig. 3: Data acquisition for multiple-VSM system

Fig. 3 shows the implementation of such a system in the GEM muon detector. This
layout entails very little electronics at each monitor site (only an LED illuminator and the camera
card), and minimal cabling; a unipolar power supply and video line for the camera (which can
both be combined into a single pair), plus a gate for every LED illuminator. Proper shielding
will avoid crosstalk into the chamber signal electronics. All video sources for each GEM muon
sector (currently estimated to cover r/r2 of 271, which includes 136 video channels in the
ah-projective case [1] are multiplexed and input to a standard frame-grabber, which is managed
by a simple processor that analyzes the captured images as described below and fits to the mask
template. Successive frames are summed at a 1 Hz rate for at least 15 seconds in order to
average out the effects of atmospheric turbulence. Under these assumptions, the entire muon
system can thus be scanned in well under a half hour. The processors will communicate via a
Local Area Network, exchanging alignment results, parameters, programs, and diagnostic
data. This system is very easy to diagnose and verify; intelligent “watchdog” processing of the
video frames provides a wealth of information, and if needed, the real-time video can be
visually analyzed.

3. BARCODE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

The most direct implementation of the VSM technique would be to image a mask of
complicated (i.e. pseudorandom) features, and derive the alignment measurement by cross-
correlating the captured image to the mask template. This process can be computationally
demanding, however, especially if the lens magnification is not precisely known, or there is no
coarse a priori knowledge of the mask offset. A 2-dimensional barcode has been developed in
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Fig. 3 shows the implementation of such a system in the GEM muon detector. This

layout entails very little electronics at each monitor site (only an LED illuminator and the camera

card), and minimal cabling; a unipolar power supply and video line for the camera (which can

both be combined into a single pair), plus a gate for every LED illuminator. Proper shielding
will avoid crosstalk into the chamber signal electronics. All video sources for each GEM muon

sector (currently estimated to cover ‘/12 of 21:, which includes 136 video channels in the
ah-projective case [1] are multiplexed and input to a standard frame-grabber, which is managed

by a simple processor that analyzes the captured images as described below and fits to the mask

template. Successive frames are summed at a 1 Hz rate for at least 15 seconds in order to

average out the effects of atmospheric turbulence. Under these assumptions, the entire muon

system can thus be scanned in well under a half hour. The processors will communicate via a

Local Area Network, exchanging alignment results, parameters, programs, and diagnostic

data. This system is very easy to diagnose and verify; intelligent “watchdog” processing of the

video frames provides a wealth of information, and if needed, the real-time video can be

visually analyzed.

3. BARCODE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

The most direct implementation of the VSM technique would be to image a mask of

complicated (i.e. pseudorandom) features, and derive the alignment measurement by cross-

correlating the captured image to the mask template. This process can be computationally
demanding, however, especially if the lens magnification is not precisely known, or there is no

coarse a priori knowledge of the mask offset. A 2-dimensional barcode has been developed in
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Fig. 4: Principle behind 2-dimensional barcode pattern

order to greatly simplify the needed processing; the two-dimensional pattern matching problem
is now decoupled into two essentially independent 1-dimensional problems.

Fig. 4 shows such a barcode and indicates how it is read. The barcode superimposes
both x and y information by making one code the negative image of the other. In Fig. 4, we
see the horizontal code (x) as being a positive image (black lines), where the vertical code (y) is
a negative image (horizontal lines). As indicated at right in Fig. 4, the two barcodes are
separated in a captured 2D frame by summing (i.e. “projecting”) all pixels horizontally (then
reversing their amplitude) for the “y”, and summing all pixels vertically for the “x”. This yields
two 1-dimensional barcodes, as plotted at left in Fig. 4. The barcode digits can be read by
simply thresholding this data and counting bars, coarsely positioning the imager relative to the
mask (in this simple coding scheme, a thick bar denotes the beginning of a digit; the digit’s
value is derived by counting the number of narrow bars that follow). Provided that the frame
width can accommodate at least two full digits, at least one digit can be completely read at any
position, thus the camera offset can be unambiguously determined anywhere in the pattern
(every digit in this coding scheme is unique). This is also illustrated at left in Fig. 4, where we
see the footprint of a typical ‘13” solid-state imager (such as has been used in tests)
superimposed over the barcode pattern. The centroids of the projected bars may then be fit to
the code template to produce a precise position reference, as detailed below.

The monotonic barcode of Fig. 4 is extremely simple, and was used in early tests [1].
It was composed manually in a Macintosh drawing package, and the feature locations were
extracted into a CAD database. A new barcode has been programmed entirely in PostScript,
thus the features are absolutely accurate to the resolution of the output device. This code is
shown at left in Fig. 5, and incorporates several additional innovations. The digits are now
binary-encoded (i.e. the width of a digit and presence/absence of a bar determines its value),
plus the digit sequence is scrambled to insure a more-or-less uniform feature density across the
pattern. The thick bars still denote the begin/end of encoded digits. An 8-bar “comb” pattern
has been appended to the edges of the main barcode to provide good resolution reaching
beyond the edges of the basic code. Because the coding scheme is much more compact, this
image is twice as large than that of Fig. 3; the dynamic range is now increased to over 24 mm.

A captured frame (averaged over 15 4-bit grabs) from this barcode is displayed at right
in Fig. 5, using the test setup described below. As can be noted, the image is hardly perfect;
there are several visible defects due to smudges, etc. on the imager surface and barcode
transparency. Because the entire frame is used in analyzing the data, this alignment scheme is
tolerant of these defects, and they do not appreciably affect the accuracy. The feature resolution
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order to greatly simplify the needed processing; the two-dimensional pattern matching problem

is now decoupled into two essentially independent l-dimensional problems.
Fig. 4 shows such a barcode and indicates how it is read. The barcode superimposes

both X and y information by making one code the negative image of the other. In Fig. 4, we

see the horizontal code (X) as being a positive image (black lines), where the vertical code (y) is

a negative image (horizontal lines). As indicated at right in Fig. 4, the two barcodes are

separated in a captured 2D frame by summing (i.e. “projecting”) all pixels horizontally (then

reversing their amplitude) for the “y”, and summing all pixels vertically for the “x”.This yields

two l-dimensional barcodes, as plotted at left in Fig. 4. The barcode digits can be read by

simply thresholding this data and counting bars, coarsely positioning the imager relative to the

mask (in this simple coding scheme, a thick bar denotes the beginning of a digit; the digit’s

value is derived by counting the number of narrow bars that follow). Provided that the frame

width can accommodate at least two full digits, at least one digit can be completely read at any

position, thus the camera offset can be unambiguously determined anywhere in the pattern

(every digit in this coding scheme is unique). This is also illustrated at left in Fig. 4, where we

see the footprint of a typical 1/3 " solid-state imager (such as has been used in tests)
superimposed over the barcode pattern. The centroids of the projected bars may then be fit to

the code template to produce a precise position reference, as detailed below.

The monotonic barcode of Fig. 4 is extremely simple, and was used in early tests [1].

It was composed manually in a Macintosh drawing package, and the feature locations were

extracted into a CAD database. A new barcode has been programmed entirely in PostScript,

thus the features are absolutely accurate to the resolution of the output device. This code is

shown at left in Fig. 5, and incorporates several additional innovations. The digits are now

binary-encoded (i.e. the width of a digit and presence/absence of a bar determines its value),

plus the digit sequence is scrambled to insure a more-or—less uniform feature density across the

pattern. The thick bars still denote the begin/end of encoded digits. An 8-bar “comb” pattern

has been appended to the edges of the main barcode to provide good resolution reaching

beyond the edges of the basic code. Because the coding scheme is much more compact, this

image is twice as large than that of Fig. 3; the dynamic range is now increased to over 24 mm.

A captured frame (averaged over 15 4-bit grabs) from this barcode is displayed at right
in Fig. 5, using the test setup described below. As can be noted, the image is hardly perfect;

there are several visible defects due to smudges, etc. on the imager surface and barcode

transparency. Because the entire frame is used in analyzing the data, this alignment scheme is

tolerant of these defects, and they do not appreciably affect the accuracy. The feature resolution
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Fig. 5: PostScript barcode (left) and frame captured by test setup (right)

(hence number of possible features, thus length of code and dynamic range) is dictated by the
diffraction limit of the lens; in these tests (over an 8 meter path with a 42 mm diameter lens), the
narrow-bar features measure ~120 pm. With the 8 meter baseline, the barcode features are
seen to be adequately resolved with a lens aperture down to 25 mm, or defocus of = ±25 mm
(otherwise, the image should be appropriately filtered, etc. before it is analyzed).

An analysis program has been written to process the X\Y projections of frame data; Fig.
6 shows an illustrative plot for a typical projection. First, the data is slightly low-pass filtered
(using a phase-invariant Butterworth filter) to remove noise. It is then filtered much more
heavily to produce a floating threshold curve, clipped to stay above and below an upper/lower
noise floor. The data is discriminated by this threshold to recover the barcode, plotted at the top
of the figure. This code is then parsed (i.e. the digits are read and located on the master
template), and quadratics are fit to each corresponding peak and narrow valley in order to
determine the feature centroids (only data down to half of the peak height is used, to prevent
asymmetric tails from skewing the fits; in addition, “valley” data is only used between identical
peaks; i.e. between two thick bars or two narrow bars). A linear least-squares fit is then
applied to determine the offset and scale factor relating the barcode template reference to the
captured frame, as determined by the centroids of the features extracted from the code segments
that could be actually read (i.e. those completely in the frame; these are denoted by a “+” in
Fig. 6). The remaining features that were detected are then checked to see if they are consistent
to within a fiducial tolerance of this fit; if so, the fit is repeated with these points included (the
added peaks are tagged “x” and added valleys are tagged “0”  in Fig. 6) for greater precision.

The fit performed above relates the imager coordinates (in pixels) from the captured
frame to the coordinate system that was used to generate the barcode; i.e. solve for a and p in
the relation: fixcode  = axpixels  + p, where xpixels  is a vector of detected feature centroids (in
pixels) and yb arcode is a vector of the corresponding feature positions in the barcode template (in
mm). The current formulation expresses p as the offset of the lower-left corner of the imaging
array from the lower left-corner of the barcode; a is the scale factor between the detected and
generated barcode. Although the relevant alignment parameter is given by fl, fits are performed
with both a and p free, which compensates for effects of image magnification and small
rotations. If the scale factor a has been calibrated and is stable, it may be held fixed, and only
p determined. This produced significant improvement in earlier results [1] with the old
manually-generated barcode (Fig. 4), but yields much less benefit with the PostScript barcode
of Fig. 5, which has more precise features.

In addition to the above fit technique, another approach was examined, where the
barcode template was fit to the entire frame projection (the code was not actually read and no
features were extracted) by maximizing the correlation integral and minimizing chi-square.
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Fig. 5: PostScript barcode (left) and frame captured by test setup (right)

(hence number of possible features, thus length of code and dynamic range) is dictated by the

diffraction limit of the lens; in these tests (over an 8 meter path with a 42 mm diameter lens), the
narrow-bar features measure =120 um. With the 8 meter baseline, the barcode features are

seen to be adequately resolved with a lens aperture down to 25 mm, or defocus of 2 $25 mm

(otherwise, the image should be appropriately filtered, etc. before it is analyzed).

An analysis program has been written to process the X\Y projections of frame data; Fig.

6 shows an illustrative plot for a typical projection. First, the data is slightly low-pass filtered
(using a phase-invariant Butterworth filter) to remove noise. It is then filtered much more

heavily to produce a floating threshold curve, clipped to stay above and below an upper/lower

noise floor. The data is discriminated by this threshold to recover the barcode, plotted at the top

of the figure. This code is then parsed (i.e. the digits are read and located on the master

template), and quadratics are fit to each corresponding peak and narrow valley in order to

determine the feature centroids (only data down to half of the peak height is used, to prevent
asymmetric tails from skewing the fits; in addition, “valley” data is only used between identical

peaks; i.e. between two thick bars or two narrow bars). A linear least-squares fit is then

applied to determine the offset and scale factor relating the barcode template reference to the

captured frame, as determined by the centroids of the features extracted from the code segments

that could be actually read (i.e. those completely in the frame; these are denoted by a “+” in

Fig. 6). The remaining features that were detected are then checked to see if they are consistent

to within a fiducial tolerance of this fit; if so, the fit is repeated with these points included (the

added peaks are tagged "X" and added valleys are tagged "0" in Fig. 6) for greater precision.
The fit performed above relates the imager coordinates (in pixels) from the captured

frame to the coordinate system that was used to generate the barcode; i.e. solve for a and fl in

the relation: Ybarcode = a xpixels + [3, where xpixels is a vector of detected feature centroids (in
pixels) and Ybarcode is a vector ‘of the corresponding feature positions in the barcode template (in
mm). The current formulation expresses [3 as the offset of the lower-left comer of the imaging
array from the lower left-comer of the barcode; 0.’ is the scale factor between the detected and

generated barcode. Although the relevant alignment parameter is given by fl, fits are performed
with both a and [3 free, which compensates for effects of image magnification and small
rotations. If the scale factor a has been calibrated and is stable, it may be held fixed, and only

[3 determined. This produced significant improvement in earlier results [1] with the old
manually-generated barcode (Fig. 4), but yields much less benefit with the PostScript barcode

of Fig. 5, which has more precise features.
In addition to the above fit technique, another approach was examined, where the

barcode template was fit to the entire frame projection (the code was not actually read and no
features were extracted) by maximizing the correlation integral and minimizing chi-square.
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Fig. 6: Analysis of X-projection from captured frame

Because of offset shifts, tails, etc. created by the optical point-spread function, this method
produced less accurate results, although the performance may improve after appropriate data
filtering. By selecting particular features, such background effects are reduced.

Because of the large amount of data available in the full frame, many effects may be
detected and compensated. Rotations of the mask relative to the camera can be determined by
performing the feature fit on several band projections across the image (e.g. upper, middle, and
lower thirds) or by applying the Hough transform [14] to the 2-dimensional frame data. Small
rotational effects in the captured frame may be compensated by translating the calculated p value
to the frame center, using the measured scale a.

4. TEST RESULTS

A series of tests was performed on a prototype VSM system. An 8-meter optical
baseline (barcode\camera distance) was set up on a 5x12 foot optical table. A 2-meter focal
length, 42 mm diameter lens was used at the midpoint to image the barcode at 1:1
magnification. A Chinon CX-102 mini-camera [10] was used, featuring a switched MOS
photodiode matrix of 324 x 246 pixels across a l/3” diagonal area. Video data was acquired
and averaged via a Data Translation DT2861 frame grabber in an IBM PC, and transported to a
Macintosh II for analysis, where the above procedure was coded in the MATLAB [15]
interpreter. Future efforts [4] will incorporate real-time analysis and will be based entirely
around a Macintosh using a SCION LG-3 frame grabber, which can drive a multiplexer and
enable up to 64 VSM channels to be addressed.

The PostScript barcode of Fig. 5 was used in these tests. It was printed across a full
page using a Linotronic 200 printer with 1200 DPI resolution, and photographically reduced by
a factor of 8 (down to 24 x 24 mm) onto a conventional high-contrast negative, which was
back-illuminated using a standard IR LED and field lens (which collimates the light like a
flashlight beam), as shown in Fig. 2. Future tests [4] will use chrome-on-glass masks made
directly from the barcode template, with features accurate to 0.1 pm [16]; the possibility of
front-illuminating an opaque mask, which could be lithographed directly onto the cathode plane
of a chamber layer, will also be investigated.

In these tests, the lens was translated, and its position computer-monitored by a
precision digital linear gauge. The lens displacements are thus quoted in the plots; because of
the geometry, the displacement of the source and detector are a factor of two larger.

Results from two scans across the barcode are plotted in Fig. 7. The left column shows
the results of a scan across the vertical (Y) axis, and the right column shows the results of a
scan across the horizontal (X) axis, as referenced to the barcode drawing in Fig. 5. The top
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Because of offset shifts, tails, etc. created by the optical point-spread function, this method

produced less accurate results, although the performance may improve after appropriate data

filtering. By selecting particular features, such background effects are reduced.
Because of the large amount of data available in the full frame, many effects may be

detected and compensated. Rotations of the mask relative to the camera can be determined by

performing the feature fit on several band projections across the image (e.g. upper, middle, and

lower thirds) or by applying the Hough transform [14] to the 2-dimensional frame data. Small

rotational effects in the captured frame may be compensated by translating the calculated [3 value
to the frame center, using the measured scale a.

4. TEST RESULTS

A series of tests was performed on a prototype VSM system. An 8-meter optical

baseline (barcode\camera distance) was set up on a 5X12 foot optical table. A 2-meter focal

length, 42 mm diameter lens was used at the midpoint to image the barcode at 1:1

magnification. A Chinon CX-102 mini-camera [10] was used, featuring a switched MOS
photodiode matrix of 324 x 246 pixels across a 1/3" diagonal area. Video data was acquired
and averaged via a Data Translation DT2861 frame grabber in an IBM PC, and transported to a

Macintosh II for analysis, where the above procedure was coded in the MATLAB [15]

interpreter. Future efforts [4] will incorporate real-time analysis and will be based entirely

around a Macintosh using a SCION LG-3 frame grabber, which can drive a multiplexer and

enable up to 64 VSM channels to be addressed.

The PostScript barcode of Fig. 5 was used in these tests. It was printed across a full

page using a Linotronic 200 printer with 1200 DPI resolution, and photographically reduced by

a factor of 8 (down to 24 x 24 mm) onto a conventional high-contrast negative, which was

back-illuminated using a standard IR LED and field lens (which collimates the light like a

flashlight beam), as shown in Fig. 2. Future tests [4] will use chrome-on-glass masks made

directly from the barcode template, with features accurate to 0.1 um [16]; the possibility of

front-illuminating an opaque mask, which could be lithographed directly onto the cathode plane

of a chamber layer, will also be investigated.

In these tests, the lens was translated, and its position computer-monitored by a

precision digital linear gauge. The lens displacements are thus quoted in the plots; because of

the geometry, the displacement of the source and detector are a factor of two larger.

Results from two scans across the barcode are plotted in Fig. 7. The left column shows

the results of a scan across the vertical (Y) axis, and the right column shows the results of a

scan across the horizontal (X) axis, as referenced to the barcode drawing in Fig. 5. The top
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Fig. 7: Transfer characteristic and linearity extracted from VSM scans

plots show the transfer characteristic; i.e. lens position, measured in mm, vs. the barcode offset
(P, as calculated from the fitting procedure described above (both a and p were free in the fits).
The factor of two between lens and detector displacement is obvious from these plots. Because
the photographic reduction of the barcode mask was not accurately controlled (thus the template
scale is not precisely determined), these plots are essentially calibrations, i.e. they relate the
coordinates produced by the barcode fit to the physical displacement of alignment elements (the
straight-line sagitta error). The curves are very linear, and span nearly 12 mm of lens
displacement (24 mm across the barcode), demonstrating the wide dynamic range.

The lower two plots show the deviation in linearity across these scans. In both cases,
the worst-case departures remain below 10 ym. The errors for the vertical scans seem to be
mainly due to thermal variations across the 8 meter optical path, and exhibit a 0 = 1.9 pm. The
horizontal scans show more of a structured nonlinearity (still with RMS under 4 pm), with
peaks near either edge of the barcode pattern; nonetheless, these excursions remain within the
GEM resolution requirements. In addition, the scan-orthogonal coordinate was resolved for
this data (the X coordinate during a Y scan, and vice-versa), to examine the steady-state
performance of the system during the test interval (which ran roughly 30 minutes). In both
cases, the orthogonal coordinate was stable to within CJ < 2 pm, at which level thermal effects
dominate over the 8 meter optical path.

The source of the structured errors seen in the X scan of Fig. 7 is under investigation;
possibilities include aberration effects (i.e. narrow-angle illumination during the vertical scan
introducing errors when the lens is far off axis) and defects or curl on the mask negative.
Another possibility arises from errors generated by wide features - the thick bars yield
projections that are not quadratic (see Fig. 6), producing some uncertainty in the resulting
centroid fit (due to the rectangular imager aspect, the X scan has a wider scale than the Y scan).
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Fig. 7: Transfer characteristic and linearity extracted from VSM scans

plots show the transfer characteristic; i.e. lens position, measured in mm, vs. the barcode offset

(fl) as calculated from the fitting procedure described above (both a and B were free in the fits).
The factor of two between lens and detector displacement is obvious from these plots. Because

the photographic reduction of the barcode mask was not accurately controlled (thus the template

scale is not precisely determined), these plots are essentially calibrations, i.e. they relate the

coordinates produced by the barcode fit to the physical displacement of alignment elements (the

straight-line sagitta error). The curves are very linear, and span nearly 12 mm of lens

displacement (24 mm across the barcode), demonstrating the wide dynamic range.
The lower two plots show the deviation in linearity across these scans. In both cases,

the worst-case departures remain below 10 ym. The errors for the vertical scans seem to be

mainly due to thermal variations across the 8 meter optical path, and exhibit a 6 = 1.9 pm. The

horizontal scans show more of a structured nonlinearity (still with RMS under 4 mm), with
peaks near either edge of the barcode pattern; nonetheless, these excursions remain within the

GEM resolution requirements. In addition, the scan-orthogonal coordinate was resolved for
this data (the X coordinate during a Y scan, and vice-versa), to examine the steady-state

performance of the system during the test interval (which ran roughly 30 minutes). In both

cases, the orthogonal coordinate was stable to within 6 < 2 mm, at which level thermal effects

dominate over the 8 meter optical path.
The source of the structured errors seen in the X scan of Fig. 7 is under investigation;

possibilities include aberration effects (i.e. narrow-angle illumination during the vertical scan

introducing errors when the lens is far off axis) and defects or curl on the mask negative.

Another possibility arises from errors generated by wide features - the thick bars yield

projections that are not quadratic (see Fig. 6), producing some uncertainty in the resulting

centroid fit (due to the rectangular imager aspect, the X scan has a wider scale than the Y scan).
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The video straightness monitors have been demonstrated to resolve sagitta errors to well
within 10 l..trn  over long optical path lengths and exhibit over a centimeter of dynamic range in
sagitta, as will be required for the GEM muon system. Future efforts will explore effects of
image distortion (e.g. recovering from significant turbulence, defocus, etc.), more efficient
correlation analysis, extraction of rotational and other information from the 2D data, and
establishing efficient fiducialization/calibration procedures [1]. Alternate coding schemes will
also be investigated, including multi-digit codes (reading at least two digits at once) for
increased range and uni-digit codes (e.g. rather than code several digits separated by thick bars,
encode one long digit entirely with narrow bars, in which each captured frame will be uniquely
identified); radically different masks have also been suggested [13]. Experience with a multi-
channel VSM implementation will be provided by the proposed Alignment Test Stand [4],
which will explore the operation of these systems in a realistic environment. The solid-state
cameras that will be chosen for GEM must be able to tolerate the anticipated radiation
environment. If difficulty is encountered with the candidate devices [10,11], radiation-tolerant
imagers using Charge Injection Devices (CIDs) can be employed; if this proves unfeasible, a
multiple LED backup option [1] has also been developed.
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June 30, 1993 
GEM muon group meeting 

AGENDA 

• Gena Mitselmakher - Chamber development plan 

• Coleman Johnson - Chamber engineering at the SSCL 

• Otto Steger - Strip board measurements 

• Vinnie Polychronakos - BNL chamber I electronics progress 

• Curt Belser - LLNL chamber activities 

• Scott Whitaker - BU chamber I electronics activities 

• Igor Golutvin - Dubna progress with large prototype 

• Yinzhi Huang - Progress in IHEP 

• Dan Marlow - Plans of muon electronics development 

• Craig Wuest - Alignment Test Rig plans and chamber I alignment 
interface prototyping 

• Joe Paradiso - Alignment monitor prototyping and simulations 

• Alignment discussion - contributions from Gershtein and Korytov 
(presented by Mitselmakher) 

• Joe Antebi - Monolith support structure 

• Frank Nimblett - Support structure 

• Mike Marx - Compare TDR and SGH support structures 

• Discussion 
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Draft-3 

GEM Post TDR Muon R&D Program for FY93 

May 7, 1993 

Abstract 

The objectives of the Post-TOR FY93 R&:D and Engineering Program for the GEM Muon 
System are to carry the chamber design, alignment, and support structure into fully integrated, and 
engineered system. In contrast, the Pre-TOR program concentrated on the conceptual design of the 
muon system and on extexsive investigations of various chamber technologies.. This effort lead to our 
choosing Cathode Strip Qambers for both the triggering and tracldng functions of the muon system. 
In the Post-1DR program certain aspects of the Cathode Strip Chamber design will be developed and 
tested by means of small prototype chambers where the parameters of interest will be varied. Such 
issues as the resolution of the chamber for different anode-cathode gaps will be investigated. In 
addition, the full engineering details and "industrialization" of the chamber design will be conducted 
with the intent of setting up a pilot factory and producing first production chambers in FY94. The 
design of the chamber 5upport and alignment systems will be developed in sufficient detail to allow 
for the fabrication of a sector prototype in late FY94. The construction of an alignment test-stand will 
be an impdrtant objective for this phase of the R&D program. The test stand will enable the mncept of 
the "false-sagitta" mP..asaurement and interpolation to be validated. 

Table of Contents 
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In order to manage the activities of the groups contributing to the chamber design a Chamber 
Commitee will be created with the primary function to overlook all activities and coordinate chamber 
design. The chairman of the Commitee is the Task Coordinator. 

The proposed work is broken down into the following subtasks: 

Deliverables: 

(2.1.0l Purc.liase common parts (raw materials) for chamber construction. 
(2.1.ll Foe the baseiine chamber design for barrel and endcap chambe?S. Doc:ument all 

mechanical tolerances and dimensions. Compile a set of drawings. Integrate with 
electronics, alignment, gas and services. 

(2.1.2l Investiga~~ and validate with reduced size prototype measurements of different aspects 
of chamber design: 
al resolution performance vs. gap and strip segmentation; 
bl investigation of different possibilities of calibration: with wire induced signal, 
electronically and using data from real particles. · 
cl consider tile possibility of molded chamber frame production. 

(2.1.3l Construction of full size prototypes: 
al "-1 ~lion" prototype of a barrel middle layer chamber: 3m by 1.lm- six 4mm 

gaps; 
bl ·o genera1:1on" protot;ype of a barrel outer layer chamber: 3.Sm by 1.4m - six 5mm 

gaps; 
c) "O genera':ion" prototype of an end cap middle layer trapezoidal chamber: 

2.2m by u.9 /0.6Im-six 4mm gaps. 

Iasis Coon;!h;~ll!r-· Gena Mitselmakher- SSCL 

Chamber Cornmites:: Carl Bromberg. Igor Golutvin, Ya-nan Guo, Coleman Johnson, Yuri 
Kiryushin, Kwong Lau, Louis Osborne, Vinnie Polyc:hronaJcos, Alexei Vorobyov, CJaig Wuest, 
Scott Whitaker. 

-
.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.... 

Task Contnbutors: .. 

~ 
M. Atiya, M. J. Murtagh. V. PolydlronaJcos. V. Radeka 
Jill . 
J. Shanie. S. Whitake;, FS.U. Witor, engl, eng2, techl, tech2 
JHEP-Beiting .., 
Y. Chen, Y. Guo, Y. Xie, physicists al1d engineers 
~ 
M. Danilov, V. GaV':ilov, L Lapttn.. P. Mmat, V. Nagovitsin, A. Ostapc:huk, V. Popov, V.Slu"baev, V. 
Stolin, V. Tchistilin, L Tilchondtoo. 
DNR-Dukna 
Yu. Ershov, L Gohll"Vin, N. Gotf>mtOV, Yu. Kiryushin, A. Makhankov, S. Movchan, V. Rashevsky, L ... 
Simov, S. Sergeev, D. Smolin, V. Pere!ygin. V. Zhiltsov 
PNPJ-St Pebt:1::l>w5 
V. Andreev, N. Bandar, G. GavriJov, v. Gradlev, o. Kiselev, A. Krlvshic:h, V. Maleev, V. Mylnilcov, S. 
Patrichev, 0. Prok~fiev, A. Vorobyov 
~ 
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In order to manage the activities of the groups contributing to the chamber design a Chamber
Cammitee will be created with the primary function to overlook all activities and coordinate. chamber
design. The chairman of the Commitee is the Task Coordinator.

The pmposed work is broken down into the following subtasks:

Deliverables:
 

(2.1.0) Purchase common parts (raw materials) for chamber construction.
(2.1.1) Fix the baseline chamber design for barrel and endcap chambers. Document all

mechanical tolerances and dimensions. Compile a set of drawings. Integrate with

electronics, alignment. gas and services.
(2.1.2) Investigate and validate with reduced size prototype measurements of different aspects

of chamber design:

a) resolution performance vs. gap and strip segmentation;

b) investigation of different possibilities of calibration: with wire induced signal.
electronically and using data from real particles.
c) consider the possibility of molded chamber frame production.

(213) Construction of full sizeprototypes:
a) ”-1 generation" prototype of a. barrel middle layer chamber: 3m by 1.1m - six 4mm

831953

b) '0 generation" prototypeofabarrel outer layer chamber: 351:: by 1.4m - six 5mm
gaps; '

c) "0 generation"promtypeofan end cap middlelayertrapemidai chamber:
221:: by 0.9/0.61m - six 4mmgaps.

Wm. Gena Mitsehmkher - SSCL

W Carl Bromberg. Igor Golutvin, Ya-nan Guo, Coleman Johnson, Yuri
Kiryushin, Kwong Lau, Louis Osborne, Vinnie Polychronakos, Alexei Vorobyov, Craig Wuest.
Scott Whitaker. -

k n : -
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E!
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Y. Chen. Y. Gun, Y. Xie, physicists and engineers
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Stalin, V. Tchistilin, I. Tilthomfrov.
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W .
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Pauichev, O. Prokofiev, A. Vorobyov
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-Prototypes 

a) Small "performance optimization" prototypes. 
( Cell geometry optimization, performance in magnetic field - barrel, 

endcap, wire - strip angle effect on resolution, etc ... ) 
committed: SSCL ( laser test stand), !TEP, PNPI, BNL, Dubna 

b) Engineering prototypes - parts of chambers (panels, frames from new 
materials etc.) 

committed - SSCL, BNL, LLNL ... need more 

c) Large prototypes 
(-1) generation barrel chamber 3m by Llm, six 4mm gaps - Dubna 
(with SSCL participation - components, BNL, BU. PNPI - electronics) 
A~crust 1993 

( 0) generation barrel outer layer chamber 3.5m by t.4m - six 5mm gaps 
producer TBD ( SSCL, LLNL, Dubna ???) 
design by November 1993 
construction by January 1994 

( 0) generation endcap chamber 
design by December 1993 
construction be Febmary 1994 
producer TBD ( MIT, PNPI ???) 

-Electronics for prototypes. 

a) Cathode electronics - 2000 channels - Amplex based - BNL 
b) Anode electronics - 500 channels - BU,PNPl(hybrids) 

-Prototypes of "real electronics" -first samples in 1994 -
first production for prototypes for Sector test and Fermilab tests 1995 
( discussed with Marlow) 

9 



(4.0) Schedules and Milestones 

4.1 Chamber D:sign, Prototyping and Studies. Tasks 1 and 2. 

Item (Task) 

1. Barrel Chamber 
design (2.1.la) 

2. End Cap Chamber 
Design (2.l.lb) 

3. Barrel type 
(-ll generation 
prototype (2.13a) : 

•• I 

4. Barrel type 
(0) generation 
prototype (2.l.3b) : ' 

'· Endcap type 
(0) generation 
prototype (2.L3c) 

6. Tests of small 
dlantbe:s <z.Z.Z m, 
2.2.4) 

1. Construction of 

M 
1993 ·1994 

J J A S 0 N D J F 

xxxx:o~xxxxxxxxxx 

"Design Parameters Fixed 

"Design Parameters F1Xed 

Construction 
lOOOOCXXX> = Tests 

XXXXX'OOOIX1' • 0 "' 

Construction 

Design 
> <XlOOOC<lOOO • v u • <XlC c Construction 

.xx:>::<lO OOCOOOOOOOOOOi •• ocxx:cx 

Design 
XX>OOCO IOOOCCXlOOCOOOO Construction 
~ U*\XJ! \:Jal: 

@••<t>O*O*OOX#CIC Tests 
XJM kX# OCOOXXXX) H # jl M CQ 

engineering Consbuction 
prototypes (large XlOCiooOOOooOOo Tests 
panels. molded frames) XlOCXXXlOOOOOOO 

(2.1.2) 
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(4.0) Schedules and Milestones

4.1 Chamber Design, Prototyping and Studies. Tasks 1 and 2.

 

1993 ' 1994

Item (Task) _; M J I A s o N D ] 1=

1. Barrel Chamber ' nmoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooocmooooooo‘

design (2.1.13) ADesign Parameters Fixed

 
 

 

 

 

2. End Cap Chamber

Design (2.1.1b)

3. Barrel type Construction .
(-1) generation :oooooooooooooooooooo: Tests

prototype (213a) : . nooooooooooooooc’ I

4.321de 135i?
(0) generation momma: Construction

prototype (2.133)”;= WW

5. Endcap type ‘ a Design
(0) generation nooooooooooooooooooooooooc Construction

prototype (2.1.3c) .3 A . V W

6. Tests of small i, Construction

chambers (2.2.2, 2.2.3, W Tests
22.4) mm

7. Commfion of _ ‘
mgineering ;_ Won
prototypes (large , W Tests

panels, molded frames) ’ :ooooooooooooooooooooot
(2-1.2)
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CHAMBER WEIGHTS d' 
Different "baselines" considered 

\;\'il()()l)(l(·-1 

6/l!V!O 

• BNL cast edges: nomlnal 3.5 x 1.19 m chamber 
epoxy edges, G-10 frames, no electronics, etc 
baseline chamber weight = 134 kg 
cast polymer frame weight = 103 kg, i.e. 77°/o 

• SSC minimization design: nominal 2.55 x 1.08 m cha1nber 
epoxy edges, G-10 frames, no electronics, etc 
baseline chamber weight = 93.6 kg 
minimization design weight = 69.5 kg, i.e. 74o/o 

• Both designs baselines us.e epoxy in HC close-outs 
consider lower density material, le from 1.23 to 0.5 gm/cc 
could lower SSC design to 59.4 kg, ie 63.5 % 

• TOR weights based on Incorrect densities 
realistic chamber weights 3/4 of TOR 
However, cables, tubes not included 

) , 
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DESIGN 

Current efforts: 

• Reduce materials In "edges" 
• Wire fixation concepts 
• High voltage distribution details 
• Gas distribution system details 
• "Spacer" details 
• Alignment transfer details 

Questions to be answered soon 

• Flatness requirements 
• edge material concept 
• Solder vrs epoxy for wire fixation 
• Anode plane relative alignment requirements 

C\0 j1tl1XJIX•J 

•llPJY.l 

• • • • • • • 
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Plans: 

Full sized, mid layer prototype: 

• ship parts 
• build six gap chamber, starting mid July 
• test in TTR, results by Sept? 

s,; Full sized, largest barrel prototype: 

t\"j.'(¥.)(.'(l(·2 

6/lf,{Y:I 

• Results of summer design effort 
• Choose representative design features 
• Complete design drawing package by Nov 
• Manufacture components by anticipated mass prod 
• First cut at "final" chamber building techniques 
• Available for test by Feb, 94 ?? 
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PROTOTYPES O' 
PROGRESS: 

C\'j:cxxll:x·I 
6/28/VJ 

• Full sized~ mJd layer prototype 
3 x 1.1 m 

cathode strip boards manufactured, being measured 
other parts packaged for shipping 

• Reduoed material edge design prototypes 
BNL aast edge concept 
SSC minimization design 

•· l!rror transfer prototype 
LLNL design, test 

, 
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Polymer Concrete (PC) 

Works just like concrete with Portland Cement. Properties are analo
gous to concrete, i.e. good compressive strength, poor tensile strength 
(unreinforced). 

• Many different polymer resins 

• Many aggregates 

Selection depends on desired properties. 

Usage of interest: PC for machine tool bases. 
PC for machine tool bases used instead of cast iron. 

• High stiffness to weight ratio 

• Dimensional stability 

• High vibration damping coefficient 

• Low thermal conductivity 

• Low production cost 

• Minimum machining required after casting 

In our case: 

• Use hollow glass microspheres as a filler 

• Density of 0.4 g/cm3 

V.A. Polycbn>nakoo,J1a1e 28, 1993 34 GEM-Subsy-.. Moaing Juno~.£993 
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Polymer Concrete (PC)
 

Works just like concrete with Portland Cement. Properties are analo—

gous to concrete, i.e. good compressive strength, poor tensile strength

(unreinforced).

0 Many different polymer resins

0 Many aggregates

Selection depends on desired properties.

3

Usage of interest: PC for machine tool bases.

PC for machine tool bases used instead of cast iron.

0 High stiffness to weight ratio

0 Dimensional stability

0 High vibration damping coefficient

0 Low thermal conductivity

0 Low production cost

0 Minimum machining required after casting

In our case:

0 Use hollow glass microspheres as afiller

0 Density of 0.4 g/cm3

Dnl
(llll

VA. Polychronlkouflimc 28. I993 34
GEM Moon Subcynan Meeting June 321.993
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LIGHTWEIGHT PC TARGET FRAME SYSTEMS 

-System Formulation, wt%: 
Resin 53 
Hardener 9 
Black 1 
Glass spheres 37 

Flexure Strength, psi 1225 

Flexual Modulus of . 139,500 
Elasticity, psi . · 

Compressive Strength, psi 1755 

Young!s Modulus, psi 98,395 

Density, lb/cu ft .· :; 26.2 
.. ·. ~ ·' "' ••. (0.42) 

".;, .... ' . ' .·· -. - ... , ... _ .. ; 

64 
10 
2 

24 

3925 

142,700 

34.6 
(0.55) 

-

-

-
.. 

.. 

-
-

-
---- -· . ----------~--~ ---------···- ----
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-
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Desired Properties 

1. Low Density ( < 0.5g-r / cm3
) 

2. Dimensional Stability 

• Low casting shrinkage { < 0.05%) 

•Low creep 

• TAC 1-3 I0-5in/in/C0 

3. No outgassing 

4. Resistant to water vapor absorption 

5. Good adhesion to GlO, Al, Cu 

6. Low viscosity (possible to cast features ;::::2.0mni) 

7. Modulus of elasticity (z.5,000,000 psi) 

8. Dielectric constant ( <4) 

9. Dielectric strngth 

10. Vibration damping factor (z.0.003} 

37 
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- MODULEWT.XLS 

-
SL l Sl2 Sl3 

Module Length L 257 
Module Width W 114 
Skin thickness G 10 0.05 
Copper thickness 0.0017 
Frame thickness h 0.4 
Frame Width 6.5 
Panel thickness (epoxy) 2 
Width of epoxy 1.5 -
Cross Section of Polymer 9.4072 
G l O boards for wire attachement xsectlon 0.4064 

Density of G l O 1.7 
Density of copper 8.96 
Density of epoxy 1.3 
Density of Nomex Honeycomb 0.029 
Density of Polymer 0.4 

Total weight 
Current Design Polymer Frames 

Weight of Frame 29517 
Weight of Epoxy Border 20257 
Weight of Skins CG 1()) 34865 34865 
Weight of Skins (Copper) 6248 6248 
Weight of Honeycomb 11895 11895 

Weight of G 10 wire attachment boards 2131 
Weight of Polymer Frame 19544 

102781 ...eeee; .., - Total '+'+'°'3 
~o.t#-1 Frame weight reduced by 

Total weight reduced by ~o. l-3 
Note: The weight of the the frame assumes that 25% of the volume is machined out 

Pagel 

43 
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Resolution as a function of <l> 
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What is the next step(s) 

1. Continue experimenting with different polymer to filler mixing 
ratios to achieve stiffest possible PC while maintaining the low 
density. 

2. Produce a 2 x 4 f t 2 panel to study potential problems in the casting 
process and study the mechanical properties of the panel. 

3. If [2] successful then proceed to make panels to be used for the 
construction of a prototype module with real dimensions (e.g. 
inner endcap) 

> 

• 

V.A. l'ol,c:luouadcos,.lane28, 1993 
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What is the next step(s)
 

1. Continue experimenting with different polymer to filler mixing

ratios to achieve stiffest possible PC while maintaining the low

density.

2. Produce a 2 x 4ft2 panel to study potential problems in the casting

process and study the mechanical pr0perties of the panel.

3. If [2] successful then proceed to make panels to be used for the

construction of a prototype module with real dimensions (e.g.

inner endcap)

Ill
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LLNL Engineering Activities to the End of FY93 

Optimize Chamber/Support Structure Interface 

• Kinc1natic n1ounts 
• Quarter point cha1nber supports vs. end supports 
• Endcap chan1ber support (radial tnerging or alternatives) 
• Resolve alignn1ent requirernents w.r.t. n1inimized actuator deployn1ent 

Alignment Test Stand 

• ()btain "go ahead" to proceed with project and finalize schedule 
- Basic preparations for facility are complete at LLNL 
- Identify interface requirements and plans for eventual move to SSCL 

• Prelin1inary Design Review to be scheduled in July 
- Design and drafting are proceeding 
- Procurement and fabrication need approval from GEM management 

"Wire Positioning Machine" Proposal to be circulated in July 

GEM Muon Meeting, 29 June 1993 
rn• 
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LLNL Engineering Activities (cont.) 

Participation in Muon Chamber Workshop 

• Verify intra-chan1ber alignn1ent sche1ne 
- Fiducial transfer "steps" from cathode strips to chamber assembly 
- Fiducial transfer from chamber assembly to projective alignment 

components 
- Develop statistics for accuracies obtained during each transfer 
- Investigate alternate transfer techniques as warranted 

~ • Prepare "(:SC Structural Design Bible" draft for circulation (early July) 

• Resolve chan1bcr over-pressure design issues (specification) 

• Provide general engince1ing and analysis support during workshop 

• Fabricate n1odels of concepts as necessary 

• Develop "CSC Process Bible" during \Vorkshop 
- Refine process steps, assembly techniques, testing, and QA/QC 

requirements _ 
- Follow-up with "CSC Prototype Factory Proposal" 

GE"f Muon Meeti"f, 29 June 199/ • I ' • 
rn• P.C. Belsl!t ~ 

• • I 



CSC Structural Design Bible ~e~ 

OBJECTIVE: A design guide for optimizing the CSC structure 

• Su1n1nary of the "n1ajor players'' in the CSC stn1ctural assen1bly and relative 
itnportancc of each co1nponent in the overall structural design (stiffness and 
other mechanical properties) 

• Detailed analysis and parmneter studies are included in appendices 

C.11 • Trade-offs of geometry and material selection vs. effect on cha1nber sag 
c:...:i . 

• ''Rule of thun1b'' equations describing relations bct\vecn chan1ber sag, 
stress, etc. vs. various geo1netry, environ1ncnt, or material property 
parmncters (where possible) 

GEM Muon Meeting, 29 June 1993 
l!I• 

F.C. Belser ~ 
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CSC Structural Design Bible (cont.) ~ 

Contents 

• CSC Structural Con1ponents and Effects on Chamber l\1echauical Properties 

a) Honeycomb panel (geometry and materials) 
- Skin (G-10 composite with Cu cathode strips) 
- Core 
- Edge fillers/inserts 
- Adhesives and assembly/bonding techniques 
- Composite assembly 

b) Gap frame (geometry and materials) 

c) Chamber Assembly 
- "Shear link" between panels 
- Bolted or glued interfaces between panels 
- Chamber support attachment points 

d) General considerations 
- Designing with comppsites 
- Designing for creep 
- Stability of materials 
- "Shear" lag 

GEM Muon Meeting, 29 June 1993 

• • • • • • • 
11:• 

F.C. Belser 1.::;;.111 
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CSC Structural Design Bible (cont.) ~e~ 

• l'vlanufacturing and other practical considerations 

a) Cathode strip panel faces (G-10 "skins") 

b) ... 

• Baseline Design description 
- List of the assumptions used in the analyses (geometry and material 

properties) 
- To be updated with the new baseline design at the end of the workshop 

• Appendices 
- Detailed analyses 
- Parameter studies 

Additional analyses are being prepared 

• Optin1u1n bolt pattern and sizing around perin1etcr of cha1nber 
• Alternate n1ethods of stiffening cha1nber (external) 
• Cha1nber support altach1nent points 
• "Shear lag" effects on rnodeling assu1nptions 

Prepare "Mechanical Properties Test Plan" to verify analyses 

GEM Muon Meeting, 29 June 1993 
l!I• 

F.C. Belser ~ 
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An Integrated 3D Muon System Model is Needed 

A self-consistent, 30 CAD model of the Muon Subsystem must be used as the 
basis for configuration control and physics performance optimization. 

• Includes support structure, chan1bers. chamber interface, alignment syste1n 
co1nponents and lines-of-site, and eventually utilities and services. 

• l'vlanufacturing dnt\Vings and other 2D representations are "extracted" fron1 
the 30 nlodel and linked to the model database. This allo\vs auto1natic 
updating of 20 drawings \Vhen the nlodel changes. 

• Used as an aid to laying out utilities and services and can reduce the use of 
expensive n1ockups. 

• Analysis niodels are dependent on data fro1n the 30 CAD 1nodel. 

• l'vtultiple. "un-linked" sofl:\vare packages result in niultiplc versions of the 
sa1ne design - poor configuration control leads to confusion! 

Built in inertia against design changes (even if driven by physics) 
Less efficient; slow tum around for a design evaluation means fewer 
complete evaluations and uncertainty if design is optimum 
Slow evaluation of "radical" ideas (brainstorming discouraged) 
Fiscal pressures encourage premature defense of a design 

GEM Muon Meeting, 29 June 1993 . . ' • • • • 
l!i• 

F.C. Belser ~ 
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Integrated 3D Muon System Model (cont.) 

Integrated modeling of the Muon Subsystem must be used as the basis for 
physics performance optimization. 

• GEANT geornetry should include support structure, cha1nbers, chamber 
interface, aligntnent systern components and Jines-of-site, and eventually 
utilities and services. 

- "extracted" from the 30 model and linked to the dEANT model. 

-J • In its recent review of the GEM TOR, the Progran1 Advisory c:o1n1nittee 
en1phasized the importance of establishing strong links between hardvi1are 
design and physics perfonnance studies. 

• Close linkage can he achieved through the interaction of the ~1uon Group 
physics tean1, in close cornn1unication \vith the broader physics group, with 
the 1nuon design and engineering effort. -

• (:lose coupling between hard\vare engineering and physics 1nodeling 
provides rapid feedback on the physics itnpact of design modifications and 
is essential to producing an optin1ized detector design. 

GEM Murm Meeting, 29 June 1993 
l!l• 
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Status Report on Muon System Activities at Boston University 

Scott Whitaker 

SSCL 
29 June 1993 

I. Electronics 

• Anode readout electronics for next prototypes 

• HY monitoring I current measuring 

II. Temperature and humidity effects on FR4/hexcell laminations 

III. Angled-wire test chamber with variable wire/strip angle 

• Being designed 

N. RD5 activities 

• Results from last summer's tests 

• Plans for September run 

61 



\Schematic Mechanical Interface: CSC chamber to Mating Board (PCB J )7 MAY 93 - asv 

-Hoa 

NOTE: NOT to ..,.Je. 

PCBl 

0000000000000000 

• • 
From View Side View 

Figure 2: Mechanical Interface Diagram. Side view shows explicitly the flexible interconnection of the ribbon cable 
between CSC anode tongues and the pre-amp/interface board (PCBl). For specific dimensions of PCBl and PCB2, 
see figures 4 and 5. 
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Schematic Mechanical Interface: CSC chamber to Mann; Board (PCB )1 MAY93 - osv

NOTE: NOT T' ' ' Rmlo scale. "m min Dwmlo: Bum

 

   

 
From View swam Sicb View  

Figure 2: Mechanical Interface Diagram. Side view shows explicitly the flexible interconnection of the ribbon cable

between 080 anode tongues and the preamp/interface board (PCBI), For specific dimensions of PCBl and P032,
see figures 4 and 5.
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I PCB 1 Mechanical Specification I 7 MAY 
93 
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110" / Sires 
(28 ~) .•••••••••••••• 

¢tch ............... . 
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20-pin vertical header connector 

60-pin Ribbon Cable venical connector 

\ 

8.5'' 

csc 

Ribbon Cable 

Right angle 

1-t! 0.25" Front View 1-t! 0.25" Side View 

Figure 4: Mechanical dimensions and preliminary component placement for PCBl. Note that filter and bypass 
capacitors are supressed for clarity, 
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W W Stand-off

025.. From View 0.25" Side View

Figure 4: Mechanical dimensions and preliminary component, placement. for PCBl. Note that. filter and bypass

capacitors are supressed for clarity,

 



Anode Electronics Delivery Schedule 
as of 1 June 93 

Item Allocated Time Completion Date 

PCB 1 Design Review 1 day lJUN 

PCBl Layout 1.5 weeks 16JUN 

PCB2 Design Finalization 2 weeks 21JUN 

PCB2 Prototype Layout 2 weeks 2JUL 

PCB 1 and PCB2 Delivery 4/1 weeks 12JUL 

PCB 1 and PCB2 Testing 1 week 19JUL 

Update schematics/layout 1 week 26JUL 

Receive Production Boards 2 weeks 9AUG 

Prod. Proto. and Test 1 week 16AUG 

Prod. Assembly and Test * 3 weeks 3 SEP 

* This assumes in-house assembly. Faster (1or2 weeks) with outside assembly. 

NOTE: This schedule asswnes 3 weeks dedicated technician/engr layout time. Individual items 
represent "good" guesses at their completion time, the cwnulative date represents the cwnulative 
error in the estimates. 
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I PCB2 Mechanical Specification I 7MAY9l-OSV 

•• 
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11111111 ~~ . 
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Sblplr Antplir111n 
BNL 10·63Ml 
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... ... 
c-

i--------------13.D----------------; 

12.17" 

Figure 5: Mechanical dimensions and preliminary component placement for PCB2. Note that bypass caps, filter 
caps, resistors, and heatsinks are supressed for clarity. 
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Mum-1?.in Ribbm Cable Guam-l
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Figure 5: Mechanical dimensions and preliminary component. placement for PCB2. Note that. bypass caps, filter

caps, raistors. and heatsinks are supressed for clarity.
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Environmental Test Chamber 

lucite box 

N2 

in 
dial indicator 

rn 
LVDT invarbar 

A/D, mux, serial link 

Monitoring length of a mock CSC versus temperature, humidity: 

humidity control: dry = purge box with dry N2 
wet = seal box with dish of water inside 

humidity measurement: Phys-Chem Scientific PRCR-11 
temperature measurement: AD590JH 
length measurement: Schaevitz Eng. (via CSDL) Model lOOHR LVDT, 

on a 2D micrometer stage for calibration 

test piece: 36" x 7 .5" x 1" 
2 x 0.031" FR4 solid copper-clad, 0.5 oztft2, both sides of each piece 
0.908" hexcell CIBA Geigy HMX20, 1/4" cell, 4 lb!ft3 
glued with Ecobond epoxy 

GG 

... 

-
-

N2 

out -

-
-
-
.. 

-
-
-

Environmental Test Chamber

lucite box

dial indicator

 
Monitoring length of a mock CSC versus temperature, humidity:

humidity control: dry = purge box with dry N2
wet = seal box with dish of water inside

humidity measurement: Phys-Chem Scientific PRCR-ll

temperature measurement: ADSQOJH
length measurement: Schaevitz Eng. (via CSDL) Model lOOHR LVDT,

on a 2D micrometer stage for calibration

test piece: 36" x 7.5" x 1"

2 x 0.031" FR4 solid copper-clad, 0.5 oz/ftz, both sides of each piece
0.908" hexcell CIBA Geigy HMX20, 1/4" cell, 4 lb/ft3
glued with Ecobond epoxy
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RDS -- Results and Plans 

Results from last summer written up in J. Shank et. al, GEM TN-93-402 

• gas gain limited to -lxl04 due to low tension in some (hand-strung) wires 

• position resolution 79 µm rms 

• measurements with Ruthenium source on 4th layer at beam spot => 

position resolution independent of rate at least up to -5 KHz per strip 

Plans for upcoming run: 

• use small BNL prototype - .5m x .5m 

• study resolution vs 

gas mixtures, gas gain 

rate dependence 

muon momentum 

• possibly measure performance in a barrel-geometry magnetic field 

• Installation of detectors starts -August 15 

• data-taking -August 31-September 14 
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Tentative Results for properties of laminations 

Thermal expansion coefficient 1.6x 10-5 /°Cat 11.5% RH 

Humidity effects are evident: 

• apparent length decreases with increased humidity! 

• response is slow -- several (3--7) days to reach - asymptotic reading 

But may have several sources: 

• still studying contributions from edges 

• application of flexible epoxy water sealant to Cu surfaces reduced but did 

not eliminate humidity response 

• need a dummy run to observe response of electronics only 

• bowing is eliminated as a significant source of apparent shrinkage 

IF the observed decrease in length measurement is due to shrinkage of the 

lamination: -6.6xl0-3" over 33.5" for relative humidity 10% -> 10% then 

the coefficient for fractional change in length is ~ ""-2x10-6 I %RH 
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Moveable 
Wire 
Chamber 

25.071 

18.000 

1 .000 

Notes: 
- 1 1 5 wires per wireframe 
- 3/8" thick jig plate for base 
- 30 micron wire 
- 4 wireframes 
- 5 hexcell sandwiches 
- 1 /2" thick plexiglass enclosure 

All units in inches 

12.208 

CS Board 

Base 
...__ 10.317 --
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Moveabie

Wire 25.357

Chamber

18.000

 25.071

12.208

18.000

1.000

CS Board

Pivot point Base
10.317

Notes:

- 115 wires per wireframe

- 3/8" thick jig plate for base
- 30 micron wire

- 4 wireframes

- 5 hexceli sandwiches

- 1/2“ thick plexiglass enclosure.

All units in inches
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CSC PROTOTYPES PRODUCTION 

FACILITY 
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Wall 

-u-

CLEAN ROOM 

Fans and filters 

Wall 

csc 

Table for assembling CSC 

Table 

T = 20 C 
HUMIDITY = 60% 

Reference oints 

AIR RATE CLEAN =10 000 dust part./cu.ft 
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Fans and filters

!

CLEAN ROOM

 
Table for assembling CSC

Wall

Table

Reference . oints

T = 20 C

HUMIDITY = 60%

AIR RATE CLEAN =10 000 dust _part./cu.ft
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CSC PROTOTYPE MILESTONES 

* 1. Panels preprocessing 

* 2. Materials frOlll SSCL received 

3. Panels processing, 
precise gauges moun~ing, 
stripped board$ g·I u 1 ng 

4. Getting bars ready for gluing 

5. Glue bars to panels 

6. Dri 11 holes 

June 1993 
June 1993 

2 August 1993 

13 August 1993 

15 August 1993 

16 August 1993 
' * r. Test. ass.emb.I y of the panels 17 August 1993 

a·. As.semble spacers and gas outlets 24 August 1993 

9. Cover st·rips- with resistive uter. 25 August 1993 

10. I nsta 11 anod& wires 1 September 1993 

11. Mc>unt Capac.itors, resistors, 
cO'n·nec.to:rs: 2 Septellber 1993 

*'12:. Assemb:I ed p-1 anes acceptance check 3 September 1993 
13. Get: p-lanes ready to asselllble, 

C'lean 4 September 1993 

*14. Assemble chamber s September 1993 
15. Mount exter I or parts g ~t"emb&r· 1:993 

*16. Final test 9-13 September . 1993 
*17. Packing 14 September 

Steps 4-6, 8-9, 18-13 go In parallel for all planes. 
Key operations are shown In bold. 
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1993 

* 1.

. Materials from SSCL received

- *12.

13.

*14.

15.

*16.

*17.

It mmwmmA

CSC PROTOTYPE MILESTONES

Panels preprocessing

. Panels processing,

precise gauges mounting,
stripped-hoards gluing

. Getting bars ready for gluing

. Glue bars to panels

. Drill holes

. Test.assemey of the panels

. Assemble spacers and gas outlets

. Cover strips with resistive meter.

10.

11.

Install anode wires

Haunt Capacitors, resistors,
connectors

Assembled planes acceptance check

Get planes ready to assemble,
clean

Assemble chamber

Mount exterior parts

Final test

Packing

June 1993

June 1993

2 August 1993

13 August 1993

15 August 1993

16 August 1993

17 August 1993

24 August 1993

25 August 1993

1 September 1993

2 September 1993

3 September 1993

a September 1993

5 September 1993

s s‘e'pte‘n‘iber 1:993

9—13 September 1993
14 September 1993

Steps 4-6, 8-9, 19—13 go In rellel for all planes.
Key operations are shown In Id.
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CSC MASS PRODUCTION FACILITY 

(PROJECT) 
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CSC MASS PRODUCTION 
TECHNOLOGICAL CHAIN 

AT CSC FACTORY 
(project) 

llSOURCE STOREll UEXISTENT WORKSHOP" 

I BUFFER I 
I 

Wl.R~ AS.RAYS PANELS PREPROCESSING FOR 
PRODUC'FI ON ANODE WIRES INSTALLATION 

(area 4) (areas 1,2,3) 

r 
i ANODE WIRES INSTALLATION 

' (area 5) 

I 
FINAL PLANES CLEANING 

(area 6) 

I 
CHAAEER ASSBELY 

(area 6) 

I 
EXTERIOR PARTS MOUNTING 

(area 7) 

I 
CHAMBER QUALITY CfECIC 

(existent areas) 

I 
FULL CHAIEER TEST WITH COSMIC RAYS 

(existent areas) 

I 
CHAIEER PACK AND STORE 

I 
SHIPPING TO SSCL 
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(continue) 

Procedures in Bld. 6 

Items 

1. Solder resistors 

2. Clean cathodes and chamber frames 

3. Wind wires and wire tension control 

4. Solder wires 

5. Wire tension, location & connection check 

6. Assemble chamber 

7. Connectors 

8. Gas leak test & HV training 

9. Gas supply & final test 

10.Package 

93 

Area (m2) 

10 (5*2) 

10 (5*2) 

30 (6*5) 

20 (5*4) 

20 (5*4) 

20 (5*4) 

16 (6.5*2.5) 

22 (5.5*4) 

45 (5*9) 

35 (7*5) 



The Objects of GEM in IHEP 

and 

Advance in GEM Muon Detector in IHEP 

Yinzhi Huang 

29 
Jun~1993 
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Status and Objects 

•Muon system: 

1. Rand D of CSC Prototypes: Baby, Mini, Full-size 

2. Mass-Production of Muon Chambers: 

40-50 % of Barrel Part 

3. Electronics and Trigger for Muon System 

4. MC Simulation for Muon System 

5. Coordinator for Some Materials: 

Sandwich Panels from MRI (BIAM) 

Strip Boards from CPEIAI 

6. Take Part in the Beam Test for Muon Chamber 

·Calorimeter: 

1. Coordinator and Quality Control 

2. MC Simulation 

3. Take part in the Beam Test for Calorimeter 

95 



Advance in Muon Camber of GEM in IHEP 

·Baby Prototype: 18*25 cm2 

1. The chamber prototype and test facilities have been built. 

2. The signals from both cathodes and anodes have been gotten 

(after preamplifier and shaping amplifier). 

3. CAMAC data acquisition system has been developed ( can be used 

for both Baby and Mini). We call it CAMDAS. 

4. The CAMDAS working with Baby is good, and the Baby has good 

centroid distribution. 

•Mini Prototype: 50*50 cm2, 2 or 4 gaps 

.. 

-

-
... 

... 

... 

1. The design and drawings for manufacture have been completed , "" 

using partly US and partly Chinese components. It is ready for 

machining. 

2. Depending on the budget problem ( US$30k have not been .. 

received yet), we are considering some substitute materials (much 

cheaper than exist one). The mainly consideration is concentrating 

on the characteristics influencing the quality, feasibility and -
economy. 

-
9G -



CAMAC 

-

CAMDAS 

::::alibration Data Anal. 

Initial 
Data 

Acquisit 

Data Acquisition Software 

Block Diagram 
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•Coordinator for Some Materials 

As a coordinator of other two Chinese institutes intending to 

produce CSC components, i.e. cathode strip boards ( China Precision 

Engineering Institute for Aircraft Industry ) and hexcel panels ( 

Material Research Institute or call Beijing Institute of Aeronautical 

Materials), we keep contacts and have many discussions with them. 

The status's are: 

1. The strip boards made by CPEIAI have been used in our Baby 

CSC and are working good. Now, we are working together in making 

the boards for our Mini prototype. 

2. The hexcel panels made by MRI ( BIAM) have been shown to 

GEM Muon delegation and we are working together with MRI in 

making hexcel panels for our Mini prototype. 

101 



•Full Size Prototype: 

1. The working table ( +- 10 µm) and other facilities for both full size 

CSC and mass production are being prepared. 

2. The stretching wire machine for Full size prototype has been 

designed. 

3. The gas system and 32 channels HV power supply are ready to 

use now. 

4. Data acquisition system has been prepared for both Full size 

prototype and mass production. These are: 

Super 386 computer, 

CAMAC crate and modules, 

NIM crate and modules, 

Scintillators. 
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•Preparations for Mass Production 

1. The data acquisition system, HV power supply and gas mixture 

system for Full size CSC prototype can be used for mass production. 

2. Wire tension test system and precision measurement system are 

ready to be used. 

3. 550 m2 workshop space has been vacated for chamber assembly, 

test and storage: 

Procedures in Bid. 4 

Items 

1. Components storage 

2. Components acceptance, check 

3. Assemble fiducial marks and 

drill holes 

4. Glue chamber frames and PC-boards 

5. Assemble spacers 

6. Check and transportation 

103 

area (m2) 

160 (6.7*2.4) 

10 (2*5) 

30 (8.5*3.5) 

(Air conditioning) 

25 (5*5) 

10 (2*5) 

25 (5*5) 



Compoments 

Storage 

(6.7x24m2
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Final Test 

(5x9 m2
) 

Package 

(7x5 m2
) 

r---------
1 Solder Resistors 
I , ) 
1 

(5x2 m~ 
r---------
1 Clean 
I (5x2 m2 ) 
I r-1----------

: ~ : Wiring and Wire 
I E I Tension Control 

------------] ~: (5x4m2 ) 

I I 
Gas Leak Test 

(5.5x4m2
) 

: L---------
1 Working Space (6xl m2

) 

~-,----------

' I -------------1 
Connectors 

(6.5x2.5 m2) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Solder Wires 

(5x4m2
) 

---r---------r---------
1 I 
I Assemble Chamber I Wire Tension Test 
I I 
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I I 

(5x4m2
) 

I I 
I I 
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CSC Front End Readout 

- Status of SCA Development 

- 2nd Generation Prototype Schedule 

GEM Muon Meeting 
SSC Laboratory 
June 29, 1993 

Daniel Marlow 
Princeton University 

, 
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SCA Prototype Tests 

-Work of Bob Wixted & Stan Chidzik 

-Prototype is 3-channels, each having 28 storage cells. 

-CSC Requirement is 10 bits with I 00 ns sampling. 

-Test setup uses 12-bit DAC and 12-bit ADC (Analog Devices HAS 1201) 

-Write address and read address generated using HP pattern generator. Test using FPGA 
List Processor'' will commence soon. The latter will allow simultaneous read/write operatic 

• • • f • f f • • 
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DAC SCA ADC 

Write Read 

Addresses 

12 bits 
Logic Analyzer/ 

12 bits 

Pattern Generator 

SCA Test Fixture 
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Conclusions 

-Initial tests look prom1s1ng 

10-11 bit SCA operation on first iteration. 

- Cell "gains" the same from cell to cell. 

Cell-dependent pedestals at 9 bit level.. 

-Work to be done 

- Complete testing of SCA#l: amplifier settling time, capacitor decay time, 
additional channels. 

- Improved test setup: 16-bit ADC plus other odds & ends. 

- Submit next iteration with on-chip buffer 

- Understand and reduce cell-dependent pedestals. 

- Test and characterize integrated Turko & Smith CFO 

• • • • • • • • • 
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SCA Residuals for Linear Fit Cell No. 1 
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SCA Based CSC 
1993 

Jun Jul Aug Sep 

!est 

, ) 

Readout Electronics Schedule 
I 1994 

Oct Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

Prot SCA#l -------> 

design fabricale test 

Prot SCA#2 - - - - - - -- -->-- ---- -- ->-- ---> 
design fabricate test 

Prod SCA#! ---------------->--------->-----> 

Jun 

design fabric ale tes1 

Jul 

Prod SCA#2 ----->---- ---- ->----> 

Prot P/A#l --->---------->---------> 
design fabricate tesl 

Prod P/A#l - - -- - --- ->- - -- - - --- -- ->- - - - - --> 

design fabricate test 

Prod P/A#2 - --- - - - - - > - - - - - - - - - > - - - - -> 

siudy heatflow, packaging, & EMJ issues 

PCBR&D -----------------------------> 
design fab test 

Prod PCB#l ---- - -------->--- ->- -----> 

design fab tesl 

Prod PCB#2 ----------------->---->-----> 

) , 
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Alignment Systeni R&D Program leji 

The Alignment System R&D Program will study a number of different 
alignment concepts and straightness monitor technologies including: 

Alignment Concepts: 

• 3-point Projective Alignment. 
• Hybrid Axial/Projective. 
• All-optical Axial/Projective. 
• X rays. 

Straightness Monitors: 

• Multiple LED/Lens/quad-cell. 
• Video Straightness Monitor (VSM). 
• Stretched Wire Alignment (Capacitive Pick-up and Inductive Pad). 

A dedicated facility, the Alignment Test Stand will be constructed at 
SSCL to test these and other options as our R&D program evolves. 

GEM PAC Review, May 26, 1993 C.R. Wuest 
~ 

·-------...... 

) 



be checked against a precise external alignment system far a realistic path lenght with 
realistic chambers. 

In summary the Alignment R&D program will cover the following: 

• Assess technology options and develop them for GEM application (LED-LENS, 
or CCD, etc). 

• Sci up test bench to evaluate technologies in a standard way. 

• Integrate alignment technology with chamber design and suppon structure. 

• Set up Alignment Test Rig (ATR) to evaluate alignment technology with 
chamber mock-ups. 

• Design complete system - specifying the type, number, and deploymenl of 
monitors. 

• Simulate operation of complete system and validate the design and its error 
budge I. 

• Evaluate X-ray alignment scheme. Develop mass production techniques far 
aligning layers within a chamber module. 

A revised WBS with task and sub-task leaders follows for the Muon System 
Alignment Task. 

2.4.1 Define and develop alignment technology (LLNL, SSCL, Draper; Joe Paradiso -
Task Leader) 

2.4-1-1 

2.4-1.2 
2..4.J.3 
2.4.J.4 
2..4.J~ 
2.4.1.6 
2.4.J.7 
2..4.J.8 

Review alignment systems on other HEP experiments. (C. Wuest, J. 
Paradiso) 
Review Draper R&D results. (I. Paradiso) 
Review LLNL R&D results. (C. Wuest) 
Review Tsinghua University R&D results. (C. Wuest) 
Review PNPI x-ray alignment results. (A. Vorobyov, C. Wuest) 
Review MIT stretched wire/inductive pad tcsults. (A. Korytov) 
Review six-point interpolation technique. (J. Paradiso, Yu. Gerstein) 
Define alignment technology (or technologies) for GEM (J. Paradiso, C. 
Wuest, G. Mitselmakbcr) 

2.4.2 X-ray alignment methods- inter-layer alignmenL (PNPI, SSCL, LLNL; A. 
Vorobyov, Task Leader) 

2.4.2.l Construction of a movable table (CMM) at PNPI, modification of existing 
CMM at LI.NL (A. Smimov, 0. Prokofiev, C. Wuest) 
Computer controlled motion system and metrology devclopmenL (A. 
Smimov, O. Prokofiev, C. Wuest) 
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R&D of Alignment Technology 
Second Half FY 1993 Detailed Breakdown and Budget 

Craig R. Wuest, Joseph A. Paradiso 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory 

June 9, 1993 

(2.4) Task 4: Alignment Technology 

The detailed design of the chamber precision alignment system will be developed and 
analyzed. Emphasis will be placed on the evaluation of sensors, integration of alignment 
systems widi the chosen technologies, and testing of the alignment system. Cost and 
schedule estimates for the alignment system will be formulated. The design will be 
documented in terms of drawings and specifications so that a prototype of the alignment 
system can be built. 

One of the improvements of the TDR design worth considering is to increase the solid 
angle coverage. Several strategies are under consideration depending on the the location 
of the non-coveraged. For example, small chambers can be inserted in some regions near 
the CDS. These chambers will have to be aligned by some means. Another an:a is the 
gaps in the barrel region where an axial alignment scheme has been discussed. All of 
these improvements will be evaluated. 

The alignment of the individual layers of cathode boards in a chamber is an important 
engineering issue and key to acheiving the desired performance of the chamber modules. 
For this task it has been proposed by the PNPI contingent in collaboration with LLNL to 
employ penetrating X-rays to orient the individual layers together. 

To validate the concept of the sagitta correction function determined by projective 
alignment of the chambers, the basis of all proposed GEM alignment schemes, a 
prototype alignment system will be constructed, called the "Alignment Test Rig" (A 1R). 
Some specific engineering approaches will be tested as well. The ATR will consist of 
three dummy chambers representing the three superlayers ofthe barrel (endcap). Each of 
the dummy chambers will be insuuemented with positioning actuatorS used to place the 
chambers within the few millimeters dynamic range of the alignment system, and 
alignment fixtures. A series of tests will be conducted whereby the alignment system will 
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(2.4) Task 4: Alignment Technology

The detailed design of the chamber precision alignment system will be developed and
analyzed. Emphasis will be placed on the evaluation of sensors, integration of alignment
systems with the chosen technologies. and testing of the alignment system. Cost and
schedule estimates for the alignment system will be formulated. The design will be
documented in terms of drawings and Specifications so that a prototype of the alignment
system. can be built.

OneoftheimptovementsoftheTDRdesignworthconsideringistoincreasethesolid
angle coverage. Several strategies are under consideration depending on the the location
of the non-coveraged. For example. small chambers can be inserted in some regions near
the CDS. These chambers will have to be aligned by some means. Another area is the
gaps in the barrel region where an axial alignment scheme has been discussed. All of
these improvements will be evaluated.

The alignment of the individual layers of cathode boards in a chamber is an important
engineering issue and key to acheiving the desired performance of the chamber modules.
For this task it has been proposed by the PNPI contingent in collaboration with LLNL to
employ penetrating X-rays to orient the individual layers together.

To validate the concept of the sagitta correction function determined by projective
alignment of the chambers, the basis of all proposed GEM alignment schemes, a
prototype alignment system will be constructed, called the "Alignment Test Rig" (A'I'R).
Some specific engineering approaches will be tested as well. The ATR will consist of
three dummy chambers representing the three superlayets of the barrel (endcap). Each of
the dummy chambers will be instruemented with positioning actuators used to place the
chambers within the few millimeters dynamic range of the alignment system, and
alignment fixtures. A series of tests will be conducted whereby the alignment system will
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Alignment System R&D Program di 
ATS Experimental Plan 

• Measure stability of alignment hardware for 3-point projective 
alignment scheme. 

• Measure sensitivity of alignment hardware to temperature and 
atmospheric variations. 

• Study procedures for installation of CSC mock chambers and 
chamber/structure interface hardware concepts. 

• Study quadratic interpolation method by intentionally distorting 
chambers in controlled ways. 

• Evaluation of remote actuator system, operation of remote position 
actuators and encoders, and development of alignment procedures. 

• Vibration sensitivity measurement. 

• Hardware optimization, including chamber interface hardware. 

• Repeat tests for .all straightness monitor technologies. 

GEM PAC Review, May 26, 1993 C.R. Wuest 
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CCD Alignment System Performance; 1 cm scan, 500 µm intervals 
· 9 meter optical baseline; 15 frames averaged at 1 Hz; simple monotonic barcode 
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VSM Performance; 1.2 cm X-Coordinate lens scan, Chinon mini-<;amera: 
9 meter optical baseline; 15 frames averaged at 1 Hz; Postscript barcode 
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VSM Performance; 1.2 cm X-Coordinate lens scan, Chinon mini-camera "
9 meter optical baseline; 15 frames averaged at 1 Hz; PostScript barcode
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VSM Performance; 1.2 cm Y-Coordinate lens scan, Chinon mini-earner?. . "'· 
9 meter optical baseline; 15 frames averaged at 1 Hz; Postscript barcode 
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VSM Performance; 1.2 cm Y-Coordinate lens scan, Chinon mini-camera.

9 meter optical baseline; 15 frames averaged at 1 Hz; PostScript barcode

mm(bucodc)

Video Projection: Y; Frame 24

[0(4)

I00

904)

300

Pixels

0 [00 200

Offsel: [0.0] Slope:7.|26
Sigma: 1.504 \ 1.535

Sample data frame; Y Projection

No Codes: 2

Position Measurements

Displacement of Lens (mm)

Measurement vs. Micrometer Position

 

 

Mean Harcode Readoul

CodeNo. 
0 2 4 6 8 30 I 2

Displacement of Lens (mm)

Average Barcode Digits

Range: 12 mm (Lens), 24 mm (source/detector)...._.._...__._....—.___._........._..___—___.-

Straight-Line Residuall5

18pm

 
‘ Accuracy:

'9 . 0' = 4.3 pm

I'I‘IICI'OIIS

' o 2 4 6 a lo :2

RMS; 4.322 Displacement of Lens (mm)

Deviation from Linearity

Note: Scale and Offset both determined in frame coordinate fits
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Meet the Peach video camera ... 

; 

- ----· '> ..,,-

Peach is a different kind of 35mm 
camera; its external profile is 35mm 
square! This tiny technological 
miracle runs off a single DC supply, 
outputting a CCIR-compatible (625-
line) monochrome video signal. 

Peach features include: 
• 89,500 pixel resolution (312 x 287) 
• electronic exposure and gain control 
• operation down to 5 lux 
• 78° field of view 
• 40mA nominal supply current 
• totally self-calibrating 
• control in/out for digital video 

Unprecedented integration of electronic vision function on a single CMOS silicon chip -
VVL's ASIS-H>ll-B - means that Peach is completely self-calibrating, and capable of 
over 15 hours continuous operation from an alkaline PP3 battery. Along with a 112" 
format image sensor array, ASIS-1011-B includes the circuits which control and read the 
array, plus a comprehensive control input and output set for digital video applications. 

Such versatility combined with amazingly low cost, size and power consumption makes 
Peach a juicy proposition indeed .... 

... and the }MR chip inside! 
Now OEMs can enjoy the 
cream of chip technology on 
which Peach is built. The 
ASIS-1011-B video camera 
chip is available by itself or 
mounted on an evaluation 
PCB. Developers of low-cost, 
low size and low-power 
vision applications, such as 
robot eyes, computer input 
devices or CCTV, need look 
no further than ASIS-1011-B 
for robust and flexible image 
sensing function. 

Contact: VLSI Vision Ltd. 
Aviation House 
31 Pinkhill 
Edinburgh EH12 SBD 

138 
Telephone 
Facsimile 

031-539 7111 
031-539 7140 
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Meet the Peach video camera...

Peach is a different kind of 35mm

camera; its external profileIS 35mm
square! This tiny technological
miracle runs off a single DC supply,
outputting a CCIR-compatible (625-
line) monochrome videopsignal.
Peach features include:

a 89,500 pixel resolution (312 x 287)

a electronic exposure and gain control
- operation down to 5 lux
- 78° field ofview

- 40mA nominal supply current
a totally self-calibrating
a control in/out for digital video

 
Unprecedented integration of electronic vision function on a single CMOS silicon chip ——
VW’: ASIS-lGll-B — means that Peach is completely self-calibrating, and capable of
over 15 hours continuous operation from an alkaline PPS battery. Along with a 1/2"
format image sensor array, ASIS-lOll-B includes the circuits which control and read the

array, plus a comprehensive control input and output set for digital video applications.

Such versatility combined with amazingly low cost, size and power consumption makes
Peach a juicy proposition indeed....

...and thepifichip inside!
New OEMs can enjoy the

cream of chip technology on
which Peach is built. The '

ASIS-lOll-B video camera

chip is available by itself or
mounted on an evaluation

PCB. Developers of low-cost,
low size and low-power

vision applications, such as

robot eyes, computer input
devices or CCTV, need look
no further than ASIS-l 011-B

for robust and flexible image

 
 

sensing fimction.

Contact: V13! “5101]. Ltd.
Aviation House

31 Pinkhfll Telephone 031-539 l7111

Edinburgh EH12 83D Facsimile 031-539 7140
138
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The LG-3 is a scientific quality frame grabber 
suitable for use with high end CCD cameras and other 
imaging equipment. Images are captured in 8 bit depth 
at a speed of 1/30 of a second. Image resolution is 640 
x 480 pixels. 

Images are captured to the LG-3's expandable on
board frame buffer. This buffer, expandable from 1 to 
64 MBytes, is composed of standard Macintosh SIMM's 
for easy field upgrades. SIM M's 100 ns or faster may 
be used. 

The LG-3 provides features which make it 
particularly suited for use by developers of custom 
configurations. Four TTL input lines and four TTL 
output lines are available for monitoring and controlling 
external events. Also provided are two analog outputs 
which may be varied from O to 5 Volts in 256 steps. 

Specifications 
Oigitizing Speed: 1/30 second 
Pixel Depth: 8 bits 
Image Resolution: 640 x 480 pucels 
Pixel Aspect Ratio: 1 to 1 

capture Mode: field or frame 
Initial Field:" even or odd 

Frame Buffer. 1 to 64 MBytes 
Input LOOk.up Tab6es: 8 
Input Sources: 4, AC coupled 

Oigital Inputs: 4 TTL !eve! 
Digital Outputs: 4 Til. level 
Digitizing Range, Bottom: o to 2 Votts 
Digitizing Range. Top: o to 2 Votts 
Analog Qu1puls: 2. 0 10 5 Votts 

Vtdeo Input Level: 1 Voll peak to peak 
Vtdeo Signai Type: RS~ 170 or similar 

Installation: t Nu8us s&ol 
Vtdeo Comeclor: 9 pin 0 lheff 
Utility Connecaor: 15 pin HO D shell 

O!>eraling Conditions : o to 711' C 
Power: 12.5 Watts maximum 

MaeintoSh and Cuadra are !tademarkS 
of Apple Computer. Inc. NuBus is a 
trademark of Texas Instruments. Inc. 
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Features 
• Low-noise 8 bit grayscale image digitizer 

• Captures 640 x 480 frames in 1/30 of a second 

...,. • Expandable frame buffer - 1 MByte to 64 MBytes 

• Captures complete frames or single fields 

• Software control of range of digitization 

~ • Up to 4 input sources - select sync from any source 

.... • Analog and digital 110 capabilities 

• Compatible with all Macintosh II or Cuadra computers 

• Supported by many popular image analysis packages 

• Full 30 day money back guarantee of satisfaction 

The LG-3 allows software control of gain and offset 
through control of the range of digitization. The digitized 
data may be modified using one of eight input look-up 
tables. Images are captured from one of four input 
sources, and the sync information may be selected from 
any of the input sources. 

Full capturing flexibility is provided. Frames may be 
captured with either the even or the odd field first. 
Single fields may also be captured, with either the even 
or odd field specified. The LG-3 allows software to 
detect video information such as field status and vertical 
sync. 

The LG-3 ships with a cable and a copy of the 
"Image' software package developed at the National 
Institutes of Health. In addition the LG-3 is supported by 
a variety of other third party image analysis packages. 

System Requirements and Support 
The LG·3 is compatible with all Macintosh II and Cuadra family computers 

and may be used with grayscale video sources having RS-170 timing 
chll8deristics. h is designed lot use with higtK'luallty CCO imaging 8QU1pment, 
and as such incorporaaes no time base correction. 

The LG-3 comes with a complete 30 day money back guarantee. The 
LG-3 is warranted against defects in malarials and workmanship for a period of 
one year. An extended warrantee is available. 

ScioN CoRpoRATlON 
I ~2 Wm PArRick Sr•m FRedrnick, MARyiANo : • ~:: 
l<h (JOI) 69S-7870 FAX, (JOI) 69S..OOH Appl<Lfr.k, :·' 33 7 

SciON CORPORATION
.1 tam-t an... 2.1:”. ms:

{915.-

+l}$. (as: flat) LG-S
 

 
The LG-3 is a scientific quality frame grabber

suitable for use with high end CCD cameras and other

imaging equipment. Images are captured in 8 bit depth
at a speed of 1/30 of a second. Image resolution is 640

x 480 pixels.

Images are captured to the LG-3's expandable on-

board frame buffer. This buffer. expandable from 1 to

64 MBytes. is composed of standard Macintosh SIMM‘s

for easy field upgrades. SlMM's 100 ns or faster may
be used.

The LG-S provides features which make it

particularly suited for use by developers of custom

configurations. Four TTL input lines and four TTL

output lines are available for monitoring and controlling

external events. Also provided are two analog outputs

which may be varied from 0 to 5 Volts in 256 steps.

Specifications
Digitizing Speed: 1130 second Video Input Level: 1 Volt peak to peak
Pixel Depth: 3 bits Video Signal Type: FIE-170 or similar
Image Resolution: 640 x ‘80 pixels
Pixel Aspect Ratio: 1 to 1

CaanteModemeldorframe
InitialField:evenorodd

Frame Butter: 1 to 64 Maytes
Input Look-up Tables: 3
Inpm Sources: 4. AC coupled

Digital Inputs: 4 1'rL level
Digital Outputs: 4 'I'I'L level
Digitizing Range. Bottom: 0 to 2 Volts
Digitizing Range. Too: 0 to 2 Item
Analog Outputs: 2. o to s Volts

Installation: 1 NuBusslot
Video Conneaor: 9 pin 0 shell
Utility Connector: 15 pin HD D shell

OperatingConditiot-tsmtom'c
Power: 12.5Waltsrmximum

Macintosh and Quadra are trademarks
of Apple Computer. Inc. NuBus is a
trademark oi Texas Instruments. inc.
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Features

I Low-noise 8 bit grayscale image digitizer

e Captures 640 x 480 frames in 1/30 of a second

---5 e Expandable frame buffer — f MByte to 64 MBytes

e Captures complete frames or single fields

e Software control of range of digitization

-b e Up to 4 input sources — select sync from any source

—. 0 Analog and digital l/O capabilities

e Compatible with all Macintosh II or Quadra computers

e Supported by many popular image analysis packages

e Full 30 day money back guarantee of satisfaction

The LG-S allows software control of gain and offset

through control of the range of digitization. The digitized

data may be modified using one of eight input look-up

tables. Images are captured from one of four input

sources. and the sync information may be selected from

any of the input sources.

Full capturing flexibility is provided. Frames may be
captured with either the even or the odd field first.

Single fields may also be captured. with either the even

or odd field specified. The LG-3 allows software to
detect video information such as field status and vertical

sync.

The LG-3 ships with a cable and a copy of the

'Image' software package developed at the National

Institutes of Health. In addition the LG-3 is supported by

a variety of other third party image analysis packages.

System Requirements and Support
The LG-3 is compatible with all Macintosh II and Quadra lamily computers

and may be used with grayscale video sources having IRS-170 liming
ohal'eclerlwcs. It is designed for use with high-quality CCD imaging equipment.
and as such incorporates no time base correction.

The LG-a comes with a complete 30 day money back guarantee. The
LG-3 is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for a period ol
one year. An extended warrantee is available.
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Hybrid Wire Monitors Revisited ' ' \ 

Axial SLM measures sag! 

• 0 .. ~ 
Wire 

Capacitive or Optical Olslance Measurements 

, __ ? --? 
--- ----
-- --

[ ·!~, + -~lhln" ,] ~.'&i'ilt·;i,r~illj~~:1 
Note: BL 1 Used NotTDR 

Bending Direction 

BOOC 
______ s_1gitt1 Error Aher Alignment Com:cllon 

-t a 
"""' 
JOOO 

• ii 4000 
u 

JOO() 

2000 

JOOO 

~00 
Overflow:O Avg:-1.01 
RMS: 1.172 

a= 1.2 µm 

-SO 0 so 
Re11dU1l (mk:rons) 

JOO 

"'°r Sagitta &ror Ah~r Alig!1_men1 £~~~-

• 

""~ b 11\, a= 19 µm 
,\ / \ 

• :t 1v 
• ! '·1 § 

(/ l, 
' I 

JOO~ I \ 
t.._f \ 

0 l . ··--··--·-· /,,,I '-

-100 -50 0 so 
Overnow: O Ava: ..0.2869 
RMS: 18.6S Residual (microns) 

JOO 

Ideal; no SLM, Projectivity errors 25/10 µm SLM, 15/10 µm wire, 10 µm handoff 

JSO 
Sagittl Error Afler Alignment Comction 

ioof 
2l0 

• 200 

§ Jl() 

JOO 

SOf 

c 

·' ·" 
~ ''·'"\! 

~:x;··-' _,.. . -SO 

°"""""' 0 ..... , -J.302 RMS: 27.94 

I 
:J\ 

' , / \ ,-\ a = 28 µm 
!\i J \ 
;' i v: . .., 

( \ 
\ .,,, 

I 

'\...,., 

0 so 
Residual (microns) 

--.. ____ \. 

Note: 
300 µm Ay 
resolution 

produces little 
difference after 
other errors! 

JOO 

Projectivity, Bunch smear, 60o/o II> spacing 

• • • • • 

"" 
JSOr 

300 d 
250 

I 200 

ISO 

100 

"' 
~00-

Sagiua Error Arter Alignment Correction 

,,..; 
r: ~, 

·'' \ I ' 

a=23 µm 

I ' ,, l- 26µm w. 

r 
I 

,.! 
! 

;_,,..r·/'1 

-SO 0 

\ 25/10 SLM 
\ 
\ 

\;\ 
"\ 

;_ 

·," 
,;._ 

so 
Overflow:O Avg:-1.743 
RMS;23.16 Residual (microns) 

12/10 µm SLM, 10/5 µm wire 

• • • • 

JOO 

• 

OPT

Hybrid Wire Monitors Revisited 31:9
Axial SLM measures sag!

  

 
 

   
 

Bending Direction

m Sagittl Error Alla Alignment Correction 500 . Sagitta En" fifffllflgflec—“i___m

m 400 b ;}\\\ 0:19um
woo - fl 1; i

3 m 3 3°” ll" \.
:3 i m r". ‘1

. ‘\
200"- loo r" 1

, \
1000 V a}! \\

.‘im -50 a ,9 m gm-u-m— {£3 0 _ :5- _,, {m
tailor; A's-H" mun-um» Emmi? ”Mm nesmuaawm)

Ideal; no SLM, Projectivity errors 25/10 um SLM, 15/10 um wire, 10 um handoft

350 Sight: Emu After Alignment Correction 4m Sagilln Error After Mignmcnl Correction
350

.100

250 Note: 300
m 300 um Ay 150

g resolution 200
° '5" produces little use

'00 difference after 100

so other errors! so ,

303'” I -so u so I we 306'"— “r‘v-so 0 so“, ““100
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Hybrid Nested Optical Monitors Revisited 

I Again, BL 1 not TDR! I 
2 Sets of nested straight ness monitors for opposite corners 

!~ 
S11itta Enor After Alignment C01TCCtioo 

a I a= 1.3 µm 

500 
Sagitta Error After Alignment Correclion 

a= 21 µm 400~ b 
• JOO 

B 200 

200!, 100 

urnl 
.Joo -SO 0 so 100 

~Ur'Y:ito A.,, -0.9372 Residual (microns) 

100 ~ii!l -lo o 
flUk~fi".~ Avg: 1.997 Rcsidu11I (microns) 

Ideal; no SLM, Projectivity errors 25/10 µm SLM 1 O µm hand off 
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400 
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, Projectivity, Bunch smear, 12/10 µm SLM 

IGEM] 60o/o cl> spacing 
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 Again, BL1 not TDH!

2 Sets of nested straight ness monitors for opposite corners

Till} Sagifla Em After Alignment Correction

   - 00 -50

Rfigflrfio Avg: 0,9372

Ideal; no SLM, Projectivity errors

0

Residual (microns)

50 Im

Sagilla Error Afler Mignment Contellon

 
Rfififlgag Avg: 4.2!- Residual (microns)

Projectivity, Bunch smear, '
60% ¢ spacing
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25/10 um SLM 10 um handoff
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350

300

250

200
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12/10 um SLM
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corrected saggita

5-Point option with

planar correction
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RESULTS OBTAINED WITH 11 (1 mm wide) STRIPS 

10 µm goal 
June 24, 1993 
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RESULTS OBTAINED WITH 11 (1 mm wide) STRIPS

June 24, 1993

10 um goal

i4mmRange 4:u:m
U)RMS(transversecoordinate),tun 
012345678910

Distance between Wire and Strip Board (Height), mm
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Modular Barrel vs Integrated Monolith 

• Structure assembly (barrel) 
• Chamber Insertion (barrel) 
• Ch~mber Insertion (endcap) 
• Monolith Assembly (barrel/endcap) 
• Installation 
• Commissioning 
• Coverage 
• Structure Performance 

- Structure assembly (barrel)

Chamber Insertion (barrel)

Chamber Insertion (endcap)

Monolith Assembly (barrel/endcap)
Installation

Commissioning

Coverage

Structure Performance 
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• 

Structure assembly {barrel) 

MODULAR 
• • 
• 
• 

Module concept permits the complete assy of structure 
associated with a three-layer measurement unit 

Module structure can be fully evaluated before insertion of 
chambers . 

INTEGRATED MONOLITHIC 

•• 

• Integrated monolith has elements of reticulated shells and 
diaphragms as the subassemblles which are then merged into 
full shells and diaphrams,(stlll no complete structure!) 

• Optimized structure creates assembly differences in the 
various subassemblies whose effects will not be evaluated 
until completion of the major assemblies. .. 

• • • • • • • • • • 

MODULAR

- Module concept permits the complete assy of structure
" associated with a three-layer measurement unit

. Module structure can be fully evaluated before insertion of
o chambers.

INTEGRATED MONOLITHIC

- Integrated monolith has elements of reticulated shells and
diaphragms as the subassemblles which are then merged into
full shells and diaphrams,(still no complete structure!)

- Optimized structure creates assembly differences in the
various subassemblles whose effects will not be evaluated

until completion of the major assemblies. ..
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Chamber Insertion (barrel) 

MODULAR 

• Modular design permits easy access for all three layers to 
Insert chambers into fully assembled modular structure 

• • All three layers that make up a measurement unit can be 
inserted with simple fixtures at relatively low elevations. 
(repeatable, easily measured and verified). 

• Requires several size chambers to be available to complete 
module assembly. 

Barrel module is complete and commissionable!! 
.. • • 

INTEGRATED MONOLITH 

• Chambers are installed in layers a process where the structures 
are rotated about a large shaft to permit repeatable and simple 
installation process. 

• Process requires that chambers for specific layers be available 
in adequate numbers to complete major assemblies . 

4 f • • • • • • • • 

 

 

  
  

  
  

  

  
  
  

 

/ Chamber Insertion (barrel)

MODULAR

. Modular design permits easy access for all three layers to

insert chambers into fully assembled modular structure

0 .0 All three layers that make up a measurement unit can be
: inserted with simple fixtures at relatively low elevations.

(repeatable, easily measured and verified).

- Requires several size chambers to be available to complete
module assembly.

9 ~.- Barrel module is com let commissionableli

 

INTEGRATED MONOLITH

. Chambers are installed in layers a process where the structures
are rotated about a large shaft to permit repeatable and simple
installation process.

Q Process requires that chambers for specific layers be available
in adequate numbers to complete major assemblies.
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Chamber Insertion {endcap) 

Modular endcap (three wheel assemblies) 

• Support Structure Is assembled before insertion of 
chambers 

• Three wheel assemblies allow simple insertion of chambers 
on both sides of wheel structure 

·• Wheel assemblies do require fixturing for stabilization 
during the insertion process 

• Services can be attached by the layer rather than the 
three-layer grouping. Same as Integrated Monolith. 

• Chamber insertion done in NAB • 

. • Installation "Staged" should be much faster than IM 

Integrated Monolith 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Chambers are either inserted In the middle of the assembly 
of integrated structure or In a slightly more difficult 
procedure relative to the Modular Endcap. 

Option exists for install chambers through the structure in 
the underground hall. . 

Option requires separate chambers radially (BETTER 
CHAMBER STRUC TURE) 

• • • • • • • • • 

Modular endcap (threewheelassemblies)
‘. Support Structure ls assembled before insertion of

chambers

Three wheel assemblies allow simple insertion of chambers
on both sides of wheel structure

Wheel assemblies do require fixturing for stabilization
during the insertion process

Services can be attached by the layer rather than the
three-layer grouping. Same as Integrated Monolith.

fl Chamber insertion done in NAB.

' Installation "Staged" should be much faster than lM

Integrated Monolith

- Chambers are either inserted in the middle of the assembly
- of inte rated structure or in a slightly more difficult

proce ure relative to the Modular Endcap.

Option exists for install chambers through the structure in
the underground hall.

0 tion requires separate chambers radially (BETTER
CAMBER STFlUC TURE)
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Monolith Assembly (barrel/endcap) 

MODULAR 

• 

•• 
• 

Barrel Monolith requires two end support rings and fixturing to 
complete assembly of the twelve modules into an monolithic barrel 

· structure. 

Local alignment,IF MAINTAINED IN ASSY.,offer significant 
advantage (R&D on prototype should resolve issue). 

Assembly merges prealigned modules with two preassembled and 
· braced end ring support structures. 

• • Individual modules can still be adjusted as an assembly after all 12 
modules per monolith assembly have been inserted and the 
support rings are deformed in their final configuration. 

• Endcap monolith is assembled In NAB, installation is planned using 
the FFS as a transport tool to Insert endcap into barrel, transfer 
load and connect with barrel to merge structures . 

• • • • • • • • • • 

(barrel/endcap)

MODULAR

- ‘ Barrel Monolith requires two end sup ort rings and iixturing to
complete assembly of the twelve mo ules into an monolithic barrel
_ structure.

Local alignment,IF MAINTAINED IN ASSY.,offer significant
advantage (R&D on prototype should resolve issue).

-“ Assembly merges prealigned modules with two preassembled and
braced and ring support structures. -

Individual modules can still be adjusted as an assembly after all 12
modules per monolith assembl have been inserted and the
support rings are deformed int eir final configuration.

Endcap monolith is assembled in NAB, installation is planned using
the FFS as a transport tool to insert endcap into barrel, transfer
load and connect with barrel to merge structures.
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• 

Installation 

MODULAR 
• Options exist to install either a barrel monolith followe~ 

c~mpleted endcap later or as a complete assy. 
• FFS Ring requires no addltlonal structure for installation 

(Unified Monolith appears to need extensions for installation) 
• Z-restraint does not sacrifice coverage for this function as in 

the the case of the llM concept. 
~ I • Z-Restraint used by "llM" could be partially used at the same 
N I loss of chamber coverage as for the "IJM" concept. 

• 

• EITHER Z-RESTRAINT WILL PROBABLY WORK WITH EITHER 
STRUCTURE!! 

INTEGRATED MONOLITH 
• Essentially the same concept of Installation. 
• Z-restralnt chops off 6-12 chambers on the CDS end 

• • Unclear how installation actually can be done with the present 
rail concept (APPEARS TO NEED HARDWARE TO PROVIDE 
TEMPORARY ATTACHMENTS ON FFS END OUT BEYOND 
THE STRUCTURE THAT HOLDS SL3 ENCAP CHAMBERS IN 

• 

ORDER TO GET TO A RAIL WHICH WOULD CLEAR THIS 
STRUCTURE DURING INSERTION!) 

• • • • . ' • • • • 
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• 

Commisssioning 

MODULAR 
• • Modules are essentially commissioned at the module level along 

with addtional checkout time during the Monolith Assembly phase. 
These are complete system checkouts up to the final manlfold and 
junction boxes. 

, • Final commissioning should be llmlted to the final connections o't 
cables to the magnet mounted service Junction boxes. 

~.. ,. 

"" ..::.. II INTEGRATED MONOLITH 

• 

• Commissioning can perhaps be lnltated as the chambers are 
attached to the various superlayers(simllar to the situation of the 
endcap monolith in the modular concept) 

• • Evaluation of entire three-layer measurement units cannot start 
until the unified monolith Is completely assembled. 

ACCESS 
•EITHER THE IM OPTION OR A AN OPTIMIZED MODULAR WILL 

PROVIDE VERY SIMILAR SPACE FOR ACCESS. REAL ACCESS 
PROBLEM IS PLACEMENT OF SERVICABLE ITEMS ON 
CHAMBERS SO THAT THEY CAN BE REACHED FROM THE 
VARIOUS STRUCTURE SITES. 

• ' • • • • • • • • 
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Coverage 

MODULAR 
• Gap at 30° must allow for at least the structure in the barrel plus two 

alignment lines of sight (best is 1.4°).- ""''°~'• £-r .f ch ........ rs 
• Gaps in barrel must allow for passage of plate structure between 

chamber ends (50mm total 25 mm structure plus 25mm per side for 
clearance) · 

INTEGRATED MONOLITH 
• Gap at 30° can be as small as 0.5° ... ~ 
• Similar restriction to Modular In barrel for MIC1 c~ncept 

• Barrel gaps in MIC2 concepts can be reduced by another 25 mm 
from the Modular concept. 

•• 

t 
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Structural Performance 

• Material In the detector 

Modular Structure (TOR) in detector (65300 Kg. ) 

Expected Structure Mass Full Optimized (49000 Kg.) 

Integrated Monolith Structure mass (37000 Kg., MIC1) 

Uniformity of Mass with Phi (good with Modular) 

Uniformity of Mass for Unified Monolith Is limited by optimization 
of support structure. 

• Random vibration performance 

Presentation of integrated Monolith utilized lower PSD input than 
was used to evaluate the TOR muon support structure. 

When TOR structure is excited with same base motion PSD as 
used for Integrated Monolith, TOR response is smaller than that of 
IM even comparing the MIC1 structure. 

• Is performance still going to be the "TOP DOG" of evaluation 
criteria? 

• WHAT ARE THE IMPORTANT CRITERIA? WHAT ARE THE 
RELATIVE RATINGS?? 

• • • • • • • • • • 
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Complete Muon Chamber Support Structure 

• V1brat1on Performance 
- Natural Frequency 

- Random V1brat1on 

First Nat'l Freq. 
# Modes under 

20Hz 

TDR Design 

SGH Design 

TDR Design w/8 
Z constraints used by 

SGH 

2.36 Hz 

5.0Hz 

3.92Hz 

68 

50 

Random Yib Random Yib 
Response Response 

(Barrel Monolith) (Barrel Monolith) 

• 1 milH.g RMS · • Magnet Supports 

2.4 µm 25.0 µm 

12.4µm 

t.9µm 23.4 µm 

, 

... 
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Muon System Weights 

Barrel Mass Summary 
• Barrel Module Structure 
• FFS Support Ring 
• CDS Support Ring 
• Barrel Module (w/chamb) 

4274 Kg. 
14700 Kg. 

• Barrel Structure (modules ttJ/1, half) 

5455 Kg. 
11000 Kg. 
51300 Kg. 
38500 Kg. 
73400 Kg. 

• Bs"el Structure (modules Opt,htllf} 
• Barrel Structure (half) 
• Barrel Region (w/chamb, half) 
• Barrel Structure (SGH Manv) 

Endcap Mass Summary (half) 
• Structure Mass (half) 
• .Total Mass (w/chamb, half) 
• Outer Wheel (struct/total) 
• Middle Wheel (struct/total) 
• Inner Wheel (struct/total) 
• Outer/Middle Structure 
• Mlddle/ Inner Stucture 

152200 Kg . 
:/1(/(l().42000Kg. 

14000Kg. 
40300 Kg. 

4®Q / 18350 Kg. 
~'1100 / 9900 Kg. 
1'1'00 I 5200 Kg. 

4650 Kg. 
1650 Kg 

Total Struct. Mass in detector (MOD/TOR) 65300 Kg. 
(Optimized MOD barrel, same endcap) 52500 Kg. 
(Optimized MOD barrel and endcap) 49000 Kg. 
SGH IM Min. 37000 Kg. 

(25o/o less than Optimized MOD version) 

• • • • • • • • • • 
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Slide chamber in on track - . 
Use hois.t to .lift and position chamber 

to one of shaded positions. 

x 

Insertion of SL2 Barrel Chambers MI Cl 
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4,970,653 1 VISION METHOD OF DETECTING LANE BOUNDARIES AND OBSTACLES FIELD OF THE INVENTION This invention relates to a vision method of detecting lane boundaries and obstacles close to a vehicle within the lane boundaries, and particularly to such a method employing image processing techniques and which is operative for moderately marked roads. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION The use of an on-board video camera and image pro cessing of the roadway scenes allows useful information to be gathered for vehicle control. Detecting lane boundaries is a core capability for advanced automotive functions such as collision warning, collision avoidance and automatic vehicle guidance. If the lane boundaries and thus the road path can be detected several other functions can be implemented. Lane control uses the boundary information and vehicle dynamics knowledge to derive steering and braking commands for keeping the vehicle in the lane. Headway control uses a laser or radar system to track the vehicle ahead and keeps a safe driving distance. The lane boundary information can be used to prevent the detection of a vehicle in an adjacent lane on a curved road. Then the sensor beam can be directed to points within the lane. To monitor driving performance, the behavior of the driver is tracked and evaluated using the estimated position of the vehicle with respect to the lane boundaries. . Lane boundary detection for guiding vehicles along roadways has been reported in the paper by Dickmanns, E. D. and Zapp, A , “A Curvature-based Scheme for Improving Road Vehicle Guidance by Computer Vi sion,” Proc. SPIE on Mobile Robots, Vol. 727, October 1986, which is incorporated herein by reference. Con tour correlation and high order world models are the basic elements of that method, realized on a special multi-processor computer system. Perspective projec tion and dynamical models (Kalman ?lter) are used in an integrated approach for the design of the visual feed back control system. That system requires good lane markings and thus is limited to only those roads having good lane markings. It is of course desirable to extend the bene?ts of the computer vision system to roads with less good markings and to incorporate other features such as obstacle detection. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION It is therefore an object of the invention to provide a computer vision method of lane boundary detection operable on roads having moderate markings and even with some markers missing. It is a further object to provide such a method with obstacle detection capabil ity. The invention is carried out in an automotive vehicle having a computer vision system and an associated camera for viewing the scene ahead of the vehicle, by a method of detecting lane markers on a roadway com prising the steps of: obtaining an image of the scene and digitizing the image, normalizing the image, de?ning a search area in the image, searching for lane markers in the search area of the image, estimating the position of any missing lane marker, and de?ning lane boundaries from the position of the lane markers. 25 60 65 2 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS The above and other advantages of the invention will become more apparent from the following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein like references refer to like parts and wherein: FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computer vision system for carrying out the method of the invention, FIG. 2 is an illustration of a roadway scene in a cam era image plane, FIG. 3 is an illustration of a roadway scene in a cam era image plane, the scene having an obstacle in the roadway, FIGS. 4a and 4b together comprise a ?ow chart of an embodiment of the method of the invention employing template matching, FIG. 5 is a ?ow chart of the dynamic search area de?nition method used in the FIG. 4 method. FIGS. 60 and 6b together comprise a ?ow chart of another embodiment of the method of the invention employing a Hough transform, and FIGS. 7a and 7b are an image plane view of a line and a Hough space representation of the same line, respec tively. DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT As shown in FIG. 1, the hardware used to implement the method of the invention comprises a black and white CCD video camera 10 mounted in a vehicle, say at the upper center of the windshield to capture the driver’s view of the road ahead, an analog-to-digital converter 12 for coupling the camera output to a com puter 14, and output devices driven by the computer including a display 16, an obstacle warning alarm 18 and a utilization circuit 20 which may be any device using the lane boundary information for vehicle guidance, performance monitoring or headway control, for exam ple. The computer is programmed with algorithms for processing the images sensed by the camera. Two main algorithms for processing the image are disclosed herein. One uses a Hough transform and the other uses template matching. Both algorithms, however, dynami cally de?ne the search area for lane markers based on the lane boundaries of the previous frame, and provide estimates of the position of missing markers on the basis of current frame and previous frame information.Also in both cases preprocessing procedures detect obstacles in the lane within about 50 feet of the vehicle and give a warning via the alarm 18. FIG. 2 is an example of a typical image as projected on the camera image plane and includes the vehicle hood 22 and broken or solid stripes or lane markers 24 painted on the road and terminating at the horizon 26. Since the image spaces above the horizon and below the hood line do not contain useful lane boundary informa tion those regions are ignored by the image processing algorithms. A special calibration procedure enables range estimation, based on known characteristics of the road and the camera. It assumes flat roads with parallel markers at known look-ahead distances. The calibration determines the relationships between the positions of the actual markers and the images of these markers. This process de?nes a set of “reference markers” which are used as an initial set of lane boundaries seen by the vehicle when it is in the middle of the lane.The refer ence markers are also used when consistency of width is 



4,970,653 3 violated or when the two estimated lane boundaries cross each other. The broken line boxes 28 around the markers 24 de ?ne the area to be searched for detecting markers and is determined by the position of the lane boundaries in the previous image frame. In reality many other objects are in the image such as trees, other vehicles, overpasses and signs. The de?ned search area helps eliminate much of them from the processed image as well as to minimize the processing time. FIG. 3 illustrates the presence of a vehicle 30 or other obstacle in the roadway of FIG. 2. If the other vehicle is close, say, within 50 feet of the trailing vehicle, it tends to obscure the lane markers 24 to such an extent that there is insuf?cient information to determine the boundaries. In that case an obstacle warn ing is given and no further image processing is done on that frame. When the obstacle 30 is more than 50 feet away the image is processed but the obstacle is effec tively erased from the image by removing horizontal and vertical lines, thereby making the subsequent pro cessing steps simpler. The template matching algorithm is widely used in image recognition and computer vision applications. In this algorithm, a template or window of desired inten sity and shape is correlated with the image to create a correlation matrix. The elements of this correlation matrix indicate the quality of the match between the template and the image at all locations, according to some metric. Here, the absolute difference metric is used as the correlation measure. Other types of mea sures such as normalized correlation can also be used. The matching can also be done in the image-edge do main obtained by ?ltering the raw image with a Sobel ?lter. The advantage of edge matching is its insensitiv ity to light variations; however, with this method, pot holes, streaks, road texture and shadows may generate false objects. The template matching algorithm de scribed below uses both. image data and edge data. FIGS. 4a and 4c comprise a ?ow chart of an image processing method which uses a template matching algorithm. The ?gures are joined at nodes A and B. Numerals in the text marked by angle brackets <> refer to reference numerals on the ?ow chart boxes. The raw image is digitized <40> into a 5l2><512><8 image. The processing area is reduced in the vertical and horizontal directions. In the vertical direction, it is limited by the horizon line 26 and by the hood 22. These limits are obtained from the camera geometry and the calibration image. Then the gray level distribution of the processing area is contrast expanded or normalized <42> to have standard statistics (e.g., a gray level distribution with mean= 100 and standard devia tion=20; the gray level range is 0 to 255 with 0 being full black and 255 being full white). Next, a 3X3 Sobel ?lter is used <44> to generate edge data 124x 512 pixels in size. An obstacle in the lane ahead will give rise to strong edges in addition to those presented by the roadway. The presence of obstacles is detected by counting the number of strong edge points within the area de?ned by the lane boundaries of the previous frame <46> and comparing to a threshold <48> for a given look-ahead distance. For example, the number of pixels within 50 feet of the vehicle having a gray level greater than 150 are counted and compared to a threshold. If an obstacle is detected within 50 feet, then a warning to the driver is given <50> and the control returns back to the ?rst 20 25 35 45 55 60 65 step for a new frame. The location of lane boundaries is 4 not updated since the presence of the obstacle obscures them. The obstacle distance is determined by the ground level obstacle image since the image plane cali bration does not take into account the vertical height of an object. As seen in FIG. 3, the top of the vehicle 30 appears to be beyond the horizon as seen in the image plane although the vehicle 30 is actually close as is realistically shown near ground level. Thus for obstacle detection, only the bottom of the vehicle 30 image is scanned since it is in the near portion of the image plane. Obstacles detected at distances greater than 50 feet (in the far ?eld portion of the image) are effectively deleted from both the image and the edge data <52> to facilitate the execution of the following steps. For this purpose it is assumed that the obstacle has a high content of vertical and horizontal lines whereas the lane markers to be detected comprise diagonal lines. The obstacles are deleted from the image using the follow ing criteria: lines to be deleted must be either vertical or horizontal, their length must exceed 40 pixels, and their intensity must exceed 150. After the obstacle deletion step the search area is de?ned dynamically <54>. Given the previous lane boundaries, a truncated triangular search region is de ?ned for each marker location such that the search region for the two sides of the lane do not overlap. Moreover, the search area changes with marker posi tion MP, and increases in size if the marker was not found in the search of the previous frame. This limits the search space in which the markers can move from one frame to another and shortens the processing time. The dynamic search method is shown separately in FIG. 5. The search is conducted one row at a time and the search ?eld is selected for each row. It begins by de?ning an increment for a given row as one ?fth of the distance between the right and left lane coordinates for that row <54a>. It is then decided <54b> whether either a lane marker was not found or an old marker was used in the previous image. If so, the increment is in creased by 20 pixels to enlarge the search area <54c>. Then the right bound BR and the left bound BL (for each search area) is found <54d> by adding and sub tracting the increment from the marker position MP for that line. Next a correlation procedure <56> is fol lowed for the de?ned search ?eld in the current line and if all the rows have not been processed <57> the search continues in another row <58> and the search ?eld is rede?ned for that row. When the search area is de?ned a template matching operation begins <56>. For the de?ned search area, a window of size 5X5 pixels with constant gray level of 240 is correlated with the image. The correlation mea sure is based on the absolute difference of the window's gray level and the image’s gray level. The window is moved horizontally across the image pixel by pixel to obtain a correlation measure at every point in the tra verse and is then indexed vertically to make another horizontal traverse. To reduce computations, the win dow may be indexed vertically by more than one line so that strips of the search area are sampled rather then the complete search area. Using the absolute difference metric, a perfect match will yield a zero element in the correlation matrix. The correlation matrix is therefore searched for its minimum values. Elements with values under some threshold are selected to represent the marker positions. This correlation procedure will not yield any match for yellow or faded white lane markers. If such markers 



4,970,653 5 are present or markers are missing altogether, there will be only a few match points. The match points are counted <59> and if there are too few, say, 6 points out of a possible 100, the correlation is repeated with the edge data <60>. Then if the marker is found <62> or there were suf?cient match points <59>, the centroid of each marker is calculated < 64>. If the marker is not found <62> and the marker position on the opposite side of the lane is known <66>, the missing marker position is calculated based on the opposite marker position and the lane width <68> and its centroid is calculated <64>. When the marker position on the opposite side of the lane is not known <66> the lane boundary from the previous frame is used <70>. After the centroid of each marker is calculated <64>, if the markers are not found where expected <72> based on the previously detected lane geometry, the marker loca tions from the previous frame are used <74>. The determination of expected marker position <72> involves comparing the position of each marker centroid with that of the previous frame. If the change is more than nine pixels a ?ag is set. Then a check is made for the presence of a second marker in each search area as may occur, for example, when an exit lane is sensed. The distance between two such markers is com puted and if it is above a threshold for some distance (15 rows of the image) the outside marker (i.e., the right most marker in the right search area) is rejected and a ?ag is set. Then for each row, if a marker is not found the previous marker is used, provided no ?ag has been set. If a flag is set, only new marker locations are used. The result of this procedure is a set of x,y coordinates specifying lane markers. Then a least-squares line ?t is performed to generate the lane boundary <76>. To validate the estimated lane boundaries they are checked for consistency of angles and width <78>. If the angle between the present lane boundary and the previous lane boundary is greater than 35', then the present lane boundary is rejected. It is then estimated from the other lane boundary based on lane width. Similarly, the width of the lane is checked at two differ ent look-ahead distances for upper and lower bounds. The algorithm also checks for lane changes by deter mining if the lower end of a lane boundary is near the middle of the image <80>. If it is a lane change, warn ing is given <82> and depending on the lane change direction (left or right), the markers are exchanged, i.e., for a left lane change, the left boundary is rede?ned as the right boundary and a new left boundary is predicted based on the road/camera geometry. The estimated lane boundaries are used to compute the vanishing point (where the left and right boundaries intersect) and the intersection of the right marker at a ?xed distance. These points and the vehicle dynamics information are then used by a Kalman ?lter for estimat ing the road curvature, the lateral shift from the center of the lane, and the heading error as disclosed in the Dickmanns et al paper, supra. These estimates deter mine a coordinate transformation which determines the look-ahead path required for autonomous vehicle con trol <86>. For display purposes the lane boundaries are overlaid on the image <88>. FIGS. 6a and 6b comprise a flow chart showing an image processing algorithm using a Hough transform. The two ?gures are joined at node A. The process starts by digitization of the camera signals <100>, contrast expansion <102> and edge detection by a Sobel ?lter <104> as described for the previous method. The 20 25 35 45 50 55 60 65 image area between the vehicle hood and the horizon is the only area operated upon. A thresholding operation <106> generates a binary image by setting all gray levels above 150 to one and the rest to zero. Noise cleaning and boundary tracing <108> removes iso lated, single pixels and traces the boundaries of the lane and road markers. The boundary tracing algorithm saves connected or adjacent pixels and follows the con tour of a lane marker or a road edge in all directions. This is done by dividing the image into three equal segments representing the left, center and right portions of the image. For each segment, the left and right edges of the lane or road markers are searched for at least two adjacent edge pixels. After marking the edge pixels, the boundaries of the lane markers are traced until either the top of the image is reached or until no edge pixels are found. The resulting boundary traced image has clean lane markers and road edges. Then obstacle detec tion is performed by counting edge pixels within the lane boundaries and within 50 feet of the vehicle <110> and comparing the count to a threshold <112>. If the count is greater than the threshold an obstacle is detected and an obstacle warning is given to the driver < 114> and the program returns to START. If no obstacle is detected a line Hough transform is performed <116>. The Hough algorithm uses the boundary traced lane markers to estimate the location of the lane boundaries. The Hough transform has been used extensively for image processing applications. By knowing the desired shape a priori, the transform maps complex shapes, whether lines or curves, into simple ones in the Hough domain. The simplest transform in terms of computa tional burden is a line transform.Accordingly the lane boundaries are approximated by several straight lines. FIGS. 7a and 7b show a line in the image plane and the Hough transform of the same line. The normal parame terization of a straight line is given by R x cosA + y sinA where R is the shortest distance from the origin to the line, and A is the angle between the normal to the line and the x axis. Each pixel in the Hough domain repre sents a potential line in the image space. After a line Hough transform is performed on the boundary traced image <116> a search area is de?ned around the previ ous boundary position <118> in Hough space as indi cated by the box 32 in FIG. 7b. The intensity of each pixel in the Hough domain corresponds to the strength of a line in the image space or the number of edge elements contributing to that line. To select the n strongest lines in the image, one needs to identify the 11 pixels with the highest intensity in the Hough domain. The following criteria are used to select the correct lines: (a) the intensity of the selected pixels should have local maxima, (b) the separation of the selected pixels should exceed a certain threshold, and (c) the intensity of the selected pixels should exceed 20% of the maximum intensity. The selection algorithm is implemented by identifying the maximum pixel inten sity and deleting those that are less than 20% of that maximum intensity <119>. Then the Hough domain is ?ltered with an ll X 11 non-maximum suppression ?lter <120>, i.e., for a given pixel, if the other 120 pixels around it were higher in intensity, then the intensity of the subject pixel is set to zero. After ?ltering, only one local maximum pixel for each 11X 11 neighborhood could survive in the Hough domain but some points can still be close together. The number of Hough pixels is further reduced by deleting pixels which would gener 



4,970,653 7 ate near horizontal or vertical lines (A=0°, A=90°, A= 180') < 122>. Additional pixels are removed if the distance between two pixels is less than 34 <124>. Finally the pixels are sorted based on intensity or the number of contributing edge elements and the top four pixels are chosen <126>. In a typical application, the roadway may include discernible lane markers de?ning two lanes, and road edges may also be visible even if not painted. In this case four edges will be searched for to de?ne the road and the vehicle relationship to the road. When the Hough transform is performed about 300 points may be present in Hough space which represent minor edges, major edges including the ones of interest, and noise. Each operation reduces the number of remaining edges. For example, the deletion of those less than 20% of maxi mum intensity may eliminate all but 50 points. The non-maximum ?lter may leave 10 points, and the dele tion of pairs that are close together and of those repre senting horizontal and vertical lines may remove a few more points. Finally the strongest four pixels of the remainder are selected as the lane markers and road edges. These pixels represent the lane boundaries. The pixels are checked to determine if any lane boundary parame ters are missing <128> . If they are, the average of the last two frames parameters are used If the parameters are not missing they are validated by comparison with parameters of previous frames <132> and if they are within 10% they are considered to be valid. If not, the average parameters of the last two frames is used <130>. Then lane change is de tected <134> and the look-ahead path is estimated <136> using the Kalman ?lter as described for the previous method, and an inverse Hough transform gen erates lane boundaries <138> in the image space which are overlaid on the image for display purposes (140). The Hough domain is quantized to a 256x256 space for this implementation. Since pixels are selected based on a distance of 34, it is evident that the quantized space can easily be reduced to 128><256 for decreasing the processing time. For real time applications, systolic array chips could be used for fast calculations of the Hough transform. The image could be divided into several sub-images with several systolic chips working in parallel, mapping the results into several Hough do mains. Since the Hough transform operation is linear for the continuous case, the ?nal transform can be obtained by summing the partial Hough results. Another advan tage of the transform is that a priori knowledge about lane and road boundaries can easily be embedded in the algorithm. The method of the invention performed by either algorithm, template matching or Hough transform, has several advantages: (a) The method works well with missing and discon— tinuous markers, both yellow and white. (b) The search area in both algorithms is de?ned dynamically and adapts to the location of the lane mark ers, which saves processing time. (c) This method estimates road boundaries with low radius of curvature (e.g., entrance and exit highway ramps). (d) This method detects lane changes and warns the driver when lanes are crossed. (e) This method can detect certain obstacles in the lane. 20 25 35 45 50 55 65 8 The description of a preferred embodiment of the invention for the purpose of illustrating the invention is not to be considered as limiting the invention since many modi?cations may be made by the exercise of skill in the art without departing from the scope of the inven tion. The embodiments of the invention in which an exclu sive property or privilege is claimed are de?ned as follows: 1. In an automotive vehicle having a computer vision system and an associated camera for viewing a scene ahead of the vehicle, a method of detecting lane mark ers on a roadway comprising the steps of: obtaining an image of the scene and digitizing the image, normalizing the image, de?ning a search area in the image, searching for lane markers in the search area of the image to locate lane marker positions, estimating the position of any missing lane marker from said located lane marker positions, and de?ning lane boundaries from the said located lane marker positions and the estimated position of the missing lane marker. 2. The invention as de?ned in claim 1 wherein the step of estimating the position of missing lane markers comprises averaging the corresponding marker posi tions from previous images. 3. In an automotive vehicle having a computer vision system and an associated camera for viewing a scene ahead of the vehicle and obtaining a series of images of the scene, a method of locating lane boundaries on a roadway comprising for each image the steps of: digitizing the image and normalizing the image, dynamically de?ning a search area in the image based on the lane boundaries located in a previous image, searching for lane markers in the search area of the image to locate lane marker positions, estimating the position of any missing lane marker based on information selected from the current image and previous images, and de?ning lane boundaries from the said located lane marker positions and the estimated position of the missing lane marker. 4. The invention as defined in claim 3 wherein the step of estimating the position of missing lane markers comprises the steps of: determining the lane width from said previous image, and ' calculating the estimated position of a missing lane marker from the position of a marker on the oppo site side of the lane and the lane width. 5. The invention as de?ned in claim 2 including the steps of: checking the validity of a current lane boundary position by comparing a current lane boundary angle and lane width with that of the previous image wherein a discrepancy of said current lane boundary angle or said current lane width greater than threshold values reveals an invalid boundary, and when said current lane boundary position is invalid, substituting a preceding boundary position. 6. The invention as de?ned in claim 2 wherein the step of searching for lane markers comprises the steps of: generating edge data from the image, 



4,970,653 9 correlating a template with the image in the search area, and if insufficient _match points are found to de?ne a marker then correlating said template with the edge data in the search area. 7. The invention as de?ned in claim 2 wherein the steps of de?ning a search area and searching for lane markers comprise the steps of: generating edge data from the image, performing a boundary tracing operation on the edge data to generate a boundary traced image, performing a line Hough transform on the boundary traced image to yield pixels in Hough space, de?ning a search area in Hough space based on lane boundaries de?ned in a previous frame, and searching for lane markers in Hough space to locate said lane marker positions. 8. The invention as de?ned in claim 7 wherein the step of search for lane markers in Hough space com prises the steps of: reducing the number of said pixels in Hough space by ?ltering said pixels in Hough space with a non maximum suppression ?lter, deleting pixels in Hough space representing vertical and horizontal lines, removing pixels in Hough space closer than a set amount, and selecting pixels in Hough space with the most con tributing edge elements as said lane markers. 9. In an automotive vehicle having a computer vision system and an associated camera for viewing a scene ahead of the vehicle and obtaining a series of images of 15 25 35 45 50 55 65 10 the scene, a method of locating lane boundaries and close obstacles on a roadway comprising for each image the steps of: digitizing the image and normalizing the image, generating edge data from the image, determining an edge pixel count by counting edge pixels between lane boundaries defined in the pre vious image ad in the image portion representing space close to the vehicle, comparing the edge pixel count to a threshold value and issuing an obstacle warning when the count is above the threshold value, ' when the edge pixel count is below the threshold value, dynamically de?ning a search area in the image based on the lane boundaries located in said previous image, searching for lane markers in the search area of the image to locate lane marker positions, estimating the position of any missing lane marker based on information selected from the current image and previous images, and de?ning lane boundaries from the said located lane marker positions and the estimated position of the missing lane marker. 10. The invention as de?ned in claim 9 including the step of: before searching for said lane markers, effectively deleting obstacles from far ?eld portions of the image by removing vertical and horizontal lines within the said search area in the image. 8 i i Q i 
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Specification

1. Title of the Invention

Traveling Vehicle Recognition Device

2. Claim

A traveling vehicle recognition device

characterized in comprising:

     color imaging means for imaging the forward

direction of a traveling vehicle;

means for forming color image signals

corresponding to each color based on a video

signal imaged by the imaging means;

features extraction means for extracting an 

image signal of colors corresponding to taillights

and headlights based on the color image signals

obtained by said means;

means for recognizing the presence of

taillights or headlights according to the image

signal extracted by the features extraction

means;

calculating means for computing the distance

between vehicles and the speed relative to a

vehicle ahead based on said recognized taillight

image; and

     executing means for executing headlight

control based on the recognition result of said

recognition means;

     and controlling to switch the vehicle

headlights to low beams at least when a state in

which there is an oncoming vehicle in the

forward direction has been recognized by said

recognition of headlights.

3. Detailed description of the invention

<Industrial field of use>

The present invention relates to a recognition

device for a traveling vehicle which recognizes

the presence of taillights of a vehicle traveling

ahead and headlights of an oncoming vehicle,

especially at night, calculates and displays the

interrelationship with the vehicle ahead, and is

capable of controlling the device vehicle’s

headlights automatically.

<Prior art>

     When driving an automobile at night, the

headlights are lit while travelling, and in

particular, the headlights are set to high beams
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when driving in an area with few other traveling
automobiles.

     However, with this type of high beam driving

state, in the case that there is an oncoming vehicle

or a vehicle traveling ahead is becoming close, the

headlights must be switched to low beams so as

not to obstruct the field of vision of the driver of

the oncoming vehicle or the driver of the vehicle

traveling ahead. This type of beam control of the

headlights is troublesome for the driver, however,

and further complicates the driving operation,

especially when driving on a road with many

curves. Moreover, in the case that there is a 

vehicle traveling ahead, the driver must accurately

perceive the distance from the vehicle ahead and

the speed relative to the vehicle ahead, and  must

control the lights in this way and accurately know

the relative relationship with the vehicle ahead in

order to drive safely.

<Problems that the invention is to solve>

     The present invention was devised in

consideration of such points, and seeks to provide

a traveling vehicle recognition device capable, for
example, of automatically controlling headlight

beams to high and low beams according to the

state of whether there is a vehicle ahead,

especially when driving at night, and of issuing

warnings to the driver according to the

interrelationship with a vehicle traveling ahead.

<Means of solving the problems>

Specifically, the traveling vehicle recognition

device of the present invention has an imaging

apparatus such as a color television camera set up 

for imaging, for example, the forward direction of

a traveling vehicle, extracts color features of 

headlights and taillights to form a feature

extracted color image signal based on a color

video signal imaged by this imaging apparatus,

recognizes the headlights and taillights of a 

vehicle ahead, and controls the headlight beams

based on this recognition result. The traveling

vehicle recognition device also computes the

distance from and the speed relative a vehicle

traveling ahead based on the image signal of a

recognized taillight.

<Operation>

With the traveling vehicle recognition device

configured as above, the headlights and taillights

of a vehicle ahead can be recognized from color

features, and the driver can be notified that there

is an oncoming vehicle and there is a vehicle

traveling ahead based on this recognition.,

Conditions that arise when the headlights must be

switched from high beams to low beams are also

detected based on this recognition result, and the

headlight beams can be controlled automatically

once detection conditions have been set. The

distance from and the speed relative to a vehicle

traveling ahead can also be calculated based on 

taillight recognition, and a warning can therefore

be issued to the driver in states such as when there

is risk of a rear-end collision.

<Working examples of the invention>

     A working example of the present invention

will be described hereinafter with reference to the

appended drawings. Fig. 1 shows the

configuration of this working example, which is

provided with a color television camera 11. The

television camera 11 is mounted and set up in the

front of a vehicle 12 as shown in Fig. 2, for

example, and is set so as to be able to image the

forward direction of the vehicle 12, especially a 

vehicle 121 traveling ahead and a vehicle 122 

traveling in the oncoming lane. By setting up in

this way, the red taillights of the vehicle 121 and

the white headlights of the vehicle 122 may be

imaged accurately, especially at night.

A video signal of images imaged by the

television camera 11 is supplied to a decoder 13. 

The decoder 13 forms R (red), G (green) and B

(blue) color image signals based on the video

signal, and supplies the R, B and B color image

signals to an image signal processor 14. 

The image signal processor 14 extracts the

features of red, which is the color of taillights, and

of white, which is the color of headlights, from

the R, G, B color image signals, extracting, for

example, a binary image signal, and causes the

presence of taillights or headlights within the
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the imaged video to be recognized based on this
extracted image signal. The recognition results are

then sent to an executing part 15.

The executing part 15 is also supplied a

detection signal corresponding to the vehicle

speed from a vehicle speed sensor 16 and a signal

from a headlight switch 17 indicating the state of

whether the headlights are set to a high or low

beam . The executing part 15 then executes tasks

for controlling the headlight beams or issuing a

warning to the driver based on the recognition

information, vehicle speed information and

headlight information.

     Fig. 3 shows the flow of operating states of the

device described above, which starts when the

ignition switch of the vehicle is turned on. In step

101, whether it is nighttime is determined

according to whether the headlights are lit, and in

the case that it is determined to be nighttime, the

operation advances to step 102. Settings are

initialized instep 122 [Translator’s note: error for

102]. In this initializing step 102, the scanning

area of the screen to be imaged is set and feature

extraction conditions for recognizing taillights

and headlights are set.

Once the settings have been initialized in this

way, the operation advances to step 103, in which

the color image signal from the decoder 13

formed based on the video signal from the color

television camera 11 is captured and inputted to

the image signal processor 14. The operation then

advances to a 104. In step 104 features are

extracted by the image signal processor 14 from

the color image signal, and the luminescent colors

of white and red are emphasized.

This image signal processor 14 is configured

as shown in Fig. 4, for example, and is provided

with a features extraction unit 141. The R, G and

B color image signals from the decoder 13 are

supplied to the features extraction unit 141. 

“Extracting features by the features extraction

unit 141” means that the inputted image signals

are binarized to capture only information relating

to headlights and taillights, which are to be

recognized. In this example, color image signals

corresponding to the luminescent colors of

headlights and taillights are extracted. Conditional

expressions for the features extraction are then

set, and the image signals are extracted in

accordance with the conditional expressions.

     For example, with white luminescence such as

when a headlight is lit, the R, G and B values are

large and there is little difference between the

values. The conditional expressions for white

luminescence are as follows.

| R - G | <  / 10 

| G - B | <  / 10 

| B - R | <  / 10 

          4 / 5 < R, G, B ... ... ... ... ... (1)

The potential values that R, G and B may assume

range from 0 to .

With red luminescence when a taillight is lit,

the value of R (red) is at least twice that of G

(green) and B (blue). Therefore, the extraction

conditional expression for the red luminescence

of taillights is as follows.

          R > 2 B, and R > 2 G ... ... ... (2)

The image data of features extracted in step

104 in this way are stored in a memory 142 in

step 105. Image data are stored every 0.05 second,

for example. Next, In step 106, the image data

stored in the memory 142 are sent to a recognition

unit 143, which determines whether the image

from which features have been extracted is a 

taillight.

As determination criteria, the determination is

made according to whether there are two red

images 52 and 53 at the same height within a

setting range 51 on a screen corresponding to the

range of the traffic lane in which the device

vehicle is traveling, as shown in Fig. 5(A).  In the

case that taillights are recognized in step 106, the

operation advances to step 107, in which whether

the headlights are in a high beam state is

determined from the state of a headlight high/low-

beam switch. In the case that the headlights are in

a high beam state in this step 107, in the next step

108, the headlights are controlled to switch the
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headlights to low beams, and the operation
advances to step 109. In this case, that the

headlights have been switched from high to low

beams is stored in a memory. This storage is

erased in the case that the headlights are returned

to high beams or the ignition switch is

disengaged, but is retained in the meantime.

Alternatively, in the case that the headlights are

determined to be low beams in step 107, the

operation advances directly to step 109.

In step 109, the image data stored every 0.05 

second in the memory 142 are inputted to a

computation unit 144, and in the next step 110,

the distance Z from a vehicle traveling ahead and 

the speed relative to the vehicle traveling ahead

are calculated.

This distance Z from a vehicle traveling ahead

is calculated based, for example, on a distance r1

between the recognized taillights 52 and 53

Specifically, the distance r1 is obtained by a

calculation such as the following:

If the focal length of the television camera 11

is f, the distance from the lens of the camera 11 to

the vehicle is Z, and the magnification of the

camera 11 is , the following equation holds true.

= f / Z ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... (3)

If the distance between taillights is R when is

"1", the following equation then holds true.

= r / R ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... (4)

     From equations (3) and (4), the distance Z

between vehicles is obtained by the following

equation.

          Z = f R / r ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... (5)

The distance between vehicles is calculated in

this way every 0.05 second as  the image data are

stored, and the speed of the device vehicle relative

to a vehicle traveling ahead is calculated from the

distance between vehicles obtained every 0.05 

second. Specifically, 0.05 second after a taillight

image such as shown in Fig. 5(A) has been

obtained, the same taillight image is as shown in

Fig. 5(B), and the distance between taillights 52 

and 53 changes from r1 to r2. If Z1 is the distance

between vehicles calculated using the distance r2,

the speed V relative to the vehicle ahead can be

obtained by the following equation.

V = (Z - Z1) / 0.05 ... ... (6)

The distance Z from and the speed V relative

to a vehicle ahead are obtained by such a

calculation in step 110, and the results of this

calculation are displayed in step 111.

A numerical display on a panel meter of the

vehicle, for example, may be used as a display

means in the step 111.

In the case that a taillight was not recognized

in step 106, the operation advances to step 112. In

this step 112, headlights are recognized by

determining whether there are two white

luminescent colors 62 and 63 at the same height

in a setting range 61 corresponding to an

oncoming traffic lane on a screen as shown in Fig.

6, and recognizing the headlights of an oncoming

vehicle according to whether there are these two

white luminescent colors 62 and 63.

In the case that headlights have been

recognized in this step 112, the operation

advances to step 113, and the state of the

headlights of the device vehicle is determined in

the same manner as in step 107, and in the case

that they are high beams, the headlights are

switched to low beams in step 114. 

In the case that headlights were not recognized

in step 112, it is determined that there is neither a

car traveling ahead nor an oncoming car, in which

case, the operation advances to step 115. In step

115, the past headlight setting status is determined

from the contents stored in memory, and in the

case that a state of high beams has been stored in

memory, the operation advances to step 116 to

switch the headlights to high beams. For example,

in the case that  the headlights have been switched

to low beams in step 108 or 114 from a state of

traveling with high beams on and the previous

high beam state has been stored in memory, the

headlights are switched to high beams in step

116after passing the vehicle ahead or being

passed by the oncoming vehicle.

     In other words, with the device, in the case that

there is a vehicle ahead or an oncoming vehicle

while traveling at night and the headlights are in 

the high beam state, for example, the headlights

are automatically switched to low beams, thus
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automating road traffic safety. The distance from
and the speed relative to a vehicle ahead at night

can also be known accurately, and can be used

effectively as a means for preventing rear-end

collisions. Because the distance between vehicles

and relative speed have been calculated in this

case, these data can be used to predict a potential

rear-end collision, and an audible or other type of

warning can be issued to a driver based on this

prediction. In other words, the device may also be

used as a means for preventing drowsy driving.

The television camera for imaging in the

forward direction may be mounted at any location

from which the forward direction of the vehicle

can be imaged. The television camera may also be

configured such that the mounting angle of the

camera can be varied, such that, for example, the

angle is automatically controlled in response to

the angle of steering maneuvers. When configured

in this way, the camera always faces the steered

direction of the vehicle so as to effectively

monitor vehicles ahead. The device can also be used
effectively as a safe driving warning system by setting a 

safe distance between vehicles according to the absolute

speed of the device vehicle, and warning the driver by

voice or a buzzer if the distance between vehicles has

become less than the set distance between vehicles. A

delay timer processing may also be used in the working

example described earlier when controlling to switch

from low beams to high beams.

<Effects of the invention>

As described above, the traveling vehicle recognition

device of the present invention recognizes whether there

is a vehicle traveling ahead or an oncoming vehicle,

especially at night, and automatically controls the

headlights according to the recognition result. Therefore,

the invention can achieve a significant effect in terms of 

safe driving by executing a basic safety operation of

nighttime driving automatically. In connection with this,

the invention can also issue various warning actions for

safe driving, thereby effectively expanding the range of

applications for safe driving.

4.  Brief explanation of the drawings

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the

recognition device according to a working

example of the present invention; Fig. 2 is a

diagram illustrating the setting state of a

television camera in this working example; Fig. 3 

is a flowchart illustrating the operation states of

this working example; Fig. 4 is a diagram

showing an example of a configuration of the

image signal processor of this working example;

Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating images of taillight

recognition, and Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating an

image of headlight recognition.

     11 ... Color television camera, 12 ... Vehicle,

13 ... Decoder, 14 ... Video signal processor, 15 ...

Executing part, 16 ... Vehicle speed sensor, 17 ... 

Headlight switch

Takehiko Suzue, Patent Attorney
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A mounting adaptor is disclosed for removably secur
ing an interior rearview mirror assembly to a mounting 
support on the inner surface of a vehicle window such 
as a windshield. The adaptor preferably has a recessed 
channel on one side for receiving a window mounting 
button and a projection on the opposite surface simulat
ing a window mounting button for removably mounting 
a rearview mirror assembly. The projection may be 
shaped to receive the same or a different mirror assem
bly channel mount as compared to the support on the 
window to allow conversion from one assembly to 
another without changing the window support. The 
adaptor may also include a support for a vehicular ac
cessory such as a microphone, compass, headlight dim
mer, light, moisture sensor, radar detector or the like. 
Such accessory is thus supported for convenient use by 
the driver or other vehicle occupant and in a highly 
advantageous operating position without interference 
with the rearview mirror, its replacement, interchange
ability or adjustability. A wire cover may also be in
cluded on the adaptor. 

An assembly combining a microphone and a support for 
mounting a rearview mirror adjacent a driver within a 
vehicle ·is also disclosed. 
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REARVIEW MIRROR AND ACCESSORY MOUNT 
FORVEIDCLES 

and cable running from that sensor pass behind the 
channel mount and are at least partially shielded as they 
extend toward the vehicle headliner by a rectilinear, 
channel-shaped wire cover secured between the chan-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 5 nel mount and windshield support button by fitting a tab 
on the wire cover over the inner end of the channel 
mount set screw. However, this structure included a 
ball member integral with the channel mount to which 

This invention relates. to mounting structures for 
inside rearview mirror assemblies in vehicles and, more 
particularly, to a mounting adaptor adapted to mate 
with a support secured to the inside surface of a window 
such as a windshield to allow support of various types 10 

of mirror assemblies as well as various vehicle accesso
ries adjacent to the mirror assembly. The invention also 
relates to supports for a microphone adjacent and in the 
vicinity of a rearview mirror for use by the driver and 
other passengers in the vehicle. 15 

For many years, rearview mirror assemblies have 
been supported within vehicles by securing them to 
mounting supports, known as "buttons", adhered to the 
upper inside surface of the front windshield of the vehi
cle. The rearview mirror assembly typically includes a 20 
swivel joint ending with a mounting member known as 
a channel mount having a recessed channel slot for 
slidably receiving the windshield button or support 
therein through a bottom opening. While the shape and 
size of windshield mounting buttons have long been 25 
standardized throughout the vehicle industry, at least in 
the United States, various proposals for modified shapes 
and sizes of windshield buttons have recently been pro
posed. This creates a problem for rearview mirror man
ufacturers who would be required to stock both new 30 
and old assemblies having channel mounts adapted to fit 
the new and old style windshield mounting buttons. 
Likewise, in the aftermarket for vehicle accessories, 
both new and old style rearview mirror assemblies 
would have to be offered having channel mounts 35 
adapted to both new and old windshield buttons. 

Automobiles and trucks in recent years have also 
included an increasing amount of instrumentation and 
accessories. It is desired to mount various of these ac
cessories and instruments in places conveniently acces- 40 
sible to the driver or other vehicle passengers, or in 
locations where operation and function of such accesso
ries is most advantageous. For instance, the upper front 
windshield area is one of a very few locations in a con
ventional vehicle which allows satisfactory operation of 45 
a magnetic compass. Also, with the increasing use of 
mobile/cellular telephones in vehicles, the inclusion of 
microphones for use by various persons within the vehi
cle has been desired. 

Further, many rearview mirror assemblies are now 50 
adapted to perform functions other than merely holding 
a reflective mirror element in correct position. Items 
such as map, courtesy or reading lamps, information 
displays, clocks, compasses and the like have been built 
into the mirror assemblies. With such mirrors, there is a 55 
need to route electrical cables between the vehicle inte
rior roof headliner and the mirror assembly to provide 
appropriate electrical power and to allow ease and con
venience in the removal and replacement of the mirror 
unit. 60 

In the "past, it has been known to support certain 
vehicle accessories such as a headlight dimming sensor 
on the channel mount for the inside rearview mirror 
assembly when secured to a windshield mounting but
ton. In several vehicles in the past few years, a spring 65 
clip has been attached to the bottom of a conventional 
rearview mirror channel mount for the attachment of a 
headlight dimming sensor. The electrical connection 

a swivel joint and rearview mirror assembly was perma
nently attached. Thus, to replace the rearview mirror 
assembly or accommodate a different shaped wind-
shield mounting button, it is necessary to provide a 
complete new assembly including the channel mount on 
the rearview mirror assembly. Also, the prior known 
wire cover was inadequately supported at the channel 
mount and was difficult to retain in place, especially 
over relatively stiff wires. 

Accordingly, the prior mirror support structures 
failed to provide for convenient substitution of different 
mirror assemblies, failed to accommodate the support of 
different types of vehicle accessories, failed to suggest 
any support for microphones, and failed to properly 
integrate wire covers for electrical cables and wiring 
from the accessories in a secure manner. 

· SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, the present invention provides a 
mounting adaptor for use with interior rearview mirror 
assemblies which allows substitution or change of the 
rearview mirror assembly to accommodate different 
types of windshield mounted supports easily and conve
niently. The adaptor can also provide a support for 
different vehicle accessories adjacent the rearview mir
ror without interfering with the mounting of the rear
view mirror assembly, or its replacement, interchange
ability or adjustability. Support of the accessories on the 
adaptor places the accessories or information therefrom 
in an appropriate position for vehicle operator sighting 
and use, allows the addition of desirable options without 
the need to modify existing ·vehicle components, and 
positions the accessories for their most advantageous 
functional operation. In addition, the adaptor may pro
vide an appropriate wire cover for shielding and con
cealing electrical wires leading from either the mirror 
assembly or the accessory mounted on the adaptor to 
the vehicle headliner area. 

Also, the invention contemplates an appropriate 
mounting for a microphone within the vehicle interior 
adjacent the rearview mirror assembly in a convenient 
location for use by the driver and other vehicle passen
gers. 

In one aspect, the invention is a mounting adaptor for 
securing an interior rearview mirror assembly to a 
mounting support when the support is affixed on the 
inner surface of a vehicle window such as the wind
shield. The adaptor includes an adaptor body, mounting 
means on one surface of the adaptor body for securing 
the mounting support when fixed on the window, and 
securing means on a second surface of the adaptor body 
for removably mounting a rearview mirror assembly to 
the adaptor body. Accordingly, the adaptor body 
spaces the rearview mirror assembly outwardly of the 
window and the mounting support. 

In preferred forms of this invention, where the rear
view mirror includes a channel-like mounting member, 
the mounting means is a recessed channel on the wind
shield facing surface of the adaptor while the secu.ring 
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means is a projection on the interior facing surface of 
the adaptor for receiving a channel-like mounting mem
ber thereover. The recessed channel may have a differ
ent sectional shape from the projection to allow attach
ment of a rearview mirror assembly having one channel 5 
mount shape to a windshield support member of differ
ent shape. 

The adaptor body may also include an aperture ex
tending therethrough and communicating with the re
cessed channel for receiving a fastener for engaging the 10 
mounting support to secure the adaptor in place. In one 
form, the fastener may extend from the channel-like 
mounting member of the rearview mirror assembly 
such that the rearview mirror assembly and the adaptor 
are simultaneously locked in place. Alternately, the 15 
adaptor may include a separate fastener for securement 
to the windshield mounted support while the channel
like mounting member from the rearview mirror assem
bly is separately fastened to the adaptor with its own 
fastener. 20 

In another aspect of the invention, a mounting adap
tor is provided for securing an accessory adjacent an· 
interior rearview mirror in a vehicle. Such adaptor 
includes an adaptor body, first mounting means on a 
first surface of said adaptor body for securing a mount- 25 
ing support when the support member is secure!! to the 
inner surface of a vehicle window such as a windshield, 
and securing means on a second surface of the adaptor 
body for removably mounting a rearview mirror assem
bly on the adaptor. The adaptor body also includes 30 
support ··means for supporting a vehicle accessory such 
that the accesso~ may be mounted adjacent the interior 
rearview mirror for convenient use by the vehicle 
driver or other occupant without interfering with the 
support of the rearview mirror or its replacement, inter- 35 
changeability or adjustability. Various types of accesso
ries may be accommodated such as microphones, com
pass sensors, moisture· sensors, radar detectors, informa
tion displays, garage door openers, keyless entry sys
tems, vehicle identification apparatus, headlight dim- 40 
mers or navigation system receivers and others. 

A specific form of the invention for supporting a 
microphone such as that for a cellular phone is contem
plated including a housing having a receptacle for the 
microphone and adapted to open toward the interior of 45 
the vehicle when the adaptor is mounted on the mount
ing support member on a window. The housing also 
includes an interior space for enclosing wiring and/or 
circuitry for the microphone. The adaptor incorporat
ing such housing may also include a wire cover extend- 50 
ing toward the vehicle headliner to shield and conceal 
electrical wiring from the microphone. 

In a further aspect of the invention, a combined rear
view mirror and microphone mounting assembly is 
provided for use in vehicles including a support for 55 
mounting a rearview mirror assembly adjacent a driver 
within a vehicle and means on the support for mounting 
a microphone adjacent the position of the rearview 
mirror assembly. Such asse111.bly allows use of the mir
ror assembly by the vehicle driver and use of the micro- 60 
phone by persons within the vehicle passenger compart
ment, including the driver. 

Accordingly, the present invention provides a conve
nient, easy to use adaptor for supporting rearview mir
ror assemblies, supporting various types of vehicle ac- 65 
cessories near the rearview mirror assembly, and pro
vides structure for shielding and concealing electrical 
wiring from either the rearview mirror assembly or the 

supported accessory. In addition, the invention pro
vides support for a microphone within a vehicle for use 
with cellular telephones and the like. 

These and other objects, advantages, purposes and 
features of the invention will become more apparent 
from a study of the following description taken in con
junction with the drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a first embodiment of 
the rearview mirror mounting adaptor of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 2 is a side elevation of the adaptor of FIG. 1 
shown secured to a windshield support member and 
having a conventional rearview mirror assembly chan
nel mount secured to it; 

FIG. 3 is a rear elevation of the mounting adaptor of 
FIGS. 1 and 2; 

FIG. 4 is a front elevation of the mounting adaptor of 
FIGS. 1-3; 

FIG. 5 is a sectional view of the mounting adaptor 
taken along plane V-V of FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 is a fragmentary rear elevation of a conven
tional windshield support member or mounting button; 

FIG. 7 is a rear elevation of a conventional, double 
wedge-shaped windshield mounted support member or 
button; 

FIG. 8 is a top plan view of the windshield support 
member of FIG. 7; 

FIG. 9 is a rear elevation of an alternate type of con
ventional windshield mounted support member; 

FIG. 10 is a section of the support member taken 
along plane X-X of FIG. 9; 

FIG. 11 is a sectional, side elevation of a channel 
mount member as used on conventional interior rear
view mirror assemblies; 

FIG. 12 is a rear elevation of the conventional chan
nel mount member of FIG. 11; 

FIG. 13 is a perspective view of a second embodi
ment of the rearview mirror mounting adaptor includ
ing a receptacle support for attachment of a vehicle 
accessory; 

FIG. 14 is a rear elevation of the mounting adaptor of 
FIG. 13; 

FIG. 15 is a side elevation of the mounting adaptor of 
FIGS. 13 and 14 with a headlight dimming sensor 
shown in section secured in the support receptacle and 
the adaptor mounted on the inside surface of a wind
shield; 

FIG. 16 is a top plan view of the mounting adaptor of 
FIGS. 13-15; 

FIG. 17 is a front elevation of the mounting adaptor 
of FIGS. 13-16 shown partially in section; 

FIG. 18 is a sectional view of the mounting adaptor 
of FIGS. 13-17 taken along plane XVIII-XVIII of 
FIG. 17; 

FIG. 19 is an exploded, perspective view of a third 
embodiment. of the mounting adaptor of the present 
invention including a housing for supporting a micro
phone and a wire cover; 

FIG. 20 is a broken, front elevation of the mounting 
adaptor of FIG. 19; 

FIG. 21 is a broken, side elevation of the mounting 
adaptor of FIGS. 19 and 20; 

FIG. 22 is a broken, rear elevation of the mounting 
adaptor of FIGS. 19-21; 
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FIG. 23 is a fragmentary, sectional, side elevation of 
the mounting adaptor taken along plane XXIII-XXIII 
of FIG. 20; 

With reference to FIGS. 2, 11 and 12, a conventional 
channel-like mounting member or "channel mount" 50 
is shown. Such mounting members have been used for 
many years in the U.S. vehicle industry to support rear-FIG. 24 is a sectional view of the mounting adaptor 

taken along plane XXIV-XXIV of FIG. 22; 
FIG. 25 is a fragmentary side elevation of a modified 

wire cover extension for use with a mounting adaptor 
such as that shown in FIGS. 19-24; 

FIG. 26 is a sectional rear elevation of the wire cover 
extension taken along plane XXVI-XXVI of FIG. 25; 
and 

S view mirror assemblies on windshield mounted support 
members as illustrated. Channel mount 50 typically 
includes a body 52 cast from zinc or molded from a 
strong resinous plastic and has a recessed channel on its 
rear surface defined by longitudinal flanges 54, 56 

FIG. 27 is a sectional end view of the wire cover 
extension taken along plane XXVII-XXVII of FIG. 
25. 

10 which extend out and over the rear surface 53 of body 
52 and a closed, rounded top end 58. Projecting out
wardly from body 52 and formed integrally therewith is 
a neck 60 and ball member 62 which are adapted to 
mate with a corresponding socket member to form a 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

15 swivel joint for supporting a rearview mirror assembly 
in the conventionally known manner. Depending on the 
precise shape of flanges 54, 56, channel mount 50 is 
adapted to slide over mounting support member 20 or Referring now to the drawings in greater detail, 

FIGS. 1-6 illustrate a first embodiment 10 of the inte
rior rearview mirror mounting adaptor for vehicles. 20 
Adaptor 10.includes a body 12 having an open· ended, 
recessed channel 14 on its windshield facing, back or 
rear surface 16 (FIGS. 3 and 5) and a front projection 18 
extending toward the interior of the vehicle for receiv
ing the channel-like mounting member or "channel 25 
mount" 50 (as it is known in the U.S. vehicle industry) 
from a rearview mirror assembly as shown in FIGS. 2, 
11 and U. Projection 18 thus forms a securing structure 
for removably attaching or mounting a rearview mirror 
assembly to the adaptor. Likewise, recessed channel14 30 
forms a mount for removably securing the entire adap
tor to a window or windshield mounted support. 

As shown in FIG. 2, adaptor 10 is preferably adapted 
to be slidably fitted over a conventional windshield 
support member or windshield "button" such as that 35 
shown at 20 in FIGS. 2, 5, 7 and 8 or that shown at 34 
in FIGS. 9 and 10. Windshield support member 20 in
cludes an elongated support body 22 having a planar 
rear surface 24 (which faces the front of the vehicle 
when installed) adapted to be adhere4 by a suitable 40 
adhesive such as polyvinyl butyral (PVB) to the inside 
surface of a windshield as shown in FIG. 2. Front sur
fac;e 26 of body 22 is also generally planar and faces 
inwardly of the vehicle interior when mounted on the 
windshield. On either lateral sicle edge of the body 22 45 
are tapered side edges or flanges 28, 30 which taper 
inwardly toward the narrower rear surface 24. Also, 
side edges 28, 30 are nonp~el with and extend 
toward one another at the top end ofthe body 22 as seen 
in FIG. 6. This provides the support member with its 50 
overall double wedge shape for receiving a channel 
mount such as that at 50 in FIGS. 11 and 12. The top 
end of body 22 is rounded and may also be tapered 
inwardly toward rear surface 24 as at 32. 

Alternately, another conventional windshield sup- 55 
port member 34 may be used as shown in FIGS. 8 and 
9. Support 34 has a body 36 including planar rear and 
front surfaces 38, 40 and rectilinear side edges or flanges 
42, 44 which extend perpendicularly outwardly from 
the sides of body 36. Flanges 42, 44 are generally paral- 60 
lel with one another and provide an L-shaped shoulder 
area on either lateral side for retaining a channel mount 
such as that shown at 50 in FIGS. 11 and 12. Thus, 
support 34 has a different sectional shape than support 
20 for matching a different sectional shape in a modified 65 
channel mount. The top end 46 of support member 34 is 
rounded and may be tapered inwardly toward rear 
surface 38 as in support member 20. 

34 with support member 20 or 34 received through the 
oottom opening between flanges 54 and . 56. Support 
member 20 or 34 slides into the channel until top end 32 
or 46 abuts end 58 while flanges 54, 56 engage side 
edges 28, 30 or flanges 42, 44 for retention purposes. 

As shown in FIG. 2, mounting adaptor 10 is also 
slidably fitted over the top end of a conventional wind
shield mounted support member such as that at 20 or 34 
in a manner similar to channel mount 50. Support mem
ber 20 or 34 has previously been secured or adhered to 
the inside surface of windshield W. After adaptor 10 is 
fitted, a channel member 50 is then slidably mounted 
over projection 18 such that ball member 62 projects 
substantially horizontally into the vehicle interior and 
properly positions the rearview mirror assembly for use 
by the driver of the vehicle. 

As is best seen in FIGS. 3 and 5, the channel recess 14 
at the rear of adaptor 10 is formed by flanges 64, 66 
which extend along the sides of body 12 on rear surface 
16 and have inwardly extending surfaces 68, 70. Sur
faces 68, 70 extend at an angle to one another to form a 
double taper or double wedge in the channel recess. A 
rounded top wall 72 (FIG. 3) closes the top end of 
r.ecess 14 between flanges 64, 66. At the bottom end of 
adaptor 10 is an opening 73 between flanges 64, 66 
through which the support member 20 may be inserted 
and slid upwardly until top end 32 abuts top wall 72 as 
shown in FIG. 2. As will be seen in FIG. 5, inwardly 
extending surfaces 68, 70 are adapted to engage and 
mate with side edges 28, 30 on windshield support mem
ber 20 to firmly support the adaptor on the windshield 
mounting button without play or vibration. Since the 
thickness of support 20 or 34 is greater than the depth of 
channel 14, adaptor 10 is spaced outwardly of wind
shield W. This allows the adaptor to be easily installed 
and prevents noise from contact between the adaptor 
and windshield. 

As shown in FIGS. 2, 4 and 5, projection 18 on the 
front surface 74, of adaptor 10 is elongated in the direc
tion of adaptor 10 and includes laterally extending re
taining flanges 76, 78 which extend along the lateral 
sides of projection 18. Flanges 76, 78 extend parallel to 
surface 74 and form an L shape on each side of projec-
tion 18 to provide a shoulder for retaining channel 
mount 50. The lower edges 77, 79 of flanges 76, 78 are 
rounded inwardly to avoid sharpness to reduce the 
chance of injury to occupants of the vehicle. The upper 
end 80 of projection 18 is likewise rounded and may be 
tapered inwardly as shown in FIGS. 2 and 6 for engage
ment with the top wall 58 in a channel mount such as 
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that at 50. Projection 18 is also slightly thicker than the 
depth of the channel included in channel mount 50. This 
spaces the channel mount slightly away from surface 74 

portions to adaptor 10 but extends downwardly to form 
a mounting receptacle for a vehicle accessory such as 
the headlight dimmer sensor 130 shown in FIGS. 13, 15 
and 16. The rear surface 94 of adaptor 90 (FIGS. 14-16) as shown in FIG. 2 to allow ease of insertion and to 

prevent contact between the mount and surface 74. 5 includes a recessed channel 96 similar in all respects to 
recessed channel 14 in adaptor 10. Channel recess 96 is 
adapted to receive a double tapered or wedge-shaped 
windshield mounted support member such as that 

As shown in FIGS. 1-4, an aperture 82 is provided 
through projection 18 and body 12 of adaptor 10 such 
that it opens into the recessed channel 14 behind the 
adaptor and opens toward the front or interior of the 
vehicle as well. Aperture 82 is preferably threaded, 10 
extends at an upward angle toward the top of body 12, 
and receives a set screw 84 which may be tightened 
against the front surface 26 or 40 of one of the wind
shield mounted support members 20 or 34. The set 
screw draws surfaces 68, 70 against surfaces 28, 30 or 15 
flanges 42, 44 to tightly retain the adaptor 10 on the 
support member 20 or 34 without vibration, play or 
release. When a channel mount such as that at 50 is 
slidably received over projection 18, aperture 82 and set 
screw 84 are concealed from view. Front surface 85 of 20 
projection 18 rna also include a conical recess 86 for · 
receiving the end of a set screw from a channel mount 
50 as shown in FIG. 2 and explained more fully below. 

When received over projection 18, through the open
ing between flanges 54, 56 in the channel mount, flanges 25 
76, 78 engage flanges 54, ,56 while end 80 engages top 
wall 58 in the channel mount. Although flanges 54, 56 
securely retain the channel mount on the projection 
while gravity holds end 80 against top wall 58, addi
tional protection against vibration or sliding movement 30 
of the channel mount on projection 18 is provided by a 
set screw 59 received in aperture 61 in body 52 of the 
channel mount. When tightened, set screw 59 is re
ceived in recess 86 to draw flanges 54, 56 tightly against 
the inside surfaces of flanges 76, 78 for more secure 35 
retention. 

Alternately, as will be explained below, aperture 82 
may be enlarged and left unthreaded such that an elon
gated fastener on a channel mount may be received 
entirely through the adaptor 10 for direct engagement 40 
with the front surface 26 or 40 of support member 20 or 
34. Thus, such an elongated fastener in the channel 
mount would simultaneously secure both the channel 
mount 50 to adaptor 10 and adaptor 10 to support mem
ber 20 or 34 without the need for a second fastener (see 45 
FIG. 15). 

As will also be understood, the precise sectional 
shape of channel recess 14 on the rear surface of adaptor 
10 may have the double tapered, wedge shape of sup
port member 20 or the rectilinear L flange shape of 50 
support member 34. Likewise, projection 18 may have 
the same shape as channel recess 14 or a different shape 
as is shown in FIG. 5 such that adaptor 10 will allow 
support of a rearview mirror assembly having a channel 
mount with a different sectional shape than that of the 55 
support member already secured to the windshield sur
face. 

Preferably, adaptor 10 is formed from sintered metal 
or is die cast from zinc or another casting metal. Alter
nately, the adaptor may be molded from high strength 60 
resinous plastic material such as glass filled acetal. In 
any event, it is preferred that the material from which 
adaptor 10 is made be sufficiently rigid and strong to 
properly support the rearview mirror assembly on the 
windshield mounted support member. 65 

Referring now to FIGS. 13-18, a second embodiment 
90 of the mounting adaptor is illustrated. Adaptor 90 
includes an adaptor body·92 which is similar in its upper 

shown at 20 in FIGS. 7 and 8 in the same manner as 
does recessed channel 14 as described above. Channel 
96 includes inwardly tapered flanges 98, 100 which are 
nonparallel and extend toward one another at the top 
end of the adaptor which is closed by top wall 102. A 
bottom opening 103 is included between the lower ends 
of flanges 98, 100. 

On the front surface 104 of adaptor body 92 is an 
elongated projection 106 similar to but of different sec
tional shape from projection 18 on adaptor 10. Projec-
tion 106 has a sectional shape which is substantially 
identical to that of channel recess 96. Hence, adaptor 90 
may be fitted between a windshield mounted support 
member 20 and a channel mount 50 which would other
wise be received on support member 20 such that adap
tor 90 spaces the channel mount outwardly from the 
support member 20 but otherwise secures it in the same 
manner. As. explained below, adaptor 90 also provides 
support structure for a vehicle accessory adjacent the 
rearview mirror assembly such that the accessory is 
conveniently located for driver use or operation adja
cent the mirror assembly. Yet, adaptor 90 allows re
movable attachment of rearview mirror assemblies 
without disturbing the accessory Likewise, the acces
sory does not interfere with use of the rearview mirror 
assembly. 

With reference to FIGS. 13 and 15-17, the accessory 
support structure on adaptor 90 includes a pair of paral
lel, generally planar sidewalls 116, 118 which are inteq
ral with and extend downwardly from the side edges 93, 
95 of adaptor body 92 beginning at an area approxi
mately even with the midpoint of projection 106. Side
walls 116, 118 form the lateral sides of a rectangular 
receptacle 120 which also includes an angled rear wall 
122 which extends downwardlyfrom the lower end of 
adaptor body 92 as well as a forward wall 124 which 
faces the interior of the vehicle when the adaptor is 
mounted on the windshield support member 20. Inter-
mediate sidewalls 116, 118 is a top wall 126 which de
fmes the bottom of a depressed well partially enclosing 
projection 106. W all126 also inCludes a wiring aperture 
128 through which electrical wiring for operating the 
accessory supported in receptacle 120 extends as shown 
in FIGS. 13 and 15. 

As will now be understood from FIGS. 13, 15 and 16, 
a vehicle accessory such as a headlight dimming sensor 
130, including a housing 132 having a light receiving 
opening 134 and mounting flanges 136, 138, is received 
in the opening to receptacle 120 by engagement with 
walls 116, 18, 122 and 124. Dimming sensor 130 includes 
an appropriate light sensing/electrical signaling device 
140 connected to a slide switch 142 controlling the 
operation of the dimmer and an appropriate electrical 
circuit included on circuit board 144 which is con
nected to the vehicle electrical system via wiring 146 
passing through aperture 128 in top wall 126. When 
positioned on the windshield mounted support member 
20, which is slanted at the rearwardly inclined angle of 
the windshield, adaptor 90 supports receptacle 120 such 
that it opens vertically downwardly and holds the hous-
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ing 132 of headlight dimming sensor 130 substantially another toward the top of body 152 and provide re-
horizontally such that opening 134 is aligned toward the cessed channel160 with a double tapered, wedge shape 
front of the vehicle. Headlights impinging on the vehi- adapted to receive a windshield mounted support mem-
cle from the opposite direction are received through ber 20 through opening 173 between the flanges as 
opening 134 on sensor 140 when switch 142 is on. 5 shown in FIGS. 7, 8 and 19. The depth of recessed 

As shown in FIG. 15, a rearview mirror assembly channel160 is slightly less than the thickness of support 
supported by channel mount 50 may be supported on member 20 to prevent contact between adaptor body 
projection 106 simultaneously without affecting sensor 152 and the inside windshield surface. Accordingly, 
130. When so mounted, the channel mount SO extends when positioned on a windshield mounted support 
partially into the well partially enclosing projection 106 10 member 20, projection 156 will face inwardly toward 
and is secured directly to the front surface 26 of support the interior of the vehicle for receipt of a channel mount 
member 20 by fastener 59 passing through aperture 114. SO which, in tum, supports a rearview mirror assembly. 
This simultaneously retains adaptor 90 in position on Microphone housing 180 is supported below the adap-
the support member 20 and eliminates the need for a tor body 152 while wire cover 200 extends upwardly 
second fastener as used in embodiment 10. 15 toward the vehicle headliner above the adaptor body. 

If desired a wire cover having a snap-on, clamp-type Although microphone housing 180 and wire cover 200 
mount of the type disclosed in co-pending, commonly are adjacent the rearview mirror assembly, neither in-
assigned United States patent application Ser. No. terferes with the operation, removability, or adjustabil-
021,636, filed Mar. 4, 1987, the disclosure of which is ity of the mirror assembly or vice-versa. 
hereby incorporated by reference, may be attached to 20 Microphone housing 180 includes a slightly trapezoi-
channel mount SO to shield and conceal wires 146 as dal housing 182 when viewed from the front which is 
they extend from adaptor 90 along the inside surface of integral with, extends continuously from, and is gener-
windshield W to the headliner area of the vehicle. ally parallel to adaptor body 152. An integrally formed 

As with adaptor 10, adaptor 90 may be formed from generally cylindrical microphone cylinder 184 extends 
sintered metal, cast from zinc or other metal, or molded 25 ai an angle to the general extent of housing 182. Hous-
from a suitably rigid resmous plastic material such as ing 182 is formed by four walls with a generally hollow 
glass filled acetal. Of course, support 120 may be used interior as seen in FIGS. 22 and 23. That hollow interior 
or modified to support other vehicle accessories such as may receive a microphone sensor such as that shown at 
a compass sensor, radar detector, information display, 186 and an appropriate microphone circuit board 188 
garage door opener, keyless entry system, vehicle secu- 30 and wiring 190. The forward facing wall of housing 182 
rity identification, rain sensor or navigation system merges outwardly into microphone cylinder 184 which 
receiver. Also, the support may be included above as includes opening 185 through which sound waves may 
well as below the adaptor body with shapes designed pass to microphone sensor 186. A rectangular aperture 
for and fitted to the particular accessory being sup- 192 at the top wall of housing 182 is included for inser-
ported. Further, supports both above and below the 35 tion of an appropriate mold part to allow formation of 
adaptor body may be used. For example, a compass the bottom wall of projection 156. Aperture 192 also 
sensor could be supported below the adaptor body and provides access to the interior of the housing to allow 
mirror assembly with an information readout for the insertion of wires leading from any lights or electrical 
compass supported above the adaptor body and mirror accessories in the adjacent rearview mirror assembly so 
assembly for viewing by the vehicle occupants and 40 they may be concealed behind wire cover 200 as they 
driver. extend toward the vehicle headliner with wires 190. 

Referring now to FIGS. 19-27, a third embodiment Top wall 183 of the housing is substantially planar and 
150 of the mounting adaptor is illustrated. A-daptor 150 is adapted to lie adjacent to or abut the bottom of a 
is a hybrid form of the invention including an adaptor channel mount such as that shown at 50 when received 
body 152, a housing 180 integral with and positioned 45 over projection 156. Thus, the general exterior shape of 
below the adaptor body for a microphone for a cellular housing 182 merges into the general shape of the chan-
phone, dictation system or the like and its controlling nel mount 50. Likewise, the side surfaces of adaptor 
circuitry and wiring, and a wire cover 20()'also integral body 152 generally lie flush with the side edges of chan-
with the adaptor body and extending from the adaptor nel mount 50 when mounted on projection 156. 
body in an opposite direction from the microphone 50 At the upper end of body 152 wire cover 200 extends 
housing. As is seen in FIGS. 19 and 20, adaptor body rectilinearly upwardly away from adaptor body 152. 
152 includes a front surface 154 on which is located a Wire cover 200 is a channel member including a front 
double tapered, wedge-type projection 156 substantially wall 202 and rearwardly extending sidewalls 204, 206 
similar to projection 106 on adaptor embodiment 90. A which define a rear opening to the channel. Front wall 
fastener aperture 158 extends through projection 156 55 202 merges into the top wall of adaptor body 152 while 
and communicates with a recessed channel 160 (FIGS. sidewalls 204, 206 merge into the sidewalls of adaptor 
23 and 24) on rear surface 162. Projection 156 includes body 152. The internal space within channel member 
inwardly tapered side edges 164, 166 adapted to mate 200 communicates with the recessed channel 160 at the 
with flanges 54, 56 0n a channel mount such as that rear of adaptor body 152 which, in tum, communicates 
shown at SO in FIGS. 11 and 12 for retention purposes. 60 with the internal space within housing 182 and micro-
A rounded top end 168 joins flanges 164, 166. Projec- phone cylinder 184 as is shown in FIGS. 21-23. In order 
tion 156 has a thickness slightly greater than the depth to allow access space for wiring 190 to microphone 
of the recessed channel of channel mount SO to prevent circuit 188 and sensor 186 from the headliner area of the 
contact between mount SO and surface 154. vehicle, through the interior space in channel 200, a 

Recessed channel 160 on the rear surface of body 152 65 bifurcated, recessed channel 208 is formed in the rear 
is formed by outwardly extending lateral flanges 170, surface 162 of adaptor body 152. Channel 208 includes 
172 having inwardly flared retaining surfaces 174, 176. left and right branches which merge adjacent the top 
Flanges 170, 172 are nonparallel and extend toward one and bottom of aperture 158 into a single channel. At the 
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top of body 152 channel 208 merges into the interior 
space of channel member 200. Adjacent the bottom end 
of aperture 158 channel 208 merges into the interior 
space of housing 182 and also communicates with aper
ture 192. Since channel 208 is deep enough to receive 5 
wiring 190 below the level of rear surface 162, channel 
recess 160 may still receive windshield mounted sup
port member 20 therein without causing obstruction or 
wear on wiring 190. When inserted, wiring 190 contin
ues unimpeded from the interior of housing 152 through 10 
channel 208 adjacent support member 20 when it is 
received in channel recess 160 and on into the interior 
of channel member 200 to the headliner area of the 
vehicle. 

Since the distance between the support member 20 on 15 
the windshield's inner surface and the vehicle headliner 
is different for each type of vehicle, mounting adaptor 
150 may be provided with an extension for wire cover 
200 as shown in FIGS. 25-27. Such extension is pro
vided by a second rectilinear channel member 210 20 
which slidably t_elescopes over channel200 and includes 
a front wall 212 which is slightly wider than the entire 
width of channel 200 and a pair of parallel, rearwardly 
extending sidewalls 214, 216 which extend along the 
exterior surface of sidewalls 204, 206 as shown in FIGS. 25 
25-27. 

In order to position channel extension 210 with re
spect to channel member 200, a series of semi-spherical 
depressions 218 are formed in the outer surfaces of 
sidewalls 204, 206 of channel 200 near the upper end 30 
thereof. A pair of inwardly extending semi-spherical 
projections 219 are formed on the inner surface of side
walls 214, 216 of channel extension 210 adjacent its 
lower end for receipt in an opposing pair of semi-spheri
cal recesses 218. Accordingly, when the distance be- 35 
tween the support member 20 and the headliner is 
known, the channel extension 210 may be positioned to 
cover the extra distance between the upper end of chan
nel 200 and the headliner and snapped into place with 
semi-spherical projections 220 received in one pair of 40 
the semi-spherical recesses 218 to hold the extension in 
place. Sidewalls 214, 216 may be flexed outwardly suffi
ciently to allow insertion of the projections 219 into 
recesses 218. Also, upper end 220 of channel extension 
210 may include a flange as disclosed in co-pending 45 
application Ser. No. 21,636 referred to above for receipt 
under the vehicle headliner to help retain it in place. 

As with mounting adaptors 10 and 90, adaptor 150 
may be formed from sintered metal, or, more prefera
bly, molded from a sufficiently rigid resinous plastic so 
material in one piece. Channel extension 210 may be 
separately molded from resinous plastic for the tele
scoping fit with channel200. When mounted on support 
member 20 via opening 173 to channel recess 160, a 
microphone sensor 186 for a cellular phone, recording- 55 
/dictation system or the like may be received in micro
phone cylinder 184 and is connected via wiring 190 to. 
the vehicle electrical system. When a rearview mirror 
assembly including a channel mount such as that shown 
at SO is received over projection 156 and secured 60 
through aperture 158 with fastener 59 on the channel 
mount to support member 20, the mirror assembly is 
positioned in front of and immediately adjacent and 
above the microphone housing 180. Wiring 190 and any 
wiring leading from the mirror assembly is concealed 65 
from view in the passenger compartment by wire cover 
200 and channel extension 210 as it extends to the head
liner of the vehicle. Both the mirror assembly and the 

microphone are thus conveniently positioned for access 
adjacent the driver while the microphone is in a posi
tion above the dashboard of the vehicle where voices 
from others in the passenger compartment of the vehi
cle can be properly received. Of course, as with adap
tors 10 and 90, projection 156 may have a sectional 
shape different from that of recessed channel160 so that 
the adaptor will effectively convert from one type 
channel mount or rearview mirror assembly to another. 

While several forms of the invention have been 
shown and described, other forms will now be apparent 
to those skilled in the art. Therefore, it will be under
stood that the embodiments shown in the drawings and 
described above are merely for illustrative purposes, 
and are not intended to limit the scope of the invention 
which is defined by the claims which follow. 

The embodiments of the invention in which an exclu
sive property or privilege is claimed are defined as 
follows: 

1. A mounting adaptor for securing an accessory 
adjacent an interior rearview mirror in a vehicle, said 
adaptor comprising: -

an adaptor body; 
first mounting means on a first surface of said adaptor 

body for securing said adaptor body to a mounting 
support member when the support member is se
cured to the inner surface of a vehicle window 
such as a windshield; 

securing means on a second surface of said adaptor 
body for removably mounting a rearview mirror 
assembly on said adaptor body; 

said adaptor body also including support means for 
supporting a vehicular accessory; said support 
means including means for positioning the vehicle 
accessory for exposure to and visibility from the 
interior of the vehicle and/or for exposure to the 
vehicle exterior through the vehicle window on 
which the adaptor body is mounted; 

_ whereby the accessory may be mounted adjacent the 
interior rearview mirror for proper operation of 
the accessory and/or convenient use by the vehicle 
driver or other occupant without interfering with 
the support of the rearview mirror,- or its replace
ment, interchangeability or adjustability. 

2. The mounting adaptor of claim 1 wherein said 
support means include a support for attaching a vehicle 
accessory including at least one of a headlight dimmer, 
moisture sensor, compass sensor, radar detector, ·infor
mation display, garage door opener, keyless entry sys
tem, vehicle identification apparatus, or navigation sys
tem receiver and means for securing said support to said 
body. 

3. The mounting adaptor of claim 1 wherein said 
support means include a receptacle for receiving at least 
a portion of an accessory. 

4. The mounting adaptor of claim 1 wherein said 
support means includes an aperture therethrough for 
passing an electrical wire to or from an accessory when 
mounted on said support. 

5. The mounting adaptor of claim 1 wherein said 
support means include means for mounting a micro
phone on said adaptor body. 

6. The mounting adaptor of claim 5 wherein said 
means for mounting a microphone include a housing 
including a receptacle for a microphone adat»ed to 
open toward the interior of the vehicle when said adap
tor is mounted on the mounting support member on a 
window, said housing also including an interior space 
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for enclosing wiring and/or circuitry for the micro
phone. 

7. The mounting adaptor of claim 6 wherein said 
receptacle for the microphone is on a lower end of said 
adaptor body; said body including a wire cover extend- 5 
ing therefrom opposite said lower end toward the inte
rior roof area of the vehicle for shielding electrical 
wiring extending from the roof area to the microphone. 

8. The mounting adaptor of claim 7 wherein said wire 
cover is an elongated, hollow channel member opening 10 
toward said first surface of said adaptor body and the 
window when said adaptor is mounted on the support 
member on a window, said body including channel 
means in said first surface communicating with said 
channel member for routing wiring from said interior 15 
space of said housing to said channel member. 

9. The mounting apparatus of claim 8 wherein said 
channel member includes a telescoping extension mem
ber slidably mounted thereon for adjusting the length of 
said channel member wire cover. 20 

10. The mounting apparatus of claim 8 wherein said 
adaptor body includes an aperture extending through 
said body and communicating with said first mounting 
means at said first surface for receiving a fastener for 
engaging the mounting support. 25 

1,1. The mounting adaptor of claim 1 including a wire 
cover extending from said adaptor body for concealing 
any electrical wiring leading to or from said adaptor 
from or to another portion of the vehicle when said 
adaptor is installed in a vehicle. 30 

12. The mounting adaptor of claim 11 wherein said 
wire cover is an elongated, hollow channel member 
opening toward said first surface of said adaptor body 
and the window when said adaptor is mounted on the 
support member on a window. 35 

13. The mounting adaptor of claim 1 including an 
aperture extending through said body and communicat
ing with said first mounting means for receiving a fas
tener for engaging the mounting support. 

14. The mounting adaptor of claim 1 wherein said 40 
first mounting means include a recessed channel for 
receiving the mounting support member; said securing 
means including projecting means extending outwardly 
from said second surface for receiving a channel-like 
mounting member from the rearview mirror assembly. 45 

15. The mounting adaptor of claim 14 including an 
aperture extending through said body and communicat
ing with said recessed channel for receiving a fastener 

50 

55 

60 

65 

for engaging the mounting support; said aperture in said 
body extending through said projecting means such that 
a fastener on the channel-like mounting member may 
pass therethrough to engage the mounting support. 

16. The mounting adaptor of claim 14 wherein said 
aperture includes a fastener for securing said adaptor to 
the mounting support. 

17. The mounting adaptor of claim 16 wherein said 
first mounting means also include a pair of spaced, in
wardly inclined side flanges, an end wall joining said 
inclined side flange to form a closed end, and an open 
end opposite said closed end, said recessed channel 
adapted to slidably receive the mounting support 
therein through said open end; said aperture and fas
tener being located in said projection means and in
clined from said projection means toward said closed 
end wall. 

18. The mounting adaptor of claim 1 wherein said 
first mounting means include first flanges extending 
along either lateral side edge of said body on said one 
surface and defining a recessed channel, an end wall 
defining a closed end at one end of said recessed chan
nel, and an open end opposite said closed end, said 
recessed channel being adapted to slidably receive the 
mounting support member therein for retention by said 
flanges; said securing means including an elongated 
projection and second flanges extending along either 
lateral side edge of said projection for cooperation with 
a channel-like mounting member from a rearview mir
ror assembly for retention thereof, said projection 
adapted to be received in the recessed channel of the 
channel-like mounting member to support the mounting 
member thereon. 

19. The mounting adaptor of claim 18 wherein said 
first flanges are tapered inwardly toward one another as 
they extend away from said one surface; said second 
flanges extending laterally out from said projection 
generally parallel to but spaced from said one surface 
wherein said projection will receive a channel-like 
mounting member having a recessed channel with a 
different cross-sectional shape than said recessed chan
nel on said one surface. 

20. The mounting adaptor of claim 18 wherein said 
recessed channel is wedge-shaped with said first flanges 
being nonparallel to one another and extending toward 
one another at said closed end, said open end being 
wider than said closed end. 

* * * * * 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN CMOS CAMERA TECHNOLOGY 

Ian T Muirhead 

Abstract. 

This paper gives an overview of developments in CMOS camera technology and sensor related 
products at VLSI Vision Ltd. 

Introduction. 

It has been previously reported 1.2 that quality images may be obtained by carefully designed 
sensors implemented in standard ASIC CMOS processes. This leads to several advantages; 

greatly reduced size through a high level of integration. 
greatly reduced power consumption, and operation from a single 5v rail. 
lower cost than comparable systems constructed with discrete camera technologies. 

These advantages are relevant to many applications in vision systems. With this in mind Prof. 
Denyer of the University of Edinburgh formed VLSI Vision Technology (WL) in 1990 to exploit 
the technology. Since that time the company have developed a range of CMOS sensors and 
imaging products built around them. 

Sensor Architecture.3 

In CMOS sensors each pixel is formed by extending and exposing the source region of a standard 
MOS transistor to make a photodiode. This can be reset and then isolated within the array under 
the control of a MOS transistor gate. All pixels in a row are reset together. Once reset, the 
reverse-biased photodiode converts incident light to a small current, which gradually discharges 
the gate capacitance. The pixel is then read by opening the gate, thus connecting the photodiode to 
the MOS transistor drain. In each column of the array, the transistor drains are connected in 
common and thus only one row of pixels is read at a time. A separate charge-sensing amplifier is 
used at the head of each column of pixels. This means that the amplifiers operate at the line rate 
rather than at pixel rate. Outputs from the sense amplifiers are sampled and stored on a row of 
capacitors, then multiplexed out through an on-chip charge integrator, including a sample-and-hold 
stage. By using an analogue multiplexer to switch in blanking and synchronisation levels at the 
appropriate times, it is them relatively easy, for a single-chip CMOS camera to produce the 1V 
peak-to-peak composite video waveform required by the CCIR standards. 

Product and System Development. 

An important aspect of the technology is the ability to design image sensors and image processing 
modules to specific applications. However many imaging problems can be satisfied by a range of 
standard products. To this end VVL have developed: 

Camera Products. A range of low, medium and high resolution 
monochrome CMOS image sensors which are available in chip or complete 
video camera module form. Applications include surveillance, robotic 
vision, process control, vision toys and video conferencing. 

E 1994 The Institution of Electrical Engineers 
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Table 1. CMOS sensor range. 

imputer. This programmable intelligent camera is designed for machine 
vision. Potential applications include smart surveillance systems; inspection 
and process control; automotive and aerospace and telecommunications. 

PC Card Camera. This is the first sub-miniature video camera which can 
be completely integrated into mobile computers. Stills and real-time motion 
video clips can be captured instantly into any PC equipped with a PCMCIA 
2.1 Type Il slot. Applications are wide ranging and include photographic 
databases, remote conferencing, interactive presentations, document 
imaging, meter reading, inventory control and many more. 

CMOS cameras. 

From a user perspective there are essentially four levels of sensor resolution which are of interest. 
In the 8k to 40k pixel range, a sensor provides a low resolution image at a very low cost. Such a 
device can find application in vision toys or low tolerance image detection. A reasonable picture 
can be obtained with pixels in the 40k to 200k range. This would be used when a slightly higher 
image resolution is required but applications are still cost sensitive, such as budget security and 
video door entry phones. Professional video applications requires a pixel count in the 200k to 
500k range. Beyond this level are primarily a high resolution custom application e.g. scientific, 
replacement of photographic film. 

With CCD technology it is possible to produce a colour image system by coating each pixel with a 
primary colour dye, red green, or blue. The signal from the chip is decoded and sorted into the 
three primary colours. A similar process is possible with CMOS image sensors with the added 
advantage that the algorithm circuitry can placed on the silicon adjacent to the sensor. 

The imputer.3 

The imputer is a completely programmable machine vision system which replaces a camera, frame 
grabber, processing board and PC/workstation. It is configured as a mother-board into which 
expansion cards can be plugged as needed. The mother-board contains all the necessary 
components for most machine-vision applications; image sensor, frame grabber, microprocessor, 
framestore and external I/O. This is implemented on a board a little larger than a credit card - 100 
x 50 mm. A PC is only needed during application development, thereafter the imputer units are 
programmed and left unsupervised. Even though the imputer forms a complete machine-vision 
system it is smaller than many CCD cameras alone. 

One of the limitations of the device is processing power, which consists of an 8-bit 8032 
microcontroller. However, many machine vision applications consist of very simple techniques 
such as line gauges. Line gauge techniques treat lines of pixels as if they were physical gauges on 
the object being measured, and take readings accordingly; the imputer motherboard has enough 
processing power for these applications. 
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Another apparent limitation of the imputer is the sensor resolution, which is restricted to 256 x 256 
pixels. However, if the resolution is doubled in each dimension to 512 x 512 pixels, the amount of 
image processing is quadrupled. This creates a strong incentive to solve applications using the 
lower resolution. Higher resolution versions of the imputer are under development. For 
processing power, there is an optional plug-in coprocessor (based on a Motorola 56002 DSP), 
giving a 3000 fold speed improvement. 

The processor is programmed in C using IDS, the imputer development system, a Windows 
software package. A full library of machine vision functions is provided, including morphological 
(shape) filters, transforms, correlators, convolvers, image segmentation, frequency filtering, 
rotation, reflection and logical operators. 1 ca:ll FW:- 1 Time ~ (mS) ~ 1 

Arithmetic absolute difference 
Convolvers 3 x 3 filter 
Lo ‘Cal Bin OR 4.2 

Threshold Threshold 

Table 2. Example of Coprocessor Function Library for full 256 x 256 pixel image. 
(region of interest can be specified to reduce times) 

The CMOS image sensor generates its own pixel clock, making pixel digitisation accurate and 
allowing an exact correlation between the physical photosensitive silicon area and its digital value 
in memory. This is important for accuracy in measurement applications. The sensor can be reset 
to the start of the frame by an external source, so that it can be synchronised to fast-moving 
objects. Once the image has been captured and analysed, the imputer can interact with its 
environment using an RS232 interface and eight binary I/Os. 

PC Card Camera. 

As mentioned previously CMOS cameras are small in size and low in power consumption. This 
has allowed them to be used in areas which were not previously feasible or were economically 
unrealistic. On such development is the PC Card Camera. This is a small, palm size, video camera 
which integrates into mobile computers, where power consumption is a key feature. The camera 
uses a 114” format 320 x 240 pixels x 256 grayscales sensor. The power consumption is 15- @ 
V,5V, 3OmA @ Vpp12V (active), and OmA when inactive. 

Summary. 

CMOS camera technology has moved from a laboratory curiosity to integration in volume 
consumer products within the space of a few years. Fundamental developments in the basic sensor 
devices continue to advance the technology. CMOS technology is ideally suited to the integration 
of imaging sensors and processing leading to powerful and compact integrated machine vision 
systems among many applications. 
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Using the combination of innovative circuit design and chip layout, a light-sensor technology can 
now be built with standard CMOS processes. As a result, additional circuit elements can be 
integrated onto the same chip as the sensing element, creating a more intelligent, low-cost, 
machine-vision sensor than is possible with other processes. All of the elements needed for 
"smart electronic vision"--analog light-sensor array, image-processing circuits and memory--can 
be put on the small-sized chip.  

VLSI Vision Ltd. (VVL), Edinburgh, Scotland, claims that the new light sensors are comparable 
in sensitivity with conventional charge-coupled-device (CCD) image arrays, yet outperform 
CCDs in terms of noise, dark current, and ease of integration. These characteristics make them 
suitable for applications ranging from fingerprint recognition to bar-code reading. They can also 
be used for image-capture circuits in electronic still or movie photography, where integration 
with algorithm processors can cut chip costs to $5.00.  

The VVL programmable smart sensor is based on a 256-by-256-pixel array. Each pixel is 
represented by a single photodiode made by extending and exposing the source region of a 
standard MOS transistor. This can be reset and then isolated within the array for reading under 
the transistor's-gate control.  

All of the gates in each row of the array are driven in common. Once reset, the reverse-biased 
photodiode converts incident light to a small current that gradually discharges the gate 
capacitance. Reading is achieved by opening the gate and connecting the photodiode to the MOS 
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transistor drain. In the array, the transistor drains are connected in common.  

VLSI Vision's product manager Oliver Vellacott explains that while this structure is not 
uncommon and other researchers have used similar designs, they all have failed to achieve 
results that match CCD performance. "The problem is that they commonly gate column-lines 
through an analog multiplexer to a single external charge-sense amplifier," he says. Multiplexing 
analog charge-sense signals through a single sense amplifier means that the design of the final 
amplifier is critical. It must work at very high speed and have a very wide dynamic range 
achieved from a single charge packet in the pixel.  

By contrast, the VVL design uses a separate charge-sense amplifier for each column. Using 
charge-sense amplifiers at the head of each column means their design rules can be relaxed. 
Individual column-sense amplifiers need not work so quickly, because their activation frequency 
is equal to the line rate rather than the pixel rate. Furthermore, they're located on the chip, as 
close as possible to the pixel array.  

The design of these amplifiers is constrained only by the need for a wide dynamic range and that 
they must be no wider than the pitch of the pixel columns. The latter constraint depends on the 
CMOS process used. Currently, with 1.5-||micro~meter~ CMOS processes, a pixel size of 16 
||micro~meter~ by 16 ||micro~meter~ and column and row pitches of between 10 and 20 
||micro~meter~ are readily achievable, with good yields and performance equal to CCD arrays. 
Moving to finer-resolution processes opens the door to producing either bigger arrays--VVL is 
targeting a 512-by-512 array in the next few months--or physically smaller chip sizes. The 
smaller size would allow a number of arrays to be built onto a common substrate to provide 
multiple images for color or other processing.  

The theoretical dynamic range of the vision sensor circuit, a single-ended charge integrator, is 
better than 70 dB. The circuit provides a low-impedance 1-V analog representation of the pixel 
charge and a read time of about 500 ns.  

The sense-amplifier output is sampled and stored on a row of capacitors. This information is 
multiplexed through an on-chip integrator that includes a sample-and-hold stage. By using an 
analog multiplexer to switch in blanking and synchronization levels at the appropriate times, the 
chip can provide a 1-V pk-pk composite-video waveform that conforms with International 
Consultative Committee for Radio (CCIR) and the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) 
standards.  

The array can be scanned serially by adding vertical and horizontal digital shift registers along 
two edges of the sensor array. These are designed to match the physical row and column pitch of 
the pixel array. The vertical register successively activates row lines, while the horizontal 
register controls sequential pixel readout within each line.  

Compared with CCD arrays, the array's performance is insensitive to these control waveforms 
and amplitudes. Digital output is in the form of an 8-bit/pixel data stream with a rate of 50 
frames/s, or around 3.3 Mbits/s.  

Compensation circuits overcome the early problems of fixed pattern noise derived from 
threshold variations in the MOS pixel-access transistors (which caused speckles), and 



mismatches between column sense amplifiers (which caused vertical stripes). Speckles were 
eliminated by reducing the applied pixel reset voltage to make the actual reset value independent 
of gate potential and threshold. Implementing an offset compensation phase in the common-
sense amplifiers during idle periods, and during frame and line synchronization periods, 
eliminated the striping effects.  

The result is an array that has wide tolerance to temperature and supply-voltage variations. Light 
sensitivity covers the visible spectrum and extends into the near-infrared region. When powered 
from 5 V, the array features a light sensitivity of 0.5 lx minimum, saturation of 20 lx, a signal-to-
noise ratio of 51 dB, and power consumption of 200 mW. Integration time range is 40,000:1 and 
dark current, expressed as a fraction of saturation at room temperature and with a 20-ms 
integration time, is 0.0004.  

Adjusting the integration period allows the array's sensitivity to be altered, thus creating a high 
degree of automatic exposure control. The adjustment is achieved by controlling the duration of 
reset pulse cycles entered at the top of the vertical shift register. This changes the integration 
time in steps equal to the line period.  

If this signal is also gated with a short-duration pulse, the exposure time can be reduced in steps, 
equal to the pixel read time, to a minimum of around 500 ns. The result is potential exposure 
compensation over a 40,000:1 range. This can be automated by monitoring the video output 
signal, and eliminates the need for mechanical iris control of lenses. In turn, surface-mounted 
lenses bonded directly to the chip's surface can be used.  

VVL integrated a 156-by-100-pixel array light sensor with a bonded-glass lens on one 1.5-
||micro~meter~ CMOS chip measuring 5.8 by 4 mm. The result is a complete intruder alarm 
camera with a 90 |degrees~ field of view on a 40-by-30-mm hybrid circuit. The array was 
integrated together with timing, control, and driver circuits that could automatically trigger a 
lamp or flash. The camera is installed with a passive infrared detector. When triggered by an 
alarm event, it transmits a short video sequence of what it sees to a remote observer.  

A second demonstration device uses a 258-by-258-pixel array integrated with image processing 
and quantization circuits to form a normalized binary image. It also has a 64-cell correlator array 
that can perform 2 billion operations/s, post-correlation decision hardware, 16 kbits of cache 
RAM, and 16 kbits of lookup-table ROM. Together with 64 kbits of external RAM and an Intel 
8085 microcontroller, the device performed--within one second--all of the image sensing and 
processing functions necessary to capture and verify a fingerprint against a stored reference print.  

In addition, VVL launched a smart image-processor system, called the Imputer, so that users can 
develop specialized application algorithms as quickly as possible. Measuring 107 by 53 by 24 
mm, the Imputer can be incorporated as a unit in a robot-vision or other imaging system, or be 
used as a development tool. For development, the company came up with a software package 
that incorporates a compiler for the C programming language. The software runs on an IBM or 
compatible PC under the Microsoft Windows 3.x operating environment.  

The Imputer includes an Intel 8032 processor, 128 kbytes of frame-store RAM, 128 kbytes of 
flash memory, and a 256-by-256-pixel light sensor array integrated with image-processing logic 



on a chip measuring 0.5 in. by 0.5 in. Memory can be expanded to 1 Mbyte. There are provisions 
to install coprocessors such as static-RAM FPGA accelerators. The Imputer can also work with a 
video generator to produce real-time CCIR/EIA standard video at 50 frames/s using data stored 
in RAM.  

Coprocessor functions available in the C library include interframe difference or sum, edge 
extraction, morphological filters, thresholding, correlation, convolution, image segmentation, 
frequency filtering, rotation, reflection, and other logical operations. More specialized functions 
can also be developed to order.  

Communication with either a PC used for development or with external control systems is via an 
RS-232 serial port. Image-analysis data is made available through two binary inputs requiring 0- 
and 3-V signals, and six binary outputs each providing signal levels of 0 and 5 V. Binary ports 
are controllable from software. The hardware supports standard C or CS lens mountings.  

The Imputer is available now for |pounds~500 (about $765) each, reducing to |pounds~180 
(about $275) for quantities of 1000 or more. Development kits that include the Imputer, 
development software, a tripod, lenses, and cables cost |pounds~2000 (approximately $3000).  

Contact VLSI Vision Ltd., Aviation House, 31 Pinkhill, Edinburgh, EH12 8BD Scotland. 
Telephone +44(0)31 539 7111.  

Abstract:  

An inexpensive smart machine-vision system is now possible through light sensor technology 
that uses a CMOS design based on an innovative merging of circuit design with chip layout. The 
minute chip contains all the elements that constitutes smart devices such as analog light-sensor 
array, image manipulation circuits and memory. The light sensors outperform charge-coupled-
device image arrays in the aspects of noise, dark current and facility of integration. Scotland-
based VLSI Vision Ltd uses the new light sensors in their smart image processing system called 
the Imputer. The device incorporates an Intel 8032 processor, 128Kbytes of frame-store memory, 
128Kbytes of flash memory and a light sensor array coupled with image-processing logic on a 
0.5 sq-in chip. It sells for 500 pounds sterling.  
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